SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE AND
ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS
JOINT SUBCOMMITTEE ON PUBLIC SAFETY,
NATURAL RESOURCES, AND TRANSPORTATION
CLOSING REPORT
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND NATURAL RESOURCES

The Joint Subcommittee on Public Safety, Natural Resources and
Transportation completed its review of the Department of Conservation and
Natural Resources. The closing recommendations of the Subcommittee
result in a General Fund increase of $193,033 in FY 2018 and a reduction
of $1.3 million in FY 2019. The Subcommittee recommended the following
closing actions:
Administration (101-4150) DCNR-17:
The Subcommittee recommended approval of the department’s request to
include language in the Appropriations Act to allow the department to
transfer any unexpended contract authority for updating the Conservation
Credit System Manual and Nevada’s Scientific Methods Document and
Habitat Quantification Tool from FY 2018 to FY 2019.

The

Subcommittee

recommendation

to

($844,187 remaining

recommended
include
from

language
IFC

approval
in

the

Contingency

of

Fiscal

staff’s

Authorizations

Act

Fund)

the

and

Appropriations Act ($1.0 million from the General Fund appropriation for
FY 2017) to allow funds in the Account to Restore the Sagebrush
Ecosystem remaining at the end of FY 2017 to be balanced forward to
FY 2018, and that remaining funds do not revert to the General Fund.
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Further, the Subcommittee recommended approval of Fiscal’s staff’s
recommendation to establish revenue and expenditure authority in the
Sagebrush Ecosystem budget in FY 2018 and FY 2019 in the
Authorizations Act.

Conservation

Districts

Program

(101-4151)

DCNR-27:

The

Subcommittee recommended approval of the Governor’s recommendation
to continue the increased General Fund appropriations approved by the
2015 Legislature for the competitive grant program totaling $75,000 in both
fiscal years of the 2017-19 biennium.

OVH

Commission

(101-4285)

DCNR-34:

The

Subcommittee

recommended approval of the Governor’s recommendation of the
budgetary changes to the Off-Highway Vehicle Program, which include
consolidating funding for the Off-Highway Vehicle grants into one category,
establishing a 90-day reserve, and funding for board and commission pay,
with authority for staff to complete technical adjustments, contingent upon
the passage of Assembly Bill 29.

State Parks (101-4162) DCNR-43:

The Subcommittee recommended

approval of the Governor’s Explore Your Nevada Initiative, with the noted
technical adjustments, as follows:

1. New Walker River State Recreation Area: The acceptance of the land
donation (Flying M, Rafter 7, Pitchfork ranches) for the proposed new
Walker River State Recreation Area located on the East Walker River in
Lyon County on 12,000 acres of ranch land (Flying M, Pitchfork and
Rafter 7 Ranches) donated to the state by the National Fish and Wildlife
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Foundation; and funding for 12 new permanent positions, 4 seasonal
positions, ongoing operating and equipment costs and one-time start-up
costs, including construction and maintenance projects funded with
General Fund appropriations totaling $4.8 million and Other Funds
totaling $17,500, which includes technical adjustments totaling $115,364
for items omitted from The Executive Budget.

In addition, the Subcommittee recommended approving the division’s
proposal to decrease the Construction and Maintenance Project
category by $130,400 over the 2017-19 biennium and the division’s
proposal to decrease General Fund appropriations totaling $670,000 in
a one-shot appropriation (Senate Bill 536) recommended for the
construction of a campground at the proposed Walker Lake State
Recreation Area, which would partially fund the omitted items (totaling
$1.3 million) and other modifications identified in the various decision
units that are part of the Explore Your Nevada initiative proposed in
The Executive Budget.

Finally, the Subcommittee recommended approval of the division’s
request for Highway Funds transferred from the Nevada Department of
Transportation totaling $100,000 for each year of the 2017-19 biennium
for the maintenance of the gravel roads within the Walker River State
Recreation Area.

2. New Tule Springs State Park: Funding for the new Tule Springs State
Park in Clark County, located on 315 acres of existing state-owned land
adjacent to the Tule Springs Fossil Beds National Monument, including
two permanent positions and two seasonal positions and associated
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one-time and ongoing operating costs funded with General Fund
appropriations totaling $1.6 million, which includes Fiscal staff’s
proposed technical adjustments of $384,295; and the division’s
recommendation to eliminate $125,000 in FY 2018 for a master plan for
the proposed new Tule Springs State Park, which would partially fund
the items omitted in The Executive Budget.

3. Staffing, Equipment and Ongoing Operating Costs for the Van Sickle
Bi-State Park:

Funding for one permanent Park Ranger position,

two seasonal Park Aid positions, ongoing operating and equipment
costs and one-time start-up costs, construction and maintenance
projects, funded with General Fund appropriations totaling $401,974 and
Other Funds totaling $27,219 over the 2017-19 biennium, which
includes Fiscal staff’s proposed technical adjustments of $46,984 over
the biennium and the division’s recommendation to eliminate $125,000
in FY 2019 for a master plan, for the Van Sickle Bi-State Park, which
would partially fund the items omitted in The Executive Budget.

4. Maintenance and Construction Projects for Existing State Parks:
Funding for the construction of water and power hookups at
97 campsites within 7 state parks, installation of equipment and
associated monthly connection charges for Wi-Fi availability at 8 state
parks, construction of an equestrian area at Lahontan State Recreation
Area, and funding for road base to maintain gravel roads and
parking lots statewide, funded with General Fund appropriations totaling
$367,616

and

Other

Funds

totaling

$330,588,

which

includes

Fiscal staff’s proposed technical adjustments of $267,204 over the
2017-19 biennium.
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5. New Positions:

Funding for 13 new positions and the associated

operating and equipment costs, with technical adjustments to add items
omitted from The Executive Budget as follows:

A. Four new positions to restore the Eastern Nevada Regional Office,
which had been eliminated due to budget reductions approved by the
2009 Legislature. The new positions, including operating and
equipment costs, total $733,222 in General Fund appropriations over
the 2017-19 biennium, which includes technical adjustments of
$150,022.

B. Three new Park Ranger positions (one each assigned to Lahontan
State Recreation Area, Spring Mountain Ranch and Valley of Fire
State Park), funded with General Fund appropriations totaling
$617,762 over the 2017-19 biennium, which includes technical
adjustments of $183,887.

C. One Park and Recreation Program Manager position to update
existing master plans and create new master plans for parks
statewide, funded with General Fund appropriations totaling $157,946
over the 2017-19 biennium, which includes technical adjustments of
$7,956.

D. Two new Water System Operator positions, to comply with the
Safe Drinking Water Act and other water system regulations, funded
with General Fund appropriations totaling $341,800 over the
2017-19 biennium, which includes technical adjustments of $74,978.
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E. One Park Maintenance Specialist position for Big Bend State Park,
funded with General Fund appropriations totaling $162,075 over the
2017-19 biennium, which includes technical adjustments of $34,816.

F. One Safety Specialist Consultation position to conduct safety training
for

permanent

and

seasonal

staff

statewide,

funded

with

General Fund appropriations totaling $190,546 over the 2017-19
biennium, which includes technical adjustments of $39,886.

G. One Education and Information Officer position dedicated to
outreach, including marketing on the division’s website and via social
media, funded with General Fund appropriations totaling $170,404
over the 2017-19 biennium, which includes technical adjustments of
$4,193.

6. Replacement Equipment: The Subcommittee recommended approval of
the Governor’s recommendation for replacement equipment, funded with
General

Fund

appropriations

totaling

$1.3

million

over

the

2017-19 biennium; and the division’s proposal to reduce the number of
vehicles requested for replacement from 16 to 8, resulting in a
General Fund reduction of $285,237, which would partially fund the
omitted items (totaling $1.3 million) and other modifications identified in
the various decision units that are part of the Explore Your Nevada
initiative proposed in The Executive Budget.

7. Other Items:

The Subcommittee recommended approval of the

Governor’s recommendation to fund ongoing operating expenses,
replacement radios for the lifeguards at Sand Harbor State Park,
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body armor for law enforcement positions, and testing fees for
Professional

Engineer

certifications

and

emergency

medical

recertification required for division staff, funded with General Fund
appropriations totaling $15,298 for each year of the 2017-19 biennium.

Water

Resources

(101-4171)

DCNR-72:

The

Subcommittee

recommended approval of five new positions (one Professional Engineer
and four Associate Engineer positions) and associated travel and operating
expenses, funded with General Fund appropriations totaling $938,039 over
the 2017-19 biennium to implement recommendations of the Governor’s
Nevada Drought Forum (Forum) for the Division of Water Resources. The
Subcommittee also recommended approval of equipment for the five new
positions funded with General Fund appropriations totaling $196,003.

The Subcommittee did not recommend approval of the Governor’s
recommendation for a new Water Conservation and Drought Resiliency
unit, which would include four new positions (one unclassified Chief of
Drought Resiliency and Water Planning position, one Education and
Information Officer position, one Associate Engineer position and
one Professional Engineer position) and associated travel and operating
expenses, resulting in General Fund savings of $778,959 over the
2017-19 biennium.

In addition, the Subcommittee did not approve the

funding for the equipment associated with the four new positions, which
results in General Fund savings totaling $97,717.
Subcommittee

did

not

recommend

approval

of

Further, the
the

Governor’s

recommendation to establish a new Advisory Committee on Water
Planning and Drought, resulting in General Funds savings totaling
$111,040 over the 2017-19 biennium.
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The

Subcommittee

recommended

approval

of

the

Governor’s

recommendation to replace 100 percent of the fees collected in this budget
with General Fund appropriations totaling $3.4 million for each year of the
2017-19 biennium and to deposit all fee revenue directly to the
General Fund instead of the non-executive Water Distribution Revolving
budget upon approval of Senate Bill 514.

Forestry Division-wide Budget Closing
The Subcommittee did not approve the Governor’s recommendation to
change

the

funding

source

from

$2.5

million

in

General

Fund

appropriations each year for the suppression of wildfires, to approximately
$1.8 million each year in county reimbursements paid for the Wildland Fire
Protection Program, and did not approve the transfer of reserves from the
Wildland Fire Protection Program to the Forest Fire Suppression budget.

The Subcommittee did not approve the Governor’s recommendation to
transfer the Wildland Fire Protection Program, including all positions and
operating costs to the Forestry budget.

Forestry (101-4195) DCNR-88:

The Subcommittee recommended

approval of the elimination of the Air Operations cost allocation as
recommended by Fiscal staff, and increasing General Fund appropriations
in the Forestry budget by $146,188 in FY 2018 and $146,715 in FY 2019 to
support 100 percent of the Air Operations positions in the Forestry budget
with General Fund appropriations.
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The

Subcommittee

recommendation,

recommended

with

technical

approval

adjustments,

of
for

the

Governor’s

General

Fund

appropriations totaling $245,858 in FY 2018 and $422,432 in FY 2019, for
one new Aircraft Maintenance Specialist position and 12 seasonal positions
(10 seasonal Fire Fighters and 2 seasonal Forestry Equipment Operators)
to support the Governor’s Drought Initiative.

In addition, the Subcommittee recommended approval of the division’s
request for one new Conservation Staff Specialist position and the
associated operating and equipment costs, funded with Federal Funds and
Cost

Allocation

Reimbursements

totaling

$232,624

over

the

2017-19 biennium for the Nevada Network of Fire Adaptive Communities
Program.

Finally, the Subcommittee recommended the approval of General Fund
appropriations that were repurposed in the base budget for purposes other
than

the

purpose

approved

by

the

2015

Legislature

for

the

2017-19 biennium to change the funding source for: 1) the salaries and
fringe benefits for the Information Technology (IT) Professional positions
from 100 percent Central Reporting Unit Assessments to 100 percent
General Fund appropriations; 2) the Accounting Assistant position from
25 percent of the salaries and fringe benefits included in the Air Operations
cost allocation to 100 percent funding from the Central Reporting Unit
assessments; and 3) the elimination of revenues in both years of the
2017-19 biennium previously budgeted for the Elko and Minden
Interagency Dispatch Center (IDC) for reimbursements received from the
Bureau of Land Management and the U.S. Forest Service ($72,370 for
FY 2016) and to increase the Interagency Wildland Fire Dispatch category
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totaling $57,336 in FY 2018 and $62,999 in FY 2019, which the division
indicates is based on the additional cost per a draft cost-sharing agreement
with the BLM and the U.S. Forest Service for the Minden and Elko IDCs.

The Subcommittee did not recommend the funding source change for a
Pilot position from 100 percent General Fund appropriations to 25 percent
Fire Reimbursements included in the Air Operations cost allocation.

The Subcommittee recommended issuing a letter of intent directing the
Division of Forestry to provide semi-annual status reports to the
Interim Finance Committee regarding its review and evaluation of
processes and programs for the: 1) Division-wide cost allocation
methodologies; 2) Wildland Fire Protection Program; 3) Pre-positioning of
positions and resources for Fire Suppression; 4) Evaluation of the staffing
and equipment needs for the suppression of wildland fires; 5) the new
Air Operations Program approved for the Governor’s Drought Initiative; and
6) Resources needed to process fire billings timely, and a final report to the
Interim Finance Committee by July 1, 2018, regarding its findings and
recommendations

for

proposed

changes

to

be

included

in

the

2019-21 biennial budget submittal.

Forest Fire Suppression (101-4196) DCNR-102:

The Subcommittee approved Fiscal staff’s recommendation to fund the
Air Operations positions in the Forestry budget with General Fund
appropriations of $146,188 in FY 2018 and $146,715 in FY 2019 rather
than Forest Fire Reimbursements via an Air Operations cost allocation.
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Forestry

Conservation

Camps

(101-4198)

DCNR-106:

The

Subcommittee did not recommend the approval of the Governor’s
recommendation

to

consolidate

the

Conservation

Camp-Specific

Expenditure categories and the majority of the standard expense
categories into two categories.

Wildland Fire Protection Program (101-4194) DCNR-114:

The

Subcommittee recommended approval of the Other Closing Items as
recommended by the Governor, with the noted technical adjustments, and
with authority for staff to make other technical adjustments as needed. The
Subcommittee did not recommend approval of Other Closing Items 4 and 5
as discussed in the division-wide closing document.

State Lands (101-4173) DCNR-127: The Subcommittee recommended
approval of the Governor’s recommendation for one new Land Agent
position and the associated operating costs, funded with General Fund
appropriations totaling $155,342 over the 2017-19 biennium.

DEP

Air

Quality

(101-3185)

DCNR-164:

The

Subcommittee

recommended approval of the Governor’s recommendation to fund a
contract

with

the

Nevada

Business

Environmental

Program

for

air compliance assistance for businesses, funded with fees collected by the
division for the DEP Air Program totaling $150,000 for each year of the
2017-19 biennium.

In addition, the Subcommittee recommended a letter of intent directing the
Division of Environmental Protection to provide semi-annual progress
reports to the Interim Finance Committee regarding the status of the
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Volkswagen settlement and the Mitigation Fund, including the proposed
activities to be supported by settlement funds.
DEP Water Pollution Control (101-3186) DCNR-171: The Subcommittee
recommended approval of the Governor’s recommendation to establish a
new Storm Water Branch under the Bureau of Water Pollution Control and
the addition of one new Professional Engineer position and one new
Environmental Scientist position and associated operating expenses
funded with fee reserves totaling $525,961, as adjusted, over the
2017 19 biennium.

In addition, the Subcommittee recommended approval of the Governor’s
recommendation to reclassify a vacant Administrative Assistant position to
an Environmental Scientist position for the division’s Storm Water program
with an adjusted total cost of $39,317 over the 2017-19 biennium.

DEP Waste Management and Corrective Action (101-3187) DCNR-179:
The

Subcommittee

recommendation

to

recommended
use

$150,000

approval
in

fees

of

the

transferred

Governor’s
from

the

Hazardous Waste Management Fund in each year of the 2017-19 biennium
for a new contract to provide technical services for the Three Kids Mine Site.

DEP Safe Drinking Water Regulatory Program (101-3197) DCNR-207:
The

Subcommittee

recommended

approval

of

the

Governor’s

recommendation to approve $526,766 over the 2017-19 biennium, with
technical adjustments, to add one Professional Engineer position and
one Environmental Scientist position and associated operating expenses
for the Drinking Water Program.
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DEP Industrial Site Cleanup (101-3175) DCNR-216: The Subcommittee
recommended approval of the Governor’s recommendation for an increase
in contract services related to the Kerr-McGee Tronox site within the
BMI Complex, funded with settlement income of $1.3 million in FY 2018
and $249,570 in FY 2019.

For the Department budgets, the Subcommittee recommended approval of
all other closing items with the technical adjustments noted by staff, and
with authority for staff to make other technical adjustments as necessary.

The Subcommittee recommended closing the following Department of
Conservation and Natural Resources budgets as recommended by the
Governor with minor or technical adjustments:
 State Historic Preservation Office (101-4205) DCNR-5
 Comstock Historic District (101-5030) DCNR-12
 Sagebrush Ecosystem (101-4156) NEW BUDGET
 Forestry Nurseries (257-4235) DCNR-119
 Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency (101-4166) DCNR-136
 Nevada Natural Heritage (101-4101) DCNR-139
 State Environmental Commission (101-4149) DCNR-152
 Division of Environmental Protection (DEP) Administration (101-3173)
DCNR-154
 DEP Mining Regulation/Reclamation (101-3188) DCNR-189
 DEP State Revolving Fund – Admin (101-3189) DCNR-195
 DEP Water Quality Planning (101-3193) DCNR-201
 DEP Water Planning Capital Improvement (101-4155) DCNR-214
http://lcbfiscal/Secretary Session Document/DCNR Speech_JG_jl.docx
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DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND NATURAL RESOURCES
General Fund Impacts of Subcommittee Closing

Page

Budget

Title

AS CLOSED BY SUBCOMMITTEE:
DCNR-5
101-4205 State Historic Preservation Office
DCNR-12
101-5030 *Comstock Historic District
DCNR-17
101-4150 Administration
DCNR-27
101-4151 *Conservation Districts Program
DCNR-34
101-4285 *OHV Commission
NEW BUDGET 101-4156 *Sagebrush Ecosystem
DCNR-43
101-4162 State Parks
DCNR-72
101-4171 Water Resources
DCNR-88
101-4195 Forestry
DCNR-102
101-4196 Forest Fire Suppression
DCNR-106
101-4198 Forestry Conservation Camps
DCNR-114
101-4194 Wildland Fire Protection Program
DCNR-119
257-4235 *Forestry Nurseries
DCNR-127
101-4173 State Lands
DCNR-136
101-4166 Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency
DCNR-139
101-4101 *Nevada Natural Heritage
DCNR-152
101-4149 *State Environmental Commission
DCNR-154
101-3173 *DEP Administration
DCNR-164
101-3185 *DEP Air Quality
DCNR-171
101-3186 *DEP Water Pollution Control
DCNR-179
101-3187 *DEP Waste Management and Corrective Action
DCNR-189
101-3188 *DEP Mining Regulation/Reclamation
DCNR-195
101-3189 *DEP State Revolving Fund - Admin
DCNR-201
101-3193 *DEP Water Quality Planning
DCNR-207
101-3197 *DEP Safe Drinking Water Regulatory Program
DCNR-214
101-4155 *DEP Water Planning Capital Improvement
DCNR-216
101-3175 *DEP Industrial Site Cleanup

FY 2018

$
(2,712) $
(3,554)
$
- $
$
(61,428) $
(76,213)
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$ 1,183,009 $
(509,937)
$
(809,164) $
(587,017)
$ (1,997,560) $ (2,079,799)
$ 1,866,862 $ 1,909,944
$
(38,945) $
(41,120)
$
50,000 $
50,000
$
- $
$
259 $
259
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
-

$

* No General Fund impact
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FY 2019

193,033

$ (1,333,883)

BASN524

Title:
Account:

Nevada Legislative Counsel Bureau
Budget Closing Action Report
Public Safety, Natural Resources and Transportation Joint Subcommittee
W02 - WORKING VERSION 2

Budget Page: DCNR-5, Volume III

DCNR - STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICE
101 - 4205

2015-16
Actual

Revenues

Apr 14, 2017
Page 1 of 4

2016-17
WP

%
Chg

2017-18
GOV REC

%
Chg

2018-19
GOV REC

%
Chg

GENERAL FUND

374,915

369,972

(1.32)

464,199

25.47

499,629

7.63

FEDERAL FUND

839,486

934,946

11.37

778,246

(16.76)

778,155

(0.01)

(21.32)

67,018

1.20

OTHER FUND

75,500

84,170

11.48

66,223

INTERAGENCY TRANSFER

25,251

60,000

137.61

60,000

(18,898)

38,528

(303.87)

1,296,254

1,487,616

14.76

BALANCE FORWARD
Total Revenues
Total FTE

1,368,668

11.00

60,000
(8.00)

1,404,802

11.00

2.64

11.00

Adjustments to Revenue
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

B000

00

2501

The reconciliation of other funding sources to what is available
results in an adjustment to the General Fund appropriations

2017-18

2018-19

(60,490)

(33,522)

B000

00

3548

Reconcile to the FY 2016 HPF Grant available for administration

60,754

33,532

B000

00

3550

Reconcile to the FY 2016 HPF Grant available for subgrants

(8,782)

(9,322)

B000

00

3803

Adjust NVCRIS Subscription revenues to FY 2016 actuals

(788)

(1,572)

B000

00

4704

Reconcile to funding transferred from NDOT for the Historic
Markers Program

(62)

(49)

M100

00

2501

The reconciliation of other funding sources to what is available
results in an adjustment to the General Fund appropriations

52,293

24,787

M100

00

3548

100 percent of HPF grant is included in the base budget and
Decision Units E-801 and E-804

(52,807)

(25,301)

M100

00

3803

Reconcile NVCRIS revenues to expenditures in Category 35

386

386

M100

00

4704

Reconcile NDOT transfer revenues to expenditures in Category 14

128

128

M106

00

2501

The reconciliation of other funding sources to what is available
results in an adjustment to the General Fund appropriations

198

237

(132)

(158)

M106

00

3803

Reconcile NVCRIS revenues to expenditures in Category 35

M106

00

4704

Reconcile NDOT transfer revenues to expenditures in Category 14

M300

00

2501

The reconciliation of other funding sources to what is available
results in an adjustment to the General Fund appropriations

(66)

(79)

4,883

4,541

(4,103)

(3,814)

M300

00

3548

Reconcile to the FY 2016 HPF Grant available for administration

M300

00

3550

Reconcile to the FY 2016 HPF Grant available for subgrants

(591)

(553)

M300

00

3803

Adjust NVCRIS Subscription revenues to FY 2016 actuals

(189)

(174)

M600

00

2501

Increase General Fund appropriations for the increase to the
In-State Travel category, as the agency did not include per diem for
day 3 of each trip

198

198

E801

00

3548

Updated DO cost allocation to include all positions and funding
source changes in all enhancement decision units for the agencies
within the department.

(566)

(558)

E802

00

2501

Adjust General Fund appropriations to reconcile the new DO IT cost
allocation to the new rates assessed by EITS included in this new
cost allocation

259

259

E803

00

2501

The DO cost allocation is for the non-General Fund share expenses
and should be funded with revenues other than General Fund
appropriations

(45)

(47)

E803

00

3548

Adjust Grant Funding to reflect the update of the DO cost allocation
for Decision Unit E-671 in BA 4150

(17)

(19)

E803

00

3548

The DO cost allocation is for the non-General Fund share expenses
and should be funded with revenues other than General Fund
appropriations

45

47

15

E804

00

2501

Reduce General Fund appropriations to recognize Decision Unit
E-804 is being eliminated as it includes increases in personnel
expense in Decision Unit M-300, which is included in the base
budget DO cost allocation

(8)

(7)

E804

00

3548

Reduce Grant Funds to recognize Decision Unit E-804 is being
eliminated as it includes increases in personnel expense in
Decision Unit M-300, which is included in the Base budget DO cost
allocation

(124)

(114)

E804

00

3550

Reduce Sub-Grant Funds to recognize Decision Unit E-804 is being
eliminated as it includes increases in personnel expense in
Decision Unit M-300, which is included in the base budget DO cost
allocation

(18)

(16)

Sub-total

(9,644)

(11,190)

Line Item Changes to Revenues

(9,644)

(11,190)

Adjustments to Expenditures
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

2017-18

2018-19

B000

14

7000

Reconcile expenditures in cat 14 to funding transferred from NDOT
for the historic marker program

(62)

(49)

B000

17

8000

Reduce Sub-Grant Expenditures to reconcile to the FY 2016 HPF
Grant available for subgrants

(8,914)

(9,457)

B000

35

7000

Reconcile expenditures in Category 35 to funding available from
NVCRIS Subscriptions after 30 percent of the salaries and fringe
benefits for PCN 21 are provided

(984)

(1,747)

B000

40

7000

Corrected the base budget Director's Office cost allocation

592

320

M600

03

6000

Increase In-State Travel category, agency did not include per diem
for day 3 of each trip

198

198

E801

40

7000

Updated DO cost allocation to include all positions and funding
source changes in all enhancement decision units for the agencies
within the department

(566)

(558)

E802

40

7000

Reconcile the new DO IT cost allocation to the new rates assessed
by EITS that are included in the allocation.

259

259

E803

40

7000

The DO cost allocation for Decision Unit E-671 in BA 4150 was
updated

(17)

(19)

E804

40

7000

Decision Unit E-804 is being eliminated as it includes increases in
personnel expense in Decision Unit M-300, which is included in the
DO cost allocation in the base budget

(150)

(137)

Sub-total

(9,644)

(11,190)

Line Item Changes to Expenditures

(9,644)

(11,190)

0

0

(2,712)

(3,554)

0

0

Total
Grand Total General Fund Impact of Closing Changes
Grand Total Highway Fund Impact of Closing Changes

Overview
Fiscal staff is responsible for developing closing recommendations for this budget. The Subcommittee has
not previously reviewed this budget.
The mission of the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) is to encourage the preservation,
documentation, and use of cultural resources through state and federal programs. The SHPO’s programs
include preservation of buildings and archeological sites, grant distribution and management,
project reviews for federal tax credits, the national and state registers of historic places, and the review of
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federal actions in the state for planning and public education purposes. The agency also manages the
nearly 300 historical site markers throughout Nevada. Additionally, the SHPO provides staff support for
the Commission for Cultural Affairs and supervises the operation of the Comstock Historic District.
Primary sources of funding for the SHPO are federal grants, General Fund appropriations and transfers
from other state agencies. The agency is currently authorized for 11 full-time positions.
Major Closing Issues
There are no major closing issues.
Other Closing Items
1. Technical Adjustments:
Fiscal staff
has included in this closing document the following
technical adjustments that are recommended to reconcile federal revenues and other funding sources
to supporting documentation:
Base Budget and Decision Units M-100, M-106, and M-300, (DCNR-5-8):


The Historic Preservation Fund (HPF) grant revenues and the Historic Preservation Subgrants
revenues are recommended by Fiscal staff to be adjusted in order that the BASE and M-100, M-106
and M-300 decision units reconcile to the most recent grant award for the HPF grant totaling
$746,195 each year of the 2017-19 biennium, of which $85,000 is identified for subgrants and the
balance of $661,195 is available to fund a portion of the agency’s administrative costs.



The transfer from the Department of Transportation for the Historical Marker Program totaling
$45,000 per fiscal year of the 2017-19 biennium did not reconcile to the expenditure category
identified for the program. An adjustment is recommended by Fiscal staff to the Historical Marker
program category to reconcile revenues and expenditures.



The Nevada Cultural Resources Information System (NVCRIS) Subscriptions revenue is
recommended by Fiscal staff to be reduced from $66,223 in FY 2018 and $67,018 in FY 2019 to
$65,500 for each fiscal year of the 2017-19 biennium, which is the amount of actual receipts
deposited in FY 2016. Fiscal staff recommends a corresponding reduction to the
Cultural Resources Information category, less 30 percent of one Historic Preservation Specialist
position (PCN 21), which is also funded with the NVCRIS Subscription revenues. The agency was
unable to provide supporting documentation for the recommended increase in
The Executive Budget for the 2017-19 biennium.

2. Director’s Office (DO) Cost Allocation and New Information Technology (IT) Cost Allocation
(BASE, E-801 E-802, E-803, and E-804, DCNR-5-6, and 9-10):


The Governor recommends adjustments to the Director’s Office and related information technology
cost allocation reimbursement totaling $23,443 for the 2017-19 biennium. Fiscal staff recommends
technical adjustments to change the funding source from General Fund appropriations to
federal funds for Decision Unit E-803, and recommends adjustments to the amount allocated for the
DO cost allocation for Decision Unit E-671 in the Department of Conservation and Natural
Resources Administration budget.



Decision Unit E-804 is recommended to be eliminated, as the costs allocated in this decision unit
are included in the DO cost allocation in the Base budget.



Fiscal Staff recommends adding a new Decision Unit E-801, which would update the DO cost
allocation to include the new positions and funding source changes included in all enhancement
decision units recommended by the Governor for the agencies within the department for the
2017-19 biennium.
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Finally, staff recommends adjusting the amount of new IT Cost Allocation recommended in
Decision Unit E-802 to reflect increases in the EITS assessments proposed in
The Executive Budget for the 2017-19 biennium.

With the recommended technical adjustments noted above, the DO cost allocation for this budget totals
$23,426 over the 2017-19 biennium. If approved, Fiscal staff may need to complete further technical
adjustments based on the final number of FTEs approved by the 2017 Legislature for the department
and any changes to other funding sources, which both are factors in determining the amount that is
cost allocated by the DO to each agency within the department.
With the noted
technical adjustments, these recommendations appear reasonable.
The agency concurs with the noted technical adjustments.
3. Travel Expenses to Inspect the Huntridge Theater (M-600, DCNR-8): The Governor recommends
funding for staff to travel to Las Vegas to inspect the Huntridge Theater to verify the property is being
restored to a condition such that it will be a usable public building. The decision unit is funded with
General Fund appropriations totaling $3,585 each fiscal year of the 2017-19 biennium. The agency
indicates the travel to and from the Carson City SHPO office by qualified experts is required pursuant to
a Settlement Agreement and Stipulation for Entry of Consent Judgment dated August 30, 2016.
The agreement requires SHPO staff to inspect the Huntridge Theater located at 1208 East Charleston
Boulevard in Las Vegas, on a semi-annual basis during the first and last quarter of each calendar year
for the life of the covenants until December 31, 2028. In reviewing the supporting documentation
provided by the agency, Fiscal staff identified an error in the amount calculated for meals.
A technical adjustment is included in this closing document to increase this decision unit by $198 each
fiscal year, which increases the total for this decision unit to $3,783 for each fiscal year of the
2017-19 biennium, funded with General Fund appropriations. With the technical adjustment,
this recommendation appears reasonable.
4. Replacement Equipment (E-710, DCNR-8-9): The Governor recommends the replacement of four
desktop computers and associated software, three printers and two office chairs, funded with
General Fund appropriations totaling $5,292 in FY 2018 and $4,254 in FY 2019.
This recommendation appears reasonable.
5. New Equipment (E-720, DCNR-9): The Governor recommends funding for four adjustable standing
desk and three office cubicles, funded with General Fund appropriations totaling $3,662 in FY 2018 and
$6,214 in FY 2019. This recommendation appears reasonable.
Staff recommends this budget be closed as recommended by the Governor, including the
technical adjustments noted, with authority for staff to make other technical adjustments as
necessary.
The Subcommittee recommended approving this budget as recommended by the Governor, with
the noted technical adjustments and authorizing Fiscal staff to make other technical adjustments
as necessary.
Additional Information – No Action Necessary
Senate Bill 244 was heard before the Senate Committee on Government Affairs on March 24, 2017.
The bill, among other things, would require the agency to establish regulations regarding the process of the
repatriation of Native Indian human remains or other cultural items and to include the process in the
comprehensive plan required by the agency. The agency indicates a fiscal impact of $819,709 over the
2017-19 biennium for the bill as submitted.
http://lcbfiscal/Secretary Session Document/4205cls_JG_cmu.docx
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BASN524

Title:
Account:

Nevada Legislative Counsel Bureau
Budget Closing Action Report
Public Safety, Natural Resources and Transportation Joint
Subcommittee
W01 - GOVERNOR RECOMMENDS
DCNR - HISTORIC PRES - COMSTOCK HISTORIC DISTRICT
101 - 5030

Revenues
GENERAL FUND

April 14, 2017
Page 1 of 2

Budget Page: DCNR-12, Volume III

2015-16
Actual

2016-17
WP

%
Chg

2017-18
GOV REC

%
Chg

2018-19
GOV REC

%
Chg

194,945

217,958

11.80

194,164

(10.92)

195,988

0.94

217,958

14.11

194,164

(10.92)

195,988

0.94

REVERSIONS

(3,930)

Total Revenues

191,015

Total FTE

2.02

2.02

2.02

Adjustments to Revenue
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

2017-18

2018-19

Gov Rec

Gov Rec

Sub-total

0

0

Line Item Changes to Revenues

0

0

2017-18

2018-19

Gov Rec

Gov Rec

Sub-total

0

0

Line Item Changes to Expenditures

0

0

Total

0

0

Grand Total General Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Grand Total Highway Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Adjustments to Expenditures
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

Overview
Staff is responsible for developing closing recommendations for this budget. The Subcommittee has not
previously heard this budget.
The Comstock Historic District consists of over 14,000 acres located in two counties and includes
five communities. The Comstock Historic District Commission’s mandate is to encourage the preservation
of the Comstock Historic District, one of the nation’s largest and most significant landmarks.
The Commission considers requests for Certificates of Appropriateness, which property owners are
required pursuant to NRS 384.110 to obtain before initiating exterior changes to existing structures or
constructing new structures. In December 2005, the agency moved into the Comstock History Center in
Virginia City, a 4,000-square-foot building approved by the 2003 Legislature. The center houses the
Virginia and Truckee Railroad Engine #18, the “Dayton,” and includes space for archaeological analysis
and curation of Comstock artifacts. The agency is funded entirely with General Fund appropriations.
Major Closing Issues
There are no major closing issues.
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Other Closing Item
New Resource Database (E-225, DCNR-14): The Governor recommends funding for a temporary
employment agency staff person to create and maintain a database of architectural survey documentation
for the buildings and structures located within the Comstock Historic District, and the required forms to
obtain approval from the Commission before initiating exterior changes to existing structures or
constructing new structures. This recommendation would be funded with General Fund appropriations
totaling $3,600 for each fiscal year of the 2017-19 biennium.
The database would be available to the public on the Commission’s website to conduct historic research
and to view historic architectural information for changes to existing buildings or new buildings proposed for
review by the Commission. The agency indicates the database would be completed by the end of the
2017-19 biennium. In addition, the agency estimates $1,000 per year would be needed in future biennia to
update the database as the buildings within the Comstock Historic District undergo modification consistent
with the requirements and approval of the Commission. This recommendation appears reasonable.
Staff recommends this budget be closed as recommended by the Governor, including authority for
staff to make technical adjustments as necessary.
The Subcommittee recommended approving this budget as recommended by the Governor, and
authorizing Fiscal staff to make technical adjustments as necessary.

http://lcbfiscal/Secretary Session Document/5030cls_JG_cmu.docx
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BASN524

Title:
Account:

Nevada Legislative Counsel Bureau
Budget Closing Action Report
Public Safety, Natural Resources and Transportation Joint
Subcommittee
W02 - WORKING VERSION 2

Budget Page: DCNR-17, Volume III

DCNR - ADMINISTRATION
101 - 4150

2015-16
Actual

2016-17
WP

%
Chg

2017-18
GOV REC

1,940,297

1,957,765

0.90

Revenues
GENERAL FUND
OTHER FUND

%
Chg

2018-19
GOV REC

1,039,929

(46.88)

1,092,767

5.08

62,889

21585.86

65,648

4.39

290

INTERAGENCY TRANSFER

836,699

REVERSIONS

(76,153)

Total Revenues

Apr 14, 2017
Page 1 of 9

2,700,843

Total FTE

%
Chg

780,342

(6.74)

612,991

(21.45)

609,611

(0.55)

2,738,397

1.39

1,715,809

(37.34)

1,768,026

3.04

11.00

11.00

11.00

Adjustments to Revenue
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

B000

00

2501

Reduce General Fund to adjust printing costs to FY 2016 actuals

2017-18
(400)

2018-19
(400)

B000

00

2501

Increase General Fund for voice symplicity constituent software,
which was a base expenditure and should not be included in
Decision Unit E-226, Decision Unit E-226 will be deleted

2,250

2,250

B000

00

2501

Reduce General Fund to adjust for the cost allocations corrected
for the base budget revenue

(170,488)

(177,956)

B000

00

4230

Correct the Director's Office (DO) cost allocation reimbursement
revenue

166,839

174,313

B000

00

4659

Correct the DO cost allocation for cost associated with the
Question 1 Bond program

3,649

3,643

M300

00

2501

The payroll costs included in Decision Unit M-300 is included in the
DO cost allocation in the base budget

8,474

7,640

M300

00

4230

The payroll costs included in Decision Unit M-300 is included in the
DO cost allocation in the base budget

(8,474)

(7,640)

E226

00

2501

Delete Decision Unit E-226, the cost for the voice symplicity
constituent software was an expense in FY 2016 and should be in
the base budget

(2,250)

(2,250)

E671

00

2501

Correct the DO cost allocation for this decision unit, only the
non-General Fund share is allocated

648

677

E671

00

4230

Correct the DO cost allocation for this decision unit, only the
non-General Fund share is allocated

(648)

(677)

E801

00

2501

Updated the DO cost allocation to include all positions and funding
source changes in all enhancement decision units for the agencies
within the department. The DO cost allocation only includes
salaries and fringe benefits and is allocated based on the number of
FTE’s and non-general fund revenue sources in the various agency
budgets

110,283

103,771

E801

00

4230

Updated the DO cost allocation to include all positions and funding
source changes in all enhancement decision units for the agencies
within the department. The DO cost allocation only includes
salaries and fringe benefits and is allocated based on the number of
FTE’s and non-general fund revenue sources in the various agency
budgets

(110,283)

(103,771)

E802

00

2501

Reduce General Fund appropriations by the amount of the new
DO IT cost allocation based on the new rates for the EITS
assessments included in the new cost allocation

(9,945)

(9,945)

E802

00

4235

Reconcile the new DO IT cost allocation to the new rates assessed
by EITS that are included in the allocation

1,812

1,812

Sub-total

(8,533)

(8,533)

Line Item Changes to Revenues

(8,533)

(8,533)
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Adjustments to Expenditures
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

B000

04

7000

Description
Reduce the printing costs to FY 2016 actuals

(400)

(400)

B000

10

7000

The cost for the voice symplicity constituent software was an
expense in FY 2016 and should be in the base budget not Decision
Unit E-226, Decision Unit E-226 will be deleted

2,250

2,250

B000

10

7000

Retain contract to update the Conservation Credit System (CCS)
manual for the Sagebrush Ecosystem program instead of
transferring the funding to the non-executive Account to Restore the
Sagebrush Ecosystem in Category 11

185,000

185,000

B000

11

9000

Move the funding for the CCS contract to update the CCS manual
for the Sagebrush Ecosystem program from Category 11 to
category 10. Category 11 was set up as a transfer category to
transfer General Funds appropriated in this budget to the
non-executive Account to Restore the Sagebrush Ecosystem
(BA 4156)

(185,000)

(185,000)

E226

10

7000

Delete Decision Unit E-226, the cost for the voice symplicity
constituent software was an expense in FY 2016 and should be in
the base budget

(2,250)

(2,250)

E802

04

7000

Decision Unit E-802 was not built correctly, the new DO IT cost
allocation would reduce the General Fund appropriations in this
budget and would not result in an increase to operating expenses

(8,133)

(8,133)

Sub-total

(8,533)

(8,533)

Line Item Changes to Expenditures

(8,533)

(8,533)

0

0

(61,428)

(76,213)

0

0

Total
Grand Total General Fund Impact of Closing Changes
Grand Total Highway Fund Impact of Closing Changes

2017-18

2018-19

Overview
The Director’s Office of the Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (DCNR) provides
administrative, technical, budgetary and supervisory support to the Division of State Lands,
Environmental Protection, Forestry, State Parks, Water Resources, State Historic Preservation Office, the
Natural Heritage Program, the Sagebrush Ecosystem program and the Conservation Districts program.
The department also has seven boards, commissions and councils with which it is associated. During the
2015-16 interim, the Off-Highway Vehicle (OHV) Commission was administratively placed under the
department.
The Director’s Office is primarily funded with General Fund appropriations, along with cost allocation
reimbursements. The Governor recommends General Fund appropriations totaling $2.1 million over the
2017-19 biennium, a decrease of 45.3 percent when compared to the $3.9 million approved for the
2015-17 biennium. The significant decrease in General Fund appropriations is primarily due to the
elimination of $2.0 million from this budget, approved by the 2015 Legislature to implement
Greater Sage-grouse habitat protection and enhancement projects for the Sagebrush Ecosystem program.
The cost allocation revenue for the Director’s Office is recommended at $1.2 million over the
2017-19biennium, a decrease of 15.2 percent when compared to the $1.4 million approved for the
2015-17 biennium.
Major Closing Issue
Sagebrush Ecosystem Program
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Discussion of Major Closing Issue
Sagebrush Ecosystem Program (BASE, DCNR-17 and Budget Overview-22): The Executive Budget
proposes to continue funding for the six Sagebrush Ecosystem Technical Team (SETT) positions
(a Management Analyst in this budget, a Forester position in the Forestry budget, an
Environmental Scientist position in the State Lands budget, and three Conservation Specialist positions in
the Conservation Districts budget), the Sagebrush Ecosystem Council, and contract costs related to the
Conservation Credit System (CCS) for a consultant to update Nevada’s CCS Manual and Nevada’s
Scientific Methods Document and Habitat Quantification Tool.
The Executive Budget continues funding for the consultant contract to update Nevada’s CCS Manual and
Scientific Methods Document and Habitat Quantification Tool with General Fund appropriations totaling
$185,000 for each fiscal year of the 2017-19 biennium ($250,000 was approved by the 2015 Legislature for
each year of the 2015-17 biennium for the consulting contract). Fiscal staff completed a technical
adjustment to move the recommended funding in the base budget for the CCS contract totaling $185,000
from the Transfer to the Account to Restore the Sagebrush Ecosystem category to the Sagebrush
Ecosystem Technical Team category.
The Department concurs with the transfer between the
two categories. The Department has requested authority to transfer any unexpended contract funding from
FY 2018 to FY 2019.
Does the Subcommittee wish to include language in the Appropriations Act, which would give the
department authority to transfer any unexpended contract authority for updating the
Conservation Credit System Manual and Nevada’s Scientific Methods Document and Habitat
Quantification Tool from FY 2018 to FY 2019?
The Subcommittee recommended approval of the department’s request to add language in the
Appropriations Act, which would give the department authority to transfer any unexpended
contract authority for updating the Conservation Credit System Manual and Nevada’s Scientific
Methods Document and Habitat Quantification Tool from FY 2018 to FY 2019.
The 2015 Legislature approved $1.0 million each year of the 2015-17 biennium to the DCNR
Administration budget for the initial capital for the CCS program to fund projects that would restore and
enhance the sagebrush ecosystem. Of the $1.0 million appropriated for CCS projects for FY 2016,
$731,131 was obligated via four “Project Proponent Agreements” for funding to generate conservation
credits. One of the criteria for submitting project proposals is the project must be in a recognized
Greater Sage-grouse habitat as defined by the Sagebrush Ecosystem Program management categories
map. The four agreements have various effective dates during the month of June 2016 and remain in
effect for five years from the effective date. The project agreements include upfront costs, annual
maintenance, and monitoring costs. The following is a list of the project proponents and the dollar amounts
awarded:
1. Cottonwood Ranch in Elko County - $48,649 for seeding, meadow enhancement, preservation and
stewardship.
2. Coleman Valley Ranch in Washoe County - $134,414 for the removal of juniper.
3. Johns Ranch in Elko County - $30,000 for Stewardship, pasture and rangeland seeding and the
development of a prescribed grazing management plan.
4. Tumbling JR Ranch/KG Mining (Bald Mountain), Kinross Gold Corporation in White Pine and
Elko counties - $518,068 to remove encroachments of pinyon and juniper; and seeding and grazing
management.
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At the April 5, 2017, meeting of the Sagebrush Ecosystem Council, the Council awarded $1.2 million for
five habitat improvement projects. According to the department, per the project funding agreements, the
landowner is required to reimburse the state the amount that was awarded for the project once the
conservation credits earned are sold by the landowner. When the habitat improvement project has been
completed, the number of conservation credits earned will be determined. Once the land owner sells the
conservation credits that were earned, the land owner is required to reimburse the state the amount
awarded by the state for the project. The actual sale of the credits and exchange of monies will occur
between the land owner and the buyer. Funds recaptured in the next five years from the funding awarded
to the project proponents would be available to fund additional projects within the Account, which would act
as a revolving fund.
Assembly Bill 461 was approved by the 2013 Legislature, which authorized the creation of the Account
(NRS 232.161) to Restore the Sagebrush Ecosystem upon passage and approval. However, the Account
was not established in the state accounting system as a non-executive budget until FY 2016 when funding
was approved for the CCS. Fiscal staff would note that although General Funds for the program were
appropriated to the DCNR Administration budget by the 2015 Legislature, the agency, with approval from
the Governor’s Finance Office, transferred and expended the funds from the Account to Restore the
Sagebrush Ecosystem.
The table below summarizes the funding transferred from the DCNR Administration budget totaling
$2.6 million ($1.4 million - General Fund appropriations and $1.2 million from the IFC Contingency
Account) to the Account for FY 2017, and the projected balance remaining at the end of FY 2017 for
CCS projects:
Sagebrush Ecosystem Program Conservation Credit System (CCS)
Funding Approved by the 2015 Legislature for the 2015-17 Biennium

Budget
FY 2017

Funding
Total
Projected Recommended
Funding
Total for the
2015-17
FY 2016 Available for Expenses in the One-Shot
for FY 2017 Appropriation
FY 2017
Biennium Expenses

Contracts

Budget
FY 2016

CCS Projects

$1,000,000 $1,000,000 $2,000,000

$0

$2,000,000

$309,282

$1,690,718

*CCS Consultant

$250,000

$250,000

$500,000

$192,556

$307,444

$307,444

$0

*CCS Environmental Permits

$125,000

$125,000

$250,000

$0

$250,000

$250,000

$0

$0

$25,000

$25,000

$0

$25,000

$25,000

$0

*CCS Independent Audit

Total
$1,375,000 $1,400,000 $2,775,000 $192,556 $2,582,444
$891,726
$1,690,718
*The recommended one-shot appropriation for the Sagebrush Ecosystem Program only includes the projected funding remaining
at the end of FY 2017 for the CCS projects.

To address funds in the non-executive Account that are required to revert at the end of FY 2017, the
Governor recommends a $1.7 million one-shot appropriation in FY 2018 to continue sagebrush habitat
restoration projects that were awarded funding during the 2015-16 interim. The $1.7 million one-shot
appropriation represents the DCNR’s estimate of funds approved during the 2015-17 biennium that will be
remaining at the end of FY 2017. Because the CCS projects obligate funding over a five-year period, the
department indicates that the one-shot appropriation should not revert at the end of either fiscal year of the
2017-19 biennium. As noted previously, the department indicates the reimbursement of the initial capital
by the land owners would be deposited into the Account to Restore the Sagebrush Ecosystem and would
be used to fund additional projects - creating a revolving fund. The department requests language be
added to the necessary money bill(s) to provide that the full $2.0 million appropriated for initial
capitalization of the CCS does not revert and remains in the Account to Restore the Sagebrush Ecosystem
upon reimbursement as a revolving fund for additional projects.
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The Subcommittee may wish to consider recommending to the full committee that language be included in
the Authorizations Act ($844,187 remaining from IFC Contingency Fund) and the Appropriations Act
($1.0 million from the General Fund appropriation for FY 2017) to provide that any remaining funds at the
end of FY 2017 in the Account balance forward to FY 2018 and that remaining funds do not revert.
Further, the Subcommittee should consider establishing revenue and expenditure authority in the
Sagebrush Ecosystem budget in FY 2018 and FY 2019 in the Authorization Act with future Sagebrush
Ecosystem budgets being included in The Executive Budget commencing with the recommended budget
for the 2019-21 biennium. The table below reflects the proposed Sagebrush Ecosystem budget
constructed after consultation with agency staff.
REVENUES
Cat
00

00

GL
2511

2511

00

2511

00

4251

00
00
00

Description

FY 2018

Establish the balance forw ard of reserves w ork programmed for FY
2017
Balance forw ard 100 percent of the General Fund appropriations
approved for FY 2017 for the sagebrush ecosystem conservation
credits habitat improvement projects that w ere aw arded at the
April 5, 2017, meeting of the Sagebrush Ecosystem Council
Balance forw ard the estimated balance at the end of FY 2017 of the
Contingency Fund allocation approved by IFC in FY 2017 for the
sagebrush ecosystem conservation credits habitat improvement
projects that w ere approved for funding in FY 2016 ($658, 511), and
a portion of the projects approved for funding in FY 2017 ($185,676)
Establish authority to receive donations

FY 2019

$510,000

$893,045

$1,000,000

$0

$844,187

$0

$10,000

$10,000

$368,045

$762,319

$5,000

$5,000

$2,737,232

$1,670,364

Description

FY 2018

FY 2019

Establish authority for the sagebrush ecosystem conservation credits
habitat improvement projects that w ere aw arded funding in FY 2016
and FY 2017
Increase reserves, w hich includes the balance forw ard from FY
2017, revenues from donations, interest earned on the Account and
reimbursements from land ow ners

$1,844,187

4254

Establish authority for the reimbursement of the initial capital aw arded
to land ow ners for habitat improvement projects

4326

Establish authority for interest earned on the money in the Account
per NRS 232.161(3)

EXPENDITURES
Cat

GL

11

8000

86

9000

$893,045

$1,670,364

$2,737,232

$1,670,364

Fiscal staff notes the amounts included in the table for revenues and expenditures are based on the most
recent projections provided by the department. The department now estimates the balance remaining at
the end of FY 2017 at $1.8 million for the sagebrush ecosystem conservation credit habitat improvement
projects, rather than the $1.7 million recommended by the Governor for the one-shot appropriation.
These recommendations would eliminate the need for the $1.7 million one-shot appropriation
recommended by the Governor.
Does the Subcommittee wish to recommend to the full committee that language be included in the
Authorizations Act and the Appropriations Act to provide that any remaining funds at the end of
FY 2017 in the Account to Restore the Sagebrush Ecosystem do not revert and are available to
balance forward to serve as a revolving fund for additional CCS projects? This action would
eliminate the need for the $1.7 million one-shot appropriation as recommended by the Governor.
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If the Subcommittee approves including language in the Authorizations and Appropriations Acts to
allow funds in the Account to Restore the Sagebrush Ecosystem (Account) to balance forward from
one year to the next as a revolving account for CCS projects, does the Subcommittee also wish to
recommend to the full committee that the Account be added to the Authorizations Act to establish
revenue and expenditure authority in the Sagebrush Ecosystem budget in FY 2018 and FY 2019
with future Sagebrush Ecosystem budgets being included in The Executive Budget commencing
with 2019-21 Biennial Budget submittal for transparency and review by the Legislature in future
biennia?
The Subcommittee recommends approving Fiscal staff’s recommendation that language be
included in the Authorizations Act ($844,187 remaining from IFC Contingency Account) and the
Appropriations Act ($1.0 million from the General Fund appropriation for FY 2017) to allow funds in
the Account to Restore the Sagebrush Ecosystem (Account) to provide that any remaining funds at
the end of FY 2017 in the Account balance forward to FY 2018 and that remaining funds do not
revert.
Further, the Subcommittee recommends approving Fiscal’s staff’s recommendation to establish
revenue and expenditure authority in the Sagebrush Ecosystem budget in FY 2018 and FY 2019 in
the Authorizations Act.
Other Closing Items
1. Technical Adjustments (BASE, DCNR-17): Fiscal staff completed an adjustment in the base budget for
printing costs to reconcile to actual expenditures in FY 2016, which resulted in a decrease of $400 each
fiscal year of the 2017-19 biennium to the Operating Expense category and corresponding decreases
to General Fund appropriations for each fiscal year of the 2017-19 biennium. The department concurs
with this adjustment.
2. Director’s Office (DO) Cost Allocation Reimbursements (BASE and M-300, DCNR-17 and 19): The
Governor recommends the continuation of the DO cost allocation reimbursements totaling $573,833 for
FY 2018 and $570,384 for FY 2019. Fiscal staff identified issues with the DO cost allocation for the
base budget and worked with the department to resolve those issues, which resulted in the following
technical adjustments: 1) correcting the number of FTEs approved in the base budget to determine the
percentage of salaries and fringe benefits to allocate to each agency within the department; 2) including
all funding sources from the agency budgets to determine the non-General Fund share of the DO cost
allocation to allocate to each agency; 3) including the allocation of the costs in this budget for time
spent on the Lake Tahoe programs by DO staff, which was excluded in the DO cost allocation for the
Division of State Lands ($25,000 each fiscal year); and 4) correcting the amount allocated for the
Question 1 Bond program. The sum of the technical adjustments in the base budget for the DO cost
allocation results in a decrease to General Fund appropriations totaling $170,488 in FY 2018 and
$177,956 in FY2019, and increases the DO Cost Allocation Reimbursements by $166,839 in FY 2018
and $174,313 in FY 2019, and increases the Transfer from the Question 1 Bond program by $3,649 in
FY 2018 and $3,643 in FY 2019.
In addition, staff corrected the funding source for Decision Unit M-300 from DO Cost Allocation
Reimbursements to General Fund appropriations, as the fringe benefit rate adjustments included in
Decision Unit M-300 are included in the DO cost allocation included in the base budget. The increase
in General Fund appropriations for Decision Unit M-300 totals $8,474 in FY 2018 and $7,640 in
FY 2019.
The DO cost allocation for the base budget, as adjusted, is $732,198 in FY 2018 and $737,057 in
FY 2019. The department concurs with these adjustments.
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Finally, Fiscal staff added a new enhancement Decision Unit E-801 for the DO cost allocation.
Decision Unit E-801 updates the DO cost allocation to include the new positions and funding source
changes recommended by the Governor for all enhancement decision units included in the agency
budgets within the department for the 2017-19 biennium. This new enhancement decision unit would
increase General Fund appropriation by $110,283 in FY 2018 and $103,771 in FY 2019, and a
corresponding decrease to the DO Cost Allocation Reimbursement revenue line item. The DO cost
allocation to the agencies within the department is based on the number of FTEs and the
non-General Fund share of revenues. With the technical adjustments noted, the Director’s Office
Cost Allocation appears reasonable. However, final decisions by the money committees on
enhancement decision units recommended by the Governor for the department may require
further adjustments to the DO Cost allocation.
3. Increased Funding for In-State and Out-of-State Travel for the Sagebrush Ecosystem Technical Team
(E-225, DCNR-19-20): The Governor recommends an increase to the in-state and out-of-state travel
budget for the Sagebrush Ecosystem Team, funded with General Fund appropriations totaling $4,884
in each year of the 2017-19 biennium. The department indicates, due to vacancies in staffing, the base
budget does not reflect the travel budget needed for the SETT, and travel for field studies and project
oversight will continue to increase as the CCS becomes more established. This recommendation
appears reasonable.
4. Computer Software (E-226, DCNR-20):
The Executive Budget recommends General Fund
appropriations totaling $2,250 for the annual costs of Symplicity Voice-Constituent Management
Software for each fiscal year of the 2017-19 biennium. The agency incurred this cost in FY 2016 and it
should be included in the base budget. Fiscal staff has completed a technical adjustment to eliminate
Decision Unit E-226 and added the costs to the base budget. With the noted technical adjustments,
this recommendation appears reasonable.
5. Operating Supplies (E-227, DCNR-20): The Executive Budget recommends an increase in funding for
operating supplies, funded with General Fund appropriations totaling $1,015 in each fiscal year of the
2017-19 biennium. The recommended increase would bring the total budget for operating supplies up
to $2,165 for each fiscal year of the 2017-19 biennium. Based on the last five fiscal years, the average
amount spent per fiscal year in the DCNR Administration budget for operating supplies is $1,809.
This recommendation appears reasonable.
6. Transfer the Costs of the Website for the Nevada Drought Forum to the Division of Water Resources
(E-353, DCNR-21): The Executive Budget proposes to transfer costs charged by the Enterprise
Information Technology Services (EITS) Division for the shared web server hosting assessment to
maintain the website for the Nevada Drought Forum (drought.nv.gov) to the Division of Water
Resources. The transfer from the DCNR Administration budget to the Water Resources budget
includes General Fund appropriations totaling $1,515 for each year of the 2017-19 biennium, which
funds the costs associated with the website. This recommendation appears reasonable.
7. Salary Adjustment for IT Position (E-671, DCNR-21): This decision unit provides a one-grade salary
increase for an Information Technology Professional position in the Director’s Office, as recommended
by the Governor to address salary disparities in key areas, specifically, IT positions and
Correctional Officer positions. (Budget Overview-12). The recommendation is supported with the
Director’s Office Cost Allocation Reimbursements totaling $2,525 in FY 2018 and $2,594 in FY 2019.
Fiscal staff has completed a technical adjustment to add General Fund appropriations totaling $648 in
FY 2018 and $677 in FY 2019 and to reduce the Cost Allocation Reimbursement revenues by the same
amounts, as only a portion of the increase in salaries and fringe benefits is funded via the DO cost
allocation. The DO cost allocation to the agencies within the department is based on the
non-General Fund share only, and that share is based on the number of FTEs and the
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non-General Fund share of revenues of the agencies within the department. With the noted technical
adjustments, this recommendation appears reasonable.
8. Equipment Replacement (E-710, E-711 and E-712, DCNR-21-22): The Governor recommends the
replacement of 11 desktop computers, 1 desktop/CADD workstation, 2 laptop computers and
associated hardware and software, and the replacement of 4 office chairs, funded with General Fund
appropriations totaling $29,091 in FY 2018 and $2,717 in FY 2019. This recommendation appears
reasonable.
9. New Information Technology (IT) Cost Allocation (E-802, DCNR-23): The Governor recommends a
new department-wide IT cost allocation for ongoing costs totaling $8,133 for each fiscal year of the
2017-19 biennium. Fiscal staff worked with the department to correct errors identified in the new cost
allocation and this decision unit, which resulted in a technical adjustment to increase the new
department-wide IT cost allocation to $9,945 for each fiscal year of the 2017-19 biennium (a net
increase of $1,812 per year). The increase in the new IT cost allocation is a result of an increase in the
EITS Basic Non-Server and Basic Hosting assessments recommended in The Executive Budget that is
included in the new IT cost allocation. In addition, the new IT cost allocation should reduce
General Fund appropriations and should not result in an increase to operating expenses. Fiscal staff
completed a technical adjustment to reduce General Fund appropriations by $9,945 and eliminated the
increase to operating expenses totaling $8,133 for each fiscal year of the 2017-19 biennium. With the
noted technical adjustments, this recommendation appears reasonable.
Staff recommends that all Other Closing Items be closed as recommended by the Governor with
the technical adjustments noted and authority for staff to make other technical adjustments as
necessary.
The Subcommittee recommends approving the Other Closing Items as recommended by the
Governor, with the technical adjustments noted, including authority for Fiscal staff to make other
technical adjustments as needed.
Additional Information - No Action Necessary at this time
1. Supplemental Appropriations (Budget Overview-24): Due to the retirement of two long-time employees
during FY 2017, the Governor is recommending a supplemental appropriation to pay for terminal leave
estimated at $70,929. Fiscal staff notes, the Department has provided updated projections for the
recommended supplemental appropriation, which reduces the amount needed from $70,929 to
$38,045.
2. Department of Conservation and Natural Resources Bond Programs (APPENDIX-9): The DCNR has
four resource protection programs that are dependent upon the sale of general obligation bonds.
The Governor recommends a total of $11.6 million in the 2017-19 biennium for the issuance of
general obligation bonds for those programs:
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$1.0 million for the Commission for Cultural Affairs grant program managed by the State Historic
Preservation Office to promote and preserve the state’s cultural resources;



$5.0 million for the Lake Tahoe Environmental Improvement Program (EIP) managed by
State Lands, which funds activities related to the Environmental Improvement Program in the
Lake Tahoe basin;



$4.6 million for the Conservation and Recreation Bond Program (Question 1).
The 17th Special Session of the Legislature (2001) approved Assembly Bill 9.
In the
November 5, 2002, General Election, the voters approved the issuance of up to $200 million in

general obligation bonds (Question 1 Bond program) for the purpose of protecting, preserving and
obtaining the benefits of property and natural resources in the state. All bond sales related to the
Question 1 Bond program were originally required to be sold by June 30, 2014. Senate Bill 489
(2013) extended the period for issuance of the Question 1 bonds until June 30, 2019. Of the
$4.6 million recommended, $1.0 million is designated for grants managed by the Division of State
Lands for the construction of recreational trails and the acquisition of conservation easements;
$1.7 million is designated for the Division of State Parks to support capital improvements and
renovations of facilities in state parks; and $1.9 million is designated for the Department of Wildlife
for wildlife habitat and facility improvements; and


$1.0 million for the Water Infrastructure Grant Program managed by the Division of Environmental
Protection to provide grants to water purveyors to assist with the costs of capital improvements and
to fund the cost of improvements to conserve water.

http://lcbfiscal/Secretary Session Document/4150cls_JG_cmu.docx
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Overview
The Conservation Districts (CD) Program is within the Director’s Office of the Department of Conservation
and Natural Resources and works with Nevada’s 28 locally elected conservation districts in a statewide
conservation program. The agency’s mission is to train and assist the districts, which work to conserve,
improve and sustain the state’s renewable natural resources by providing outreach and technical
assistance to landowners in partnership with other local, state and federal agencies. The agency provides
administrative support to the State Conservation Commission (Commission), which develops policy and
regulations for the 28 conservation districts. Through the Commission, the agency provides annual grants
to each of the 28 eligible conservation districts ($4,000 each year), which, pursuant to NRS 548.178, must
be distributed equally to all qualifying conservation districts. The state grant funds distributed to
conservation districts have a 1:1 matching requirement. The Program Manager is located in Carson City.
The conservation district’s three regional Conservation Staff Specialists work primarily on the
Sagebrush Ecosystem program and are located in Ely, Elko and Winnemucca.
Major Issue
Continued Funding for the Sage Grouse Competitive Grants Program
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Discussion of Major Issue
Continued Funding for the Sage Grouse Competitive Grants Program (E-350, DCNR-29 and 30): The
Governor recommends the continuation of the increased funding approved by the 2015 Legislature for the
Sage Grouse Competitive Grant program with General Fund appropriations totaling $35,000 for each year
of the 2017-19 biennium. The 2015 Legislature approved an increase in the total funding for the
competitive grant program from $40,000 to $75,000 in the second year of the 2015-17 biennium. The
competitive grant program was initially established to aid conservation districts in funding projects to benefit
the sage grouse habitat when the 2013 Legislature approved a General Fund appropriation of $40,000 in
each year of the 2013-15 biennium. The competitive grants would provide the conservation districts
funding for specifically-approved, ground-ready projects. Nevada Administrative Code 548.500 through
NAC 548.540 provide application guidelines, criteria used to determine the grant awards and reporting
requirements for the Sage Grouse Competitive Grant program.
The agency indicates the conservation districts were able to leverage the $40,000 approved for FY 2016
with other funding sources, resulting in total funding of $261,913 for on-the-ground projects to improve
sage-grouse habitat. Projects funded during FY 2016 included pinyon/juniper reduction projects for:
Eureka County conservation district ($76,935); Lincoln County conservation district ($80,231) and
White Pine County conservation district ($61,240). In addition, Paradise-Sonoma conservation district had
two projects: (1) a rangeland revitalization project providing additional resilience and resistance to wildland
fire and invasive weeds ($11,407); and (2) artificial beaver dams were constructed to raise the water table
in the area and provide additional riparian and late brood rearing habitat for sage grouse over
approximately 20 miles of stream area ($32,100).
In addition to the $75,000 General Fund appropriation approved for FY 2017 for the competitive grant
program, the agency indicates the Natural Resources Conservation Service has verbally committed an
additional $17,413, which increased the total funding awarded in FY 2017 to $92,413. At the
Nevada Conservation Commission meeting held on March 29, 2017, the Commission awarded funding to
Lincoln County ($33,884) and White Pine County ($34,501) Conservation Districts for pinyon/juniper
reduction projects; to Smith Valley Conservation District ($16,836) to treat medusahead (a species of grass
considered invasive) in critical bi-state sage-grouse habitat; and to Tonopah Conservation District ($7,192)
for a pinyon/juniper reduction project with weed treatment in an important riparian area. The conservation
districts that were awarded funding for FY 2017 are contributing matching funds totaling $141,559 for a
grand total of $233,972 available for the projects identified.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve the Governor’s recommendation to continue the increased
General Fund appropriations approved by the 2015 Legislature for the competitive grant program
totaling $75,000 in both fiscal years of the 2017-19 biennium?
The Subcommittee recommended approving the Governor’s recommendation to continue the
increased General Fund appropriations approved by the 2015 Legislature for the competitive grant
program totaling $75,000 in both fiscal years of the 2017-19 biennium
Other Closing Items
1. Increased Grant Funding to the Conservation Districts (E-351, DCNR-30): The Governor recommends
an increase of the annual grants awarded to the 28 conservation districts by $500, for a total grant
award of $4,500 per district, for all qualifying districts. The increase to the annual grant award to the
districts is recommended to be funded with General Fund appropriations totaling $14,000 for each year
of the 2017-19 biennium. Conservation districts may use the grant funding for reasonable and
necessary expenses incurred by the districts in carrying out their duties and to leverage other grant
funds.
Pursuant to NRS 548.178, the State Conservation Commission, comprised of two ex-officio members
and seven members appointed by the Governor, is authorized to distribute grants to conservation
districts in good standing. To be in good standing, NAC 548.110 requires a conservation district to:
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a. Hold regularly scheduled meetings of the governing board of the district;
b. Hold meetings at least three times each year, one of which must be an annual meeting;
c. Properly give notice of each meeting, prepare an agenda and issue it in conformance with the
requirements of Chapter 241 of NRS;
d. File the agenda for, and the minutes taken, at each meeting within 30 working days after the
meeting;
e. Hold an election of supervisors on one of the first 10 days of November in each
even-numbered year and submit the results of the election to the Commission before November 30
of that year;
f. Develop an annual work plan and budget and submit them to the Commission by the first of June of
each year; and
g. Develop an annual report and financial report and submit them to the Commission by September 30
of each year for the immediately preceding fiscal year.
Information pertaining to the conservation district grant program is available on the Commission’s
website. Subsequent to the February 17, 2017, budget hearing for this program, the agency has
placed both the FY 2015 and FY 2016 annual reports for each conservation district on the
Commission’s website.
Concerning the recommended funding increase of $500 to the existing grant allocations, Fiscal staff
would note that prior to and including FY 2009, each of the 28 conservation districts received an annual
grant of $5,000 from the state. However, as a result of budget reductions to address the recession, the
2009 Legislature reduced the grant award to $4,200 annually for the 2009-11 biennium, and then
subsequently, during the 26th Special Session (2010), the Legislature voted to reduce the grants further
to $4,000 for each conservation district. In lieu of entirely eliminating the Division of Conservation
Districts, the 2011 Legislature approved a minimum budget to maintain the Conservation Districts as a
program within the Director’s Office of DCNR and provided annual grants of $2,500 in each year of the
2011-13 biennium. The 2013 and 2015 Legislatures approved additional General Fund appropriations
of $28,000 in each year of the 2013-15 biennium and $14,000 in each year of the 2015-17 biennium, to
increase the total annual grant award per district from $2,500 to $4,000. While the Governor’s
recommendation for the 2017-19 biennium increases the annual grant award to each conservation
district to $4,500, this funding level does not restore the grant awards to the 2007-09 funding level of
$5,000 per grant. This recommendation appears reasonable.
2. Additional Travel and Operating for the Three Conservation Districts Regional Specialists (E-352 and
E-353, DCNR-30 and 31): The Governor is recommending additional funding for travel expenses
($2,884), fuel for agency-owned vehicles ($4,212) and registration fees ($1,100); and membership dues
($200) funded with General Fund appropriations for each year of the 2017-19 biennium. The agency
indicates the increase in travel will provide a travel budget for a Conservation District Regional
Specialist position that was vacant during FY 2016. The increase recommended for fuel for
agency-owned vehicles is a result of switching from renting vehicles from the Fleet Services Division to
state-owned agency vehicles assigned to the three Conservation Districts Regional Specialist positions.
Fiscal staff would note the costs to rent vehicles from the Fleet Services Division totaling $9,204 in
FY 2016 was eliminated in the base budget. The increase for registration fees would provide funding
for the three Conservation District Regional Specialist positions to attend annual conferences/meetings
for the Nevada Association of Conservation Districts, the Nevada Section of the Society for Range
Management and the Nevada Weed Management Association. In addition, funding is recommended
for the annual membership fee for the National Society for Range Management.
This
recommendation appears reasonable.
The Subcommittee recommended approving the Other Closing Items as recommended by the
Governor, including authority for Fiscal staff to make technical adjustments as needed.
http://lcbfiscal/Secretary Session Document/4151cls_JG_cmu.docx
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0
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Overview
This is a new budget for the Off-Highway Vehicle Program (OHV), which is funded 100 percent with
OHV fees. The Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) collects all OHV registration and title fees, and any
OHV fees collected in excess of $150,000, less the DMV’s costs to administer the program, are transferred
to the OHV Commission for administrative costs and grants.
Effective May 2016, the Nevada Commission on Off-Highway Vehicles was placed within the Department of
Conservation and Natural Resources (Department). The Interim Finance Committee, at its April 14, 2016,
meeting, approved the new budget for the Account for Off-Highway Vehicles in accordance with
Nevada Revised Statutes 490.069, and one part-time Executive Secretary position to manage the
OHV program and provide support to the OHV Commission. Remaining OHV receipts in an outside
bank account were transferred to this budget and the outside bank account was subsequently closed.
Background Information
Senate Bill 394, approved during the 2009 Session, created the Commission on Off-Highway Vehicles,
established the Account for Off-Highway Vehicles, and required owners of OHVs purchased after a specific
date to apply with the DMV for titling and annual registration effective July 1, 2011. Pursuant to Nevada
Revised Statutes 490.069, the OHV Commission may award grants from the Account of Off-Highway
Vehicles for law enforcement, education/public awareness and OHV trail management and development.
Proposed Revisions to the Provisions Governing Off-Highway Vehicles
Assembly Bill 29, as amended, was approved by the Assembly Ways and Means on May 8, and revises
provisions governing off-highway vehicles, including the creation of the OHV program and the Commission
within the Department, and authority for the Director of the Department to administer the program and the
Account for Off-Highway Vehicles (Account) created by NRS 490.069. In addition, the bill provides
authority to establish a reserve, and for board and commission pay to the OHV Commission members who
are not an officer or employee of the State of Nevada. Further, Assembly Bill 29 would change how money
in the Account may be used as follows:
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Eliminates the 5 percent limit on administrative expenses;



Eliminates the requirement that 20 percent must be used for law enforcement activities related to
OHVs;



Eliminates the requirement that 60 percent may be used for projects related to OHV trails and facilities
for studies or planning, mapping and signage, acquisition of land, enhancement or maintenance, and
construction or restoration;



Eliminates the requirement that 15 percent may be used for safety training and education relating to the
use of OHVs;



Eliminates the requirement that not more than 30 percent of the money may be allocated to any
one category of projects;



Adds authority for the Department to fund the prevention of impacts to important environmental areas
or wildlife habitat that would be subject to damage by the use of off-highway vehicles; and



Adds authority for the Department to fund efforts to improve compliance with and enforcement of the
requirements related to off-highway vehicles.

Under the proposed changes to the OHV program outlined in Assembly Bill 29, as amended, the
Department would not be required to adhere to the current statutory requirements as to how the OHV fees
can be expended, and instead would submit its proposal as part of The Executive Budget for consideration
and approval by the Legislature each biennium. Fiscal staff notes Assembly Bill 29 would need to be
approved to support enhancement Decision Unit E-350 outlined in the Major Issue below:
Major Closing Issue
Budgetary Changes to the OHV Program
Discussion of Major Closing Issue
Budgetary Changes to the OHV Program (E-350, DCNR-36): The
three recommendations included in Decision Unit E-350:

following

summarizes

the

1. Consolidation of Funding for OHV Grants into One Category: The Governor recommends the transfer
and consolidation of funding for grants from the a) Law Enforcement category, b) Safety and Education
category, and c) the Trails and Facilities category into one OHV Commission Grants category totaling
$1.8 million in FY 2018 and $1.0 million in FY 2019. The new OHV grant category would eliminate the
three special use grant categories established for this budget in FY 2016. The Director’s Office
indicated at the March 24, 2017, budget hearing, that the consolidation is requested to be able to fund
the best grant proposal presented via a competitive grant program, instead of limiting the amount that
can be awarded by the type of grant as the statute currently requires.
2. Establishment of a 90-Day Reserve: The Governor recommends adjustments to reserves that the
Department indicates would result in a reserve balance equivalent to 90 days for each fiscal year of the
2017-19 biennium. The adjustment recommended in this decision unit would result in reserves totaling
$479,405 for FY 2018 and $224,840 for FY 2019. The Department indicates a 90-day reserve is
necessary to provide adequate cash flow for at least one quarter of expenditures, because the DMV
does not transfer new revenue collections until after the end of the first quarter, and each quarter
thereafter. The recommended reserves appear reasonable.
3. Board and Commission Pay for the OHV Commission Members: The Governor recommends board
and commission pay for nine members of the OHV Commission, funded with reserves of $3,562 for
each fiscal year of the 2017-19 biennium. Assembly Bill 29, if approved, would allow for board and
commission pay to the OHV Commission members who are not an officer or employee of the State of
Nevada.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve the budgetary changes to the Off-Highway Vehicle
Program, which include consolidating funding for the Off-Highway Vehicle grants into one
category, establishing a 90-day reserve, and funding for board and commission pay, with authority
for staff to complete technical adjustments, contingent upon the passage of Assembly Bill 29.
The Subcommittee recommended approving the Governor’s recommendation for budgetary
changes to the Off-Highway Vehicle Program, which includes consolidating funding for the
Off-Highway Vehicle grants into one category, establishing a 90-day reserve, and funding for board
and commission pay, with authority for staff to complete technical adjustments, contingent upon
the passage of Assembly Bill 29.
Other Closing Items
1. Adjusted Base Budget (BASE, DCNR-34): Fiscal staff has included a technical adjustment in this
closing document to reconcile the amounts projected by DMV for OHV revenues less DMV’s expenses,
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which results in a decrease of $27,222 in FY 2018 and $39,028 in FY 2019 in the Transfer from DMV,
and a corresponding decrease to reserves.
In addition, Fiscal staff requests authority to eliminate the Department of Administration’s cost allocation
that is included in this budget in error, totaling $95 in FY 2018 and $98 in FY 2019.
2. Director’s Office (DO) Cost Allocation and New Information Technology (IT) Cost Allocation
(BASE, E-803, and E-804, DCNR-34, and 37-38): As noted by staff in the highlights for the
March 24, 2017, Subcommittee hearing, staff identified a number of issues related to the cost allocation
amounts reflected in The Executive Budget. Listed below are staff recommendations to address the
cost allocation issues:
 The Governor recommends adjustments to the Director’s Office and related information technology
cost allocation reimbursements totaling $1,371 for the 2017-19 biennium. Fiscal staff has included
technical adjustments to change the amount allocated for the DO cost allocation for Decision Unit
E-671 in the Department of Conservation and Natural Resources Administration budget.


The funding source for Decision Unit E-803 was corrected and changed from a reduction from the
Operating Expenses category to a reduction from Reserves.



Staff recommends eliminating Decision Unit E-804 as the costs allocated in this decision unit are
included in the DO cost allocation in the base budget.



Fiscal staff recommends adding a new Decision Unit E-801, which would update the DO cost
allocation to include the new positions and funding source changes included in all enhancement
decision units recommended by the Governor for the agencies within the Department for the
2017-19 biennium.



Finally, staff recommends adjusting the amount of new IT cost allocation recommended in
Decision Unit E-802 to reflect increases in the EITS assessments proposed in The Executive
Budget for the 2017-19 biennium.

With the recommended technical adjustments noted above, the DO cost allocation for this budget
would total $1,418 over the 2017-19 biennium, which is a $47 increase from the $1,371 recommended
in The Executive Budget. Fiscal staff may need to complete further technical adjustments based on the
final number of FTEs approved by the 2017 Legislature for the Department and any changes to other
funding sources, which both are factors in determining the amount that is cost allocated by the DO to
each agency within the Department.
With the noted technical adjustments, these
recommendations appear reasonable.
3. New Equipment (E-720, DCNR-37): The Governor recommends one new desktop computer,
associated software and one camera with accessories for the OHV Executive Secretary position,
funded with a transfer from reserves of OHV fees totaling $2,367 in FY 2018. The agency indicates the
camera with accessories is needed to document OHV grant projects. This recommendation appears
reasonable.
Staff recommends Other Closing Item 1 and 2 be closed with the noted technical adjustments and
Other Closing item 3 be closed as recommended by the Governor, with authority for staff to make
other technical adjustments as necessary.
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The Subcommittee recommended approving Other Closing Items 1 and 2 with the noted technical
adjustments and Other Closing item 3 as recommended by the Governor, with authority for staff to
make other technical adjustments as necessary.
Additional Information - No Action Necessary
On the following page is information provided by the DMV regarding OHV registrations, including the
number of OHVs that have been newly registered and the number of OHV registration renewals, by year,
since the inception of the OHV registration program. The DMV does not track lapsed registrations;
therefore, does not send out renewal notices for OHV registration.

FY13
New
Registrations

14,833

26,684
6,403

Renewals
Total
Growth rate

FY14

14,833

FY17
YTD

FY15

FY16

11,833

10,661

8,106

29,284

32,575

27,098

43,236
5%

35,204

33,087 41,117
123%
24%

FY 2017 numbers are current through April 30, 2017

http://lcbfiscal/Secretary Session Document/4285clsF_JG_cmu.docx
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Title:
Account:

Nevada Legislative Counsel Bureau
Budget Closing Action Report
Public Safety, Natural Resources and Transportation Joint
Subcommittee
W02 - WORKING VERSION 2

Budget Page: Non Executive Budget

DCNR - SAGEBRUSH ECOSYSTEM
101 - 4156

2015-16
Actual

Revenues
BALANCE FORWARD

REVERSIONS

2016-17
WP

%
Chg

2017-18
GOV REC

%
Chg

2018-19
GOV REC

%
Chg

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5,308

510,000

9508.14

0

(100.00)

0

0

1,375,000

2,582,445

87.81

0

(100.00)
0

0

0

(1,187,752)

0

(100.00)

0

0

0

0

192,556

3,092,445

1505.99

0

(100.00)

0

0

OTHER FUND
INTERAGENCY TRANSFER

Apr 14, 2017
Page 1 of 2

Total Revenues
Total FTE

0

0

0

Adjustments to Revenue
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

B000

00

2511

Description
Establish the balance forward of reserves work programmed for FY
2017 from the projected sale of conservation credits for Sagebrush
Ecosystem program

2017-18

2018-19

510,000

893,045

B000

00

4251

Establish authority to receive donations

10,000

10,000

B000

00

4254

Establish authority for the reimbursement of the initial capital
awarded to land owners for habitat improvement projects

368,045

762,319

B000

00

4326

Establish authority for interest earned on the money in the Account
per NRS 232.161(3)

5,000

5,000

Sub-total

893,045

1,670,364

Line Item Changes to Revenues

893,045

1,670,364

Adjustments to Expenditures
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

B000

86

9000

Description

2017-18

2018-19

893,045

1,670,364

Sub-total

893,045

1,670,364

Line Item Changes to Expenditures

893,045

1,670,364

Total

0

0

Grand Total General Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Grand Total Highway Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Establish authority for work programmed reserves from FY 2017

The Subcommittee has not previously heard this budget.
Overview
The Account to Restore the Sagebrush Ecosystem (Account) was authorized in Assembly Bill 461(2013)
upon passage and approval. However, the Account was not established in the state accounting system as
a non-executive budget until FY 2016 when funding was approved for the Conservation Credit System
(CCS). Per NRS 232.161, the money in the Account may only be used to establish and carry out programs
to preserve, restore and enhance sagebrush ecosystems pursuant to NRS 321.592 and 321.594.
Funding in the Account for FY 2016 and FY 2017 primarily includes General Fund appropriations for the
Sagebrush Ecosystem program that were appropriated to the Department of Conservation and Natural
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Resources (DCNR) Administration budget by the 2015 Legislature; however, the agency, with approval
from the Governor’s Finance Office, transferred and expended the funds from this budget. Following is a
table, which summarizes the funding transferred from the DCNR Administration budget totaling $2.6 million
($1.4 million - General Fund appropriations and $1.2 million from the IFC Contingency Account) to the
Account for FY 2017, and the projected balance remaining at the end of FY 2017 for CCS projects:
Sagebrush Ecosystem Program Conservation Credit System (CCS)
Funding Approved by the 2015 Legislature for the 2015-17 Biennium

Budget
FY 2017

Funding
Total
Projected Recommended
Funding
Total for the
2015-17
FY 2016 Available for Expenses in the One-Shot
for FY 2017 Appropriation
FY 2017
Biennium Expenses

Contracts

Budget
FY 2016

CCS Projects

$1,000,000 $1,000,000 $2,000,000

$0

$2,000,000

$309,282

$1,690,718

*CCS Consultant

$250,000

$250,000

$500,000

$192,556

$307,444

$307,444

$0

*CCS Environmental Permits

$125,000

$125,000

$250,000

$0

$250,000

$250,000

$0

$0

$25,000

$25,000

$0

$25,000

$25,000

$0

*CCS Independent Audit

Total
$1,375,000 $1,400,000 $2,775,000 $192,556 $2,582,444
$891,726
$1,690,718
*The recommended one-shot appropriation for the Sagebrush Ecosystem Program only includes the projected funding remaining
at the end of FY 2017 for the CCS projects.

Sagebrush Ecosystem Program (BASE in the DCNR Administration Budget, DCNR-17 and Budget
Overview-22): As recommended by the Subcommittee and as noted in the closing document for the
Department of Conservation Administration budget, this closing document shows the funding for
CCS projects, as further detailed in the budget closing document for the DCNR Administration budget.
Per supporting documentation provided by the Department and as approved by the Subcommittee, Fiscal
staff established $368,045 for FY 2018 and $763,319 in FY 2019 in revenue authority for the
reimbursement of the initial capital by land owners that were awarded funding for habitat improvement
projects for the Sagebrush Ecosystem Program during the 2015-17 biennium; $10,000 in each fiscal year
of the 2017-19 biennium to set up authority to receive donations; and $5,000 in each fiscal year of the
2017-19 biennium for the receipt of interest earnings on the money in the Account as authorized by NRS
232.161(3). In addition, based on the FY 2017 work program, the reserves budgeted for FY 2017 are
included to establish the balance forward from FY 2017 to FY 2018.
The Subcommittee recommended establishing this budget in the Authorizations Act. As a result,
this budget would be subject to the provisions of the State Budget Act (NRS 353.150 –
NRS 353.246).

http://lcbfiscal/Secretary Session Document/4156cls_JG_ch.docx
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Title:
Account:

Nevada Legislative Counsel Bureau
Budget Closing Action Report
Public Safety, Natural Resources and Transportation Joint Subcommittee
W09 - WORKING VERSION 9

Budget Page: DCNR-43, Volume III

DCNR - STATE PARKS
101 - 4162

2015-16
Actual

2016-17
WP

GENERAL FUND

4,734,636

FEDERAL FUND

318,152
5,565,203

Revenues

OTHER FUND
INTERAGENCY TRANSFER

%
Chg

2017-18
GOV REC

%
Chg

2018-19
GOV REC

%
Chg

5,387,832

13.80

275,622

(13.37)

10,576,004

96.29

9,220,517

(12.82)

226,354

(17.88)

227,794

7,108,873

0.64

27.74

7,918,370

11.39

8,239,977

4.06

810,172

(23.87)

813,885

0.46

19,530,900

22.09

18,502,173

(5.27)

987,022

1,064,169

7.82

BALANCE FORWARD

(229,530)

2,160,946

(1041.47)

REVERSIONS

(355,741)
15,997,442

45.17

Total Revenues

May 11, 2017
Page 1 of 24

11,019,742

Total FTE

94.00

126.66

126.66

Note: The total FTE is incorrect for both FY 2018 and FY 2019 as it includes seasonal positions incorrectly added as permanent
positions. The correct number of FTEs for FY 2018 and FY 2019 should be 122 permanent positions

Adjustments to Revenue
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

2017-18

2018-19

B000

00

2501

Increase General Fund appropriations for technical adjustments to
the Base budget

65,033

70,348

B000

00

3303

Decrease the Marina Development Gas Tax based on the
methodology approved by the 2015 Legislature

(7,070)

(13,446)

B000

00

3842

Decrease User Charges-Current Year based on the methodology
used in prior biennia

(21,245)

(14,765)

B000

00

3844

Decrease User Charges-Next FY based on the methodology used
in prior biennia

(55,838)

(55,838)

B000

00

4723

Increase the Transfer of Gift Shop Revenue to fund one new Retail
Storekeeper position for the Sand Harbor visitor center and gift
shop approved during the 2015-16 interim

44,885

45,557

M100

00

2501

Decrease General Funds to correct the funding source for this
decision unit as 100 percent of the projected user fee revenues are
included in the Base budget

(43,439)

(43,971)

M100

00

3842

Increase User Fees-Current FY to correct the funding source for
this decision unit as 100 percent of the projected user fee revenues
are included in the Base budget

43,428

43,960

M100

00

4723

Increase the Transfer of Gift Shop Revenue to fund one new Retail
Storekeeper position for the Sand Harbor visitor center and gift
shop approved during the 2015-16 interim

124

177

M300

00

2501

Increase General Funds for the position reclassification of a
Supervising Professional Engineer to a Supervisor III, Associate
Engineer approved during the 2015-16 interim

12

8

M300

00

4723

Increase the Transfer of Gift Shop Revenue to fund one new Retail
Storekeeper position for the Sand Harbor visitor center and gift
shop approved during the 2015-16 interim

626

581

M800

00

2501

Increase General Funds to correct the funding source for this
decision unit as 100 percent of the projected user fee revenues are
included in the Base budget

580

524

M800

00

3842

Decrease User Fees-Current FY to correct the funding source for
this decision unit as 100 percent of the projected user fee revenues
are included in the Base budget

(580)

(524)

E275

00

3893

Decrease the License Plate Charge to reflect DMV projections per
the fiscal note for SB 37

(17,210)

(39,490)
(3,668)

E350

00

2501

Decrease General Funds for technical adjustments

(1,293)

E351

00

2501

Increase General Funds for items omitted from The Executive
Budget

30,164

E352

00

2501

Decrease General Funds for technical adjustments

(6,177)

(6,951)

43

44

E353

00

2501

Decrease General Fund appropriations for the decrease to the
Maintenance and Construction category, which includes the
downgrade of flush toilets to vault toilets ($90,400) and the
elimination of a fee booth ($40,000) for the budget reductions to
fund the items omitted in The Executive Budget, , as approved by
the Subcommittee

(130,400)

E353

00

2501

Increase General Funds for items omitted from The Executive
Budget

61,563

41,726

E353

00

2501

Move funding for Construction and Maintenance Projects from FY
2019 to FY 2018 to allow the division to use the funding in both
fiscal years of the 2017-19 biennium, as approved by the
Subcommittee

527,200

(527,200)

E354

00

4704

Add funding via a Transfer from the Department of Transportation
to maintain the roads within the proposed Walker River State
Recreation Area

100,000

100,000

E356

00

2501

Decrease General Funds for technical adjustments

(3,648)

(9,726)

E357

00

2501

Decrease General Fund appropriations for the decrease to the
Operating Expenses category to eliminate funding for a Master
Plan to fund the items omitted in The Executive Budget , as
approved by the Subcommittee

(125,000)

E357

00

2501

Increase General Funds for items omitted from The Executive
Budget; and increase the construction costs at the new Tule
Springs State Park based on updated cost estimates

514,163

(116,494)

E357

00

2501

Move funding for Construction and Maintenance Projects from FY
2019 to FY 2018 to allow the division to use the funding in both
fiscal years of the 2017-19 biennium, as approved by the
Subcommittee

35,500

(35,500)

E358

00

2501

Increase General Funds for items omitted from The Executive
Budget

12,429

18,654

E359

00

2501

Decrease General Fund appropriations for the decrease to the
Operating Expenses category to eliminate funding for a Master
Plan to fund the items omitted in The Executive Budget , as
approved by the Subcommittee

E359

00

2501

Increase General Funds for items omitted from The Executive
Budget

E360

00

2501

Increase General Funds for utility expenses omitted in FY 2019
related to the recommended construction of full hook-ups for 97
campsites statewide and for technical adjustments related to user
fees collected for the next fiscal year that should be placed in the
Reserves for the Next FY category

E363

00

2501

Move funding for Construction and Maintenance Projects from FY
2019 to FY 2018 to allow the division to use the funding in both
fiscal years of the 2017-19 biennium, as approved by the
Subcommittee

16,000

(16,000)

E364

00

2501

Move funding for Construction and Maintenance Projects from FY
2019 to FY 2018 to allow the division to use the funding in both
fiscal years of the 2017-19 biennium, as approved by the
Subcommittee

35,000

(35,000)

E365

00

2501

Increase General Funds for items omitted from The Executive
Budget

144,296

5,726

E367

00

2501

Increase General Funds for items omitted from The Executive
Budget

57,582

1,259

E368

00

2501

Increase General Funds for items omitted from The Executive
Budget

7,656

300

E369

00

2501

Increase General Funds for items omitted from The Executive
Budget

73,367

1,611

E370

00

2501

Increase General Funds for items omitted from The Executive
Budget

121,325

3,721

E371

00

2501

Increase General Funds for items omitted from The Executive
Budget

33,511

1,305

E372

00

2501

Increase General Funds for items omitted from The Executive
Budget

37,315

2,571

(125,000)

15,611

290
267,204

E374

00

2501

Decrease General Fund appropriations for decrease to the
Equipment category to remove replacement vehicles that will be
repurposed for new positions that vehicles were omitted from The
Executive Budget, as approved by the Subcommittee

(85,212)

E375

00

2501

Decrease General Fund appropriations for decrease to the
Equipment category to remove replacement vehicles that will be
repurposed for new positions that vehicles were omitted from The
Executive Budget, as approved by the Subcommittee

(200,025)

E382

00

2501

Increase General Funds for items omitted from The Executive
Budget

4,193

E800

00

2501

Decrease General Funds to correct the funding source for this
decision unit as 100 percent of the projected user fee revenues are
included in the Base budget

(1,249)

(1,251)

E800

00

3842

Increase User Fees-Current FY to correct the funding source for
this decision unit as 100 percent of the projected user fee revenues
are included in the Base budget

1,249

1,251

E801

00

2501

Increase General Fund appropriations for the updated DO cost
allocation to include all positions and funding source changes in all
enhancement decision units for the agencies within the department.

(13,547)

(4,925)

E802

00

2501

Adjust General Fund appropriations to reconcile the new DO IT cost
allocation to the new rates assessed by EITS included in this new
cost allocation

259

259

E803

00

2501

Increase General Funds to correct the funding source for this
decision unit as 100 percent of the projected user fee revenues are
included in the Base budget

240

243

E803

00

3842

Decrease User Fees-Current FY to correct the funding source for
this decision unit as 100 percent of the projected user fee revenues
are included in the Base budget

(332)

(311)

E804

00

2501

Decision Unit E-804 is being eliminated as it includes increases in
personnel expense in Decision Unit M-300, which is included in the
DO cost allocation in the base budget

E804

00

3842

Decision Unit E-804 is being eliminated as it includes increases in
personnel expense in Decision Unit M-300, which is included in the
DO cost allocation in the base budget

(1,113)

(916)

Sub-total

1,269,933

(443,701)

Line Item Changes to Revenues

1,269,933

(443,701)

2017-18

2018-19

Adjustments to Expenditures
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

B000

01

5000

Decrease Seasonal Salaries to correct the amount calculated for
group insurance for seasonal positions based on the number of
months budgeted instead of for 12 months per fiscal year

(28,785)

(29,811)

B000

01

5000

Increase the Personnel category for position changes approved
during the 2015-16 interim, which includes one new Retail
Storekeeper position for the Sand Harbor visitor center and gift
shop; and for the reclassification of a Supervising Professional
Engineer to a Supervisor III, Associate Engineer

37,155

37,829

B000

04

7000

Correct State-owned vehicle insurance for the number of existing
vehicles in the Base budget

(65)

(65)

B000

04

7000

Increase the Operating Expenses category for the assessments
associated with one new Retail Storekeeper position for the Sand
Harbor visitor center and gift shop approved during the 2015-16
interim

117

117

B000

25

9000

Reconcile the Reserve for Next FY category to the total of the user
fee revenues collected for the next FY)

712

712

B000

26

7000

Increase the Information Services category for the assessments
associated with one new Retail Storekeeper position approved
during the 2015-16 interim

261

261

16,370

22,813

89

91

B000

40

7000

Correct the Director's Office cost allocation

M100

01

5000

Increase the Personnel category for one new Retail Storekeeper
approved during the 2015-16 interim

45

46

M100

04

7000

Correct State-owned vehicle insurance for the number of existing
vehicles in the Base budget

14

14

M100

04

7000

Decrease the Operating Expenses category for the assessments
associated with one new Retail Storekeeper position for the Sand
Harbor visitor center and gift shop approved during the interim

(18)

(19)

M100

26

7000

Increase the Information Services category for the assessments
associated with one new Retail Storekeeper position for the Sand
Harbor visitor center and gift shop approved during the interim

28

80

M300

01

5000

Increase the Personnel category for one new Retail Storekeeper
approved during the 2015-16 interim

638

589

E275

20

7000

Decrease the Commemorative License Plate category to reflect
DMV’s projections per the fiscal note for SB 37

(17,210)

(39,490)

E350

01

5000

Establish a budget for the seasonal positions recommended instead
of as permanent positions; and correct the group insurance
calculated for seasonal positions to the number of month budgeted
instead of for a full year as recommended in The Executive Budget

56,310

63,815

E350

01

5000

Remove Seasonal positions as permanent positions

(58,087)

(67,641)

E350

04

7000

Add vehicle insurance for the new vehicles recommended that were
omitted from The Executive Budget

542

542

E350

04

7000

Correct the number of staff physicals for the new positions
recommended in The Executive Budget

(365)

(699)

E350

04

7000

Remove Seasonal positions as permanent positions and the
associated assessments in the operating expense category

(150)

(148)

E350

26

7000

Remove Seasonal positions as permanent positions and the
associated assessments in the information services category

(142)

(193)

E350

26

7000

Remove Seasonal positions as permanent positions and the
associated assessments in the operating expense category

(294)

(317)

E350

29

7000

Add uniform allowances for the new positions recommended that
were inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

893

973

E351

04

7000

Add background checks that were inadvertently omitted from The
Executive Budget

2,960

E351

04

8000

Remove various equipment (radios, vehicles, law enforcement
equipment, office furnishings and computers) that was inadvertently
included in the operating expenses category

(1,241)

E351

05

8000

Add various equipment (radios, vehicles, law enforcement
equipment, office furnishings and computers) that was inadvertently
omitted from The Executive Budget

27,640

E351

26

7000

Add software that was omitted from The Executive Budget

E351

26

8000

Remove one computer recommended for seasonal positions in The
Executive Budget

E351

30

7000

Remove CDL Certifications that are not needed

E352

01

5000

Establish a budget for the seasonal positions recommended instead
of as permanent positions; and correct the group insurance
calculated for seasonal positions to the number of months budgeted
instead of for a full year as recommended in The Executive Budget

2,310
(1,355)
(150)
35,682

45,069

E352

01

5000

Remove Seasonal positions as permanent positions

(18,304)

(24,370)

E352

01

5000

Remove Seasonal positions as permanent positions

(21,642)

(29,598)

E352

04

7000

Add staff physicals for the new positions recommended that were
inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

(642)

(87)

E352

04

7000

Add vehicle insurance for the new vehicles recommended that were
inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

E352

04

7000

Correct the staff physicals needed for the new positions
recommended in The Executive Budget

644

367

E352

04

7000

Remove Seasonal positions as a permanent positions and the
associated assessments in the operating expenses category

(107)

(106)

E352

26

7000

Remove Seasonal positions as a permanent positions and the
associated assessments in the information services category

(314)

(367)

E352

29

7000

Correct the uniform allowances for the new positions recommended
in The Executive Budget

(1,494)

1,869

E353

04

7000

Add background checks that were inadvertently omitted from The
Executive Budget

1,480

1,480

272

E353

04

7000

Add Property and Content Insurance for the Walker River SRA that
was inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

16,210

16,210

E353

04

8000

Correct the category for the various equipment (radios, vehicles,
law enforcement equipment, office furnishings and computers) for
new positions recommended in The Executive Budget

(825)

1,241

E353

05

8000

Add various equipment (radios, vehicles, law enforcement
equipment, office furnishings and computers) that was inadvertently
omitted from The Executive Budget

43,708

13,385

E353

25

9000

Reconcile the Reserve for Next FY category to the total of the user
fee revenues collected for the next FY

E353

26

7000

Add software needed for computers that was inadvertently omitted
from The Executive Budget

990

E353

68

8000

Decrease the Maintenance and Construction category, which
includes the downgrade of flush toilets to vault toilets ($90,400) and
the elimination of the construction of a fee booth ($40,000) for the
budget reductions to fund the items omitted in The Executive
Budget, as approved by the Subcommittee

(130,400)

E353

68

8000

Move funding for Construction and Maintenance Projects from FY
2019 to FY 2018 to allow the division to use the funding in both
fiscal years of the 2017-19 biennium as approved by the
Subcommittee

527,200

(527,200)

E354

07

7000

Increase the Maintenance to Buildings and Grounds to maintain the
roads within the proposed Walker River State Recreation Area via a
transfer from the Department of Transportation

100,000

100,000

E356

01

5000

Establish a budget for the seasonal positions recommended instead
of as permanent positions; and correct the group insurance
calculated for seasonal positions to the number of month budgeted
instead of for a full year as recommended in The Executive Budget

7,964

41,175

(13,089)

(50,635)

8,750
660

E356

01

5000

Remove Seasonal positions as permanent positions

E356

04

7000

Add staff physicals for the new positions recommended that were
inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

645

E356

04

7000

Add vehicle insurance for the new vehicles recommended that were
inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

271

271

E356

04

7000

Remove Seasonal positions as permanent positions and the
associated assessments in the operating expenses category

(101)

(99)

E356

26

7000

Remove Seasonal positions as permanent positions and the
associated assessments in the information services category

(290)

(341)

E356

29

7000

Add uniform allowances for the new positions recommended that
were inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

952

(97)

E357

04

7000

Add background checks for permanent positions that were
inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

1,480

E357

04

7000

Decrease Operating Expenses to eliminate the contract for a
Master Plan for the budget reductions to fund the items omitted in
The Executive Budget, as approved by the Subcommittee

(125,000)

E357

04

8000

Correct the category for the various equipment (radios, vehicles,
law enforcement equipment, office furnishings and computers) that
were recommended in The Executive Budget

(2,482)

1,241

E357

05

8000

Add various equipment (radios, vehicles, law enforcement
equipment, office furnishings and computers) that was inadvertently
omitted from The Executive Budget

13,385

580

E357

26

7000

Add software that was inadvertently omitted from The Executive
Budget

330

330

E357

26

8000

Correct the category for the various equipment (radios, vehicles,
law enforcement equipment, office furnishings and computers)
recommended in The Executive Budget

(2,550)

1,355

E357

68

7000

Move funding for Construction and Maintenance Projects from FY
2019 to FY 2018 to allow the division to use the funding in both
fiscal years of the 2017-19 biennium as approved by the
Subcommittee

35,500

(35,500)

E357

68

8000

Increase the Construction and Maintenance category per the
division's most recent cost estimate for the construction of a new
visitor center, office and restrooms at the proposed new Tule
Springs State Park; and place 100 percent of the construction costs
in the first year of the 2017-19 biennium

504,000

(120,000)

47

E358

48

01

5000

Establish a budget for the seasonal positions recommended instead
of as permanent positions; and correct the group insurance
calculated for seasonal positions to the number of month budgeted
instead of for a full year as recommended in The Executive Budget

25,138

42,328

(25,248)

(48,805)

E358

01

5000

Remove Seasonal positions as a permanent positions

E358

04

7000

Add staff physicals for the new positions recommended that were
inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

645

E358

04

7000

Add vehicle insurance for the new vehicles recommended that were
inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

271

271

E358

04

7000

Remove Seasonal positions as permanent positions and the
associated assessments in the operating expenses category

(107)

(106)

E358

25

9000

Reconcile the Reserve for Next FY category to the total of the user
fee revenues collected for the next FY

E358

26

7000

Remove Seasonal positions as permanent positions and the
associated assessments in the information services category

(314)

(367)

E358

29

7000

Add uniform allowances for the new positions recommended that
were inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

733

413

E358

59

7000

Add utilities for water usage associated with the fire hydrants at the
Van Sickle Bi-State Park previously paid via the trust for the Van
Sickle property, which has been depleted

11,311

11,311

E359

04

7000

Add background checks for the new permanent positions that were
inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

1,480

E359

04

7000

Decrease Operating Expenses to eliminate the contract for a
Master Plan to fund the items omitted in The Executive Budget, as
approved by the Subcommittee

E359

04

8000

Add various equipment (radios, vehicles, law enforcement
equipment, office furnishings and computers) that was inadvertently
omitted from The Executive Budget

416

E359

05

8000

Add various equipment (radios, vehicles, law enforcement
equipment, office furnishings and computers) that was inadvertently
omitted from The Executive Budget

13,385

E359

26

7000

Add software that was inadvertently omitted from The Executive
Budget

330

E360

25

9000

Reconcile the Reserve for Next FY category to the total of the user
fee revenues collected for the next FY

165,294

E360

59

7000

Add utilities associated with the upgrade of 97 campsites with full
utility hookups that was inadvertently omitted from The Executive
Budget

101,910

E363

68

7000

Move funding for Construction and Maintenance Projects from FY
2019 to FY 2018 to allow the division to use the funding in both
fiscal years of the 2017-19 biennium as approved by the
Subcommittee

16,000

(16,000)

E364

68

7000

Move funding for Construction and Maintenance Projects from FY
2019 to FY 2018 to allow the division to use the funding in both
fiscal years of the 2017-19 biennium as approved by the
Subcommittee

35,000

(35,000)

E365

03

6000

Add in-state travel for the new positions to conduct site visits to the
parks within the region and to attend meetings at the division
headquarter in Carson City

1,528

1,528

E365

04

7000

Add background checks for the new permanent positions that were
inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

1,480

E365

04

7000

Add fuel and routine maintenance for vehicles for new positions that
were inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

1,500

E365

04

7000

Add staff physicals for new positions recommended that were
inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

645

E365

04

7000

Add vehicle insurance for the new vehicles recommended that were
inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

814

E365

05

8000

Add various equipment (radios, vehicles, law enforcement
equipment, office furnishings and computers) that was inadvertently
omitted from The Executive Budget

128,105

E365

26

7000

Add software that was inadvertently omitted from The Executive
Budget

1,320

E365

26

8000

Add

7,020

various

equipment

(radios,

vehicles,

law

enforcement

13,609

(125,000)

290

1,500

814

equipment, office furnishings and computers) that was inadvertently
omitted from The Executive Budget
E365

30

6000

Add in-state travel to attend training that was inadvertently omitted
from The Executive Budget

1,884

1,884

E367

04

7000

Add background checks for the new permanent positons that were
inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

1,480

E367

04

7000

Add fuel and routine maintenance for vehicles for new positions
that were inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

400

E367

04

7000

Add staff physicals for new positions recommended that were
inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

676

E367

04

7000

Add vehicle insurance for the new vehicles recommended that were
inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

271

E367

05

8000

Add various equipment (radios, vehicles, law enforcement
equipment, office furnishings and computers) that was inadvertently
omitted from The Executive Budget

53,100

E367

29

7000

Add uniform allowances for the new positions recommended that
were inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

1,655

588

E368

04

7000

Add Email, Phone line and Voicemail that was inadvertently omitted
from The Executive Budget

103

125

E368

05

8000

Add various equipment (radios, vehicles, law enforcement
equipment, office furnishings and computers) that was inadvertently
omitted from The Executive Budget

3,672

E368

26

7000

Add Email, Phone line and Voicemail that was inadvertently omitted
from The Executive Budget

131

E368

26

7000

Add software that was inadvertently omitted from The Executive
Budget

3,750

E369

04

7000

Add vehicle insurance for the new vehicles recommended that were
inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

543

E369

05

8000

Add various equipment (radios, vehicles, law enforcement
equipment, office furnishings and computers) that was inadvertently
omitted from The Executive Budget

67,928

E369

26

7000

Add software needed for computers that was inadvertently omitted
from The Executive Budget

660

E369

26

8000

Add various equipment (radios, vehicles, law enforcement
equipment, office furnishings and computers) that was inadvertently
omitted from The Executive Budget

2,710

E369

29

7000

Add uniform allowances for the new positions recommended that
were inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

1,526

E370

04

7000

Add staff physicals for the new positions recommended that were
inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

1,289

E370

04

7000

Add the costs of background checks that was inadvertently omitted
from The Executive Budget

2,960

E370

04

7000

Add vehicle insurance for the new vehicles recommended that were
inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

543

543

E370

04

7000

Fuel and routine maintenance for two new vehicles that was
inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

2,000

2,000

E370

05

7000

Add various equipment (radios, vehicles, law enforcement
equipment, office furnishings and computers) that was inadvertently
omitted from The Executive Budget

E370

05

8000

Add software that was inadvertently omitted from The Executive
Budget

106,854

E370

26

7000

Add various equipment (radios, vehicles, law enforcement
equipment, office furnishings and computers) that was inadvertently
omitted from The Executive Budget

660

E370

26

8000

Add uniform allowances for the new positions recommended that
were inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

2,710

E370

29

7000

Add POST registration fees for new law enforcement positions that
were inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

3,309

E370

30

7000

Add vehicle insurance for the new vehicles recommended that were
inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

1,000

E371

04

7000

Fuel and routine maintenance for two new vehicles that were
inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

271

400

271

175

543

1,068

1,178

271

49

E371

04

7000

Add software needed for computers that was inadvertently omitted
from The Executive Budget

500

E371

05

8000

Add various equipment (radios, vehicles, law enforcement
equipment, office furnishings and computers) that was inadvertently
omitted from The Executive Budget

30,292

E371

26

7000

Add software needed for computers that was inadvertently omitted
from The Executive Budget

330

E371

26

8000

Add various equipment (radios, vehicles, law enforcement
equipment, office furnishings and computers) that was inadvertently
omitted from The Executive Budget

1,355

E371

29

7000

Add uniform allowances for the new positions recommended that
were inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

763
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E372

04

7000

Add Email, Phone line and Voicemail inadvertently omitted from
The Executive Budget

103

125

E372

04

7000

Add fuel and routine maintenance for the new vehicles that were
inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

2,000

2,000

E372

04

7000

Vehicle insurance for new vehicles requested for the new positions
was inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

271

271

E372

05

8000

Add various equipment (radios, vehicles, law enforcement
equipment, office furnishings and computers) that was inadvertently
omitted from The Executive Budget

33,125

E372

26

7000

Add Email, Phone line and Voicemail inadvertently omitted from
The Executive Budget

131

E372

26

7000

Add software that was inadvertently omitted from The Executive
Budget

330

E372

26

8000

Add various equipment (radios, vehicles, law enforcement
equipment, office furnishings and computers) that was inadvertently
omitted from The Executive Budget

1,355

E374

05

8000

Decrease the Equipment category to remove replacement vehicles
that will be repurposed for new positions recommended in The
Executive Budget for which vehicles were omitted.

(85,212)

E375

05

8000

Decrease the Equipment category to remove replacement vehicles
that will be repurposed for new positions recommended in The
Executive Budget for which vehicles were omitted

(200,025)

175

E382

04

7000

Correct Email, Phone line and Voicemail for the new position

E382

05

8000

Add Office Furnishing for new position inadvertently omitted from
The Executive Budget

E382

26

7000

Add software inadvertently omitted from The Executive Budget

600

E382

26

7000

Correct Email, Phone line and Voicemail for the new position

(44)

E801

40

7000

Updated DO cost allocation to include all positions and funding
source changes in all enhancement decision units for the agencies
within the department

(13,547)

(4,925)

E802

40

7000

Reconcile the new DO IT cost allocation to the new rates assessed
by EITS that are included in the allocation.

259

259

E803

40

7000

The DO cost allocation for Decision Unit E-671 in BA 4150 was
updated

(92)

(68)

E804

40

7000

Decision Unit E-804 is being eliminated as it includes increases in
personnel expense in Decision Unit M-300, which is included in the
DO cost allocation in the base budget

(1,113)

(916)

Sub-total

1,269,933

(443,701)

Line Item Changes to Expenditures

1,269,933

(443,701)

0

0

1,183,009

(509,937)

0

0

Total
Grand Total General Fund Impact of Closing Changes
Grand Total Highway Fund Impact of Closing Changes

Overview
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(35)
3,672

The Division of State Parks plans, develops, and maintains a system of 23 parks, recreation areas and
historic sites for the use of residents and visitors. The division also administers the federal Land and Water
Conservation Fund (LWCF) program and the Recreational Trails Program, which provide federal funding
for the development of trails and outdoor recreation projects. The primary sources of funding for the
division are General Fund appropriations, visitor user fees, marina development gas tax, and
federal grants.
Major Closing Issue
Explore Your Nevada Initiative
Discussion of Major Closing Issue
Explore Your Nevada Initiative: The Governor recommends $14.8 million ($13.2 million General Fund)
over the 2017-19 biennium for the Division of State Parks, of which $4.7 million is included in
The Executive Budget as one-shot appropriations for construction costs of facilities at the proposed new
Walker River State Recreation Area and at various existing state parks (discussed under Other Closing
Items).
As discussed at the budget hearing and the work session for the Division of State Parks, Fiscal staff
identifed several budgetary costs omitted from various enhancement decision units recommended for the
Governor’s Explore Your Nevada Initiative. The total cost of the omitted items is $1.3 million
(General Fund appropriations) over the 2017-19 biennium. The following is a summary of the omitted
items:


Costs related to new positions, including in-state travel, operating expenses, training,
uniform allowances, employee physicals, vehicle insurance and one-time equipment costs (vehicles,
tools, law enforcement equipment, radios, office furniture and desktop computers and
associated software) - $598,434 (various decision units recommended as part of the initiative).



Property and content insurance for the facilites at the proposed Waler River State Recreation Area
(WRSRA) -$32,420 (Decision Unit E-353).



Utilities for the Bi-State Van Sickle State Park fire hydrants - $22,622 (Decision Unit E-358).



Utilities associated with the upgrade of 97 campsites with full hook ups - $101,910 for FY 2019
(Decision Unit E-360).



Construction costs of the office and visitor center for the proposed Tule Springs State Park increased by
$384,000 (Decision Unit E-357).



User fees identified as next Fiscal Year revenue in FY 2019 cannot be used to fund FY 2019
expenses -$187,653 (Decision Units E-353, E-358 and E-360).

At the February 28, 2017, budget hearing, the division indicated it would modify or eliminate items in the
Governor’s Explore Your Nevada Initiative to address the budgetary costs missing, while remaining within the
total funding recommended for the initiative. Following are the division’s proposed modifications or reductions
to the Governor’s Explore Your Nevada Initiative, which were presented at the work session to address the
$1.3 million funding shortfall for the omitted items. Staff will include the modifications or reductions as
proposed by the division as an option for the Subcommittee to consider under the appropriate decision unit,
except for the reduction of the one-shot appropriation totaling $670,000, which will be considered by the
full committees when the bill for the one-shot appopriation is heard:


Reduce the number of campsites from 30 to 20 units for the new full-hookup campground at WRSRA
recommended in the one-shot appropriation - $670,000.
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Repurpose eight replacement trucks recommended by the Governor in Decision Units E-374 and E-375
to recommended new positions requiring a vehicle - $285,237.



Downgrade two new restrooms recommended for WRSRA to vault toilets in Decision Unit
E-353 -$90,400.



Eliminate the construction cost of a fee booth for the proposed WRSRA in Decision Unit
E-353-$40,000.



Eliminate contract services to develop master plans for both the proposed new Tule Springs State Park
($125,000 in Decision Unit E-357) and Van Sickle Bi-State Park ($125,000 in Decision Unit
E-359) -$250,000.

Other Modifications
Repurpose mobile radios for the new vehicles used by the new non-law enforcement positions
recommended in the initiative that would be replaced under the proposed law enforcement radio upgrade
included in Decision Unit E-373.
Following is a summary of the enhancements decision units recommended in the Governor’s Explore Your
Nevada Initiative for the Subcommittee’s consideration:
1. New Walker River State Recreation Area (E-350, E-351, E-352 and E-353; DCNR-47-49):
The Governor recommends funding for a new state park on the East Walker River in Lyon County.
The Walker River State Recreation Area (WRSRA) would be established on 12,000 acres of ranch land
(Flying M, Pitchfork and Rafter 7 Ranches) donated to the state by the National Fish and
Wildlife Foundation (NFWF). Funding for the new WRSRA includes General Fund appropriations
totaling $4.7 million and Other Funds totaling $17,500 over the 2017-19 biennium.
The $4.7 million would fund 12 new positions (1 Park Supervisor, 3 Park Rangers, 1 Park Ranger
Technician, 2 Conservation Staff Specialists, 3 Park Maintenance Specialists, 1 Budget Analyst and
1 Administrative Assistant) and 4 seasonal Park Aid positions (equivalent to 2.58 FTEs). The funding
would also provide for ongoing operating expenses and one-time start-up costs including new vehicles,
law enforcement equipment, contract services to prepare a park master plan, park brochures, signage,
picnic tables, shade structures; and the construction of two fee booths, renovation of existing
buildings/residences, vault toilets, septic system and utilities for restroom facilities, a water system with
well and chlorinator and storage, access road realignment and grade adjustment and gravel for a
22-space parking lot. These one-time start-up costs are separate from the one-shot appropriations
recommended in The Executive Budget (Senate Bill 536), which would fund the construction of
10 full-service cabins (General Funds of $550,000) and a 30-unit campground (total funding of
$2.6 million, of which $1.4 is General Fund appropriations). A summary of the recommended projects
included in the one-shot appropriation is included under Other Closing Items.
Minimal Budget for the Proposed Walker River State Recreation Area
At the February 28, 2017, budget hearing, and as discussed at the work session, the division was
asked to develop a minimum budget for staffing, operating expenses, equipment, utilities and
maintenance costs of the existing facilities, roads and grounds for the WRSRA, if the division were to
assume the property. Under this scenario, the division would assume the properties as is, then
complete a master plan for the proposed WRSRA, including a thorough analysis over the
2017-19 biennium of the existing buildings, roads and grounds, and other issues (known and unknown).
The division would then present a master plan and complete budget to the 2019 Legislature to manage
and maintain the WRSRA after a thorough analysis of the properties had been completed.
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The following table summarizes the items that would be eliminated with minimal staffing and no new
facilities at the proposed Walker River State Recreation Area, which would result in a decrease of
General Fund appropriations totaling $2.8 million and of federal funds totaling $1.2 million from total
funding of $7.3 million recommended by the Governor (inclusive of both the budget enhancements and
one-time expenditures):
Items Eliminated for Minimal Staffing and No New Facilities
Walker River State Recreation Area
Total 2017-19
Biennium
State Parks Budget
FY 2018
FY 2019
Eliminate Six New Positions and One
Seasonal Position
$263,136
$356,536
$619,672
In-State Travel
$764
$764
$1,528
Operating Expenses
$8,420
$2,813
$11,233
Information Services

$1,741

$1,701

Training

$2,540

$0

$2,540

Brochures
Renovation of Existing
Buildings/Residence

$40,000

$0

$40,000

$80,000

$0

$80,000

Fishing Access Trails

$12,000

$0

$12,000

Gravel Parking Lot

$25,000

$0

$25,000

Shade Structures and Picnic Tables

$3,442

$12,500

$0

$12,500

$446,101

$361,814

$807,915

Cabins (10 full service)

$550,000

$0

$550,000

Campground (30 units)

$2,620,000

$0

$2,620,000

Total
One-Shot Appropriation

Total

$3,170,000

$0

$3,170,000

Grand Total

$3,616,101

$361,814

$3,977,915

*Note: Of the $2.6 million recommended for the new campground, $1.2 million
is funded with federal funds.

Following is a summary of the new positions proposed for the Walker River State Recreation Area
for the 2017-19 biennium and the proposed changes with minimal staff levels:
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Walker River State Recreation Area
Minimal Staffing Levels
Number of
Positions
Recommended for
the 2017-19
Biennium

Number of
Positions with
Minimal Staffing
Proposed by the
Division

Number of
New
Positions
Proposed
for
Elimination

Park Supervisor

1

1

0

Park Ranger - Commissioned

3

2

1

Park Maintenance Specialist

3

1

2

Park Ranger Technician

1

0

1

Budget Analyst

1

0

1

Administrative Assistant

1

1

0

Conservation Staff Specialist

2

2

0

12

7

5

Seasonal Park Aid (9 months)

4

2

2

Seasonal Park Aid (4 months)

1

0

1

17

9

8

Position Title

Subtotal Permanent Poisitions

Total

Fiscal staff has identified technical adjustments for the WRSRA decision units that would be
needed, should the Subcommittee approve this recommendation: 1) add items omitted from
The Executive Budget, including radios, law enforcement equipment, one vehicle, office furnishings,
eliminate one computer, add computer software, employee background checks, vehicle insurance,
modification to uniform allowances and property and content insurance; 2) remove the
seasonal positions as permanent positions and correct the amount needed for group insurance for
the seasonal positions recommended; 3) replace the funding source for user fees identified as
Next Fiscal Year revenues in FY 2019 that cannot be used to fund FY 2019 expenses; and 4) other
minor technical adjustments.
The noted technical adjustments would require additional
General Fund appropriations totaling $115,364 over the 2017-19 biennium.
The division is recommending a reduction to the Construction and Maintenance Project category in
Decision Unit E-353 totaling $130,400 over the 2017-19 biennium to downgrade two new restrooms
to vault toilets and to eliminate the construction cost of a fee booth for the proposed WRSRA that
would partially fund the shortfall for the omitted items identified in other decision units recommended
by the Governor as part of the initiative.
The following options are presented for the Subcommittee’s consideration for the proposed
Walker River State Recreation Area:
A. Approve the Governor’s recommendation to accept the land donation (Flying M, Rafter 7,
Pitchfork ranches) for the proposed Walker River State Recreation Area, and approve
Decision Units E-350, E-351, E-352 and E-353, with the noted technical adjustments
($115,364), to fund 12 new permanent positions, 4 seasonal positions (equivalent to
2.58 FTEs), ongoing operating and equipment costs and one-time start-up costs, including
construction and maintenance projects funded with General Fund appropriations totaling
$4.8 million and Other Funds totaling $17,500.
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B. Approve Option A, and decrease the Construction and Maintenance Project category in
Decision Unit E-353 by $130,400 over the 2017-19 biennium to downgrade two new
restrooms to vault toilets and eliminate the construction cost of a fee booth; and recommend
to the full committee the decrease of General Fund approprations totaling $670,000 in the
one-shot appropriation (Senate Bill 536) recommended for the construction of a campground
at the proposed Walker Lake State Recreation Area (reducing the number of campsites from
30 to 20), which would partially fund the omitted items and other modifications identified in the
various decision units that are part of the Explore Your Nevada initiative proposed in
The Executive Budget.
C. Approve the Governor’s recommendation to accept the land donation (Flying M, Rafter 7,
Pitchfork ranches) for the proposed Walker River State Recreation Area with minimal
staffing presence to maintain and protect the existing facilities, which would result in a
decrease of General Fund appropriations totaling $2.8 million and Other funds totaling
$1.2 million over the 2017-19 biennium; and direct the division to develop a master plan and
comprehensive budget over the 2017-18 Interim for consideration by the 2019 Legislature for
the proposed Walker River State Recreation Area. This option would:


Reduce the 12 new positions recommended by the Governor by 6, eliminate
one seasonal position and the associated equipment and operating expenses;



Eliminate funding for brochures, the renovation of existing buildings and residences, the
construction of a fishing access trail, gravel parking lot for fishing access, and shade
structures and picnic tables; and



Eliminate new facilities for the proposed Walker River State Recreation Area
recommended in the one-shot appropriation, which included 10 full-service cabins
($550,000) and a full hook-up campground (30 sites - $2.6 million).

D. Approve the Governor’s recommendation to accept the land donation (Flying M, Rafter 7,
Pitchfork ranches) for the proposed Walker River State Recreation Area, but include or
exclude specific enhancements identified by the Subcommittee.
E. Do not approve the Governor’s recommendation to accept the land donation (Flying M,
Rafter 7, Pitchfork ranches) for the proposed Walker River State Recreation Area.
The Subcommittee recommended approving Option B, which includes the acceptance of the land
donation (Flying M, Rafter 7, Pitchfork ranches) for the proposed Walker River State Recreation
Area, and approving Decision Units E-350, E-351, E-352 and E-353, with the noted technical
adjustments ($115,364), to fund 12 new permanent positions, 4 seasonal positions (equivalent to
2.58 FTEs), ongoing operating and equipment costs and one-time start-up costs, including
construction and maintenance projects funded with General Fund appropriations totaling
$4.8 million and Other Funds totaling $17,500.
In addition, the Subcommittee recommended approving the division’s proposal to decrease the
Construction and Maintenance Project category in Decision Unit E-353 by $130,400 over the
2017-19 biennium and the division’s proposal to decrease General Fund approprations totaling
$670,000 in the one-shot appropriation (Senate Bill 536) recommended for the construction of a
campground at the proposed Walker Lake State Recreation Area, which would partially fund the
omitted items (totaling $1.3 million) and other modifications identified in the various decision units
that are part of the Explore Your Nevada initiative proposed in The Executive Budget .
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Funding for the Maintenance of the Roads within the Proposed Walker River State Recreation Area
(New Decision Unit E-354): Fiscal staff has included a new decision unit for the Walker River State
Recreation Area totaling $100,000 for each fiscal year of the 2017-19 biennium, funded with a transfer
of Highway Funds from the Nevada Department of Transportation (NDOT), to fund the on-going routine
maintenance of the gravel roads located within WRSRA for the Subcommittee’s consideration if the
acceptance of the land donation is approved. As discussed at the April 27, 2017, work session, NDOT
and Lyon and Mineral counties’ Road Maintenance Departments met twice to evaluate the roads and
bridges. In addition, the entities have agreed to enter into an inter-local agreement, in which Lyon and
Mineral counties would maintain the responsibility of the maintenance of the gravel roads. Both
counties would bill the division for 30 percent of the costs until such time the actual percentage of traffic
that is related to park visitors is determined. The percentage of park visitors would likely increase as
facilities are constructed and would be revisited at a future date. The percentage of park visitors would
be determined by road counters located at the entrance of roads to the parks and at the entrance of
each park unit located within WRSRA. In addition, the funding would be available for small projects,
such as the installation of culverts resulting from flood damage or other climatic events and the upgrade
of the first ½ mile of the Pitchfork portion of the East Walker Road, from a gravel road to recycled
pavement chipping, which would be installed by Lyon County and NDOT would provide the recycled
pavement chipping.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve the new enhancement Decision Unit E-354 funded with
Highway Funds transferred from the Nevada Department of Transportation totaling $100,000 for
each fiscal year of the 2017-19 biennium for the maintenance of the gravel roads within the
Walker River State Recreation Area?
The Subcommittee recommended approving the division’s request to fund a new enhancement
Decision Unit E-354 with Highway Funds transferred from the Nevada Department of Transportation
totaling $100,000 for each year of the 2017-19 biennium for the maintenance of the gravel roads
within the Walker River State Recreation Area.
2. New Tule Springs State Park (E-356 and E-357; DCNR-49-50): The Governor recommends
General Fund appropriations totaling $1.3 million over the 2017-19 biennium for the new Tule Springs
State Park in Clark County. The Tule Springs State Park would be located on 315 acres of existing
state-owned land adjacent to the Tule Springs Fossil Beds National Monument. The new park would
offer visitors educational opportunities and protect fossil interpretive sites located on the state-owned
land. The funding would provide for one Park Supervisor position, one Park Interpreter position and
two seasonal Park Aid positions (equivalent to 1.0 FTE). In addition, the funding would provide for
one-time start-up costs, vehicles, new equipment, ongoing operating expenses, and construction and
maintenance projects.
Fiscal staff has identified the following technical adjustments that should be considered by the
Subcommittee: 1) increase construction costs for the proposed visitor center, office and restrooms
based on the most recent cost estimates provided by the division; 2) remove the seasonal positions as
permanent positions and correct the amount needed for group insurance for the seasonal positions
recommended; 3) replace the funding source for user fees identified as next Fiscal Year revenues in
FY 2019 that cannot be used to fund FY 2019 expenses; and 4) add items omitted from
The Executive Budget, including radios, office furnishings, employee background checks for
law enforcement positions, computer hardware and associated software, vehicle insurance,
staff physicals and modifications to the uniform allowances. The noted technical adjustments result in
an increase of General Fund appropriations totaling $384,295 over the 2017-19 biennium.
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The division recommends reducing General Fund appropriations by $125,000 in FY 2018 for the
development of a master plan for the proposed Tule Springs State Park, which would partially fund the
shortfall for the omitted items identified in other decision units of the Governors initiative. If approved, the
new Park and Recreation Program Manager position recommended in Decision Unit E-368 would
develop the new master plan for the proposed Tule Springs State Park.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve $1.6 million in General Fund appropriations over the
2017-19 biennium for proposed new Tule Springs State Park, which includes Fiscal staff’s
proposed technical adjustments of $384,295 and the division’s recommendation to eliminate
$125,000 in FY 2018 for a master plan, for the proposed Tule Springs State Park to include two
permanent positions and two seasonal positions and associated one-time and ongoing
operating costs?
The Subcommittee recommended approving the Governor’s recommendation to provide funding
for the proposed new Tule Springs State Park, to include two permanent positions and
two seasonal positions and associated one-time and ongoing operating costs funded with
General Fund appropriations totaling $1.6 million, which includes Fiscal staff’s proposed technical
adjustments of $384,295 and the division’s recommendation to eliminate $125,000 in FY 2018 for a
master plan, for the proposed new Tule Springs State Park, which would partially fund the omitted
items (totaling $1.3 million) and other modifications identified in the various decision units that are
part of the Explore Your Nevada initiative proposed in The Executive Budget .
3. Staffing, Equipment and Ongoing Operating Costs for the Van Sickle Bi-State Park (E-358 and E-359;
DCNR-51-52): The Governor recommends General Fund appropriations totaling $479,990 and
Other Funds totaling $27,219 over the 2017-19 biennium to provide staffing, vehicles, new equipment
and funding for ongoing operating expenses for the Van Sickle Bi-State Park located in
South Lake Tahoe. The funding provides for one permanent Park Ranger position and two seasonal
Park Aid positions (equivalent to 1.08 FTEs).
Fiscal staff has identified the following technical adjustments for the Subcommittee’s consideration:
1) remove the seasonal positions as permanent positions and correct the amount needed for
group insurance for the seasonal positions; 2) add utility costs for the fire hydrants due to the depletion
of a trust fund established for the Van Sickle property; and 3) replace the funding source for user fees
identified as Next Fiscal Year revenues in FY 2019 that cannot be used to fund FY 2019 expenses; and
other minor technical adjustments. The noted technical adjustments would require additional
General Fund appropriations totaling $46,984 over the 2017-19 biennium.
The division recommends reducing General Fund appropriations by $125,000 in FY 2019 for the
development of a master plan for the Van Sickle Bi-State Park, which would partially fund the shortfall for
the omitted items identified in other decision units of the Governor’s initiative. If approved, the
new Park and Recreation Program Manager position recommended in Decision Unit E-368 would
develop the new master plan for the Van Sickle Bi-State Park.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve General Fund appropriations totaling $401,974 and
Other Funds totaling $27,219 over the 2017-19 biennium, which includes Fiscal staff’s proposed
technical adjustments of $46,984 over the biennium and the division’s recommendation to
eliminate $125,000 in FY 2019 for a master plan, for the Van Sickle Bi-State Park to include
one permanent Park Ranger position, two seasonal Park Aid positions, on-going operating and
equipment costs and one-time start-up costs, construction and maintenance projects?
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The Subcommittee recommended approving the Governor’s recommendation to provide
funding for the Van Sickle Bi-State Park to include one permanent Park Ranger position,
two seasonal Park Aid positions, on-going operating and equipment costs and one-time start-up
costs, construction and maintenance projects, funded with General Fund appropriations
totaling $401,974 and Other Funds totaling $27,219 over the 2017-19 biennium, which includes
Fiscal staff’s proposed technical adjustments of $46,984 over the biennium and the division’s
recommendation to eliminate $125,000 in FY 2019 for a master plan, for the Van Sickle Bi-State
Park, which would partially fund the omitted items (totaling $1.3 million) and other modifications
identified in the various decision units that are part of the Explore Your Nevada initiative proposed
in The Executive Budget.
4. Maintenance and Construction Projects for Existing State Parks (E-360, E-363, E-364 and E-378;
DCNR-52, 53, 58-59): The Governor recommends General Fund appropriations totaling $100,412 and
Other Funds totaling $330,588 over the 2017-19 biennium to fund the construction of water and power
hookups at 97 campsites within 7 state parks, installation of equipment and associated monthly
connection charges for Wi-Fi availability at 8 state parks, construction of an equestrian area at
Lahontan State Recreation Area, and funding for road base to maintain gravel roads and parking lots
statewide.
Fiscal staff has identified technical adjustments, which would require additional General Fund
appropriations of $267,204 in FY 2019 to fund utility costs associated with the construction of water and
power hookups at the 97 campsites as recommended by the Governor; and to replace the funding
source for user fees identified as Next Fiscal Year revenues in FY 2019 that cannot be used to fund
FY 2019 expenses.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve General Fund appropriations totaling $367,616 and
Other Funds totaling $330,588, which includes Fiscal staff’s proposed technical adjustments of
$267,204 over the biennium, for the maintenance and construction projects for exisitng
state parks?
The Subcommittee recommended approving the Governor’s recommendation to approve
General Fund appropriations totaling $367,616 and Other Funds totaling $330,588, which includes
Fiscal staff’s proposed technical adjustments of $267,204 over the biennium, for maintenance and
construction projects for existing state parks.
5. New Positions (E-365, E-367, E-368, E-369, E-370, E-371, E-372 and E-382; DCNR-53-56, 60):
The Governor recommends General Fund appropriations totaling $1.9 million over the
2017-19 biennium to fund 13 new positions and associated operating costs as follows:
A. Four new positions to restore the Eastern Nevada Regional Office that was eliminated due to
budget cuts approved by the 2009 Legislature (one Accounting Assistant, one Parks
Regional Manager, one Facility Manager and one Equipment Mechanic), funded with General Fund
appropriations totaling $583,200 over the 2017-19 biennium (Decision Unit E-365).
Fiscal staff has identified omitted expenditures the Subcommittee may wish to consider funding if
this recommendation is approved. Items omitted include vehicles and the associated insurance, fuel
and routine maintenance cost, law enforcement equipment, background checks for law enforcement
positions, radios, employee physicals, computers and associated software, office furnishings,
in-state travel, and training, which would require additional General Fund appropriations of
$150,022 over the $583,200 recommended in The Executive Budget for the 2017-19 biennium.
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Does the Subcommittee wish to approve General Fund appropriations totaling $733,222 over
the 2017-19 biennium, which includes Fiscal staff’s proposed technical adjustments of
$150,022 over the biennium, to fund four new positions to restore the Eastern Nevada
Regional Office and associated operating and equipment costs over the 2017-19 biennium?
The Subcommittee recommended approving the Governor’s recommendation to fund four new
positions to restore the Eastern Nevada Regional Office and associated operating and equipment
costs funded with General Fund appropriations totaling $733,222 over the 2017-19 biennium, which
includes Fiscal staff’s proposed technical adjustments of $150,022 over the biennium.
B. Three new Park Ranger positions are recommended due to increased visitation (one each assigned
to Lahontan State Recreation Area, Spring Mountain Ranch and Valley of Fire State Park) funded
with General Fund appropriations totaling $433,875 over the 2017-19 biennium (Decision Units
E-367 and E-370).
Fiscal staff has identified omitted expenditures, which the Subcommittee may wish to consider if the
recommendation is approved. Items omitted include vehicles and the associated insurance, fuel
and routine maintenance costs, law enforcement equipment, background checks and POST
registration fees for law enforcement positions, radios, employee physicals, uniform allowances,
computers and associated software, office furnishings, in-state travel, and training, which would
require additional General Fund appropriations of $183,887 over the $433,875 recommended in
The Executive Budget for the 2017-19 biennium.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve General Fund appropriations totaling $617,762 over
the 2017-19 biennium, which includes Fiscal staff’s proposed technical adjustments of
$183,887 over the biennium to fund three new Park Ranger positions and the associated
operating and equipment costs?
The Subcommittee recommended approving the Governor’s recommendation to fund three new
Park Ranger positions (one each assigned to Lahontan State Recreation Area, Spring Mountain
Ranch and Valley of Fire State Park) and the associated operating and equipment costs funded with
General Fund appropriations totaling $617,762 over the 2017-19 biennium, which includes
Fiscal staff’s proposed technical adjustments of $183,887 over the biennium.
C. One Park and Recreation Program Manager position to update existing master plans and create
new master plans for parks statewide, funded with General Fund appropriations totaling $149,990
over the 2017-19 biennium (Decision Unit E-368).
Fiscal staff identified omitted expenditures the Subcommittee may wish to consider funding if this
recommendation is approved. Items omitted include software, office furnishings and EITS phone
line, voicemail and e-mail service, which results in a General Fund increase of $7,956 over the
$149,990 recommended in The Executive Budget for the 2017-19 biennium.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve General Fund appropriations totaling $157,946 over
the 2017-19 biennium, which includes Fiscal staff’s proposed technical adjustments of
$7,956 over the biennium, to fund one Park and Recreation Program Manager position and
associated operating and equipment costs to update existing master plans and create new
master plans for parks statewide?
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The Subcommittee recommended approving the Governor’s recommendation to fund one Park and
Recreation Program Manager position and associated operating and equipment costs to update
existing master plans and create new master plans for parks statewide, funded with General Fund
appropriations totaling $157,946 over the 2017-19 biennium, which includes Fiscal staff’s proposed
technical adjustments of $7,956 over the biennium.
D. Two new Water System Operator positions in the Southern and Eastern Regions to comply with the
Safe Drinking Water Act and other water system regulations funded with General Fund
appropriations totaling $266,822 over the 2017-19 biennium (Decision Unit E-369).
Fiscal staff has identified omitted expenditures the Subcommittee may wish to consider funding if
this recommendation is approved. Items omitted include two vehicles and the associated cost for
insurance, fuel and routine maintenance, radios, uniform allowances, computers and associated
software, and office furnishings, which would require additional General Fund appropriations of
$74,978 over the $266,822 recommended in The Executive Budget for the 2017-19 biennium.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve General Fund appropriations totaling $341,800 over
the 2017-19 biennium, which includes Fiscal staff’s proposed technical adjustments of
$74,978 over the biennium, to fund two new Water System Operator positions and the
associated operating and equipment costs, to comply with the Safe Drinking Water Act and
other water system regulations?
The Subcommittee recommended approving the Governor’s recommendation to fund two new
Water System Operator positions and the associated operating and equipment costs, to comply
with the Safe Drinking Water Act and other water system regulations funded with General Fund
appropriations totaling $341,800 over the 2017-19 biennium, which includes Fiscal staff’s proposed
technical adjustments of $74,978 over the biennium.
E. One Park Maintenance Specialist for Big Bend State Park located in Southern Nevada funded with
General Fund appropriations totaling $127,259 over the 2017-19 biennium. Big Bend State Park
does not have a maintenance position assigned to the park, and the closest maintenance support
staff is over 100 miles away and must travel from Las Vegas or from one of the Southern Region
State Parks (Decision Unit E-371).
Fiscal staff has identified omitted expenditures the Subcommittee may wish to consider funding if
this recommendation is approved. Items omitted include one vehicle and the associated cost for
insurance, fuel and routine maintenance, one hand held radio, uniform allowances, one computer
and associated software, and office furnishings, which would require additional General Fund
appropriations of $34,816 over the $127,259 recommended in The Executive Budget for the
2017-19 biennium.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve General Fund appropriations totaling $162,075 over
the 2017-19 biennium, which includes Fiscal staff’s proposed technical adjustments of
$34,816 over the biennium, to fund one Park Maintenance Specialist position for Big Bend
State Park and the associated operating and equipment costs?
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The Subcommittee recommended approving the Governor’s recommendation to fund one
Park Maintenance Specialist position for Big Bend State Park, and the associated operating and
equipment costs, funded with General Fund appropriations totaling $162,075 over the
2017-19 biennium, which includes Fiscal staff’s proposed technical adjustments of $34,816 over the
biennium.
F. One statewide Safety Specialist Consultation position to conduct safety training for permanent and
seasonal staff statewide, funded with General Fund appropriations totaling $150,660 over the
2017-19 biennium (Decision Unit E-372).
Fiscal staff has identified omitted expenditures the Subcommittee may wish to consider funding if
this recommendation is approved. Items omitted include one vehicle and the associated insurance,
fuel and routine maintenance cost, one computer and associated software, and office furnishings,
which would require additional General Fund appropriations of $39,886 over the $150,660
recommended in The Executive Budget for the 2017-19 biennium.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve General Fund appropriations totaling $190,546 over
the 2017-19 biennium, which includes Fiscal staff’s proposed technical adjustments of
$39,886 over the biennium, to fund one Safety Specialist Consultation position and the
associated operating and equipment costs, to conduct safety training for permanent and
seasonal staff statewide, and the associated operating and equipment costs?
The Subcommittee recommended approving the Governor’s recommendation to fund one
Safety Specialist Consultation position and the associated operating and equipment costs to
conduct safety training for permanent and seasonal staff statewide, funded with General Fund
appropriations totaling $190,546 over the 2017-19 biennium, which includes Fiscal staff’s proposed
technical adjustments of $39,886 over the biennium.
G. One Education and Information Officer position dedicated to outreach, including marketing on the
division’s website and via social media, funded with General Fund appropriations totaling $166,211
over the 2017-19 biennium (Decision Unit E-382).
Fiscal staff has identified omitted expenditures the Subcommittee may wish to consider funding if
this recommendation is approved. Items omitted include EITS phone line voicemail and e-mail
assessments, computer software and office furnishings, which would require additional
General Fund appropriations of $4,193 over the $166,211 recommended in The Executive Budget
for the 2017-19 biennium.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve General Fund appropriations totaling $170,404 over
the 2017-19 biennium, which includes Fiscal staff’s proposed technical adjustments of
$4,193 over the biennium, to fund one Education and Information Officer position and the
associated operating and equipment costs, dedicated to outreach, including marketing on
the division’s website and via social media, and the associated operating and equipment
costs?
The Subcommittee recommended approving the Governor’s recommendation to fund one
Education and Information Officer position and the associated operating and equipment costs,
dedicated to outreach, including marketing on the division’s website and via social media, funded
with General Fund appropriations totaling $170,404 over the 2017-19 biennium, which includes
Fiscal staff’s proposed technical adjustments of $4,193 over the biennium.
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6. Replacement Equipment (E-373, E-374, E-375, E-376, E-377 and E-379; DCNR-57-59): The Governor
recommends General Fund appropriations totaling $1.3 million over the 2017-19 biennium to fund a law
enforcement radio system upgrade, 10 trucks at various locations statewide, 6 trucks with
law enforcement packages, 1 trash truck, 1 equipment mechanic mobile service vehicle for the
Southern Nevada region, 2 tractors/backhoes, and 16 desktop computers and associated software.
The division recommends reducing its original request for 16 replacement vehicles to 8 replacement
vehicles in Decision Units E-374 and E-375 to fund the 8 vehicles omitted for the new positions
recommended in other decision units in the Governor’s Explore Your Nevada initiative, which would result
in a General Fund reduction of $285,237.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve the Governor’s recommendation for replacement
equipment funded with General Fund appropriations totaling $1.3 million over the
2017-19 biennium; and the division’s proposal to reduce the number of vehicles requested for
replacement from 16 to 8 in Decision Units E-374 and E-375, which would result in a
General Fund reduction of $285,237?
The Subcommittee recommended approving the Governor’s recommendation for replacement
equipment funded with General Fund appropriations totaling $1.3 million over the 201719 biennium; and the division’s proposal to reduce the number of vehicles requested for
replacement from 16 to 8 in Decision Units E-374 and E-375, resulting in a General Fund reduction
of $285,237, which would partially fund the omitted items (totaling $1.3 million) and other
modifications identified in the various decision units that are part of the Explore Your Nevada
initiative proposed in The Executive Budget .
7. Other Items (E-380 and E-381, DCNR-59-60):
The Governor Recommends General Fund
appropriations totaling $15,298 for each fiscal year of the 2017-19 biennium to fund ongoing operating
expenses, replacement radios for the lifeguards at Sand Harbor State Park, body armor for
law enforcement positions, and testing fees for Professional Engineer certifications and emergency
medical recertification required for division staff.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve General Fund appropriations totaling $15,298 for each
fiscal year of the 2017-19 biennium for ongoing miscellaneous operating expenses identified as
other items?
The Subcommittee recommended approving the Governor’s recommendation for ongoing
miscellaneous operating expenses identified as other items, funded with General Fund
appropriations totaling $15,298 for each year of the 2017-19 biennium.
8. Construction and Maintenance Projects for the Explore Your Nevada Initiative: Fiscal staff notes that
$2.4 million in FY 2018 and $733,700 in FY 2019 is recommended for various construction and
maintenance projects in a number of enhancement decision units in this budget. The division has
requested the ability to access the funding in both years of the upcoming biennium. If the
Subcommittee approves the noted construction and maintenance projected, Fiscal staff recommends
moving 100 percent of the funding recommended by the Governor in this budget to the first year of the
biennium, and include back language in the appropriations act authorizing the division to balance
forward the funding approved for maintenance and construction projects between FY 2018 and
FY 2019.
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Does the Subcommittee wish to approve Fiscal staff’s recommendation to place 100 percent of
the funding for construction and maintenance projects approved for the 2017-19 biennium in the
first year of the 2017-19 biennium, which would result in the transfer of $733,700 from FY 2019
to FY 2018, and provide the Division of State Parks with authority to use the funding approved
for construction and maintenance projects in both years of the 2017-19 biennium?
The Subcommittee recommended approving Fiscal Staff’s recommendation to place 100 percent of
the funding for construction and maintenance projects approved for the 2017-19 biennium in the
first year of the 2017-19 biennium, which would result in the transfer of $733,700 from FY 2019 to
FY 2018, and provide the Division of State Parks with authority to use the funding approved for
construction and maintenance projects in both years of the 2017-19 biennium.
Other Closing Items
1. Technical Adjustments (BASE, M-100, M-300, M-800, DCNR-43-46): Fiscal staff completed several
technical adjustments included in this closing document for the following issues in the adjusted base
budget:


Marina Development Gas Tax: This revenue line item was not adjusted based on the methodology
approved by the 2015 Legislature for the 2015-17 biennium. The methodology used for the
2015-17 biennium for this revenue source was based on the average decrease over the previous
five fiscal years. Fiscal staff has included a technical adjustment in this closing document to adjust
the anticipated revenues for the division’s share of the Marina Development Gas Tax based on the
methodology approved by the 2015 Legislature, which is more in-line with actual receipts over the
2015-17 biennium.



Park User Fees: This revenue line item was adjusted by the Governor’s Finance Office after the
adjusted base budget review by Fiscal staff, which deviates from the methodology used and
approved by the Legislature in prior biennia. Fiscal staff has included technical adjustments in this
closing document to correct the user fee revenues based on the methodology used in prior biennia.



Seasonal Salaries: Fiscal staff identified an error in the calculation of group insurance costs for
seasonal positions and has included a technical adjustment in this closing document. The group
insurance for seasonal positions should be based on the number of months budgeted instead of
12 months for a fiscal year.



New Retail Storekeeper Position and the Reclassification of an Existing Professional Engineer
Position: A permanent Retail Storekeeper position was added during the 2015-16 Interim for the
visitor center and gift shop located at Sand Harbor, Lake Tahoe Nevada State Park, but was not
included in The Executive Budget for the 2017-19 biennium. The new position is funded via a
transfer from the State Parks Interpretive and Education Program (non-Executive budget), with
receipts received from the various gift shops located at the various state parks. In addition, a
Supervising Professional Engineer position was reclassified to a Supervisor III, Associate Engineer,
which resulted in a slight decrease to General Funds.

The division concurred with the noted technical adjustments. With the noted technical adjustments,
the adjusted base budget appears reasonable.
For Decision Units M-100, M-300 and M-800, Fiscal staff included technical adjustments in this closing
document to correct the funding source identified as user fee revenues and replaced it with
General Fund appropriations, as 100 percent of the projected user fee revenues are included in the
Adjusted Base budget. The division concurred with the noted technical adjustments.
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2. Director’s Office (DO) Cost Allocation and New Information Technology (IT) Cost Allocation
(BASE, E-802, E-803, and E-804, DCNR-43, 44, 62-63): Fiscal staff has identified a number of issues
related to the cost allocation amounts reflected in The Executive Budget. Listed below are staff
recommendations to address the cost allocation issues:


The Governor recommends adjustments to the Director’s Office and related information technology
cost allocation reimbursements totaling $147,369 for the 2017-19 biennium. Fiscal staff has
included technical adjustments to correct the amount allocated for the DO cost allocation for the
base budget in the Department of Conservation and Natural Resources Administration budget.



Staff recommends eliminating Decision Unit E-804, as the costs allocated in this decision unit are
included in the DO cost allocation in the base budget.



Fiscal staff recommends adding a new Decision Unit E-801, which would update the DO cost
allocation to include the new positions and funding source changes included in all enhancement
decision units recommended by the Governor for the agencies within the department for the
2017-19 biennium.



Finally, staff recommends adjusting the amount of new IT cost allocations recommended in
Decision Unit E-802 to reflect increases in the EITS assessments proposed in
The Executive Budget for the 2017-19 biennium.

With the recommended technical adjustments noted above, the DO cost allocation for this budget
would total $166,409 over the 2017-19 biennium, which is a $19,040 increase from the $147,369
recommended in The Executive Budget. Fiscal staff may need to complete further technical
adjustments based on the final number of FTEs approved by the 2017 Legislature for the department
and any changes to other funding sources, which both are factors in determining the amount that is
cost allocated by the DO to each agency within the department. With the noted technical
adjustments, these recommendations appear reasonable.
3. Department of Public Safety Dispatch Service Cost Allocation (M-800 and E-800, DCNR-46 and 61):
The Executive Budget proposes a net reduction to the cost allocation for dispatching services provided
by the Department of Public Safety to the Division of State Parks for law enforcement,
medical emergencies and public safety provided to park visitors and a reduction to User Charge fees
totaling $669 for FY 2018 and $727 for FY 2019. The funding source for both decision units should be
General Fund appropriations instead of User Charge fees. Fiscal staff included a technical adjustment
in this closing document to correct the funding source for both decision units. With the noted
technical adjustments, this recommendation appears reasonable.
4. Funding for Historic Preservation Projects (E-275, DCNR-47): The Governor recommends funding for
educational projects and initiatives related to the history of the State of Nevada and other projects
relating to preserving, promoting and protecting the heritage of the State of Nevada totaling $240,000
for each fiscal year of the 2017-19 biennium. This recommendation is contingent on the passage of
Senate Bill 37, which revises provisions to the license plate commemorating the 150th anniversary of
Nevada’s admission into the union and removes the prohibition on charging the $20 renewal fee.
The bill requires the $20 renewal fees be shared equally between the Division of Museums and History
and the Division of State Parks. While this decision unit estimates total funding at $480,000 ($240,000
for each division), a fiscal note attached to the bill, prepared by the Department of Motor Vehicles
(DMV), estimates total revenue from the renewal fee at $445,580 ($222,790 for each division) for
FY 2018 and $401,020 ($200,510 for each division) for FY 2019.
At the February 28, 2017, budget hearing, the division indicated revenues from the commemorative
license plates would fund historic preservation projects at Spring Mountain Ranch State Park, the Elgin
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School House, Fort Churchill State Historic Park, and repairs to the Nine Mile Ranch House that was
damaged by earthquakes, if the new Walker River State Recreation Area is approved. In addition, the
division indicated this new revenue source would release other funding sources that were earmarked
for historic preservation projects for other improvement projects statewide.
Fiscal staff has included a technical adjustment to reduce the projected revenues by $17,210 in
FY 2018 and $39,490 in FY 2019 to reconcile to the amounts projected by DMV in its fiscal note for
Senate Bill 37. Senate Bill 37 was approved by the Senate and transmitted to the Assembly on
May 2, 2017. With the noted technical adjustment and the passage of Senate Bill 37, this
recommendation appears reasonable.
5. Emergency Expenses (E-389, DCNR-61): The Governor recommends funding for unexpected
one-time expenses that necessitate immediate action. The division indicates the request is intended to
be an on-going allocation to fund unexpected one-time expenses based on an average of the past
four years. The type of unexpected one-time expenses includes repairs to buildings and grounds for
such things as plumbing and electrical repairs and the replacement of equipment failures, such as
water heaters and irrigation pumps. General Fund appropriations totaling $15,500 is recommended for
each fiscal year of the 2017-19 biennium for this decision unit. This recommendation appears
reasonable.
6. Funding Source Changes for Three Existing Positions (E-873; DCNR-63): Due to the reduced
availability of bond interest revenues from the Question 1 Conservation Bond program, the Governor
recommends General Fund appropriations totaling $501,332 over the 2017-19 biennium to support
three positions (two Project Managers and one Staff Associate Engineer position) who are currently
funded with the interest earned from bond proceeds. The division indicates if the funding source
change is approved by the Legislature, it would allow the division to utilize the three positions on all
division projects for deferred maintenance and new construction. At the February 28, 2017,
budget hearing, the division indicated the funding source exchange would extend the Q1 funding for
projects. In addition, the division indicated the two Project Managers and one Staff Associate Engineer
would be available to continue with the management of construction and maintenance projects
recommended in the Governor’s Explore Your Nevada initiative and ongoing projects funded with the
Question 1 bonds and other funding sources. This recommendation appears reasonable.
7. One-Shot
Appropriation
(BUDGET
OVERVIEW-22-23):
The
Governor
recommends
one-shot appropriations totaling $4.7 million (General Fund appropriations - $3.5 million), of which
$3.2 million (General Fund appropriations - $2.0 million) is recommended for the new Walker River
State Recreation Area for the construction of 10 cabins and a 30-unit campground with full hook-ups;
$1.2 million for the stabilization and restoration of the ruins at Fort Churchill State Historic Park;
$168,000 for the construction of pull-through campsites at ten State Parks; and $159,000 for the
construction of cabins at Wild Horse State Recreation area.
The division proposes to decrease the 30-unit campground recommended for the new Walker River
State Recreation to a 20-unit campground to fund the items omitted in The Executive Budget for the
Governor’s Explore Your Nevada Initiative. The reduction in the number of campsites would result in a
General Fund savings of $670,000.
Senate Bill 536 makes an appropriation to the Division of State Parks for the one-shot appropriation
Senate Bill 536 was referred to the Senate Committee on Finance May 5, 2017. The recommended
one-shot appropriation for the Division of State Parks will be heard and determined by the
full committee when considering the bill.
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Fiscal staff recommends all of the Other Closing Items, excluding Other Closing Item 7, be closed
as recommended by the Governor, including the noted technical adjustments in Other Closing
Items 1 through 4, and with authority for staff to make other technical adjustments as necessary.
The Subcommittee recommended approving the Other Closing Items as recommended by the
Governor, excluding Other Closing Item 7, including the noted technical adjustments in
Other Closing Items 1 through 4, and with authority for staff to make other technical adjustments as
necessary.
Additional Information - No Action Necessary
Deferred Maintenance: Fiscal staff notes the State Parks budget does not include a recommendation for
deferred maintenance projects. Instead, Assembly Bill 490 proposes to amend NRS 407.0763, which
relates to the Account for Maintenance of State Park Facilities and Grounds (Account). The current statute
allows the division to expend interest and income earned on the principal in the Account for the repair and
maintenance of state park facilities. Assembly Bill 490 would allow the division to expend not more than
$2.0 million in any single biennium from the principal, interest and income in the Account, and would allow
up to $2.0 million to be available for both fiscal years of the biennium. During the 2015 Legislative Session,
the division indicated that maintenance projects with an immediate need that did not have an identified
funding source totaled $8.8 million statewide. The division indicated to complete those projects in a period
of ten years, the division would need a consistent General Fund. Assembly Bill 490 has been approved by
both Houses.
Public Lands Day: Assembly Bill 449, as amended, provides for the establishment of a Public Lands Day
in the State of Nevada on the fourth Saturday of September of each year. The bill would require the
Division of State Parks to allow Nevada residents to enter, camp and boat in all state parks and
recreational areas in this state without the payment of any fees during Public Lands Day. The bill was
heard by the Assembly Way and Means Committee on May 1, 2017. The division testified at the
May 1, 2017 hearing that the bill, as amended, decreases the original fiscal note by 50 percent, for reduced
projected revenues of $20,197 per year.
Free State Park Pass for Fifth Grade Students: Assembly Bill 385, as amended, requires the Division of
State Parks to provide for the issuance, without charge, an annual pass for the entrance fees (excluding
the boating and camping fees) to state parks and recreational areas to each pupil enrolled in the fifth grade
at a school in this state. The division indicated in a fiscal note there would not be a significant fiscal impact.

http://lcbfiscal/Secretary Session Document/4162cls_JG_jl.docx
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Dec Unit

Cat

GL

2017-18

2018-19

B000

00

2501

Description
Decrease General Funds for those expenditures related to the
South Fork Dam category added as an appropriation in SB 514.

(51,267)

(51,267)

B000

00

2501

Increase General Funds for the corrected Director's Office (DO)
Cost Allocation

44,136

43,990

B000

00

2501

Increase General Funds to correct the state's share of the FEMA
Community Assistance Program grant that requires a 25 percent
match

4,616

5,290

B000

00

2501

Increase General Fund appropriations due to the correction of the
Transfer from the Water Basin budgets to reflect the correct amount
that should be transferred to fund 40 percent of an Engineering
Technician position and the associated cost

20,531

20,187

B000

00

4670

Decrease the Transfer from the Water Basin budgets to reflect the
correct amount that should be transferred to fund 40 percent of an
Engineering Technician position and the associated cost

(20,531)

(20,187)

E350

00

2501

Decrease General Fund appropriations for the equipment
recommended for the four new positions the Subcommittee did not
approve for a new Water Conservation and Drought Resiliency unit

(94,717)

E353

00

2501

Decrease General Fund appropriations for four new position and
associated costs the Subcommittee did not approve for the Water
Conservation and Drought Resiliency unit

(358,488)

(420,471)

E355

00

2501

Decrease General Fund appropriations for the New Advisory
Committee on Water Planning and Drought and funding to
promulgate regulations for over appropriated basins the
Subcommittee did not approve

(68,020)

(43,020)

E376

00

2501

Decrease General Funds for those expenditures related to the
South Fork Dam category added as an appropriation in SB 514

(254,626)

(90,150)

E801

00

2501

Decrease the General Fund appropriation for the updated DO cost
allocation to include all positions and funding source changes in all
enhancement decision units for the agencies within the department

(51,329)

(51,576)

E802

00

4670

Increase the Transfer from the Water Basin Accounts for the new
DO IT cost allocation to the new rates assessed by EITS that are
included in the allocation

259

259

E803

00

4670

Increase the Transfer from the Water Basin budgets for the DO cost
allocation for Decision Unit E-671 in BA 4150 was updated

92

91

E804

00

4670

Decrease the transfer from the Water Basin budget for
Decision Unit E-804 that is being eliminated as it includes increases
in personnel expense in Decision Unit M-300, which is included in
the DO cost allocation in the base budget

(209)

(191)

Sub-total

(829,553)

(607,045)

Line Item Changes to Revenues

(829,553)

(607,045)
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Adjustments to Expenditures
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

B000

15

7000

B000

15

B000

2017-18

2018-19

Decrease the South Fork Dam category as the total amount
recommended is added as an appropriation in SB 514.

(27,817)

(27,817)

8000

Decrease the South Fork Dam category as the total amount
recommended is added as an appropriation in SB 514.

(23,450)

(23,450)

17

7000

Increase the FEMA Community Assistance Program grant category
to reconcile to the grant award

4,616

5,290

B000

40

7000

Corrected the base budget DO cost allocation

44,136

43,990

E350

04

8000

Decrease the Operating Expenses category for costs associated
with the four new positions the Subcommittee did not approve for a
new Water Conservation and Drought Resiliency unit

(60)

E350

05

7000

Decrease the Equipment category for costs associated with the four
new positions the Subcommittee did not approve for a new Water
Conservation and Drought Resiliency unit

(16,231)

E350

05

8000

Decrease the Equipment Category for costs associated with the
four new positions the Subcommittee did not approve for a new
Water Conservation and Drought Resiliency unit

(49,940)

E350

26

7000

Decrease the Information Services category for costs associated
with the four new positions the Subcommittee did not approve for a
new Water Conservation and Drought Resiliency unit

(12,600)

E350

26

8000

Decrease the Information Services category for costs associated
with the four new positions the Subcommittee did not approve for a
new Water Conservation and Drought Resiliency unit

(15,886)

E353

01

5000

Decrease the Personnel category for the salaries and fringe
benefits for the four new positions the Subcommittee did not
approve for the Water Conservation and Drought Resiliency unit

(284,427)

(343,040)

E353

02

6000

Decrease the Out-of-State Travel category for the cost associated
with four new positions the Subcommittee did not approve for the
Water Conservation and Drought Resiliency unit

(2,436)

(2,436)

E353

03

6000

Decrease the In-State Travel category or the cost associated with
four new positions the Subcommittee did not approve for the Water
Conservation and Drought Resiliency unit

(7,860)

(10,995)

E353

04

7000

Decrease the Operating Expenses category for the costs
associated with four new positions the Subcommittee did not
approve for the Water Conservation and Drought Resiliency unit

(60,390)

(60,425)

E353

26

7000

Decrease the Information Services category for the costs
associated with four new positions the Subcommittee did not
approve for the Water Conservation and Drought Resiliency unit

(3,375)

(3,575)

E355

01

5000

Decrease the Personnel category for the board and commission
pay recommended for the New Advisory Committee on Water
Planning and Drought the Subcommittee did not approve

(11,520)

(11,520)

E355

03

6000

Decrease the In-State Travel category for costs associated with the
New Advisory Committee on Water Planning and Drought the
Subcommittee did not approve

(30,000)

(30,000)

E355

04

7000

Decrease the Operating Expenses category for the costs
associated with the New Advisory Committee on Water Planning
and Drought and the funding to promulgate regulations for over
appropriated basins the Subcommittee did not approve

(26,500)

(1,500)

E376

15

7000

Decrease the South Fork Dam category as the total amount
recommended is added as an appropriation in SB 514.

(254,626)

(90,150)

E801

40

7000

Updated DO cost allocation to include all positions and funding
source changes in all enhancement decision units for the agencies
within the department.

(51,329)

(51,576)

E802

40

7000

Reconcile the new DO IT cost allocation to the new rates assessed
by EITS that are included in the allocation

259

259

E803

40

7000

The DO cost allocation for Decision Unit E-671 in BA 4150 was
updated

92

91

E804

40

7000

Decision Unit E-804 is being eliminated as it includes increases in
personnel expense in Decision Unit M-300, which is included in the
DO cost allocation in the base budget

(209)

(191)

(829,553)

(607,045)

Sub-total
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Description

Line Item Changes to Expenditures
Total
Grand Total General Fund Impact of Closing Changes

Grand Total Highway Fund Impact of Closing Changes

(829,553)

(607,045)

0

0

(809,164)

(587,017)

0

0

Overview
The Division of Water Resources (DWR) conserves, protects, manages and enhances the water resources
of Nevada through appropriation and reallocation of public waters. The division quantifies existing water
rights, monitors water use, distributes water in accordance with court decrees, reviews water availability for
new developments, reviews the construction and operation of dams, appropriates geothermal water,
licenses and regulates well drillers and water right surveyors, reviews flood control projects, collects and
monitors water resource data and records, and provides technical assistance and information to the public
and governmental agencies. The DWR is primarily funded with fees and General Fund appropriations.
Major Closing Issues
1. Drought Initiative
2. Proposed Funding Structure Change
Discussion of Major Closing Issues
1. Drought Initiative (E-350, E-351, E-353 & E-355, DCNR-75-77): The Governor recommends
General Fund appropriations totaling $2.1 million over the 2017-19 biennium to implement
recommendations of the Governor’s Nevada Drought Forum (Forum) for the Division of Water
Resources. The division indicates the Forum and Drought Summit placed a renewed focus on drought
resiliency and the need for related water planning in a collaborative framework.
The recommended funding would provide for a new Nevada Drought Resiliency and Water Planning
Program to address near and long-term drought resiliency and response duties and priorities; the
creation of a new Advisory Committee on Water Planning and Drought; and the development of
regulations for over-appropriated water basins. A summary of the recommended enhancements for the
Governor’s Drought Initiative and the New Nevada Drought Resiliency and Water Planning Program to
be managed by the Division of Water Resources is provided below. The recommendations in the
Water Resources budget are components of the Governor’s larger Drought Initiative, with total funding
of $5.0 million directed to multiple state agencies.
A. New Positions and Associated Costs (E-351 and E353, DCNR-75-76): The Governor recommends
nine new positions and associated travel, and operating expenses funded with General Fund
appropriations totaling $1.7 million over the 2017-19 biennium. The division indicates the new
positions would increase the capabilities of the division in its data gathering, water metering,
monitoring, inventory, and enforcement responsibilities; drought resiliency and drought response
duties; and new and existing water planning statutory duties and floodplain management. Following
is a table which summarizes the duties of the nine new positions recommended as part of the
Governor’s Drought Initiative:
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Position Title

Professional Engineer

Location

Carson City

Staff, Associate Engineer

Las Vegas

Staff, Associate Engineer

Elko

Staff, Associate Engineer

Carson City

Staff, Associate Engineer

Carson City

Education and Information
Officer

Carson City

Staff, Associate Engineer

Carson City

Professional Engineer
Unclassified Chief, Drought
Resiliency and Water Planning

Carson City
Carson City

Program Area/Section

Duties
Analyze and implement state water laws;
investigate complaints and suspected violations and
determine actions to be taken, issue written notices
and coordinate compliance and enforcement
Engineering, Water Planning, Dam activities; examine permits, certificates, decrees
and proof of appropriations.
Safety and Flood Program
Conduct field inspections of new water wells and
abandoned water wells; collect water use data
during annual crop and pumpage inventories, and
measure ground water, springs and stream flows.
Las Vegas Branch Office
Collects data on water use, checks the accuracy of
totalizing meters, crop and pumpage inventories and
ensures compliance with the State Engineer's
orders and inspects dams.
Elko Branch Office
Collects data on water use, checks the accuracy of
totalizing meters, crop and pumpage inventories and
Engineering, Water Planning, Dam ensures compliance with the State Engineer's
Safety and Flood Program
orders, and inspects dams.
Groundwater use data management, basin engineer
support, review and evaluate notices of intent to drill
cards and water well driller reports, and train well
Drilling Regulation and
drillers and staff.
Adjudications
Manage public outreach, information coordination,
and education programs, and online information
efforts (web site, social media) and supervision of
Nevada Drought Resiliency and
outreach employees in the floodplain section.
Water Planning Program

Nevada Drought Resiliency and
Water Planning Program

Nevada Drought Resiliency and
Water Planning Program
Nevada Drought Resiliency and
Water Planning Program

Collection of data to quantify statewide water use for
both surface and ground water and calculate total
consumptive use of water, research alternative water
sources, and verify data provided by water users.
Analyze and implement state water laws;
investigate complaints and suspected violations and
determine actions to be taken, issue written notices
and coordinate compliance and enforcement
activities; examine permits, certificates, decrees
and proof of appropriations.
Provide oversight of the state's water planning and
drought resiliency effort.

At the March 16, 2017, budget hearing the Subcommittee asked the division to provide its long-term
strategy if the nine new positions recommended were phased in over more than one biennium.
In addition, the division was asked to provide a prioritized list of the nine new positions and the
impact to the division if the nine new positions were not approved. The division noted in its
response that it believed all nine of the recommended new positions are essential. Following is
the division’s prioritized list of the recommended positions:
Position Priorities
The five engineering positions recommended in Decision Unit E-351 are the division’s number one
priority; however, within Decision Unit E-351, the division provided the following list of the
recommended positions in order of priority:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Staff 1, Associate Engineer - Carson City
Staff 1, Associate Engineer - Las Vegas
Staff 1, Associate Engineer - Elko
Staff 1, Associate Engineer - Carson City - Well Drilling
Professional Engineer - Carson City - Compliance

The four new positions recommended in The Executive Budget in Decision Unit E-353 would make
up the Water Conservation and Drought Resiliency and would join three existing positions to form
a new unit. These positions include an Unclassified Program Manager (equivalent to other
section heads in the division); a Professional Engineer; an Education Officer; and a Staff 1
Associate Engineer. The division indicates the four new positions should be considered as one unit
and are of equal priority; however, the division indicates the program manager and professional
engineer could be started in the first year, followed by the other two positions at the beginning or
middle of the second year of the 2017-19 biennium. Further, the division noted the importance of
taking into consideration that a wet year like the current one is an anomaly. As a result of the
drought, the Governor invested significant state and stakeholder time and energy on improving
Nevada's drought readiness and resiliency. This work culminated in a final report that recognized
and recommended steps to improve the state's efforts, resulting in the creation of this
Drought Resiliency and Water Conservation Program. The division indicated that phasing-in
staffing and funding beyond this biennium would severely limit the effectiveness of the program.
One of the major concerns expressed during the Drought Forum and the Drought Summit was
that the division needed more staff to manage the state's water resources. If any or all of the
positions in either enhancement unit are not approved, the division indicated it would continue
to fall behind on the following:





Data collection needed to support decisions on water appropriations and the management of
those appropriations
Oversight of well drilling statewide
Review of water conservation plans and other water planning efforts maintaining the
increasing workload associated with violations of water law
Coordinating responses to water challenges in the driest state in the nation

Projected Outcomes with Increased Monitoring
The division indicates the five engineer positions recommended in Decision Unit E-351 would
bring the division closer to the level of positions it had prior to the economic downturn. The
projected outcomes anticipated by the division are greater compliance with Nevada water law
and regulations. Further, the additional engineer positions would result in a greater presence in
the field reading meters, measuring diversion of surface water on decreed sources, taking
groundwater level measurements and inspecting water well drilling operations, all of which would
result in greater compliance. The Division stated it currently conducts crop or pumpage inventories
in approximately 60 of the 256 groundwater basins statewide due to staffing levels. The additional
staff would allow the Division to conduct inventories and water level measurements in groundwater
basins that are in need of increased management.
The division indicates the positions recommended in Decision Unit E-353 assigned to the
Water Conservation and Drought Resiliency unit would provide centralized coordination and
monitoring information on water conservation measures and practices; small water system needs in
developing water conservation plans; and emerging technology and best practices for transfer
opportunities. The unit would also coordinate the scientific monitoring on supply augmentation and
provide response to water emergencies. Finally, in addition to drought resiliency and water
conservation planning, the unit would provide support for floodplain management and the broad
impacts water can have on communities and the state as a whole.
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Following are options for the Subcommittee to consider:
1. Approve the Governor’s recommendation for nine new positions and associated travel,
and operating expenses funded with General Fund appropriations totaling $1.7 million
over the 2017-19 biennium as recommended by the Governor’s Drought Initiative.
2. Approve only Decision Unit E-351 (the division’s number one priority), which includes
five new positions (one Professional Engineer and four Associate Engineer positions)
and associated travel, operating expenses funded with General Fund appropriations
totaling $938,039 over the 2017-19 biennium.
3. Approve only Decision Unit E-353 for a new Water Conservation and Drought Resiliency
unit, which includes four new positions (one unclassified Chief of Drought Resiliency
and Water Planning position, one Education and Information Officer position, one
Associate Engineer position and one Professional Engineer positions) and associated
travel and operating expenses funded with General Fund appropriations totaling
$778,959 over the 2017-19 biennium.
4. Do not approve the Governor’s recommendation for nine new positions and associated
operating expenses resulting in a General Fund savings of $1.7 million over the
2017-19 biennium.
The Subcommittee recommended approving option 2, which includes five new positions
(one Professional Engineer and four Associate Engineer positions) and associated travel, operating
expenses funded with General Fund appropriations totaling $938,039 over the 2017-19 biennium.
The Subcommittee did not recommend approving the Governor’s recommendation for a new
Water Conservation and Drought Resiliency unit, which would include four new positions
(one unclassified Chief of Drought Resiliency and Water Planning position, one Education and
Information Officer position, one Associate Engineer position and one Professional Engineer
positions) and associated travel and operating expenses, which results in General Fund savings of
$778,959 over the 2017-19 biennium.
B. Equipment (E-350, DCNR-75): The Governor recommends General Fund appropriations of
$290,720 in FY 2018 for equipment purchases to accommodate the nine new positions
recommended in Decision Units E-351 and E-353, including: office furnishings; conference table
and ten chairs; five desktop computers, one laptop computer, four field tablets and associated
software; four desktop/CADD workstations; three trucks and tool boxes; one sport utility vehicle;
one all-terrain vehicle and trailer; three digital GPS/cameras; three metal field note holders;
five scientific calculators; a new telephone system; one motorized 1000’ fisheye camera system;
three current meter kits w/ pygmy meters; four voltage converter and other small hand tools;
three hip boots; three current meters; one projector for power point presentations; eight water level
meters (300’ and 500’); three ultrasonic flowmeter; and nine GIS and four All-Topo software
packages.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve the new equipment recommended for the nine new
positions, including authority for Fiscal staff to complete technical adjustments based on
the number of new positions approved by the Subcommittee?
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The Subcommittee recommended approving the Governor’s recommendation for the new
equipment associated with the five new Engineer positions funded with General Fund
appropriations totaling $196,003 recommended for FY 2018. The Subcommittee recommended the
elimination of the equipment associated with the four new positions recommended for the new
Water Conservation and Drought Resiliency unit, which results in General Funds savings of
$94,717 in FY 2018.
C. New Advisory Committee on Water Planning and Drought (E-355, DCNR-76-77): The Governor
recommends funding for board pay, travel and operating expenses for a new nine member Advisory
Committee on Water Planning and Drought, and funding to promulgate regulations for
over-appropriated basins, funded with General Fund appropriations totaling $68,020 for FY 2018
and $43,020 for FY 2019. Senate Bill 74, as amended, would create the Advisory Committee on
Water Conservation and Drought. Senate Bill 74 was approved, Amend, and do pass as amended,
by the Senate Committee on Natural Resources and March 16, 2017, re-referred to the
Senate Committee on Finance on April 10, 2017, and heard in Senate Finance on April 17, 2017.
The division indicates the new Advisory Committee on Water Planning and Drought would provide
an opportunity for those actively working on water and drought-related topics to meet, advance
ideas, share technologies and advise the state's Drought Response Committee, the Governor and
other elected officials. The division indicates a similar committee was activated when the
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources included a Division of Water Planning, which
was eliminated in the early 2000s.
The division noted in a response to a request for additional information that at the Drought Forum
and Summit meetings the primary focus was to have stakeholder engagement on drought
resiliency, water conservation, planning efforts and information/technology sharing. The division
indicated that the Forum and Summit were both well-attended events and stakeholders commented
that the dialogue needed to continue and Nevada needed to remain vigilant regarding water and
conservation issues, even in non-drought conditions so that there is coordinated effort when
drought conditions occur. The division indicates its hope is this committee would continue into
future biennia in order to facilitate the work identified.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve the Governor’s recommendation to provide
General Fund appropriations of $68,020 for FY 2018 and $43,020 for FY 2019 for board pay,
travel and operating expenses for a new nine-member Advisory Committee on
Water Conservation and Drought, and funding to promulgate regulations for
over-appropriated basins, upon approval of Senate Bill 74?
The Subcommittee did not recommend approving the Governor’s recommendation to establish a
new Advisory Committee on Water Planning and Drought and General Fund appropriations of
$68,020 for FY 2018 and $43,020 for FY 2019 for board pay, travel and operating expenses for a new
nine-member Advisory Committee, and funding to promulgate regulations for over-appropriated
basins, upon approval of Senate Bill 74.
2. Proposed Funding Structure Change (E-375, DCNR-78): The Governor recommends General Fund
appropriations totaling $3.4 million for each year of the 2017-19 biennium to replace 100 percent of the
fees collected by the division pursuant to NRS 533.135 and NRS 533.435 (fees relating to the
adjudication of vested water rights and the appropriation of public water rights), which are currently
transferred to this budget from the non-executive Water Distribution Revolving budget. The $3.4 million
each year is in addition to the base General Fund appropriation of $2.7 million in FY 2018 and
$2.8 million in FY 2019. The division is proposing to deposit all fee revenue directly to the
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General Fund instead of the non-executive Water Distribution Revolving budget, as was the case prior
to the 2013-15 biennium when this budget was primarily funded with General Fund appropriations.
Senate Bill 514 would implement this change in the funding structure for the Water Resources budget.
The division indicates the original intent of the fees deposited into this budget was to transition the
budget to an increased level of non-General Fund support to provide stability in staffing levels;
however, the fees charged by the division were not increased to the levels needed to sustain the
budget and the General Fund appropriations recommended by the Governor and approved by the
Legislature were not sufficient to fund the budget, which resulted in the use of reserves. Based on the
amount of fees collected annually and the amount of General Fund appropriated to this budget, the
division estimates the reserves would be expended by the end of FY 2019. Senate Bill 514 was
passed by the Senate Committee on Natural Resources on April 11, 2017 and re-referred to the Senate
Committee on Finance on April 17, 2017.
As background information, the 2013 Legislature approved the Governor’s recommendation to redirect
$3.7 million in fee revenue for each year of the 2013-15 biennium previously deposited into the
General Fund to the Water Resources budget. The 2013 Legislature also approved the removal of
General Fund appropriations totaling $1.2 million in FY 2014 and $3.2 million in FY 2015. In addition to
the redirection of fee revenue and the decrease to the General Fund appropriations, the
2013 Legislature approved the Governor’s recommendation to increase existing fees assessed by the
division to more closely reflect the cost of providing services and to add new fees for the
2013-15 biennium. While the adjustment to the division’s fees approved by the 2013 Legislature more
closely approximated the cost of services provided by the division, the fees were not increased to the
level needed to fully cover the cost of the services provided by the division, thus in addition to the fee
revenue, a reduced amount of General Fund appropriations were required to fully fund the division.
The division collected $3.4 million of fee revenue for FY 2014, which was $270,784 less than what was
budgeted for FY 2014. In FY 2015, the division collected $3.7 million of fee revenue, which was
$24,248 more than what was budgeted for FY 2015. For the 2015-17 biennium, the 2015 Legislature
approved the Governor’s recommendation of $3.4 million of fee revenue for each fiscal year.
The division collected $3.3 million of fee revenue for FY 2016, which was $109,527 less than what was
projected for FY 2016. The division indicates the fluctuation of fees is driven by the economy and
climate. For example, when the economy is good, when the mining industry is flourishing, or when
construction is up, there is greater fee-funded activity. In times of drought, there is an increase in water
right activity due to people transferring water.
Decision Unit E-375 also eliminates the balance forward and the reserve category for each year of the
2017-19 biennium. The division indicates if the 2017 Legislature approves Decision Unit E-375, all
cash remaining at the end of FY 2017 would be reverted to the General Fund at the close of the
fiscal year. The division is projecting a balance of $1.5 million remaining at the end of FY 2017.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve the Governor’s recommendation to replace
100 percent of the fees collected in this budget with General Fund appropriations totaling
$3.4 million for each year of the 2017-19 biennium, upon approval of Senate Bill 514?
The Subcommittee recommended approving the Governor’s recommendation to replace
100 percent of the fees collected in this budget with General Fund appropriations totaling
$3.4 million for each year of the 2017-19 biennium, upon approval of Senate Bill 514.
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Other Closing Items
1. Adjusted Base Budget (BASE, DCNR-72-73): Fiscal staff has included technical adjustments in this
closing document, which results in an increase of General Fund appropriations totaling $35,845 over
the 2017-19 biennium as follows:


The state's share of the FEMA Community Assistance Program grant totaling $103,910 per year
requires a 25 percent match, which was not calculated correctly, resulting in an increase of
General Fund appropriations totaling $9,906 over the 2017-19 biennium.



The Transfer from the Water Basin budgets funds 40 percent of an Engineering Technician position
and a portion of the Director’s Office (DO) cost allocation that is attributable to the position ($700 for
each fiscal year). The Executive Budget included funding from the Transfer from Water Basin
budgets for a portion of the AG cost allocation and the DO cost allocation; however, the agency was
unable to provide a methodology for funding a portion of the AG cost allocation. The technical
adjustment results in an increase of General Fund appropriations totaling $40,718 over the
2017-19 biennium and a corresponding decrease to the Transfer from Water Basin budgets.
With the noted technical adjustments, the Adjusted Base Budget appears reasonable.

2. Director’s Office (DO) Cost Allocation and New Information Technology (IT) Cost Allocation
(BASE, E-802, E-803, and E-804, DCNR-72-73 and 79-80): Fiscal staff has identified a number of
issues related to the cost allocation amounts reflected in The Executive Budget. Listed below are staff
recommendations to address the cost allocation issues:


The Governor recommends adjustments to the Director’s Office and related information technology
cost allocation reimbursements totaling $31,495 for the 2017-19 biennium. Fiscal staff has included
technical adjustments to change the amount allocated for the DO cost allocation for
Decision Unit E-671 in the Department of Conservation and Natural Resources Administration
budget.



Staff recommends eliminating Decision Unit E-804, as the costs allocated in this decision unit are
included in the DO cost allocation in the base budget.



Fiscal staff recommends adding a new Decision Unit E-801, which would update the DO cost
allocation to include the new positions and funding source changes included in all enhancement
decision units recommended by the Governor for the agencies within the department for the
2017-19 biennium.



Finally, staff recommends adjusting the amount of new IT cost allocation recommended in
Decision Unit E-802 to reflect increases in the EITS assessments proposed in
The Executive Budget for the 2017-19 biennium.

With the recommended technical adjustments noted above, the DO cost allocation for this budget
would total $17,017 over the 2017-19 biennium, which is a $14,478 decrease from the $31,495
recommended in The Executive Budget. Fiscal staff may need to complete further technical
adjustments based on the final number of FTEs approved by the 2017 Legislature for the department
and any changes to other funding sources, which both are factors in determining the amount that is
cost allocated by the DO to each agency within the department. With the noted technical
adjustments, these recommendations appear reasonable.
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3. Database Contract (E-356, DCNR-77): The Governor recommends a contract to develop a new well
driller’s database/application, which would be funded with U.S. Department of Energy federal funds
totaling $55,000 in FY 2018. The division indicates the well driller’s database/application would provide
the ability to query well drilling and well information, input notice of intent data, issue demerits, apply
continuing education credits, manage renewals of well driller’s licenses and generate notification letters.
This recommendation appears reasonable.
4. Training (E-357, DCNR-77): The Governor recommends funding for instructional books on
GIS software and for online training on computer-added design and drafting software funded with
General Fund appropriations totaling $857 for each fiscal year of the 2017-19 biennium.
This recommendation appears reasonable.
5. Maintenance and Operating Costs for the South Fork Dam (E-376, DCNR-78): The Governor
recommends funding to increase contract services for the ongoing maintenance and operation costs
associated with the South Fork Dam, funded with General Fund appropriations totaling $254,626 for
FY 2018 and $90,150 for FY 2019. The contract services provide for annual maintenance and include
divers to inspect the dam every other year, repairs to security fencing and replacement of rip rap for
erosion control.
As stated previously, Senate Bill 514 would change the funding structure of the Water Resources
budget (Decision Unit E-375). The bill would also allow the funding approved for the biennium for
ongoing maintenance and operations of the South Fork Dam to be available for use across both
fiscal years of the biennium, and would not revert at the end of the first fiscal year of the biennium.
The division indicates this provision is needed due to the complex nature of the work and dependence
upon weather conditions. The ability to transfer funds between fiscal years and balance forward
unspent funding from the first year of the biennium to the second year of the biennium was not
necessary when fees were retained by the division, which could be balanced forward from fiscal year to
fiscal year. Fiscal staff requests authority to make adjustments to Decision Unit E-376 based on
changes to Senate Bill 514.
6. Salary Adjustment for IT Position (E-671, DCNR-21): This decision unit provides a one-grade salary
increase for four Information Technology positions in this budget, as recommended by the Governor to
address salary disparities in key areas, specifically, IT positions and Correctional Officer
positions. (BUDGET OVERVIEW-12). General Fund appropriations totaling $16,152 in FY 2018 and
$16,484 in FY 2019 are recommended to fund the salary adjustments. This decision unit will be
considered by the money committees when all other statewide decision units are discussed.
Staff recommends all of the Other Closing Items, excluding Other Closing Item 6, be closed as
recommended by the Governor, including the noted technical adjustments, and with authority for
staff to make other technical adjustments as necessary.
The Subcommittee recommended approving Other Closing Items, as recommended by the
Governor, including the noted technical adjustments, and with authority for staff to make other
technical adjustments as necessary, excluding Other Closing Item 5 and base budget expenses for
the South Fork Dam, and instead add the General Fund appropriations totaling $447,310, as
recommended by the Governor, for the 2017-19 biennium in this budget in Senate Bill 514 for the
maintenance and operation expenses for the South Fork Dam; and to provide authority to the
division to balance forward any remaining funds at the FY 2017 in this budget for the South Fork
Dam; and to balance forward the General Fund appropriation of $447,310 in Senate Bill 514 to each
fiscal year until 2021; and excluding Other Closing Item 6, which was approved when the statewide
decision units were approved.
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Additional Information - No Action Necessary
1. Nevada Drought Forum
The Nevada Drought Forum (Forum) was formed by the Governor on April 8, 2015, through
Executive Order 2015-03 to address the state’s evolving water supply and demand challenges related
to severe and sustained drought conditions that have affected much of the state. As established in the
Governor’s Executive Order, the Forum was comprised of the following members:









The Director of the Nevada Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
The Director of the Nevada Department of Agriculture
The State Engineer of the Nevada Division of Water Resources
The Chief of the Nevada Division of Emergency Management
The Nevada State Climatologist
The Dean of the University of Nevada Cooperative Extension
A representative of the Desert Research Institute
A representative of the Southern Nevada Water Authority

The Forum was directed to facilitate a statewide dialogue among interested stakeholders and identify
best practices for drought policy, preparedness and management. The Nevada Drought Forum held a
total of six meetings between June and November 2015. Meetings were broadcast to multiple locations
throughout the state to provide transparency and encourage public involvement. As part of its meeting
process, the Forum invited representatives from various stakeholder groups to share information on
drought impacts, mitigation efforts and current or anticipated obstacles to doing business during
drought. Additionally, Forum members participated individually in the Governor’s Drought Summit,
which further explored stakeholder drought response efforts, water conservation efforts, conservation
barriers, and opportunities to improve conditions and/or Nevada drought resiliency moving forward.
As the Forum worked to develop recommendations, members agreed that meaningful investments in
time, coordination and funding in the following key areas could improve Nevada’s overall drought
response and long-term resilience:








Water Conservation
Nevada Water Law
Monitoring and Research Data
Financial and Technical Assistance
Supply Augmentation and Long-Range Planning
Information Sharing and Outreach
Drought Declarations/Emergency Actions

The Forum presented its recommendations report to the Governor in December 2015. The full report
can be found online at http://drought.nv.gov.
2. Replenishment of the Channel Clearance Account
Senate Bill 503 would replenish the Account for the Channel Clearance, Maintenance, Restoration,
Surveying and Monumenting Program in an amount not to exceed $250,000, as allowed by statute
(NRS 532.230(3)). Currently the Channel Clearance budget, which is a non-executive budget, has a
cash balance of $72,890. The division indicates that 100 percent of the funding available has been
allocated for specific projects.
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The Interim Finance Committee approved $200,000 at its December 16, 2015, meeting to replenish this
account to fund two requests from the Carson Valley and Dayton Valley Conservation Districts for
$100,000 each, to complete restoration and bioengineering work in the Carson River and sloughs to
prevent erosion, improve water quality and provide habitat for wildlife. In addition, the funding
requested was to be used to treat noxious weeds and provide vegetation management.
The Channel Clearance, Maintenance, Restoration, Surveying and Monumenting Program was
established to aid local governments in this state in the clearance, maintenance, restoration, surveying
and monumenting of navigable rivers. Any incorporated city, county or other political subdivision of the
State of Nevada may apply to the State Engineer for a grant under this program if the incorporated city,
county or other political subdivision requesting the money agrees to match the state grant equally.

http://lcbfiscal/Secretary Session Document/4171cls_JG_jl.docx
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Nevada Legislative Counsel Bureau
Budget Closing Action Report
Public Safety, Natural Resources and Transportation Joint Subcommittee
Budget Closing
May 16, 2017
Division-wide Budget Closing Issues
Fiscal staff provides the following information to effectuate the decisions required regarding the
funding source changes and transfers recommended in The Executive Budget in various related
decision units within the Forest Fire Suppression budget (BA 4196), the Wildland Fire Protection
Program budget (BA 4194) and the main Forestry budget (BA 4195).
Overview
The Nevada Division of Forestry (NDF) is responsible for supervising, managing, and
coordinating all forestry, fire, and watershed work on state and privately-owned lands within
Nevada. The division also responds to natural disasters including floods and earthquakes. The
NDF provides assistance to county and local fire districts and adopts and enforces fire
prevention regulations, including fire retardant roofing and defensible space.
Major Issues
1. Forest Fire Suppression 101-4196
2. Forestry 101-4195, Funding Change for Air Operations Staff
3. Wildland Fire Protection Program
4. Letter of Intent
Discussion of Major Issues
1. Forest Fire Suppression 101-4196 (E-500; E-901, DCNR-103,104): The Forest Fire
Suppression budget provides funding to protect public and private land, property, and
resources from fires, floods, and other disasters and emergencies. The budget is funded
with General Fund appropriations, Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Fire
Management Assistance Grants (FMAG), and reimbursements for firefighting and
emergency response provided on lands outside of the state’s jurisdiction. Since FY 2008,
the Legislature has approved $2.5 million in General Fund appropriations each fiscal year
for the Forest Fire Suppression budget.
The Executive Budget recommends changing the funding source from $2.5 million in
General Fund appropriations each year to approximately $1.8 million each year in county
reimbursement fees collected from participants in the Wildland Fire Protection Program
budget (BA 4194). Fiscal staff notes that this proposal would leave this budget with
General Fund appropriations totaling $608,034 in FY 2018 and $564,252 in FY 2019, as
recommended by the Governor, which could limit the availability of cash at the beginning of
each fiscal year to pay bills for large fires.
The Executive Budget also recommends transferring the reserves in the Wildland Fire
Protection Program (WFPP) budget to the Forest Fire Suppression budget, as part of the
Governor’s proposal to eliminate the WFPP budget. Fiscal staff does not recommend
approval of the funding source change or the transfer of reserves from the WFPP budget.
This decision would be cost neutral.
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Does the Subcommittee wish to approve the Governor’s recommendation to change
the funding source from $2.5 million in General Fund appropriations each year for the
suppression of wildfires, to approximately $1.8 million each year in
county reimbursements paid for the Wildland Fire Protection Program?
The Subcommittee did not approve the Governor’s recommendation to change the
funding source from $2.5 million in General Fund appropriations each year for the
suppression of wildfires, to approximately $1.8 million each year in county
reimbursements paid for the Wildland Fire Protection Program.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve the Governor’s recommendation to transfer
reserves from the Wildland Fire Protection Program to the Forest Fire Suppression
budget?
The Subcommittee did not approve the Governor’s recommendation to transfer reserves
from the Wildland Fire Protection Program to the Forest Fire Suppression budget.
Staff requests authority to make the necessary technical adjustments to effect these
changes if approved by the Subcommittee.
2. Forestry 101-4195, Funding Change for Air Operations Staff (E-902, DCNR-104):
The Executive Budget recommends eliminating the transfer of Fire Reimbursements for
Air Operations support staff by reducing General Fund appropriations and transferring those
General Fund appropriations totaling $146,188 in FY 2018 and $146,715 in FY 2019 to the
Forestry budget and eliminating the category utilized for the transfer. Currently, the
Air Operations program includes three support positions in the Forestry budget that are
either partially funded, or fully funded with Forest Fire Reimbursements via a transfer from
this budget to the Forestry budget. Fire Reimbursements currently support 25 percent of an
Accounting Assistant position, 25 percent of the Aviation Services Officer position and
100 percent of an Aircraft Mechanic position, as approved by the 2015 Legislature for the
2015-17 biennium and prior biennia. The remaining 75 percent for the Accounting Assistant
and the Aviation Services Officer positions is funded with General Fund appropriations,
which are appropriated directly to the Forestry budget.
Fiscal staff recommends eliminating the Air Operations cost allocation and funding the
portion of the Air Operation positions included in the cost allocation entirely with General
Fund appropriations. This decision would require the addition of General Funds of $146,188
in FY 2018 and $146,715 in FY 2019.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve the elimination of the Air Operations cost
allocation as recommended by Fiscal staff and increase General Fund appropriations
in the Forestry budget by $146,188 in FY 2018 and $146,715 in FY 2019 to support
100 percent of the Air Operations positions in the Forestry budget with General Fund
appropriations?
The Subcommittee recommends approving the elimination of the Air Operations cost
allocation as recommended by Fiscal staff and increasing General Fund appropriations
in the Forestry budget by $146,188 in FY 2018 and $146,715 in FY 2019 to support
100 percent of the Air Operations positions in the Forestry budget with General Fund
appropriations.
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3. Wildland Fire Protection Program (E-900, DCNR-116): The Wildland Fire Protection
Program (WFPP) was established during the 2013-15 biennium as a voluntary, cooperative
arrangement between the NDF and local governments. The program was developed to
provide a statewide, comprehensive WFPP to educate and prepare landowners, to reduce
the threat of wildfire, to provide a well-trained and equipped wildfire suppression force, and
to rehabilitate damaged lands after a fire. The WFPP is primarily funded with fees paid by
the participating local jurisdictions and a small General Fund appropriation for wildland fire
rehabilitation activities. The creation of the WFPP allowed the agency to continue the
transition from the division’s historical use of the NRS 473 All-Risk Fire Protection Districts,
in the Forestry Inter-Governmental Agreement budget, to a statewide comprehensive
wildland fire management approach.
The Executive Budget recommends transferring the WFPP to the main Forestry budget
(BA 4195), including the transferring of the 15 permanent positions and 24 seasonal
positions and associated operating costs. In conjunction with the recommended transfer, a
funding source change for the WFPP is also recommended in the Forestry budget from
100 percent county participation fees to 100 percent General Fund appropriations, in
exchange from the Forest Fire Suppression budget (discussed above).
Fiscal staff notes that the WFPP, having been established for just four years, has yet to
obtain 100 percent participation, so consolidating the WFPP into the Forestry budget at this
time may be premature. Further, the Subcommittee expressed concerns regarding the
impact of imbedding the WFPP positions and associated costs into the Forestry budget if
any WFPP participants withdrew from the program. If approved, these decision units would
eliminate the WFPP budget. Fiscal staff does not recommend the transfer of the WFPP to
the Forestry budget and recommends that the WFPP remain in the existing standalone
budget.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve the Governor’s recommendation to transfer
the Wildland Fire Protection Program, including all positions and operating costs to
the Forestry budget?
The Subcommittee did not approve the Governor’s recommendation to transfer the
Wildland Fire Protection Program, including all positions and operating costs to the
Forestry budget.
Staff requests authority to make the necessary technical adjustments to effect these
changes if approved by the Committee.
4. Letter of Intent: During the budget hearing, the Subcommittee expressed concern regarding
various fiscal and programmatic practices and policies implemented by the division. In
addition, Fiscal staff has identified numerous processes and methodologies that could be
reviewed over the upcoming Interim to determine if changes are required or appropriate.
Additionally, the Legislative Counsel Bureau Audit Division is currently undertaking an audit
of the NDF, which may include the review of items discussed during the division’s budget
hearings and issues identified by Fiscal staff. Further, a new Administrator for the
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources began in December 2016, a new
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Deputy for the department began in February 2017, and the division is currently looking to
fill the vacant Forester position after the resignation of the State Forester in April 2017.
Accordingly, Fiscal staff recommends the Subcommittee consider issuing a comprehensive
division-wide letter of intent directing the division to provide semi-annual status reports to
the Interim Finance Committee regarding its review and evaluation of the following
processes and programs, including a final report by July 1, 2018, regarding its findings and
recommendations for proposed changes to be included in the 2019-21 biennial budget
submittal:






Division-wide cost allocation methodologies;
Wildland Fire Protection Program;
Pre-positioning of positions and resources for Fire Suppression;
Evaluation of the staffing and equipment needs for the suppression of wildland fires; and
Resources needed to process fire billings timely

Does the Subcommittee wish to approve issuing a letter of intent directing the
division to report to the Interim Finance Committee on a semi-annual basis regarding
the progress of its review and evaluation of fiscal practices, including cost
allocations, and program policies and processes as identified by Fiscal staff?
The Subcommittee recommends approving a letter of intent directing the Division of
Forestry to provide semiannual status reports to the Interim Finance Committee
regarding its review and evaluation of processes and programs, for the: 1) Division-wide
cost allocation methodologies; 2) Wildland Fire Protection Program; 3) Pre-positioning of
positions and resources for Fire Suppression; 4) Evaluation of the staffing and
equipment needs for the suppression of wildland fires; and 5) Resources needed to
process fire billings timely, and a final report to the Interim Finance Committee by
July 1, 2018, regarding its findings and recommendations for proposed changes to be
included in the 2019-21 biennial budget submittal.

http://lcbfiscal/Secretary Session Document/Forestry-Overview_JG_dt.docx
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DCNR - FORESTRY
101 - 4195

2015-16
Actual

Revenues

2016-17
WP

%
Chg

2017-18
GOV REC

%
Chg

2018-19
GOV REC

%
Chg

GENERAL FUND

6,717,692

7,360,871

9.57

8,597,337

16.80

8,889,253

3.40

FEDERAL FUND

2,902,327

6,554,237

125.83

2,284,819

(65.14)

2,309,518

1.08

OTHER FUND

437,123

579,520

32.58

456,024

(21.31)

461,622

1.23

INTERAGENCY TRANSFER

832,068

778,585

(6.43)

673,766

(13.46)

683,486

1.44

(1,415,880)

2,203,448

(255.62)

816,880

(62.93)

816,880

17,476,661

94.11

12,828,826

(26.59)

13,160,759

BALANCE FORWARD
REVERSIONS

(470,018)

Total Revenues

9,003,312

Total FTE

67.00

97.00

2.59

109.00

Note: The total FTE is incorrect for both FY 2018 and FY 2019 as it includes seasonal positions incorrectly added as permanent
positions. The correct number of FTEs for FY 2018 and FY 2019 should be 84 permanent positions

Adjustments to Revenue
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

B000

00

2017-18

2018-19

2501

Decrease General Fund appropriations as a result of an increase in
revenues for the division's indirect cost rate in the Cost Allocation
Reimbursement Revenue line item and to correct Seasonal salaries
based on the number of months approved for each seasonal
position for the 2015-17 biennium; and increase General Fund
appropriations to fund an increase in bandwidth and internet speed
for the Elko Interagency Dispatch Center

(172,173)

(164,203)

B000

00

3519

Increase the U.S. Forest Service Consolidated Payments Grants to
reconcile to the total funding received in FY 2016

334,337

310,681

B000

00

3546

Increase the U.S. Forest Service Insect and Disease grants to
reconcile to the funding received in FY 2016

5,042

4,954

B000

00

3591

Increase the U.S. Forest Service Fuels Reduction Grant to
reconcile to the funding received in FY 2016

120,391

119,436

B000

00

4235

Increase the Cost Allocation Reimbursements to account for the
new IDC rate of 31.65 percent based on FY 2016 federal
expenditures as provided by the division and to fund the corrected
Director's Office (DO) cost allocation in the base budget

165,423

161,282

M100

00

2501

Decrease General Fund appropriations resulting from
corrections to other funding sources for this decision unit

the

(29,019)

(25,381)

M100

00

3519

Decrease the U.S. Forest Service Consolidated Payments grant to
correct the funding source for this decision unit as other funding
sources for this budget are accounted for 100 percent in the base
budget

(186)

(186)

M100

00

4235

Increase the Cost Allocation Reimbursements to correct the funding
source for this decision unit as other funding sources for this budget
are accounted for 100 percent in the base budget

29,619

25,973

M100

00

4666

Decrease the Transfer from State Land Tahoe EIP program to
correct the funding source for this decision unit as other funding
sources for this budget are accounted for 100 percent in the base
budget

(214)

(214)

M100

00

4669

Decrease the Transfer from the Forest Fire Suppression budget for
the Air Operations cost allocation to correct the funding source for
this decision unit as other funding sources for this budget are
accounted for 100 percent in the base budget

159

160

M100

00

4677

Decrease the Transfer from the Forest Fire Suppression budget for
the Central Reporting Unit assessment on fire billings to correct the
funding source for this decision unit as other funding sources for
this budget are accounted for 100 percent in the base budget

(359)

(352)

83

84

M106

00

2501

Decrease General Fund appropriations as a result of an increase in
revenues for the division's indirect cost rate in the Cost Allocation
Reimbursement Revenue line item and to correct Seasonal salaries
based on the number of months approved for each seasonal
position for the 2015-17 biennium; and increase General Fund
appropriations to fund an increase in bandwidth and internet speed
for the Elko Interagency Dispatch Center

(908)

(1,064)

M106

00

4235

Increase the U.S. Forest Service Consolidated Payments Grants to
reconcile to the total funding received in FY 2016

512

590

M106

00

4666

Increase the U.S. Forest Service Insect and Disease grants to
reconcile to the funding received in FY 2016

66

79

M106

00

4677

Increase the U.S. Forest Service Fuels Reduction Grant to
reconcile to the funding received in FY 2016

330

395

M300

00

2501

Increase the Cost Allocation Reimbursements to account for the
new IDC rate of 31.65 percent based on FY 2016 federal
expenditures as provided by the division and to fund the corrected
Director's Office (DO) cost allocation in the base budget

1,121

6,139

M300

00

4235

Decrease General Fund appropriations resulting from
corrections to other funding sources for this decision unit

the

(1,347)

M300

00

4666

Decrease the U.S. Forest Service Consolidated Payments grant to
correct the funding source for this decision unit as other funding
sources for this budget are accounted for 100 percent in the base
budget

(685)

M300

00

4669

Decrease the Transfer from the Forest Fire Suppression budget for
the Air Operations cost allocation to correct the funding source for
this decision unit as other funding sources for this budget are
accounted for 100 percent in the base budget

M300

00

4677

Decrease the Transfer from the Forest Fire Suppression budget for
the Central Reporting Unit assessment on fire billings to correct the
funding source for this decision unit as other funding sources for
this budget are accounted for 100 percent in the base budget

E350

00

2501

Decrease General Fund appropriations to align the funding for
Seasonal salaries consistent with the seasonal positions assigned
to the existing Helitack crew in the base budget, which includes
funding for 5 months from May 1 through October 31 each year for
each new Seasonal position; remove adjustment the division
included to the new Seasonal positions to include funding at a
Step 1 and to remove adjustments the division completed
increasing the grade to a higher than the grade level established for
a seasonal Firefighter.. These adjustments are consistent with the
seasonal positions in the base budget. In addition removed the
new Seasonal Firefighter positions as permanent positions as
included in The Executive Budget

(41,383)

E350

00

2501

Increase General Fund appropriations to add safety helmets
omitted in The Executive Budget for the new Seasonal Firefighter
positions assigned to the new Helitack crew recommended in this
decision unit

14,069

E352

00

2511

Reconcile the balance forward to FY 2019 to Reserves in FY 2018

E352

00

3514

Increase the U.S. Forest Service Consolidated Payments grant for
this new decision unit to partially fund one new Conservation Staff
Specialist and associated operating and equipment costs for the
Nevada Network of Fire Adapted Communities program

E352

00

3591

Increase the U.S. Forest Service Fuels Reduction grant for this new
decision unit to partially fund one new Conservation Staff Specialist
and associated operating and equipment costs for the Nevada
Network of Fire Adapted Communities program

E352

00

4235

Increase the Cost Allocation Reimbursements based on the new
Indirect Cost rate of 31.65 percent for this new decision unit to
partially fund one new Conservation Staff Specialist and associated
operating and equipment costs for the Nevada Network of Fire
Adapted Communities program

27,390

E354

00

2501

Increase General Fund appropriations for updated price quotes on
repeaters recommended in this decision unit.

440

(1,121)

(1,011)

(3,096)

(82,790)

5,353
86,542

17,129

68,962

27,248

E500

00

2501

Decrease General Fund appropriations due to the elimination of
Decision Unit E500, which was not approved by the Subcommittee,
which transferred the WFPP program to the Forestry budget and
changed the funding source of the WFPP from County Participation
Fund to General Funds

(1,713,076)

(1,762,500)

E500

00

4101

Increase County Participation Funds due to the elimination of
Decision Unit E500, which was not approved by the Subcommittee,
which transferred the WFPP program to the Forestry budget and
changed the funding source of the WFPP from County Participation
Fund to General Funds

1,713,076

1,762,500

E502

00

2501

Increase
General
Fund
appropriations
to
reflect
the
recommendation to change the funding source for the positions
included in the Air Operations cost allocation as the decision unit
was built incorrectly in The Executive Budget

146,188

146,715

E502

00

4219

Decrease the Forest Fire Reimbursements to correct the funding
source for the Air Operation cost allocation to General Fund
appropriations as this decision was built incorrectly in
The Executive Budget

(146,188)

(146,715)

E710

00

2501

Decrease General Fund appropriations to reflect the updated
quotes provided by the division for equipment recommended in this
decision unit.

(6,631)

E801

00

4235

Increase the Cost Allocation Reimbursements to reconcile the new
DO IT cost allocation to the new rates assessed by EITS that are
included in the allocation

(19,112)

(20,023)

E802

00

4235

Decrease the Cost Allocation Reimbursements for the DO cost
allocation updated for Decision Unit E-671 in BA 4150

259

259

E803

00

4235

Decrease the Cost Allocation Reimbursements - this decision unit is
being eliminated as it includes increases in personnel expense in
Decision Unit M-300, which is included in the DO cost allocation in
the base budget

(89)

(96)

E804

00

4235

Increase the Cost Allocation Reimbursements to reconcile the new
DO IT cost allocation to the new rates assessed by EITS that are
included in the allocation

(1,536)

(1,393)

E900

00

2501

Decrease General Fund appropriations due to the elimination of
Decision Unit 900, which was not approved by the Subcommittee,
which transferred the WFPP program to the Forestry budget and
changed the funding source of the WFPP from County Participation
Fund to General Funds

(50,000)

(50,000)

E900

00

4101

Decrease County Participation Funds due to the elimination of
Decision Unit E900, which was not approved by the Subcommittee,
which transferred the WFPP program to the Forestry budget and
changed the funding source of the WFPP from County Participation
Fund to General Funds

(1,713,076)

(1,762,500)

E902

00

2501

Decrease General Fund appropriations to correct the funding
source for this decision unit for the recommendation to eliminate the
Air Operations Cost Allocation

(146,188)

(146,715)

E902

00

4219

Increase General Fund appropriations to correct the funding source
for this decision unit for the recommendation to eliminate the
Air Operations Cost Allocation

146,188

146,715

Sub-total

(1,250,107)

(1,365,701)

Line Item Changes to Revenues

(1,250,107)

(1,366,093)

2017-18

2018-19

(50,020)

(53,790)

1

1

3,087

3,087

Adjustments to Expenditures
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

B000

01

5000

Decrease seasonal salaries to reflect the number of months
approved by the 2015 Legislature for the base budget

B000

09

7000

The processing of all schedules resulted in an increase to the
Employee Physicals category

B000

23

7000

Increase the Interagency Dispatch category to fund an increase in
bandwidth and internet speed for the Elko Dispatch Interagency
Dispatch Center inadvertently omitted from the budget

85

86

B000

39

7000

Increase the Fuels Reduction Grant category to reconcile to the
total funding received in FY 2016 for the U.S. Forest Service Fuels
Reduction grant

120,267

119,207

B000

46

7000

Increase the Forest Health category to reconcile to the total funding
received in FY 2016 for the U.S. Forest Service Insects and
Disease grant

5,018

4,907

B000

79

7000

Increase the Consolidated Payments Grant category to reconcile to
the total funding received in FY 2016 for the U.S. Forest Service
Consolidated Payments grant

337,977

321,424

B000

82

7000

Correct Director's Office cost allocation

36,690

37,314

E350

01

5000

Remove Seasonal positions requested as permanent positions and
correct the number of months for each seasonal Firefighting
position to 5 months and to remove the added grade level and step
to be consistent with the seasonal positions assigned to the existing
Helitack crew in the base budget

(41,383)

(82,790)

E350

05

8000

Add Safety Helmets omitted for the new seasonal positions
assigned to the new Helitack recommended in The Executive
Budget

14,069

E352

01

5000

Increase the Personnel category for this new decision unit to fund
one new Conservation Staff Specialist for the Nevada Network
of Fire Adapted Communities program

86,543

89,215

E352

04

7000

Increase the Operating Expenses category for this new decision
unit to fund the employee driven assessments for one new
Conservation Staff Specialist for the Nevada Network of
Fire-Adapted Communities program

101

99

E352

26

7000

Increase the Information Services category for this new decision
unit to fund the employee-driven EITS assessment for one new
Conservation Staff Specialist for the Nevada Network of Fire
Adapted Communities program

290

341

E352

32

6000

Increase the Indirect Cost category for this new decision unit to
fund the travel costs for one new Conservation Staff Specialist for
the Nevada Network of Fire Adapted Communities program

3,718

3,718

E352

32

7000

Increase the Indirect Cost category for this new decision unit to
fund the operating expenses associated with one new Conservation
Staff Specialist for the Nevada Network of Fire Adapted
Communities program

10,892

9,835

E352

32

8000

Increase the Indirect costs category for this new decision unit to
fund the equipment costs associated with one new Conservation
Staff Specialist for the Nevada Network of Fire Adapted
Communities program

7,035

E352

85

9000

Increase the Reserve for the Indirect Cost Rate for Future Year
Funding category for the indirect costs that exceed the requested
cost for this new decision unit for one Conservation Staff Specialist
for the Nevada Network of Fire Adapted Communities program

5,353

E354

49

8000

Increase the Communications category for updated price quotes on
repeaters

440

E710

05

7000

Decrease the Equipment category to reflect the updated quotes
provided by the division for the equipment recommended in this
decision unit

(7,196)

E710

05

8000

Decrease the Equipment category to reflect the updated quotes
provided by the division for the equipment recommended in this
decision unit

569

E710

16

7000

Decrease the Air Operations category to reflect the updated quotes
provided by the division for the equipment recommended in this
decision unit

(514)

E710

32

8000

Decrease the Indirect Costs category to reflect the updated quotes
provided by the division for the equipment recommended in this
decision unit

510

E801

82

7000

Updated DO cost allocation to include all positions and funding
source changes in all enhancement decision units for the agencies
within the department.

(19,112)

(20,023)

E802

82

7000

Reconcile the new DO IT cost allocation to the new rates assessed
by EITS that are included in the allocation

259

259

15,484

E803

82

7000

The DO cost allocation for Decision Unit E-671 in BA 4150 was
updated

(89)

(96)

E804

82

7000

Decision Unit E-804 is being eliminated as it includes increases in
personnel expense in Decision Unit M-300, which is included in the
DO cost allocation in the base budget

(1,536)

(1,393)

E900

01

5000

Decrease the Personnel category due to the elimination of Decision
Unit E900, which was not approved by the Subcommittee, for the
transfer of the WFPP program to the Forestry budget

(1,663,215)

(1,715,871)

E900

03

6000

Decrease the In-State Travel category due to the elimination of
Decision Unit E900, which was not approved by the Subcommittee,
for the transfer of the WFPP program to the Forestry budget

(3,420)

(3,420)

E900

04

7000

Decrease the Operating Expenses category due to the elimination
of Decision Unit E900, which was not approved by the
Subcommittee, for the transfer of the WFPP program to the
Forestry budget

(18,535)

(18,512)

E900

09

7000

Decrease the Employee Physicals category due to the elimination
of Decision Unit E900, which was not approved by the
Subcommittee, for the transfer of the WFPP program to the
Forestry budget

(7,113)

(7,113)

E900

10

7000

Decrease the Fire Rehab/Seed Purchases category due to the
elimination of Decision Unit E900, which was not approved by the
Subcommittee, for the transfer of the WFPP program to the
Forestry budget

(50,000)

(50,000)

E900

26

7000

Decrease the Information Services operating costs due to the
elimination of Decision Unit E900, which was not approved by the
Subcommittee, for the transfer of the WFPP program to the
Forestry budget

(7,638)

(7,724)

E900

26

8000

Decrease the Information Services equipment costs due to the
elimination of Decision Unit E900, which was not approved by the
Subcommittee, for the transfer of the WFPP program to the
Forestry budget

(3,295)

E900

29

7000

Decrease the Uniforms category, due to the elimination of Decision
Unit E900, which was not approved by the Subcommittee, for the
transfer of the WFPP program to the Forestry budget

(8,886)

(8,886)

E900

30

6000

Decrease the Training category for travel expenses due to the
elimination of Decision Unit E900, which was not approved by the
Subcommittee, for the transfer of the WFPP program to the
Forestry budget

(894)

(894)

E900

30

7000

Decrease the Training category for operating expenses due to the
elimination of Decision Unit E900, which was not approved by the
Subcommittee, for the transfer of the WFPP program to the
Forestry budget

(80)

(80)

Sub-total

(1,250,107)

(1,365,701)

Line Item Changes to Expenditures

(1,250,107)

(1,366,093)

0

0

(1,997,560)

(2,079,799)

0

0

Total
Grand Total General Fund Impact of Closing Changes
Grand Total Highway Fund Impact of Closing Changes

Overview
The Nevada Division of Forestry (NDF) is responsible for supervising, managing, and coordinating all
forestry, fire, and watershed work on state and privately-owned lands within Nevada. The division also
responds to natural disasters, including floods and earthquakes. The NDF provides assistance to county
and local fire districts and adopts and enforces fire prevention regulations, including fire retardant roofing
and defensible space. This budget is funded by General Fund appropriations, along with various federal
grant funds, fire reimbursements and budgetary transfers. The Governor recommends General Fund
appropriations totaling $17.5 million over the 2017-19 biennium, an increase of 35.2 percent when
compared to the legislatively approved amount of $12.9 million for the 2015-17 biennium.
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Major Closing Issues
1. Governor’s Drought Initiative
2. New Decision Unit for the Nevada Network of Fire Adaptive Community Program
3. Repurposing of General Fund Appropriations in the Base Budget
Discussion of Major Closing Issues
1. Governor’s Drought Initiative (E-350; DCNR-93):
As part of the Governor’s Drought Initiative,
The Executive Budget recommends 1 new permanent Aircraft Maintenance Specialist and 12 seasonal
positions (10 seasonal Firefighter positions ranging from 6 months to 9 months per position, and
2 seasonal Forestry Equipment Operator positions for 6 months per position), and associated travel,
operating and equipment costs for the division’s Helitack program to support drought response
capabilities and management of natural resources. This recommendation is funded with General Fund
appropriations totaling $273,172 in FY 2018 and $505,222 in FY 2019.
The division indicates this decision unit would fully staff two initial attack firefighting modules as well as
a third limited-use (bucket only) aircraft and would support the Nevada National Guard helicopters with
helicopter managers. The division indicates if the recommended staffing increase is approved, the
division would have the capability to handle multiple high-priority fires that may occur at the same time,
and the division’s initial attack success during drought conditions would increase, thus improving the
chance of saving life, property, habitat and critical watersheds. The division operates three military
surplus, Federal Excess Personal Property program UH-1H helicopters.
The Governor’s budget contains duplicate counts for seasonal positions and incorrectly includes the
positions on the roster of permanent positions. Fiscal staff included technical adjustments in this
closing document to remove the seasonal positions from being counted as permanent full-time
positions, and instead included the total costs of the seasonal positions as a separate
Seasonal Salaries line item in the Personnel category. In addition, Fiscal staff included technical
adjustments in this closing document for the 10 seasonal Firefighting positions to be consistent with the
seasonal Firefighting positions currently funded in the base budget for the existing Helitack Crew. The
adjustments include reducing all 10 seasonal Firefighting positions to 5-month seasonal positions (from
May 1 through October 31), reduce adjustments included in The Executive Budget that increased the
grade level from the grade level that is established for a seasonal Firefighting position and reduce the
step increases included in this decision to a Step 1, which results in a decrease of General Fund
appropriations totaling $41,383 in FY 2018 and $82,790 in FY 2019. Staff notes, in the base budget,
the division has 32 seasonal Firefighter positions and, as of this writing, only 11 have been filled.
Of the 11 positions filled, only three are filled at a Grade 28, with the remaining positions filled at a
lower grade level. These adjustments are consistent with how the seasonal Firefighter positions in the
base budget were approved by the 2015 Legislature.
In addition, a technical adjustment was completed to add safety helmets for the new seasonal
Firefighter positions for the new Helitack crew that were omitted in The Executive Budget resulting in an
increase of General Fund appropriations totaling $14,069 in FY 2018.
As indicated previously, this decision unit includes funding for two new seasonal Forestry Equipment
Operator positions ($51,682 in FY 2018 and $52,820 in FY 2019) to serve as fuel truck drivers for the
division’s Helitack program. Fiscal staff notes the 2015 Legislature approved $70,000 each year of the
2015-17 biennium for two contracted fuel truck drivers; however, the division was unable to fill those
positions through a temporary employment agency and instead requested approval for two seasonal
positions to drive the fuel trucks. The two seasonal positions were established by the Budget Division
at the beginning of FY 2017 (July 1, 2016). In response to a request for additional information dated
April 10, 2017, the division indicates the fuel truck drivers are a necessary part of any air operations
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mission. Flights occur in remote areas, and fuel must be available for the aircraft for safety and
efficiency of operations. Most response areas in Nevada are remote and without amenities to offer the
re-fueling of aircraft. The Division's current model is to use seasonal firefighters to drive two aviation
fuel trucks. By using firefighters to drive and operate the trucks, this takes away trained staff from
firefighting efforts. The two new positions are a part of the force multiplier that would enable the
division to support two helicopters seven days a week. In addition, the division indicated it is currently
in the process of hiring the two seasonal Forestry Equipment Operator positions for the upcoming
fire season; however, as of this writing, the division has only filled one of the two seasonal
Forestry Equipment Operator positions.
During FY 2016, the NDF used $15,700 of the $70,000 approved for the two contract fuel truck drivers
to fund a contract for annual helicopter training for a Pilot, and has continued this contract in the
base budget for FY 2018 and FY 2019.
Funding for this contract was not approved by the
2015 Legislature in the Forestry budget for the 2015-17 biennium. The funding for this contract was
instead approved by the 2015 Legislature in the Wildland Fire Protection Program budget, funded with
county assessments rather than General Fund appropriations. Further discussion regarding instances
where the division has repurposed General Fund appropriations during the current biennium is
discussed under Major Closing Issue 3.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve General Fund appropriations totaling $245,858 in FY 2018
and $422,432 in FY 2019, which includes noted technical adjustments for one new
Aircraft Maintenance Specialist position and 12 seasonal positions (10 seasonal Fire Fighters and
2 seasonal Forestry Equipment Operators to support the Governor’s Drought Initiative?
The Subcommittee recommended approval of the Governor’s recommendation, with technical
adjustments, to approve General Fund appropriations totaling $245,858 in FY 2018 and $422,432 in
FY 2019, for one new Aircraft Maintenance Specialist position and 12 seasonal positions
(10 seasonal Fire Fighters and 2 seasonal Forestry Equipment Operators) to support the
Governor’s Drought Initiative.
2. New Decision Unit for the Nevada Network of Fire Adaptive Communities Program (E-352): In
April 2017, the division submitted a request to fund one new Conservation Staff Specialist position and
the associated operating and equipment costs, funded with the U.S. Forest Service Consolidated
Payments grant, the U.S. Forest Service Fuels Reduction grant, and with Cost Allocation
Reimbursements totaling $232,624 over the 2017-19 biennium for the Nevada Network of Fire Adaptive
Communities Program.
The division has statutory authority through NRS 527 and NRS 528 to protect and preserve timbered
lands, trees and flora through forest practices and restoration activities, which wildland fire prevention and
threat mitigation are primary components. Additionally, under NRS 472, the division is responsible for
enforcing regulations relating to the reduction of vegetation around structures, which is a large part of what
communities do to become fire adapted.
Additionally, the division has the authority to engage in
agreements with federal Government agencies to protect various locations from fire and to transfer funds
between agencies to accomplish those tasks.
The division indicates it is working with federal partners and other cooperators across the state to find a
viable solution to address the existing lack of an organization to support the creation and maintenance
of fire-adapted communities.
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The division indicates grant funding is available to support the new position through the 2017-19 biennium,
and they are working with the primary investing stakeholders, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
and the United States Forest Service (USFS) to support the position in future biennia. The initial informal
agreement is a third split between the division, the BLM and the USFS for program support expenditures
for which the division indicates would require state funding in future biennia.
As background information, the division indicates the BLM and USFS were the primary funding partners
for the Nevada Fire Safe Council (NFSC) from its inception in 2000. This grass roots, community-based
organization provided communities with education and outreach and financial support to mitigate the
threats of wildfire in communities. It was the first statewide organization of its kind in the United States that
focused on creating and maintaining fire-adapted communities. Fire-adapted communities has been
defined as communities that can survive a wildfire occurring within or adjacent to the community with a
limited amount of fire suppression forces available from local areas. The division stated that this is
important for communities to sustain to prevent the loss of human lives and property while coexisting with
the natural, fire-prone environments of Nevada. The NFSC also provided the state, federal and
local agencies mechanisms to work together for the protection of subject communities, primarily through
hazardous fuel reduction and threat mitigation education.
At its peak size, the NFSC employed 10 full-time staff and various consultants for technical and accounting
services. The NFSC was dissolved in 2011 due to an audit that found improper accounting of
federal funds. This left the communities without a leadership organization and supporting coordination
staff, and most communities stopped doing critical wildfire threat reduction work.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve one new Conservation Staff Specialist position and the
associated operating and equipment costs, funded with Federal Funds and Cost Allocation
Reimbursements totaling $232,624 over the 2017-19 biennium?
The Subcommittee recommended approval of the division’s request for one new Conservation Staff
Specialist position and the associated operating and equipment costs, funded with Federal Funds
and Cost Allocation Reimbursements totaling $232,624 over the 2017-19 biennium.
3. Repurposing of General Fund Appropriations in the Base Budget (BASE, DCNR-88-90): During the
adjusted base budget review, Fiscal staff identified to the Budget Division and the agency program
areas where General Fund appropriations that were approved for specific purposes by the
2015 Legislature were repurposed for other uses. The Budget Division indicated it did not have time to
make the adjustments during the adjusted base budget review, but indicated that it would be willing to
work with Fiscal staff during session on the issues noted below. Fiscal staff is bringing forth the various
funding discrepancies it noted in the agencies adjusted base budget, since the Legislature has not
been provided the opportunity to review these expenditures.
As follow-up to the budget hearing where the issue of re-purposing by the division was discussed,
Fiscal staff notes that the division included adjusted base budget changes to the funding source for an
IT Professional position from 100 percent Central Reporting Unit (CRU) assessments to 100 percent
General Fund appropriations. In addition, the division included in the adjusted base budget changes to
the funding source for an Accounting Assistant position, from 25 percent Fire Reimbursements and
75 percent General Fund appropriations to 100 percent CRU assessments. The change in the funding
source for the two positions results in an increase of General Fund appropriations totaling $33,496 in
FY 2018 and $35,109 in FY 2019.
Based on the work performance standards for the
Accounting Assistant, it appears reasonable to fund 100 percent of the Accounting Assistant position
with CRU assessments; however, it appears as though the IT Professional position would continue to
provide some support to the CRU. The time the IT Professional allocated to the CRU could be based
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on a time study or actual hours worked that could be billed and reimbursed monthly, or another
methodology that the division determines is reasonable.
In a request for additional information, the division was asked to justify why it is no longer appropriate to
fund the costs of the IT Professional position or a portion of the salaries and fringe benefits of the
IT Professional position for direct time supporting the CRU. In the division’s response it indicated as
part of the Master Agreement between the division and various federal agencies, the division is not
obligated to charge administrative or overhead charges. Further, the division stated that since the
IT position supports the division as a whole, it is inappropriate to include those expenses as billable to
fires. The division is attempting to align CRU funding with CRU positions, and align positions
benefitting the division as General Funded. The IT Professional position was exchanged for the
Accounting Assistant position because the position works for CRU 100 percent of the time, while the
IT Professional position works for the benefit of everyone in the agency, regardless of funding source.
The change in the funding sources for both the Accounting Assistant and IT Professional
position appear reasonable.
Additionally, the division included the elimination of revenues in both years of the 2017-19 biennium
previously budgeted for the Elko and Minden Interagency Dispatch Centers (IDC) for reimbursements
received from the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and the U.S. Forest Service ($72,370 was
budgeted for FY 2016 and $123,843 was received in FY 2015). In addition, an adjustment to increase
the Interagency Wildland Fire Dispatch category totaling $57,336 in FY 2018 and $62,999 in FY 2019,
which the division indicates is based on the additional cost per a draft cost-sharing agreement with the
BLM and the U.S. Forest Service for the Minden and Elko IDCs. The division has indicated the
cost-sharing agreement for 2017 has not been finalized. With the elimination of the reimbursements
and the increase to the Interagency Wildland Fire Dispatch category included as an adjustment in the
base budget, the increase to General Fund appropriations over the 2017-19 biennium for the
two dispatch centers totals $265,075. The division indicates it is working with its BLM and U.S. Forest
Service counterparts to fairly share costs based on actual and projected costs while awaiting an
agreement, and they determined it was imperative to do so during the 2015-16 Interim due to the
dangerous nature of the division's daily mission of natural resource project work, wildland fire and
flood emergency response, and the absolute need for staff communication.
The table on the following pages identifies the programs/expenses and the amount of the General Fund
increases or decreases for the 2017-19 biennium that were eliminated or added in the base budget:
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Description of Program/Expense Repurposed in the Base Budget
Volunteer Fire Departments: Expenses previously paid by the division for
Volunteer Fire Departments were eliminated, including vehicle insurance,
physicals, and workers compensation insurance for volunteers at fire
stations throughout the state that were located within a NRS 473 All-Risk
Fire Protection District managed by the NDF. The NDF indicated that
responsibility for Volunteer Fire Departments was returned to the
counties when the NRS 473 All-Risk Fire Protection Districts (BA 4227)
were eliminated and transitioned to NRS 474 Districts (now called the
Wildland Fire Protection Program).

New or
Eliminated
Eliminated

Eliminated in
Contracted Seasonal Fuel Truck Drivers for the Helitak Program: The
the base
2015 Legislature approved $70,000 each year of the 2015-17 biennium for
budget and
two contracted fuel truck drivers; however, the division was unable to
recommended
utilize a temporary employment agency for this purpose and instead
again in the
established two seasonal positions to drive the fuel trucks for the
2017-19
division’s Helitak program in FY 2017. As of this writing, the positions
biennium in
have not been filled. In FY 2016, the division used $15,700 of the
Decision Unit
$70,000 approved for the two contract fuel truck drivers for annual
E-350
helicopter training for a Pilot and has continued this contract in the base
budget for FY 2018 and FY 2019.
Minden and Elko Interagency Dispatch Centers (IDC): Elimination of
New
revenues in both years of the 2017-19 biennium previously budgeted for
the Elko and Minden IDC for reimbursements received from the BLM and
the U.S. Forest Service ($72,370 for FY 2016). In addition, an
adjustment to increase the Interagency Wildland Fire Dispatch category
totaling $57,336 in FY 2018 and $62,999, which the division indicates is
based on the additional cost per a draft cost sharing agreement with the
BLM and the U.S. Forest Service for the Minden and Elko IDCs. The
NDF indicates it was forced to renegotiate its percentage-shared costs
associated with operation of the Dispatch Centers from 3 percent up to
27 percent; however, the NDF indicates it does not have a signed
finalized agreement.
Funding Change for an Information Technology (IT) Professional Position
and an Accounting Assistant Position: The agency made adjusted base
budget changes to the funding source for an IT Professional position
(PCN 957) from 100 percent assessments charged on wildland fire
billings for the division’s Central Reporting Unit (CRU) to 100 percent
General Fund appropriations. In addition, the agency made adjusted
base budget changes to the funding source for an Accounting Assistant
position (PCN 7), from 25 percent Fire Reimbursements and 75 percent
General Fund appropriations to 100 percent assessments charged for the
CRU. The change in the funding source for the two positions results in
an increase of General Fund appropriations totaling $33,496 in FY 2018
and $35,109 in FY 2019.
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New

General
Budgeted
Funds
General
Utilized for a
Funds
New Purpose Repurposed
$0
$126,124

$0

$108,600

$265,075

$0

$172,323

$82,962

Budgeted
General
General
Funds
Funds
Utilized for a
New or
Description of Program/Expense Repurposed in the Base Budget Eliminated New Purpose Repurposed
New
$0
$55,098
Funding Change for a Pilot Position for the Air Operations Program:
The agency changed the funding source for a Pilot position (PCN 45)
from 100 percent General Fund Appropriations to 25 percent Fire
Reimbursements and 75 percent General Funds. Staff notes that a
pilot’s time is reimbursed by other agencies based on the actual time
spent on a wildland fire or hours billed to Wildlife missions, which is
why pilot positions were never included in the cost allocation for staff
that provides indirect support to the Air Operations program. Fiscal
staff recommends removing the Pilot from the revised cost allocation in
the base budget.
Total
Net Increase to General Fund Appropriations

$437,398
$64,614

$372,784

Does the Subcommittee wish to approve the following General Fund appropriations that were
repurposed in the base budget for purposes other than the purpose approved by the
2015 Legislature for the 2017-19 biennium:


Change the funding source for the salaries and fringe benefits for the IT Professional positions
from 100 percent Central Reporting Unit Assessments to 100 percent General Fund
appropriations?



Change the funding source for the Accounting Assistant position from 25 percent of the
salaries and fringe benefits included in the Air Operations cost allocation to 100 percent funding
from the Central Reporting Unit assessments?



Eliminate revenues in both years of the 2017-19 biennium previously budgeted for the Elko and
Minden Interagency Dispatch Center (IDC) for reimbursements received from the Bureau of
Land Management and the U.S. Forest Service ($72,370 for FY 2016). In addition, an adjustment
to increase the Interagency Wildland Fire Dispatch category totaling $57,336 in FY 2018 and
$62,999, which the division indicates is based on the additional cost per a draft cost-sharing
agreement with the BLM and the U.S. Forest Service for the Minden and Elko IDCs?

The Subcommittee will make a decision on the proposed funding source change for a Pilot position
from 100 percent General Fund appropriations to 25 percent Fire Reimbursements included in the
Air Operations cost allocation when considering the combined division-wide closing document.
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The Subcommittee recommended approving the General Fund appropriations that were repurposed
in the base budget for purposes other than the purpose approved by the 2015 Legislature for the
2017-19 biennium to change the funding source for: 1) the salaries and fringe benefits for the
IT Professional positions from 100 percent Central Reporting Unit Assessments to 100 percent
General Fund appropriations; 2) the Accounting Assistant position from 25 percent of the salaries
and fringe benefits included in the Air Operations cost allocation to 100 percent funding from the
Central Reporting Unit assessments; and 3) the elimination of revenues in both years of the
2017-19 biennium previously budgeted for the Elko and Minden Interagency Dispatch Center (IDC)
for reimbursements received from the Bureau of Land Management and the U.S. Forest Service
($72,370 for FY 2016) and to increase the Interagency Wildland Fire Dispatch category totaling
$57,336 in FY 2018 and $62,999, which the division indicates is based on the additional cost per a
draft cost-sharing agreement with the BLM and the U.S. Forest Service for the Minden and
Elko IDCs.
The Subcommittee did not recommend the funding source change for a Pilot position from
100 percent General Fund appropriations to 25 percent Fire Reimbursements included in the
Air Operations cost allocation as noted in the division-wide closing document
Other Closing Items
1. Adjusted Base Budget (BASE, M-100, M-106 and M-300 DCNR-91-92):
following technical adjustments in this closing document:

Fiscal staff included the



Adjusted all the revenue line items and associated category for all ongoing federal grants in this
budget to reflect FY 2016 receipts



Increase the Cost Allocation Reimbursements by $165,423 in FY 2016 and $161,282 in FY 2017 to
account for the current approved Indirect Cost Rate of 31.65 percent based on federal expenses in
FY 2016, less the funding needed for the increase associated with the corrected Director’s Office
cost allocation for the base budget (increase by $36,990 in FY 2018 and by $37,314 in FY 2019) as
discussed in Other Closing Item 2 below, which reduces the General Fund appropriations by the net
difference of $128,433 in FY 2018 and $123,968 in FY 2019.



Correct the total funding for seasonal salaries based on the number of months for each seasonal
position for the 2015-17 biennium as approved by the 2015 Legislature, which results in
General Fund savings of $50,020 in FY 2018 and $53,790 in FY 2019.



Increase General Fund appropriations to fund an increase to the bandwidth and internet speed for
the Elko Interagency Dispatch Center totaling $8,988 each year of the 2017-19 biennium that was
omitted in The Executive Budget.



The funding sources in Decision Units M-100, M-106 and M-300 were corrected to fund the
decision units with General Fund appropriations, as 100 percent of the Other Funding sources are
included in the base budget.

With the noted technical adjustments, the adjusted base budget appears reasonable.
2. Director’s Office (DO) Cost Allocation and New Information Technology (IT) Cost Allocation
(BASE, E-802, E-803, and E-804, DCNR-88-90, and 96-97): As noted by staff in the highlights for the
February 17, 2017, Subcommittee hearing, staff identified a number of issues related to the cost
allocation amounts reflected in The Executive Budget. Listed below are staff recommendations to
address the cost allocation issues:
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The Governor recommends adjustments to the Director’s Office and related information technology
cost allocation reimbursements totaling $209,743 for the 2017-19 biennium. Fiscal staff has
included technical adjustments to change the amount allocated for the DO cost allocation for
Decision Unit E-671 in the Department of Conservation and Natural Resources Administration
budget.



Staff recommends eliminating Decision Unit E-804, as the costs allocated in this decision unit are
included in the DO cost allocation in the base budget.



Fiscal staff recommends adding a new Decision Unit E-801, which would update the DO cost
allocation to include the new positions and funding source changes included in all enhancement
decision units recommended by the Governor for the agencies within the department for the
2017-19 biennium.



Finally, staff recommends adjusting the amount of new IT cost allocation recommended in
Decision Unit E-802 to reflect increases in the Enterprise Information Technology Services (EITS)
assessments proposed in The Executive Budget for the 2017-19 biennium.

With the recommended technical adjustments noted above, the DO cost allocation for this budget
would total $242,016 over the 2017-19 biennium, which is a $32,273 increase from the $209,743
recommended in The Executive Budget. Fiscal staff may need to complete further technical
adjustments based on the final number of FTEs approved by the 2017 Legislature for the department
and any changes to other funding sources, which both are factors in determining the amount that is
cost allocated by the DO to each agency within the department. With the noted technical
adjustments, these recommendations appear reasonable.
3. Federal Mandate for Air Operations (M-501, DCNR-93): The division requests General Fund
appropriations totaling $12,375 for FY 2018 for three portable mount GPS units and associated
software for the division’s three helicopters to meet the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) new rule
contained in Title 14 of the Code of Federal Regulations 91.225 and 91.227. A $300 General Fund
appropriation is also requested in FY 2019 for the estimated annual software and maintenance costs.
The new rule requires Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) OUT performance when
operating in designated classes of airspace within the U.S. National Airspace System (NAS) after
January 1, 2020. The ADS–B OUT is a function of an aircraft’s onboard avionics that periodically
broadcasts the aircraft’s state vector (3-dimensional position and 3-dimensional velocity) and other
required information. This recommendation appears reasonable.
4. Training (E-351, DCNR-94): The Governor recommends annual "All-Hands" training for division staff to
foster familiarity with departmental policy and procedure across programs and state regions, funded
with General Fund appropriations totaling $63,290 for each fiscal year of the 2017-19 biennium.
The division indicates training would include funding for invited speakers on topics pertinent to
division issues or to support division strategic priorities. This recommendation appears reasonable.
5. Replacement of Communication Equipment (E-354, DCNR-94): The Governor recommends replacing
obsolete communication equipment funded with General Fund appropriations of $215,507 for each year
of the 2017-19 biennium. The recommendation includes the replacement of 8 repeaters, 110 portable
radios and 54 mobile radios used by staff when responding to wildland fire and other types of
emergencies. The division indicates that ineffective radio communication on wildland fires is the
leading cause or contributing factor of firefighter fatalities. The division indicates this decision unit
would establish a regular rotating replacement schedule.
Fiscal staff has included technical
adjustments in this closing document update prices for the equipment recommended based on quotes
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provided by the division. The technical adjustments results in an increase to General Funds totaling
$440 in FY 2018. With the noted technical adjustments, this recommendation appears
reasonable.
6. Transfer of the Wildland Fire Protection Program to the Forestry (E-900, DCNR-97-98): The Governor
recommends the transfer of 100 percent of the County Participation Funds totaling $1.7 million for
FY 2018 and $1.8 million for FY 2019 from the Wildland Fire Protection Program (WFPP) budget to the
Forestry budget. The transfer includes base and inflationary budget expenses and equipment
replacement costs in the WFPP budget for the 2017-19 biennium. With the transfer of the
County Participation Funds, Decision Unit E-900 transfers the salaries and fringe costs for
15 permanent firefighting positions and 24 seasonal firefighting positions and associated costs for
travel, operating, employee police/fire physicals, information services, employee uniforms and training
to the Forestry budget. In addition, Decision Unit E-900 requests the transfer of General Fund
appropriations totaling $50,000 for each year of the 2017-19 biennium, which funds
Fire Rehabilitation/Seed purchases. This decision unit is related to Decision Units E-500 and E-901 in
the Forest Fire Suppression budget, Decision Units E-900 and E-901 in the WFPP budget, and
Decision Unit E-500 in this budget. The Subcommittee will make a decision on the proposed
transfer and funding source changes when considering the combined division-wide closing
document.
7. Funding Source Change for the WFPP Program (E-500, DCNR-94): In addition to the transfer of the
WFPP program to the Forestry budget, the Governor recommends a change in the funding source for the
15 permanent and 24 seasonal positions and associated costs of the WFPP from 100 percent County
Participation Fees to 100 percent General Fund appropriations. The division is proposing to use
General Fund appropriations totaling $1.7 million in FY 2018 and the $1.8 million in FY 2019 for the
WFPP positions and associated costs from the $2.5 million General Fund appropriation traditionally
approved each fiscal year in the Forest Fire Suppression budget. Decision Unit E-500 in the Forest Fire
Suppression budget replaces General Fund appropriations totaling $1.7 million in FY 2018 and
$1.8 million in FY 2019 with the County Participation Fees that are charged to the governmental entities
that are participating in the WFPP.
The decision unit relates to Decision Unit E-900.
The Subcommittee will make a decision on the proposed transfer and funding source changes
when considering the combined division-wide closing document.
8. Transfer of General Fund Appropriations for Air Operations Personnel Costs from the Forest Fire
Suppression Budget (E-502 and E-902, DCNR-95, 98): The Governor recommends the transfer of
General Fund appropriations totaling $146,188 in FY 2018 and $146,715 in FY 2019 from the
Forest Fire Suppression budget to the Forestry budget to fund 100 percent of the cost of positions
assigned to the Air Operations program with General Fund appropriations. In addition, Decision Unit
E-502 would eliminate the transfer from the Forest Fire Suppression budget that is currently budgeted
as a funding source for each fiscal year in the Forestry budget. Fiscal staff completed technical
adjustments to correct the funding source transferred from the Forest Fire Suppression budget.
The Subcommittee will make a decision on the proposed transfer and funding source changes
when considering the combined division-wide closing document
9. Salary Adjustment for IT Position (E-671, DCNR-95): This decision unit provides a one-grade salary
increase for one Information Technology position in this budget, as recommended by the Governor to
address salary disparities in key areas, specifically, IT positions and Correctional Officer positions
(BUDGET OVERVIEW-12). This decision unit would be funded with General Fund appropriations
totaling $3,382 for FY 2018 and $3,516 for FY 2019; however if the Legislature does not approve the
funding source change for the IT Professional budget from Central Reporting Unit assessments to
General Fund appropriations that was included in the adjusted base budget, Fiscal staff may need to
complete a technical adjustment for the funding source in this decision unit, depending on the
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Subcommittee’s decision regarding the change of funding source included in the base budget, under
Major Closing Issue #3, for the repurposing of General Fund appropriations and the IT Professional
position, by this decision unit in the base budget. This decision unit will be considered by the
money committees when all other statewide decision units are discussed.
10. Replacement Equipment (E-710, DCNR-95-96): The Governor recommends the replacement of 1 iPad
computer, 2 backup appliances, 4 routers, 16 desktop computers, 14 laptop computers and associated
software, 12 docking stations, 1 precision laptop computer, 1 server, 3 printers, 1 miter band saw,
1 drip torch, 15 chainsaws, and the refurbishment of 15 existing chainsaws, funded with General Fund
appropriations totaling $129,293 and Other Funds totaling $22,122 over the 2017-19 biennium.
Fiscal staff has included technical adjustments in this closing document update prices for the
equipment recommended based on quotes provided by the division. The technical adjustments results
in an increase to General Funds totaling $6,631 in FY 2018. With the noted technical adjustments,
this recommendation appears reasonable.
11. Transfer EITS Communication Costs from the Forestry Conservation Camps Budget to the
Forestry Budget (E-903, DCNR-98): The Governor recommends the consolidation of the division’s
communication costs into the Forestry budget, which includes the transfer of communications costs
from the Forestry Conservation Camp budget. The costs that would be transferred include the
EITS assessment for Microwave Channel Rent and Site Space Rent, funded with General Fund
appropriations totaling $44,895 in FY 2018 and $44,760 in FY 2019. There is a corresponding
Decision Unit E-903 in the Forestry Conservation Camps budget. This recommendation appears
reasonable
Staff recommends approving the Other Closing Items, excluding Other Closing Item 9, as
recommended by the Governor, including the noted technical adjustments, and with authority for
staff to make other technical adjustments as necessary.
The Subcommittee recommended approving the Other Closing Items, as recommended by the
Governor, including the noted technical adjustments, and with authority for staff to make other
technical adjustments as necessary, excluding Other Closing Item 9, which was approved when the
statewide decision units were approved.
Additional Information - No Action Necessary
1. One-Shot Appropriations (BUDGET OVERVIEW-23): The Governor recommends General Fund
appropriations of $472,650 as a one-shot appropriation for FY 2018 to fund 34 deferred maintenance
projects with emphasis on immediate life, health and safety issues. According to the division, all
requested projects have been identified as priority-deferred maintenance projects in the State Public
Works Board’s Facility Condition Analysis Report.
The deferred maintenance projects recommended for division facilities statewide include: fuel tank
upgrades; lighting replacements; electrical upgrades; replacement of damaged floor coverings;
drainage improvements; erosion control; vehicle exhaust extraction system; door repairs; egress
lighting; repair a retaining wall; security system installation; installation of fire sprinklers; shrub and tree
removal; structural assessment of the Northern Nevada regional shop; generator modifications; stair rail
replacements; concrete sidewalks and landings replacements; floor covering and drain repairs;
water heater replacements; and window replacements.
In addition, the Governor recommends one-shot General Fund appropriations totaling $1.5 million for a
rescue hoist for the division’s Air Operations program, one mechanics’ truck for the division’s
Helitack program, and three wildland fire engines.
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2.

Capital Improvement Projects for the Division of Forestry (17-M37, 17-M54 and 17-S01, APPENDIX-6-7):
The Governor recommends state funding for the replacement of existing heating and cooling systems
with a water-source heat pump system at both the Sierra Front Interagency Dispatch Center ($933,049)
and the Elko Interagency Dispatch Center ($948,277). In addition, state funding is recommended for
roof replacement on the Washoe Valley Headquarters building totaling $256,550.

http://lcbfiscal/Secretary Session Document/4195cls_JG_jl.docx
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2015-16
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2016-17
WP

GENERAL FUND

6,465,394

FEDERAL FUND

1,470,239

OTHER FUND

3,988,668
39,720
(123,233)

Revenues

INTERAGENCY TRANSFER
BALANCE FORWARD
REVERSIONS

(1,709,229)

Total Revenues

10,131,559

May 16, 2017
Page 1 of 3

%
Chg

2017-18
GOV REC

%
Chg

2018-19
GOV REC

%
Chg

2,500,000

(61.33)

608,034

708,012

(51.84)

747,689

(75.68)

564,252

(7.20)

5.60

747,689

4,327,566

8.50

33,254

(16.28)

6,135,838

41.78

6,137,423

33,193

(0.18)

33,193

1,859,259

(1608.73)

1,859,259

9,428,091

(6.94)

9,384,013

(0.47)

0.03

2,397,739

28.96

9,880,296

5.29

Total FTE

Adjustments to Revenue
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

2017-18

2018-19

B000

00

2501

Increase General Fund appropriation to correct the total funding to
the annual $2.5 million appropriation (includes the total of Base and
Decision Unit M-100)

7,598

729

E500

00

2501

Increase General Fund appropriations due to the elimination of
decision unit E500 and E901 that the Subcommittee did not
approve

1,713,076

1,762,500

E500

00

4101

Eliminate County Participation funds due to the elimination of
decision unit E500 and E901 that the Subcommittee did not
approve

(1,713,076)

(1,762,500)

E901

00

2511

Reconcile the balance forward to FY 2019 to reserves in FY 2018

(2,823,787)

(2,873,211)

E901

00

4101

Decrease County Participation Funds due to the elimination of
decision unit E500 and E901 that the Subcommittee did not
approve

(49,424)

E902

00

2501

Correct the funding source for the elimination of the cost allocation
from the Forestry budget for the Air Operations program

146,188

146,715

E902

00

4219

Correct the funding source for the elimination of the cost allocation
from the Forestry budget for the Air Operations program

(146,188)

(146,715)

(2,865,613)

(2,872,482)

(529,222)

(1,022,787)

Sub-total
Line Item Changes to Revenues

Adjustments to Expenditures
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

2017-18

2018-19

B000

10

7000

Increase Fire Suppression Cost category as a result of the increase
to General Fund appropriations to bring the total funding up to
$2.5 million annually

7,598

729

E901

86

9000

Decrease the Reserves category due to the elimination of decision
unit E500 and E901 that the Subcommittee did not approve

(2,873,211)

(2,873,211)

(2,865,613)

(2,872,482)

(529,222)

(1,022,787)

0

0

1,866,862

1,909,944

0

0

Sub-total
Line Item Changes to Expenditures
Total
Grand Total General Fund Impact of Closing Changes

Grand Total Highway Fund Impact of Closing Changes
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Overview
The Forest Fire Suppression budget provides funding to protect public and private land, property, and
resources from fires, floods, and other disasters and emergencies. The budget is funded with
General Fund appropriations, Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Fire Management
Assistance Grants (FMAG), and reimbursements for firefighting and emergency response provided on
lands outside of the state’s jurisdiction. In heavy fire years when authorized funds are insufficient to meet
the state's obligations, the agency may request additional funding from the Interim Finance Committee
Contingency Account, the Reserve for Statutory Contingency Account, or the Disaster Relief Account.
Major Closing Issues
Major Closing Issues are discussed in the Division of Forestry overview.
Other Closing Items
1. General Fund Support (BASE, DCNR-102): The 2007 Legislature increased the annual General Fund
appropriation in this account from $1.0 million to $2.5 million to more accurately reflect historic costs
and to decrease the frequency in which the agency needed to request additional funds from
contingency sources. Fiscal staff would note that the FY 2018 General Fund appropriation is less than
the $2.5 million generally appropriated by $7,598 and the FY 2019 General Fund appropriation is less
than the $2.5 million generally appropriated by $729. Fiscal staff has included a technical adjustment in
this closing document to increase the General Fund appropriations by $7,598 in FY 2018 and $729 in
FY 2019 to continue General Fund appropriations of $2.5 million in each year of the 2017-19 biennium.
The Adjusted Base budget appears reasonable with the technical adjustments noted by staff.
2. Funding Source Change (E-500, DCNR-103): Of the $2.5 million annual General Fund appropriation
for the costs associated with the suppression of wildland fires, The Executive Budget proposes to
replace $1.7 million in FY 2018 and $1.8 million in FY 2019 of the General Fund appropriations with
County Participation Funds. The 2007 Legislature increased the annual General Fund appropriation in
this budget from $1.0 million to $2.5 million to more accurately reflect historic costs and to decrease the
frequency in which the agency needed to request additional funds from contingency sources. The
$2.5 million General Fund appropriation has been appropriated annually since that time. This decision
unit is related to Decision Unit E-500 in the Forestry budget and Decision Unit E-900 in the
Wildland Fire Protection Program (WFPP) budget and is discussed in detail in the WFPP budget. The
Subcommittee will make a decision on the proposed transfer and changes to the funding source
when considering the combined division-wide closing document.
3. Transfer of Reserves from the Wildland Fire Protection Budget (E-901, DCNR-103-104):
The Executive Budget proposes the transfer of reserves from excess County Participation Fees totaling
$536,820 in FY 2018 and $486,696 in FY 2019 from the Wildland Fire Protection Program budget. The
Governor’s Finance Office has indicated Decision Unit E-901 is incorrect, and it should have included
the transfer of 100 percent of the reserves, which is estimated at $3.9 million by the end of FY 2019. If
this decision unit were approved, Fiscal staff would seek authority to complete a technical adjustment to
transfer 100 percent of the reserves to the Forest Fire Suppression budget. This decision unit is related
to Decision Unit E-901 in the WFPP budget and is discussed in detail in the WFPP budget (BA 4194,
E-901, DCNR-117). The Subcommittee will make a decision on the proposed transfer and
changes to the funding source when considering the combined division-wide closing
document.
4. Transfer of General Fund Appropriations to Change Position Funding from Forest Fire Reimbursements
to General Fund Appropriations (E-902, DCNR-104): The Executive Budget recommends eliminating
the transfer of Fire Reimbursements for Air Operations support staff by reducing General Fund
appropriations and transferring those General Fund appropriations totaling $146,188 in FY 2018 and
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$146,715 in FY 2019 to the Forestry budget and eliminating the category utilized for the transfer. Fiscal
staff notes this decision unit is incorrect in that the position costs for the support staff assigned to the
division’s Air Operations program are not currently funded with General Fund appropriations from this
budget. According to the division’s fund map, the positions have been funded with Forest Fire
Reimbursements during the 2015-17 biennium and in prior biennia. A technical adjustment is included
in this closing document to correct the funding source that would be transferred to the Forestry budget.
The Subcommittee will make a decision on the proposed transfer and changes to the funding
source when considering the combined division-wide closing document.
5. Reimbursement Revenue for Vehicle Repairs (E-904, DCNR-104): The Executive Budget recommends
the transfer of equipment reimbursements from this budget, up to $175,000 for each fiscal year of the
2017-19 biennium to the Forestry Conservation Camp budget to complete major repairs on vehicles
that are used to respond to wildland fires. This decision unit is related to Decision Unit E-904 in the
Forestry Conservation Camp budget (BA 4198, E-904, DCNR-110-111). Back language would need to
be added to the Authorizations Act to implement this decision unit, which would include adding the title
of the budget and increasing the amount authorized for the repair of fire-fighting and emergency
response vehicles by $175,000 for this budget for a grand total of $425,000, which includes the
$250,000 currently authorized for the Forestry budget. This recommendation appears reasonable.
Staff recommends the Other Closing Items be approved as recommended by the Governor, with the
technical adjustments noted, and with authority for staff to make other technical adjustments as
necessary.
The Subcommittee recommended approval of Other Closing Items 1 and 5 as recommended by the
Governor, with the noted technical adjustments, and with authority for staff to make other technical
adjustments as needed.
The Subcommittee did not recommend approval of Other Closing Items 2 and 3 as discussed in the
division-wide closing document; and did not recommend approval of transferring General Fund
Appropriations as recommended in The Executive Budget under Other Closing Item 4; however, the
Subcommittee recommended approving the elimination of the transfer of Fire Reimbursements for
Air Operations support staff totaling $146,188 in FY 2018 and $146,715 in FY 2019 to the
Forestry budget, and eliminating the category utilized for the transfer of funding for the
Air Operation Cost Allocation.

http://lcbfiscal/Secretary Session Document/4196cls_JG_jl.docx
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2015-16
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%
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2017-18
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GENERAL FUND

6,841,188

6,710,925

(1.90)

OTHER FUND

2,863,554

3,751,424

31.01

(31,866)

31,866

(200.00)

10,494,215

11.26
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May 16, 2017
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INTERAGENCY TRANSFER

%
Chg

2018-19
GOV REC

%
Chg

6,108,693

(8.97)

6,289,559

2.96

3,209,720

(14.44)

3,209,720

175,000

BALANCE FORWARD
REVERSIONS

(241,127)

Total Revenues

9,431,749

Total FTE

9,493,413

94.00

175,000

(9.54)

9,674,279

94.00

1.91

94.00

Adjustments to Revenue
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

E710

00

2501

Description

2017-18

2018-19

(38,945)

(41,120)

Sub-total

(38,945)

(41,120)

Line Item Changes to Revenues

(38,945)

(41,120)

Decrease General Fund appropriations based on updated quotes
provided by the agency for the replacement equipment
recommended in Decision Unit E-710

Adjustments to Expenditures
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

2017-18

2018-19

E225

02

6000

Description
Decrease the Out-of-State Travel category to eliminate decision
unit E225 that the Subcommittee did not approve

3,724

3,724

E225

03

6000

Decrease the In-State Travel category to eliminate decision unit
E225 that the Subcommittee did not approve

4,582

4,582

E225

04

7000

Decrease the Operating Expenses category to eliminate decision
unit E225 that the Subcommittee did not approve

68,124

68,085

E225

05

7000

Decrease the Equipment category to eliminate decision unit E225
that the Subcommittee did not approve

82,480

82,480

E225

05

7000

Increase the Equipment category due to updated quotes provided
by the division

41,120

41,120

E225

05

8000

Increase the Equipment category to eliminate decision unit E225
that the Subcommittee did not approve

10,868

E225

05

8000

Decrease the Equipment category to eliminate decision unit E225
that the Subcommittee did not approve

(2,175)

E225

09

7000

Increase the Employee Physicals category to eliminate decision
unit E225 that the Subcommittee did not approve

2,470

2,470

E225

10

7000

Decrease the Stewart Conservation Camp category to eliminate
decision unit E225 that the Subcommittee did not approve

253,393

253,393

E225

11

6000

Decrease the new Conservation Camps category due to the
elimination of decision unit E225 that the Subcommittee did not
approve

(39,272)

(39,272)

E225

11

7000

Decrease the new Conservation Camps category due to the
elimination of decision unit E225 that the Subcommittee did not
approve

(1,415,280)

(1,419,230)

E225

11

7000

Decrease the new Conservation Camps category based on
updated quotes provided by the agency for the replacement
equipment recommended in Decision Unit E-710

(41,120)

(41,120)

E225

11

8000

Decrease the new Conservation Camps due to the elimination of
decision unit E225 that the Subcommittee did not approve

(16,260)
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E225

12

7000

Increase the Pioche conservation Camp category due to the
elimination of decision unit E225 that the Subcommittee did not
approve

145,915

145,915

E225

14

7000

Increase the Three Lakes Valley Conservation Camp category due
to the elimination of decision unit E225 that the Subcommittee did
not approve

112,006

112,006

E225

19

7000

Increase the Wells Conservation Camp category due to the
elimination of decision unit E225 that the Subcommittee did not
approve

101,408

101,408

E225

20

7000

Increase the Ely Conservation Camp category due to the
elimination of decision unit E225 that the Subcommittee did not
approve

152,587

152,587

E225

21

6000

Decrease the new Conservation Camp Admin category due to the
elimination of decision unit E225 that the Subcommittee did not
approve

(24,667)

(24,667)

E225

21

7000

Decrease the new Conservation Camp Admin category due to the
elimination of decision unit E225 that the Subcommittee did not
approve

(31,066)

(32,675)

E225

21

8000

Decrease the new Conservation Camp Admin category due to the
elimination of decision unit E225 that the Subcommittee did not
approve

(10,868)

(9,700)

E225

21

8000

Increase the new Conservation Camps Admin category based on
updated quotes provided by the agency for the replacement
equipment recommended in Decision Unit E-710

2,175

E225

26

7000

Increase the Information Services category to eliminate decision
unit E225 that the Subcommittee did not approve

20,661

E225

26

8000

Increase the Information Services category to eliminate decision
unit E225 that the Subcommittee did not approve

E225

30

6000

Increase the Training category due to the elimination of decision
unit E225 that the Subcommittee did not approve

55,633

55,633

E225

30

7000

Increase the Training category due to the elimination of decision
unit E225 that the Subcommittee did not approve

10,337

10,337

E225

32

7000

Increase the Jean Conservation Camp category due to the
elimination of decision unit E225 that the Subcommittee did not
approve

127,906

127,906

E225

36

7000

Increase the Carlin Conservation Camp category due to the
elimination of decision unit E225 that the Subcommittee did not
approve

114,957

114,957

E225

38

7000

Increase the Tonopah Conservation Camp category due to the
elimination of decision unit E225 that the Subcommittee did not
approve

120,590

120,590

E225

40

7000

Increase the Humboldt Conservation Camp category due to the
elimination of decision unit E225 that the Subcommittee did not
approve

133,512

133,512

E710

05

7000

Decrease the Equipment category based on updated quotes
provided by the agency for the replacement equipment
recommended in Decision Unit E-710

(41,120)

(41,120)

E710

05

8000

Increase the Equipment category based on updated quotes
provided by the agency for the replacement equipment
recommended in Decision Unit E-710

2,175

25,960

Sub-total

(38,945)

(41,120)

Line Item Changes to Expenditures

(38,945)

(41,120)

0

0

(38,945)

(41,120)

0

0

Total
Grand Total General Fund Impact of Closing Changes

Grand Total Highway Fund Impact of Closing Changes
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26,259

Overview
The Nevada Division of Forestry (NDF) Conservation Camp Program coordinates and supervises
labor-intensive work projects performed by inmates from the Nevada Department of Corrections (NDOC).
The inmates reside in NDOC conservation camps and work on forestry and conservation projects that
generate revenue for the state, provide free or reduced-cost labor for state and local agencies, and provide
fire suppression and emergency response resources to NDF. There are nine conservation camps,
statewide, housing 74 12-person inmate crews. The Conservation Camp Program is funded primarily from
General Fund appropriations, with additional revenues generated from projects.
Major Closing Issue
Consolidation of the Forestry Conservation Camp-Specific Expenditures
Discussion of Major Closing Issue
Consolidation of the Forestry Conservation Camp-Specific Expenditures (E-225, DCNR-108-109):
The Governor recommends the consolidation of the conservation camp-specific operating categories and
the consolidation of a majority of the standard expense categories into two categories. The decision unit is
revenue neutral.
The standard categories proposed for consolidation include Out-of-State Travel, In-State Travel, a portion
of the Operating Expenses category (FTE-driven costs and Property and Contents Insurance are
excluded), Equipment, a portion of Information Services category (EITS FTE-driven costs are excluded)
and a portion of the Training category. The conservation camp-specific categories for Stewart, Pioche,
Three Lakes Valley, Wells, Ely, Jean, Carlin, Tonopah, and Humboldt conservation camps, and the
standard expenses categories would be consolidated in two new categories titled “Conservation Camps”
and “Conservation Camp Administration.” The division indicates that it would track costs for specific camps
by using organizational codes.
To support the recommendation, the division indicates the consolidation of the categories would align the
Forestry Conservation Camp budget with other NDF budget record keeping. Under the recommended
consolidation, the costs of each camp would not be as transparent. The NDF rarely completes work
programs to transfer work program authority between categories, therefore Fiscal staff is uncertain as to
why the consolidation of all expenses into two categories is necessary.
Per the division’s response to a request for additional information, the division indicated that projecting
expenditures in advance for each individual camp is difficult and results in inaccuracies. The division
states that submitting work programs for Interim Finance Committee approval is acceptable, provided it is
understood that the nature of the expenditures in this budget would necessitate that they be retroactive.
The division indicates that current internal controls prevent the division from over expending its budget on
one or more camps and leaving other camps with insufficient funding. Further, the division indicates the
tracking and separation of expenditures for each camp would not be eliminated; rather, expenditures would
be tracked using organizational codes within the state accounting system. Fiscal staff notes this
recommendation would provide less transparency, especially for individuals who are unfamiliar with the
state accounting system. During the budget hearing, the Subcommittee expressed concern that in light of
the division-wide findings pertaining to the use of legislatively approved funding for other purposes, the
recommendation to consolidate the camp categories, resulting in reduced transparency, would increase
those concerns. For these reasons, Fiscal staff does not recommend approval of this decision unit.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve the Governor’s recommendation to consolidate the
Conservation Camp-Specific Expenditure categories and the majority of the standard expense
categories into two categories?
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The Subcommittee did not recommend the approval of the Governor’s recommendation to
consolidate the Conservation Camp-Specific Expenditure categories and the majority of the
standard expense categories into two categories.
Other Closing Items
1. Training Supplies (E-350, DCNR-109): The Governor recommends General Fund appropriations of
$9,500 each year for instructional supplies to provide required training in-house to the division’s
Crew Supervisors. Training supplies would be purchased for the following training: (1) Inmate
Supervision and Prison Rape Elimination training required for new Crew Supervisors and refresher
courses required for existing Crew Supervisors; (2) Basic Life Support and First Aid training required for
new hires and as a refresher every other year for all Forestry Conservation Camp employees; and
(3) Natural Resources training for Crew Supervisors to provide a better understanding of the state’s
natural resources and to help mitigate the introduction of invasive species when supervising inmate
crews on forest management project work.
If the Subcommittee approves funding for the training supplies recommended in this decision unit as
well as the expenditure consolidation discussed in the major issue section above, a technical
adjustment to consolidate the training authority with the combined expenditure categories would be
needed. This recommendation appears reasonable.
2. Replacement Equipment (E-710, DCNR-110): The Governor recommends the replacement of
12 desktop computers, 5 laptop computers with docking stations, and associated software,
1 air conditioning recovery machine, 1 transmission fluid exchanger, 160 chainsaws, and the
refurbishment of 160 chainsaws funded with General Fund appropriations totaling $132,293 in FY 2018
and $155,170 in FY 2019. Fiscal staff has completed a technical adjustment to reduce the General
Fund appropriations by $38,945 in FY 2018 and $41,120 in FY 2019, based on updated quotes
provided by the agency for the recommended replacement equipment. With the noted technical
adjustments, this decision unit appears reasonable.
3. Transfer and Consolidation of the Division’s Communication Costs from the Forestry Conservation
Camps Budget to the Forestry Budget (E-903, DCNR-110): The Governor recommends the transfer of
the EITS Microwave DSO Circuit Channel Rent and Site Space Rent from this budget to the
Forestry budget to consolidate all of the division’s communications costs into the division’s primary
budget. The costs are funded with General Fund appropriations totaling $44,895 in FY 2018 and
$44,760 in FY 2019. There is a corresponding Decision Unit E-903 in the Forestry budget. The
division indicates the consolidation of all of the division’s communication costs into the Forestry budget
would allow for the programmatic management of radio communications equipment that is necessary
for emergency response activities for the division as a whole, rather than as separate programs. This
recommendation appears reasonable.
4. Reimbursement Revenue for Vehicle Repairs (E-904, DCNR-110-111): The Executive Budget
recommends the transfer of equipment reimbursements from the Forest Fire Suppression budget, up to
$175,000 for each fiscal year of the 2017-19 biennium to the Forestry Conservation Camp budget to
complete major repairs on vehicles that are used to respond to wildland fires. This decision unit relates
to Decision Unit E-904 in the Forest Fire Suppression budget. Back language would need to be added
to the Authorizations Act to implement this decision unit, which would include adding the title of the
budget and increasing the amount authorized for the repair of fire-fighting and emergency response
vehicles by $175,000 for this budget for a grand total of $425,000, which includes the $250,000
currently authorized for the Forestry budget. This recommendation appears reasonable.
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Fiscal staff recommends that Other Closing Item 2 be closed with the noted technical adjustment
and Other Closing Items 1, 3 and 4 be closed as recommended by the Governor, with authority for
staff to make other technical adjustments as necessary.
The Subcommittee recommended approving Other Closing Item 2 with the noted technical
adjustment and Other Closing Items 1, 3 and 4 as recommended by the Governor, with authority for
staff to make other technical adjustments as necessary.
Additional Information - No Action Necessary
Senate Bill 537, referred to the Senate Committee on Finance on May 5, 2017, includes a
one-shot General Fund appropriation of $348,004 for FY 2018 to fund 40 deferred maintenance projects
with emphasis on life and safety issues for the Forestry Conservation Camps statewide.
The deferred maintenance projects include the anchoring of existing water heaters; the purchase of
bollards to control access of vehicles; electrical upgrades; an emergency eye wash station; exit sign and
egress lighting upgrades; fire sprinklers and fire alarm systems; heating and air conditioning equipment
replacement; interior stair handrail replacements; replacement of interior and exterior door hardware;
overhead door replacements; portable fire extinguishers; hazardous material containment; safety storage
cabinets; a water heater replacement; and the replacement of windows.
The division indicates that this request would fund projects that have been previously identified as
immediate life, health, or safety needs. According to the division, all requested projects have been
identified as priority-deferred maintenance projects in the State Public Works Division’s Facility Condition
Analysis Report.

http://lcbfiscal/Secretary Session Document/4198cls_JG_ch.docx
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Title:
Account:

Nevada Legislative Counsel Bureau
Budget Closing Action Report
Public Safety, Natural Resources and Transportation Joint Subcommittee
W02 - WORKING VERSION 2

Budget Page: DCNR-114, Volume III

DCNR - FORESTRY - WILDLAND FIRE PROTECTION PRGM
101 - 4194

2015-16
Actual

Revenues
GENERAL FUND

2016-17
WP

%
Chg

May 16, 2017
Page 1 of 5

2017-18
GOV REC

%
Chg

2018-19
GOV REC

%
Chg

50,000

50,000

OTHER FUND

1,752,500

2,275,000

29.81

25,105

(98.90)

25,412

1.22

BALANCE FORWARD

(871,511)

2,359,067

(370.69)

2,823,787

19.70

2,848,891

0.89

930,989

4,684,067

403.13

2,848,892

(39.18)

2,874,303

0.89

Total Revenues
Total FTE

15.00

Adjustments to Revenue
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

B000

00

2511

Description
Reconcile the balance forward to FY 2019 to reserves in FY 2018

2017-18

2018-19

B000

00

4101

Reconcile the County Participation Funds to the amounts assessed
to the entities currently participating in the WFPP

M100

00

2511

Reconcile the balance forward to FY 2019 to reserves in FY 2018

M100

00

4101

Reconcile the County Participation Funds to the amounts assessed
to the entities currently participating in the WFPP

E710

00

2511

Decrease County Participation Funds to reconcile to the entities
currently participating in the WFPP

E710

00

4101

Correct the funding source for this decision unit from County
Participation Funds to Reserves

(3,955)

E900

00

2501

Increase General Fund appropriations due to the elimination of
decision units E900 and E901 that the Subcommittee did not
approve for the transfer of the WFPP program

50,000

50,000

E900

00

4101

Increase County Participation Funds due to the elimination of
decision units E900 and E901 that the Subcommittee did not
approve for the transfer of the WFPP program

1,713,076

1,762,500

E901

00

2511

Reconcile the balance forward to FY 2019 to reserves in FY 2018

2,823,787

2,873,211

E901

00

4101

Increase County Participation Fees due to the elimination of
decision units E900 and E901 that the Subcommittee did not
approve for the transfer of the WFPP program

(508,484)
(508,484)

(512,439)
(61)

(61)

(61)
(3,955)

49,424

Sub-total

4,123,787

3,660,711

Line Item Changes to Revenues

1,787,395

1,811,408

2017-18

2018-19

Adjustments to Expenditures
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

B000

01

5000

Decrease Seasonal Salaries by the amount over budgeted based
on the County Participation Funds available that is paid by entities
currently participating in the WFPP

B000

86

9000

Decrease Reserves by the amount over budgeted based on the
County Participation Funds available that is paid by entities
currently participating in the WFPP

(508,484)

(1,020,531)

M100

86

9000

Decrease Reserves by the amount over budgeted based on the
County Participation Funds available that is paid by entities
currently participating in the WFPP

(61)

(122)

E710

86

9000

Correct the funding source for this decision unit from County
Participation Funds to Reserves

(3,955)

(3,955)

E900

01

5000

Increase the Personnel category due to the elimination of decision
units E900 and E901 that the Subcommittee did not approve for the
transfer of the WFPP program

1,663,215

1,715,871

E900

03

6000

Increase the In-State Travel category due to the elimination of
decision units E900 and E901 that the Subcommittee did not
approve for the transfer of the WFPP program

3,420

3,420

(392)
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E900

04

7000

Increase the Operating Expense category due to the elimination of
decision units E900 and E901 that the Subcommittee did not
approve for the transfer of the WFPP program

18,535

18,512

E900

09

7000

Increase the Employee Physicals categroy due to the elimination of
decision units E900 and E901 that the Subcommittee did not
approve for the transfer of the WFPP program

7,113

7,113

E900

10

7000

Increase the Fire Rehab/Seed Purchases due to the elimination of
decision units E900 and E901 that the Subcommittee did not
approve for the transfer of the WFPP program

50,000

50,000

E900

26

7000

Increase the Information Services category due to the elimination of
decision units E900 and E901 that the Subcommittee did not
approve for the transfer of the WFPP program

7,638

7,724

E900

26

8000

Increase the Information Services category due to the elimination of
decision units E900 and E901 that the Subcommittee did not
approve for the transfer of the WFPP program

3,295

E900

29

7000

Increase the Uniform Allowance category due to the elimination of
decision units E900 and E901 that the Subcommittee did not
approve for the transfer of the WFPP program

8,886

8,886

E900

30

6000

Increase the Training category due to the elimination of decision
units E900 and E901 that the Subcommittee did not approve for the
transfer of the WFPP program

894

894

E900

30

7000

Increase the Training category due to the elimination of decision
units E900 and E901 that the Subcommittee did not approve for the
transfer of the WFPP program

80

80

E901

86

9000

Increase the Reserves category due to the elimination of decision
units E900 and E901 that the Subcommittee did not approve for the
transfer of the WFPP program

2,873,211

2,873,211

Sub-total

4,123,787

3,660,711

Line Item Changes to Expenditures

1,787,395

1,811,408

0

0

50,000

50,000

0

0

Total
Grand Total General Fund Impact of Closing Changes
Grand Total Highway Fund Impact of Closing Changes

Overview
The Wildland Fire Protection Program (WFPP) was established during the 2013-15 biennium as a
voluntary, cooperative arrangement between the Nevada Division of Forestry and local governments. The
program was developed to provide a statewide, comprehensive WFPP to educate and prepare
landowners, to reduce the threat of wildfire, to provide a well-trained and equipped wildfire suppression
force, and to rehabilitate damaged lands after a fire. The WFPP is primarily funded with fees paid by the
participating local jurisdictions and a small General Fund appropriation for wildland fire rehabilitation
activities. The creation of the WFPP allowed the agency to continue the transition from the division’s
historical use of the NRS 473 All-Risk Fire Protection Districts, in the Forestry Inter-Governmental
Agreement budget to a statewide comprehensive wildland fire management approach.
As background information, the 2013 Legislature approved General Fund appropriations of $447,248 over
the 2013-15 biennium, as well as county assessment revenue of $3.6 million, to support the new voluntary,
risk-based WFPP. Services provided by the WFPP include aerial and ground fire suppression capabilities,
fire prevention planning services, and natural resource health and restoration expertise to all participating
counties and other local jurisdictions. The 2013 Legislature also approved 17 positions, including
15 permanent firefighting positions, 1 Pilot position, 1 Helitack Supervisor position and 12 seasonal
firefighting positions for FY 2014 and 24 seasonal firefighting positions for FY 2015. The 17 permanent
positions and 24 seasonal positions were based on all 17 Nevada counties and other local governments
participating in the WFPP, and the division indicated that positions would only be filled as needed, as the
various entities joined the WFPP.
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The 2015 Legislature approved the consolidation of all Air Operations Program costs funded with
General Fund appropriations in the Forestry budget where the division’s Air Operations Program budget is
managed. With the consolidation of the Air Operations Program, the two air operations positions and
associated operating costs budgeted and funded with General Fund appropriations in the WFPP budget
were transferred to the Forestry budget. As a result, only $50,000 of the General Fund appropriations in
the WFPP budget remained for each year of the 2015-17 biennium, to support costs associated with fire
rehabilitation and the purchase of seed. The transfer of the two air operation positions left 15 permanent
firefighting positions and 24 seasonal firefighting positions in the WFPP budget.
Major Closing Issues
Major Closing Issues are discussed in the Division of Forestry combined closing document.
Other Closing Items
1. Vacant Positions (BASE-114): As indicated in the Overview, the approval of positions for the WFPP by
the 2013 Legislature was based on local entities’ participation in the program. When the WFPP was
established, the division indicated that positions would only be filled as needed, as the various counties
and local jurisdictions joined the WFPP. In FY 2016, the division received $1.8 million of the
$2.3 million budgeted in county participation fees required to support the 15 permanent Firefighter
positions and associated operating costs in this budget.
At the time of the division’s budget hearing, 4 of the 15 permanent firefighting positions had never been
filled and 15 of the 24 seasonal firefighting positions had never been filled since the WFPP began in
FY 2014. The division indicates it was leaving the 4 permanent Firefighter positions and the
15 seasonal Firefighter positions vacant since not all local governments are participating in the WFPP.
Those currently not participating are:
Clark County ($250,000 per year), White Pine County
($100,000 per year), the City of Reno ($100,000 per year), Mineral County ($25,000) Esmeralda
County ($25,000 per year), and Lyon County-General ($12,500). The county participation fees are the
only funding source for the salaries and fringe benefits for the 15 permanent positions and 24 seasonal
positions. Fiscal staff notes that attempts by the division to include the non-participating entities in the
WFPP are ongoing.
Follow-up information provided by the division indicated the timeliness of filling the vacant positions in
an expeditious manner is another reason the division would prefer the positions not be eliminated, as
the elimination of the positions removes the division’s ability to augment initial attack resources on a
wildland fire. Further, the division expressed concerns in not having the resources needed with a
potentially large fire season looming this year. The division indicates that historically the most
devastating fire seasons typically follow a few years of drought and a wet winter. In addition, these
types of years tend to bring unstable atmospheric events, which often lead to dry lightning storms that
quickly start fires in overgrown grass because of high precipitation.
Fiscal staff notes, the County Participation Funds the division currently receives from the participating
entities ($1.8 million annually) would fund 100 percent of the salaries and fringe benefit for the
15 permanent firefighting positions and 24 seasonal firefighter positions as currently authorized for
FY 2018. For FY 2019, the County Participation Funds would be insufficient. The estimated shortfall for
FY 2019 would be less than $20,000; however, the division could use reserves, which is estimated at
$2.9 million by the end of FY 2019. Since the budget hearing, the division has filled 20 of the
24 seasonal Firefighter positions; however, four of the permanent Firefighter positions remain vacant.
Maintaining the existing vacant positons for the 2017-19 biennium appears reasonable.
2. Adjustment to County Participating Funds, (BASE and M-100 DCNR-114-115): In this closing
document are technical adjustments completed by Fiscal staff for the Adjusted Base budget and
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Decision Unit M-100, which reduces County Participation Funds to reflect the total assessment the
division currently receives for those entities that are currently participating in the WFPP program, and a
corresponding decrease to Reserves. Based on current participation in the WFPP program, the total of
the technical adjustments for all decision units included in this closing document reduces the County
Participation Funds and Reserve by $512,500 for each fiscal year of the 2017-19 biennium, which
results in a reserve totaling $2.9 million. With the noted technical adjustments, the Adjusted Base
budget and Decision Unit M-100 appear reasonable.
3. Replacement Equipment (E-710, DCNR-116): The Governor recommends County Participation Funds
of $3,955 in FY 2018 to purchase one desktop computer, two laptop computers and associated
software. Fiscal staff included a technical adjustment in this budget to change the funding source from
County Participation Funds to funding from Reserves, as 100 percent of the County Participation Funds
are included in the Adjusted Base Budget.
With the noted technical adjustment, this
recommendation appears reasonable.
4. Transfer of the Wildland Fire Protection Program to the Forestry Budget (E-900, DCNR-116):
The Executive Budget proposes the transfer of 100 percent of the county participation fees totaling
$1.7 million for FY 2018 and $1.8 million for FY 2019 to the primary Forestry budget. With the transfer
of the county participation fees, Decision Unit E-900 transfers 15 permanent firefighting positions and
24 seasonal firefighting positions and associated costs for travel, operating, employee police/fire
physicals, information services, employee uniforms and training to the Forestry budget. In addition, the
division requests the transfer of General Fund appropriations totaling $50,000 for each year of the
2017-19 biennium to the Forestry budget, which funds Fire Rehabilitation/Seed purchases. If the
2017 Legislature approves the Governor’s recommendation to transfer the WFPP to the Forestry
budget, this budget would be eliminated.
Decision Unit E-900 in this budget is related to Decision Units E-500 and E-900 in the Forestry budget
and E-500 and E-901 in the Forest Fire Suppression Budget.
In conjunction with the recommended transfer of the Wildlands Fire Protection Program to the Forestry
budget (BA 4195), a funding source change for the WFPP is recommended in the Forestry budget
(E-500, DCNR-94), from 100 percent county participation fees to 100 percent General Fund
appropriations.
The Executive Budget indicates the recommended funding source change for the WFPP from
100 percent county participation fees to 100 percent General Fund appropriations totaling $1.7 million
in FY 2018 and $1.8 million in FY 2019 is an exchange of funding from the Forest Fire Suppression
budget, by reducing the $2.5 million General Fund appropriation traditionally approved each fiscal year
in the Forest Fire Suppression budget and replacing it with the WFPP county participation fees totaling
$1.7 million in FY 2018 and $1.8 million in FY 2019 (BA 4196, E-500, DCNR-103).
The
Subcommittee will make a decision on the proposed transfer and changes to the funding source
when considering the combined division-wide closing document.
5. Transfer of Reserves to the Forest Fire Suppression Budget (E-901, DCNR-117): The Executive
Budget proposes the transfer of reserves from excess county participation fees totaling $536,820 in
FY 2018 and $486,696 in FY 2019 to the Forest Fire Suppression budget. The Subcommittee will
make a decision on the proposed transfer and changes to the funding source when considering
the combined division-wide closing document.
6. Senate Bill 537 – One shot appropriation: Senate Bill 537 appropriates $1.2 million for the purchase of
three wildland fire engines and a helitack mechanic truck, and $472,650 for deferred maintenance
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projects. During the 2013 Legislature when the WFPP was approved, the division indicated reserves
could be used to purchase firefighting equipment or to fund additional seasonal firefighting positions in
years when significant wildland fires occurred. In addition, supplemental information provided by the
division confirmed the use of reserves for the purchase of wildland firefighting equipment as
appropriate. Fiscal staff requests authority to make technical adjustments based on the
decisions made on S.B. 537.
Staff recommends the Other Closing Items be approved, with the noted technical adjustments, and
with authority to make other technical adjustments as needed.
The Subcommittee recommended approval of the Other Closing Items as recommended by the
Governor, with the noted technical adjustments, and with authority for staff to make other technical
adjustments as needed.
The Subcommittee did not recommend approval of Other Closing Items 4 and 5 as discussed in the
division-wide closing document.

http://lcbfiscal/Secretary Session Document/4194cls_JG_ch.docx
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Title:
Account:

Nevada Legislative Counsel Bureau
Budget Closing Action Report
Public Safety, Natural Resources and Transportation Joint Subcommittee
W01 - GOVERNOR RECOMMENDS

Budget Page: DCNR-119, Volume III

DCNR - FORESTRY NURSERIES
257 - 4235

2015-16
Actual

2016-17
WP

528,959

783,607

69,685

92,914

(132,622)

630,676

466,022

1,507,197

Revenues
OTHER FUND
INTERAGENCY TRANSFER
BALANCE FORWARD
Total Revenues

May 16, 2017
Page 1 of 2

Total FTE

%
Chg

2017-18
GOV REC

%
Chg

48.14

676,247

(13.70)

676,247

33.33

100,188

7.83

101,636

1.45

(575.54)

643,274

2.00

668,873

3.98

223.42

1,419,709

(5.80)

1,446,756

1.91

2.00

2018-19
GOV REC

2.00

%
Chg

2.00

Adjustments to Revenue
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

2017-18

2018-19

Gov Rec

Gov Rec

Sub-total

0

0

Line Item Changes to Revenues

0

0

2017-18

2018-19

Gov Rec

Gov Rec

Sub-total

0

0

Line Item Changes to Expenditures

0

0

Total

0

0

Grand Total General Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Grand Total Highway Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Adjustments to Expenditures
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

Overview
Fiscal staff is responsible for developing closing recommendations for this budget. The Subcommittee has
not previously reviewed this budget.
The Forestry Nurseries budget is an enterprise fund that supports various forestry programs. The Nursery
program offers low-cost native or adapted plant species acclimated to Nevada's environmental conditions
for conservation purposes and to assist the public and other governmental agencies with the protection and
enhancement of watersheds, forestland, and open spaces. The Seedbank program provides seed,
equipment, and other materials to rehabilitate wildland fire damaged lands or other disturbed sites, as well
as assists private landowners and public agencies with conservation treatments on their lands to reduce
soil erosion, increase plant diversity, improve wildlife habitat, and reduce the threat of wildland fire. The
Forest Products Utilization program, implemented at the end of FY 2012, sells logs, wood chips, and other
wood products harvested during fuel reduction and forest health enhancement projects.
Funding for the programs comes primarily from nursery and seed sales, equipment rental fees, and a
transfer from the Forestry budget. The Governor recommends funding of $2.9 million over the
2017-19 biennium in support of the Nursery and Seedbank programs, which represents a 21.5 percent
increase from the $2.4 million approved by the 2015 Legislature for the current biennium.
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Major Closing Issues
There are no major closing issues.
Other Closing Item
Maintenance Budget for Chippers (E-350, DCNR-121): The Governor recommends funding for a
maintenance program for 7 chippers, funded from reserves totaling $18,142 for each fiscal year of the
2017-19 biennium. The funding would provide for the servicing of the blades on the chippers and for parts
and service for every 100 hours, 250 hours and 500 hours of use. The division indicates the routine
maintenance would extend the useful life of the chippers. The division utilizes wood chippers to dispose of
wildfire fuel and material that acts as a host to forest pests. Operationally, they are used to chip slash
(shrub and tree limbs, leaves, needles, etc.) at fuel reduction and forest health project sites where it is not
feasible, practical or safe to dispose of the slash by means of pile burning or hauling whole materials. The
division indicates that slash left onsite can pose a threat to adjacent homes, people and other infrastructure
by creating a concentrated and drier fuel load for wildland fires. Additionally, many forest pests (insects,
fungus and bacteria) can occupy, reproduce and distribute themselves from these slash piles to the
adjacent trees in the forest, potentially causing forest health decline and death. In addition, on some
projects chipping is the preferred method, because chips are broadcast back on site for soil stabilization
and to allow protection from weather and sun elements for seed to grow. This recommendation appears
reasonable.
Staff recommends this budget be approved as recommended by the Governor with authority for
staff to make technical adjustments as necessary.
The Subcommittee recommended approving this budget as recommended by the Governor, with
the noted technical adjustments and authorizing Fiscal staff to make other technical adjustments
as necessary.

http://lcbfiscal/Secretary Session Document/4235cls_JG_ch.docx
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Title:
Account:

Nevada Legislative Counsel Bureau
Budget Closing Action Report
Public Safety, Natural Resources and Transportation Joint Subcommittee
W02 - WORKING VERSION 2

Budget Page: DCNR-127, Volume III

DCNR - STATE LANDS
101 - 4173
2015-16
Actual

2016-17
WP

%
Chg

2017-18
GOV REC

%
Chg

2018-19
GOV REC

%
Chg

1,224,415

1,380,838

12.78

1,437,149

4.08

1,505,775

4.78

Revenues
GENERAL FUND

May 11, 2017
Page 1 of 6

OTHER FUND

111,956

239,582

114.00

113,359

(52.68)

111,956

(1.24)

INTERAGENCY TRANSFER

354,437

304,787

(14.01)

305,211

0.14

263,507

(13.66)

1,925,207

22.12

1,855,719

(3.61)

1,881,238

1.38

REVERSIONS

(114,294)

Total Revenues

1,576,514

Total FTE

20.00

19.00

19.00

Adjustments to Revenue
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

2017-18

2018-19

B000

00

4659

Increase the Transfer of Question 1 bond revenues for the
corrected Director’s Office (DO) cost allocation in the Base budget

5,074

4,880

B000

00

4665

Increase the Transfer of Mitigation Fees for the corrected DO cost
allocation in the Base budget

1,362

1,388

B000

00

4668

Increase the Transfer from the Lake Tahoe License Plate revenues
for the corrected DO cost allocation in the Base budget

8,167

8,327

B000

00

4669

Increase the Transfer from the Fund to Protect Lake Tahoe for the
corrected DO cost allocation in the Base budget

12,250

12,489

B000

00

4673

Increase the Transfer from the Environmental Protection DOE grant
for the corrected DO cost allocation in the Base budget

2,181

2,539

B000

00

4677

Increase the Transfer from the Bond Sale - Urban Lot budget for
the corrected DO cost allocation in the Base budget

226

278

B000

00

4747

Increase the Transfer from the Erosion Control Bond Q12 budget
for the corrected DO cost allocation in the Base budget

223

275

E801

00

4659

Decrease the Transfer of Question 1 bond revenues for the
Updated DO cost allocation to include all positions and funding
source changes in all enhancement decision units for the agencies
within the department.

(2,192)

(2,549)

E801

00

4673

Decrease the Transfer from the Environmental Protection DOE
grant for the Updated DO cost allocation to include all positions and
funding source changes in all enhancement decision units for the
agencies within the department.

(2,192)

(2,548)

E802

00

2501

Increase General Fund appropriations to reconcile the new DO IT
cost allocation to the new rates assessed by EITS that are included
in the DO allocation

259

259

E803

00

4659

Increase the Transfer of Question 1 bond revenues to correct the
funding source for Decision Unit E-803

10

14

E803

00

4665

Decrease the Transfer of Mitigation Fees to correct the funding
source for Decision Unit E-803

(1)

(1)

E803

00

4668

Decrease the Transfer from the Lake Tahoe License Plate
revenues to correct the funding source for Decision Unit E-803

(6)

(6)

E803

00

4669

Decrease the Transfer from the Fund to Protect Lake Tahoe to
correct the funding source for Decision Unit E-803

(9)

(8)

E803

00

4673

Increase the Transfer from the Environmental Protection DOE grant
to correct the funding source for Decision Unit E-803

11

9

E803

00

4677

Decrease the Transfer from the Bond Sale - Urban Lot budget to
correct the funding source for Decision Unit E-803

(2)

(2)

E803

00

4747

Decrease the Transfer from the Erosion Control Bond Q12 budget
to correct the funding source for Decision Unit E-803

(2)

(2)

E804

00

4659

Decrease the Transfer of Question 1 bond revenues to the
elimination of Decision Unit E-804

(9)

E804

00

4665

Decrease the Transfer of Mitigation Fees due to the elimination of
Decision Unit E-804

(3)

(3)
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E804

00

4668

Decrease the Transfer from the Lake Tahoe License Plate
revenues due to the elimination of Decision Unit E-804

(21)

(17)

E804

00

4669

Decrease the Transfer from the Fund to Protect Lake Tahoe due to
the elimination of Decision Unit E-804

(31)

(25)

E804

00

4677

Decrease the Transfer from the Bond Sale - Urban Lot budget due
to the elimination of Decision Unit E-804

(7)

(6)

E804

00

4747

Decrease the Transfer from the Erosion Control Bond Q12 budget
due to the elimination of Decision Unit E-804

(7)

(6)

Sub-total

25,281

25,285

Line Item Changes to Revenues

25,281

25,285

2017-18

2018-19

Adjustments to Expenditures
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

B000

40

7000

Corrected the base budget DO cost allocation

29,483

30,176

E801

40

7000

Updated DO cost allocation to include all positions and funding
source changes in all enhancement decision units for the agencies
within the department.

(4,384)

(5,097)

E802

40

7000

Reconcile the new DO IT cost allocation to the new rates assessed
by EITS that are included in the DO allocation

259

259

E803

40

7000

The DO cost allocation for Decision Unit E-671 in BA 4150 was
updated

1

4

E804

04

7000

Correct the funding source for this decision unit with revenues
instead of reduction to the Operating Expenses category

9

14

E804

40

7000

Decision Unit E-804 is being eliminated as it includes increases in
personnel expense in Decision Unit M-300, which is included in the
DO cost allocation in the base budget

(87)

(71)

Sub-total

25,281

25,285

Line Item Changes to Expenditures

25,281

25,285

0

0

259

259

0

0

Total
Grand Total General Fund Impact of Closing Changes
Grand Total Highway Fund Impact of Closing Changes

Overview
The Nevada Division of State Lands acquires, holds, and disposes of all state lands and interests in lands,
except for the Nevada System of Higher Education (NSHE), the Legislature, and the Department of
Transportation. The division provides planning to local governments and represents the state on federal
land issues. The division also leads the Nevada Tahoe Resource Team (NTRT), is responsible for the
Environmental Improvement Program (EIP); administers the Tahoe Mitigation Program; and manages the
Conservation and Resource Protection Grant Program (also known as the Question 1 Program). The
division is funded primarily with General Fund appropriations and transfers from the Tahoe Mitigation
Fund, the Question 1 Bond Fund and the EIP Bond Fund.
Major Closing Issue
New Land Agent Position
Discussion of Major Closing Issue
New Land Agent Position (E-383, DCNR-131): As part of the Governor’s State Parks initiative, the
Governor recommends a new State Land Agent position and associated operating expenses dedicated to
land use and realty needs for the Division of State Parks funded with General Fund appropriations totaling
$155,342 over the 2017-19 biennium.
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The division indicates that State Parks encompass approximately 40 percent of all state-managed land.
The new State Land Agent position would assist with authorizing the occupancy and use of state land
assigned under the management of State Parks.
Authorizations include certifying permanent
improvements (structures, roads, and utilities), issuing permits, easements, leases and licenses to occupy
and use state land. State Park-managed land includes Recreational and Public Purpose (RPP) land
leases from the Bureau of Land Management that require renewal and may involve occasional expansion.
These RPP leases may also lead to applications for patent, a process completed by a State Land Agent.
The division indicates this new position would allow for faster response times to both agency authorization
requests for development certifications and outside requests for the use of State Park land. Finally, the
new State Land Agent position would also assist in completing long-term projects involving title and deeds
research and cleanup and other special assignments.
Prior to the recession, the division had 22 positions. Due to the recession, two positions (one Land Agent
and one Land Use Planner) were eliminated during the 2009-11 biennium and one Administrative Assistant
was eliminated during 26th Special Session. None of the positions eliminated have been restored. If the
proposed new Land Agent position recommended for the 2017-19 biennium is approved, the agency would
be funded for 19 positions. In response to a request for additional information, the agency indicated the
loss of the Land Agent position during the 2009-11 biennium has made it difficult to complete projects
involving land transfers, state ownership history, title and deed research and inspections. In addition, the
elimination of the Land Use Planner position that provided planning services and support to local
jurisdictions has been reduced by half. At the February 28, 2017, budget hearing the division indicated that
the new Land Agent position would be needed in future biennia regardless if the proposed Walker River
Recreation Area or the proposed Tule Springs State Park were approved by the 2017 Legislature.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve one new Land Agent position and the associated
operating costs funded with General Fund appropriations totaling $155,342 over the
2017-19 biennium?
The Subcommittee recommended approving the Governor’s recommendation for one new Land
Agent position and the associated operating costs funded with General Fund appropriations
totaling $155,342 over the 2017-19 biennium.
Other Closing Items
1. Director’s Office Cost Allocation and New Information Technology Cost Allocation (BASE, E-802,
E-803, and E-804, DCNR-127-128 and 132-133): Fiscal staff has identified a number of issues related
to the cost allocation amounts reflected in The Executive Budget.
Listed below are staff
recommendations to address the cost allocation issues:


In the Adjusted Base budget, the Lake Tahoe programs cost allocation totaling $25,000 for each
fiscal year of the 2017-19 biennium was inadvertently omitted from the Director’s Office (DO) cost
allocation by the Governor’s Finance Office.



The Governor recommends adjustments to the Director’s Office and related information technology
cost allocation reimbursements totaling $14,176 for the 2017-19 biennium. Fiscal staff has included
technical adjustments to change the amount allocated for the DO cost allocation for
Decision Unit E-671 in the Department of Conservation and Natural Resources Administration
budget.



Staff recommends eliminating Decision Unit E-804, as the costs allocated in this decision unit are
included in the DO cost allocation in the base budget.
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Fiscal staff recommends adding a new Decision Unit E-801, which would update the DO cost
allocation to include the new positions and funding source changes included in all enhancement
decision units recommended by the Governor for the agencies within the department for the
2017-19 biennium.



Finally, staff recommends adjusting the amount of new IT cost allocation recommended in
Decision Unit E-802 to reflect increases in the EITS assessments proposed in
The Executive Budget for the 2017-19 biennium.

With the recommended technical adjustments noted above, the DO cost allocation for this budget
would total $64,719 over the 2017-19 biennium, which is a $50,543 increase from the
$14,176 recommended in The Executive Budget. Fiscal staff may need to complete further technical
adjustments based on the final number of positions approved by the 2017 Legislature for the
department and any changes to other funding sources, which both are factors in determining the
amount that is cost allocated by the DO to each agency within the department. With the noted
technical adjustments, these recommendations appear reasonable.
2. Nevada Tahoe Resource Team Funding Source Changes (E-225 and E-226, DCNR-130-131): Due to
the reduced availability of interest revenues from bond proceeds from the Fund to Protect Lake Tahoe,
the Governor recommends the addition of General Fund appropriations of $251,595 over the
2017-19 biennium with corresponding reductions in transfers from the Fund to protect Lake Tahoe to
fund the salaries and fringe benefits for the Nevada Tahoe Resource Team’s Program Manager for
both fiscal years of the 2017-19 biennium, and the Administrative Assistant position beginning in
FY 2019. The operating costs associated with the two positions will continue to be funded with the
interest earned on the bond sales for the Lake Tahoe Environmental Improvement Program (EIP). The
funding source change for the Program Manager position was approved by the 2015 Legislature
beginning in the second year of the 2015-17 biennium. This recommendation continues the change in
the funding source for the Program Manager position for both fiscal years of the 2017-19 biennium.
The Administrative Assistant position is currently funded with interest earned from bond proceeds. The
division indicates the Administrative Assistant is a critical position on the team. The position processes
requests for reimbursements that are paid to grant recipients and paying contracts for work completed
as part of the team's Lake Tahoe EIP implementation efforts.
EIP Background Information: The Lake Tahoe EIP is a partnership between Nevada and California, the
federal government, local governments, and the private sector. The 2009 Nevada Legislature enacted
Assembly Bill 18 (Chapter 431, Statutes of Nevada), which authorized the issuance of not more than
$100 million in general obligation bonds for the state’s apportioned share of the costs for the second
phase of the Lake Tahoe EIP between July 1, 2009, and June 30, 2020. Assembly Bill 18 was
structured so that each legislative session, the Division of State Lands, the coordinating entity for the
Lake Tahoe EIP, would return to request legislative authorization for each installment of those bond
sales. The total bonding authority approved to be issued for the second phase of the Lake Tahoe EIP
is $7.4 million, and the overall total bonding authority remaining is $92.6 million. The Governor
recommends $5.0 million in bond sales for the Lake Tahoe EIP over the 2017-19 biennium.
On November 4, 2016, the interim Legislative Committee for the Review and Oversight of the
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency and the Marlette Lake Water System voted unanimously to request
legislation to extend the authority by ten years to June 30, 2030, for the issuance of the
general obligation bonds authorized but not yet issued to fund Nevada’s apportioned share of the costs
for the Lake Tahoe EIP. Senate Bill 197 would extend the authority to issue general obligation bonds to
June 30, 2030. Senate Bill 197 was approved by the Senate on March 15, 2017, and was approved by
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the Assembly Committee on Ways and Means on April 3, 2017, and on April 5, 2017, it was taken
from the General File and placed on the Chief Clerk’s desk.
This recommendation appears reasonable.
3. Question 1 Bond Program Position Eliminations (E-873, DCNR 133-134): Due to declining bond sales,
the Governor recommends eliminating two vacant positions (Grants and Projects Analyst and an
Administrative Assistant), resulting in a reduction in funding from the Question 1 bond program totaling
$248,159 and an increase in General Fund appropriations totaling $1,120 to fund ongoing Silvernet
costs over the 2017-19 biennium. The Grants and Projects Analyst position has been vacant since
May 9, 2012, and the Administrative Assistant position has been vacant since June 11, 2012.
Operating costs associated with the two positions are recommended to be eliminated except for
minimal operating expenses for copier charges and the lease of space to house Question 1 Program
files on site.
The statutory authority for the sale of bonds for the Q1 bond program expires June 30, 2019. On
November 4, 2016, the interim Legislative Committee for the Review and Oversight of the Tahoe
Regional Planning Agency and the Marlette Lake Water System voted unanimously to request
legislation to extend by five years to June 30, 2024, the authority for the issuance of the general
obligation bonds authorized, but not issued, for the Question 1 bond program. Senate Bill 198 would
extend the authority for issuing bonds under the Q1 program to June 30, 2024. Senate Bill 198 was
approved by the Senate on March 15, 2017, and was approved by the Assembly Committee on Ways
and Means on April 3, 2017, and on April 5, 2017, it was taken from the General File and placed on
the Chief Clerk’s desk.
The Governor recommends the sale of general obligation bonds totaling $4.6 million for the Q1 bond
program for the 2017-19 biennium. Of the $4.6 million recommended for the Q1 bond Program,
$1.0 million is designated for grants managed by the Division of State Lands for the construction of
recreational trails and the acquisition of conservation easements; $1.7 million is designated for the
Division of State Parks to support capital improvements and renovations of facilities in state parks; and
$1.9 million is designated for the Department of Wildlife for wildlife habitat and facility improvements.
The division indicates it would be able to manage the grants awarded from the sale of Q1 bonds at the
current level of $1.0 million per biennium with existing staff.
Fiscal staff notes that, if approved, once the Q1 bonds totaling $1.7 million recommended for the
Division of State Parks and the $1.9 million recommended for the Department of Wildlife are sold,
100 percent of the bond authority authorized specifically for those two agencies would be sold.
However, after the $1.0 million of Q1 bonds recommended for the Division of State Lands for the
2017-19 biennium are sold, the division would have $17.6 million in Q1 bond authority remaining that
could be utilized for recreational trails and the acquisition of conservation easements in future biennia.
This recommendation appears reasonable.
4. Replacement Equipment (E-710, DCNR-132): The Governor recommends replacing six desktop
computers and one desktop/CADD workstation with General Fund appropriations totaling $11,441 in
FY 2018. This recommendation appears reasonable.
Fiscal staff recommends that Other Closing Item 1 be closed with the noted technical adjustment
and Other Closing Items 2 through 4 be closed as recommended by the Governor, and with
authority for staff to make other technical adjustments as necessary.
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The Subcommittee recommended approving Other Closing Item 1 with the noted technical
adjustment and Other Closing Items 2 through 4 as recommended by the Governor, with authority
for staff to make other technical adjustments as necessary.
Additional Information - No Action Necessary
Assembly Bill 489 would appropriate $200,000 to replenish the non-executive Revolving Account for Land
management and raises the threshold for the minimum account balance to $20,000 for when the
State Land Registrar can request an allocation from the Interim Finance Committee Contingency Account.
Assembly Bill 489 was re-referred to the Assembly Committee on Ways and Means on April 27, 2017.
Senate Bill 512, as amended, requires the State Land Registrar to establish fees for use of state lands. In
addition fees relating to navigable bodies of water that are excess of $50,000 may be used to carry out
programs to preserve, protect, restore and enhance the natural environment of the Lake Tahoe Basin.
Existing statute requires the proceeds from the fees collected to be deposited directly to the General Fund.
The bill was amended by the Senate Committee on Natural Resources on April 6, 2017, and re-referred to
the Senate Committee on Finance on April 17, 2017, where it was heard on April 26, 2017.

http://lcbfiscal/Secretary Session Document/4173cls_JG_ch.docx
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BASN524

Title:
Account:

Nevada Legislative Counsel Bureau
Budget Closing Action Report
Public Safety, Natural Resources and Transportation Joint Subcommittee
W01 - GOVERNOR RECOMMENDS

Budget Page: DCNR-136, Volume III

DCNR - NEVADA TAHOE REGIONAL PLANNING AGENCY
101 - 4166
2015-16
Actual

2016-17
WP

GENERAL FUND

1,319

1,319

REVERSIONS

(878)

Revenues

Total Revenues

441

1,319

May 11, 2017
Page 1 of 1

%
Chg

199.09

2017-18
GOV REC

%
Chg

2018-19
GOV REC

1,319

1,319

1,319

1,319

%
Chg

Total FTE

Adjustments to Revenue
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

2017-18

2018-19

Gov Rec

Gov Rec

Sub-total

0

0

Line Item Changes to Revenues

0

0

2017-18

2018-19

Adjustments to Expenditures
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

Gov Rec

Gov Rec

Sub-total

0

0

Line Item Changes to Expenditures

0

0

Total

0

0

Grand Total General Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Grand Total Highway Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Overview
Fiscal staff is responsible for developing closing recommendations for this budget. The Subcommittee has
not previously reviewed this budget.
Pursuant to the bi-state Tahoe Regional Planning Compact, the Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency
(NTRPA) regulates structures that house gaming establishments in the Lake Tahoe Basin. The NTRPA
maintains base data plans and chronological records for all Lake Tahoe casinos and reviews remodeling
plans for compliance with the Compact. The agency consists of the seven Nevada members of the
15-member Tahoe Regional Planning Agency (TRPA) governing board and is supported by staff from the
Division of State Lands.
Major Closing Issues
There are no major closing issues.
Other Closing Items
There are no other closing items.
Fiscal staff recommends this budget be closed as recommended by the Governor, including
authority to make technical adjustments, as necessary.
The Subcommittee recommended approving the Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency budget,
as recommended by the Governor, including authority for Fiscal staff to make technical
adjustments.
http://lcbfiscal/Secretary Session Document/4166cls_JG_jl.docx
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BASN524

Title:
Account:

Nevada Legislative Counsel Bureau
Budget Closing Action Report
Public Safety, Natural Resources and Transportation Joint Subcommittee
W02 - WORKING VERSION 2

Budget Page: DCNR-139, Volume III

DCNR - NEVADA NATURAL HERITAGE
101 - 4101

2015-16
Actual

2016-17
WP

27,820
8,561

INTERAGENCY TRANSFER

777,973

REVERSIONS

(48,123)

Total Revenues

766,231

Revenues
FEDERAL FUND
OTHER FUND

Total FTE

May 11, 2017
Page 1 of 2

%
Chg

2017-18
GOV REC

%
Chg

2018-19
GOV REC

49,785

78.95

5,000

(89.96)

5,000

3,000

(64.96)

8,561

185.37

8,561

823,906

5.90

816,918

(0.85)

829,017

1.48

876,691

14.42

830,479

(5.27)

842,578

1.46

8.00

8.00

%
Chg

8.00

Adjustments to Revenue
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

2017-18

2018-19

B000

00

4704

Increase the Transfer from Transportation for the corrected base
budget Director's Office (DO) cost allocation

1,157

1,161

E801

00

4704

Decrease the Transfer from Transportation to fund the updated DO
cost allocation to include all positions and funding source changes
in all enhancement decision units for the agencies within the
department

(624)

(632)

E802

00

4704

Increase the Transfer from Transportation to reconcile the new DO
IT cost allocation to the new rates assessed by EITS that are
included in the allocation

258

258

E803

00

4704

Decrease the Transfer from Transportation for the DO cost
allocation for Decision Unit E-671 in BA 4150 was updated

(16)

(17)

E804

00

4704

Decrease the Transfer from Transportation for Decision Unit E-804,
which is being eliminated as it includes increases in personnel
expense in Decision Unit M-300, which is included in the DO cost
allocation in the base budget

(157)

(144)

Sub-total

618

626

Line Item Changes to Revenues

618

626

Adjustments to Expenditures
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

2017-18

2018-19

B000

40

7000

Correct the base budget DO cost allocation

1,157

1,161

E801

40

7000

Update cost allocation with position changes and funding source
changes for department-wide enhancement decision units

(624)

(632)

E802

40

7000

Reconcile the new DO IT cost allocation to the new rates assessed
by EITS that are included in the allocation

258

258

E803

40

7000

The DO cost allocation for Decision Unit E-671 in BA 4150 was
updated

(16)

(17)

E804

40

7000

Eliminate Decision Unit E-804 as it includes increases in personnel
expense in Decision Unit M-300, which is included in the DO cost
allocation in the base budget

(157)

(144)

Sub-total

618

626

Line Item Changes to Expenditures

618

626

Total

0

0

Grand Total General Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Grand Total Highway Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Overview
Fiscal staff is responsible for developing closing recommendations for this budget. The Subcommittee has
not previously reviewed this budget.
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The Nevada Natural Heritage Program (NNHP) collects information on the locations, biology, and
conservation status of all endangered, threatened, sensitive, and at-risk species in Nevada. This
information is maintained in a system of computerized databases, topographical maps, and manual files,
and is integrated into the NatureServe website. The program also sets priorities for conservation efforts
based on species rarity, vulnerability, and management needs, thereby serving as an early warning system
for species that might become endangered in the future. The NNHP also provides data to state and federal
agencies, as well as the private sector, for consideration pertaining to development and conservation
activities as mandated by federal laws. The program is funded primarily with Highway Funds transferred
from the Nevada Department of Transportation (NDOT), transfers from the Division of Environmental
Protection and a small amount of federal funds and fees charged for database information.
Major Closing Issues
There are no major closing issues.
Other Closing Item
Director’s Office (DO) Cost Allocation and New Information Technology (IT) Cost Allocation (BASE, E-802,
E-803, and E-804, DCNR-139-142): Fiscal staff has identified a number of issues related to the cost
allocation amounts reflected in The Executive Budget. Listed below are staff recommendations to address
the cost allocation issues:


The Governor recommends adjustments to the Director’s Office and related information technology cost
allocation reimbursements totaling $24,476 for the 2017-19 biennium. Fiscal staff has included
technical adjustments to correct the amount allocated for the DO cost allocation for the base budget in
the Department of Conservation and Natural Resources Administration budget.



Staff recommends eliminating Decision Unit E-804 as the costs allocated in this decision unit are
included in the DO cost allocation in the base budget.



Fiscal staff recommends adding a new Decision Unit E-801, which would update the DO cost allocation
to include the new positions and funding source changes included in all enhancement decision units
recommended by the Governor for the agencies within the department for the 2017-19 biennium.



Finally, Fiscal staff recommends adjusting the amount of new IT cost allocation recommended in
Decision Unit E-802 to reflect increases in the EITS assessments proposed in The Executive Budget
for the 2017-19 biennium.

With the recommended technical adjustments noted above, the DO cost allocation for this budget would
total $25,720 over the 2017-19 biennium, which is a $1,244 increase from the $24,476 recommended in
The Executive Budget. Fiscal staff may need to complete further technical adjustments based on the final
number of FTEs approved by the 2017 Legislature for the department and any changes to other funding
sources, which are both factors in determining the amount that is cost allocated by the DO to each agency
within the department. With the noted technical adjustments, these recommendations appear
reasonable.
Fiscal staff recommends this budget be closed as recommended by the Governor with the
technical adjustments noted and authority for Fiscal staff to make other technical adjustments as
necessary.
The Subcommittee recommended approving this budget as recommended by the Governor, with
the noted technical adjustments and authorizing Fiscal staff to make other technical adjustments
as necessary.
http://lcbfiscal/Secretary Session Document/4101cls_JG_ch.docx
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Title:
Account:

Nevada Legislative Counsel Bureau
Budget Closing Action Report
Public Safety, Natural Resources and Transportation Joint
Subcommittee
W02 - WORKING VERSION 2

Budget Page: DCNR-152, Volume III

DCNR - STATE ENVIRONMENTAL COMMISSION
101 - 4149

Revenues
OTHER FUND
INTERAGENCY TRANSFER
Total Revenues

2015-16
Actual

2016-17
WP

83,995
7,019
91,014

April 14, 2017
Page 1 of 2

%
Chg

2017-18
GOV REC

%
Chg

2018-19
GOV REC

%
Chg

166,266

97.95

89,818

(45.98)

89,829

0.01

10,600

51.02

10,693

0.88

10,693

176,866

94.33

100,511

(43.17)

100,522

0.01

Total FTE

Adjustments to Revenue
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

2017-18

2018-19

B000

00

4775

Correct the amount that is transferred from the Air Quality
Management budget

(1)

(1)

M100

00

4669

Correct funding sources based on allocation in the base budget

12

14

M100

00

4721

Correct funding sources based on allocation in the base budget

13

15

M100

00

4735

Correct funding sources based on allocation in the base budget

12

14

M100

00

4775

Correct funding sources based on allocation in the base budget

(42)

(48)

M100

00

4776

Correct funding sources based on allocation in the base budget

5

5

Sub-total

(1)

(1)

Line Item Changes to Revenues

(1)

(1)

2017-18

2018-19

(1)

(1)

Sub-total

(1)

(1)

Line Item Changes to Expenditures

(1)

(1)

Total

0

0

Grand Total General Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Grand Total Highway Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Adjustments to Expenditures
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

B000

38

9000

Description
Reconcile Administrative Fines transferred to the school districts
category

Overview
Staff is responsible for developing closing recommendations for this budget. The Subcommittee has not
previously heard this budget.
The State Environmental Commission (SEC) serves as the primary rulemaking, variance, and appeal body
for environmental regulations in Nevada. The SEC, which consists of 11 members from both the public
and private sector, hears and decides contested cases generated by appeals to enforcement actions. The
SEC also holds public hearings to establish standards and regulations, prescribe controls, issue variances,
develop and approve plans, and to perform other functions that are necessary for the proper execution of
state law. Technical advice and administrative support are provided to the SEC by the Division of
Environmental Protection (DEP). Funding for the SEC is provided via administrative fines and transfers
from various DEP budgets and the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) Motor Vehicle Pollution Control
budget.
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Major Closing Issues
There are no major closing issues.
Other Closing Item
Technical Adjustments (BASE and M-100, DCNR-152-153): This closing document includes a technical
adjustment in the base budget to reconcile administrative fines for air pollution control violations to the
Fines/School District Transfer category utilized to transfer the fines to the county school district fund of the
county where the air pollution violation occurred, per NRS 445B.640(2). In addition, technical adjustments
have been completed in Decision Unit M-100 to allocate the funding sources for the increase of the
purchasing assessment using the same methodology as was used in the base budget.
Staff recommends this budget be closed as recommended by the Governor, with the technical
adjustments noted and with authority for staff to make additional technical adjustments as
necessary.
The Subcommittee recommended approving this budget as recommended by the Governor, with
the noted technical adjustments, and authorizing Fiscal staff to make other technical adjustments
as necessary.

http://lcbfiscal/Secretary Session Document/4149cls_JG_jl.docx
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Title:
Account:

Nevada Legislative Counsel Bureau
Budget Closing Action Report
Public Safety, Natural Resources and Transportation Joint Subcommittee
W02 - WORKING VERSION 2

Budget Page: DCNR-154, Volume III

DCNR - DEP ADMINISTRATION
101 - 3173

2015-16
Actual

2016-17
WP

%
Chg

2017-18
GOV REC

%
Chg

2018-19
GOV REC

%
Chg

1,546,719

2,000,000

29.31

2,300,000

15.00

2,600,000

13.04

1,220

1,514

24.10

3,876,878

4,876,890

25.79

4,751,068

(2.58)

4,844,947

1.98

624,748

520,300

(16.72)

943,227

81.29

1,349,086

43.03

6,049,565

7,398,704

22.30

7,994,295

8.05

8,794,033

10.00

Revenues
FEDERAL FUND
OTHER FUND
INTERAGENCY TRANSFER
BALANCE FORWARD
Total Revenues

Apr 14, 2017
Page 1 of 6

Total FTE

30.00

31.00

31.00

Adjustments to Revenue
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

B000

00

2511

Reconcile the balance forward to FY 2019 to reserves in FY 2018

B000

00

4230

Increase the DEP Indirect Cost (IDC) Allocation revenues to
recognize salary and fringe benefit costs omitted from the
calculation in The Executive Budget

M106

00

2511

Reconcile the balance forward to FY 2019 to reserves in FY 2018

M106

00

4230

Increase the DEP IDC Allocation revenues as 100 percent of the
reimbursements for the DEP IDC allocation is included in the base
budget, the funding source for this decision unit should be adjusted
with reserves

2017-18

2018-19
12,290

50,627

47,151

3,516
3,516

4,112

E225

00

2511

Reconcile the balance forward to FY 2019 to reserves in FY 2018

E502

00

2511

Reconcile the balance forward to FY 2019 to reserves in FY 2018

(5,400)

E502

00

4775

Adjust the funding source changes in this decision unit for the
technical adjustments completed for Decision Unit E-902

3,881

2,840

E503

00

4230

Adjust the funding source change in this decision unit for the
technical adjustments completed for Decision Unit E-903

14,467

15,011

E503

00

4669

Adjust the funding source change in this decision unit for the
technical adjustments completed for Decision Unit E-903

(14,624)

(15,153)

E671

00

2511

Reconcile the balance forward to FY 2019 to reserves in FY 2018

E671

00

4230

Decrease the DEP IDC Allocation revenues as the funding source
for this decision unit should be from reserves

E801

00

2511

Reconcile the balance forward to FY 2019 to reserves in FY 2018

20,681

E802

00

2511

Reconcile the balance forward to FY 2019 to reserves in FY 2018

(628)

E802

00

4230

Decrease the DEP IDC Allocation revenues as the funding source
for the new IT cost allocation, the funding source should be from
reserves

E803

00

2511

Reconcile the balance forward to FY 2019 to reserves in FY 2018

E803

00

4230

Decrease the DEP IDC Allocation revenues, as the funding source
for the new IT cost allocation should be from reserves

E804

00

2511

Reconcile the balance forward to FY 2019 to reserves in FY 2018

E804

00

4230

Decrease the DEP IDC Allocation revenues as the funding source
for this decision unit should be from reserves

(3,154)

(3,749)

E902

00

4775

Decrease the Transfer from the DEP Water Quality budget for the
updated DEP IDC allocation to reconcile to the FY 2017 approved
rate of 23.03 percent of salaries and fringe benefits and for the
correction for the salaries and fringe benefits for the IT professional
positions recommended to transfer to this budget

(3,881)

(2,840)

E903

00

4669

Increase the Transfer to the Environmental Protection Admin
category for the updated DEP IDC allocation to reconcile to the
FY 2017 approved rate of 23.03 percent of salaries and fringe

157

142

Sub-total

14,520

10,114

Line Item Changes to Revenues

14,520

10,114

3,250

(34,548)
(34,548)

(369)

(35,602)

(369)

(1,026)
(1,552)

(1,622)
2,058

129

Adjustments to Expenditures
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

B000

41

7000

B000

86

9000

M106

86

E225

04

E225

2017-18

2018-19

Corrected the base budget Director's Office cost allocation

38,337

38,465

Increase reserves for the adjustments completed for the increase in
revenues for the DEP IDC allocation and the increase of expenses
related to the updated DO cost allocation in Category 41

12,290

20,976

9000

Increase reserves to correct the funding source for this decision unit

3,516

7,628

7000

Increase the Operating category for contract services for the
support and maintenance of the division's webpages. Per the
agency, $5,400 should have been included for both fiscal years and
The Executive Budget only includes $5,400 for FY 2019

5,400

86

9000

Decrease reserves to fund the increase to Operating for contract
services for the support and maintenance of the division's
webpages. Per the agency, $5,400 should have been included for
both fiscal years and The Executive Budget only includes $5,400
for FY 2019

(5,400)

(5,400)

E502

14

7000

Increase the Transfer to the Environmental Protection Admin
category for the updated DEP IDC allocation to reconcile to the
FY 2017 approved rate of 23.03 percent of salaries and fringe
benefits

631

451

E502

86

9000

Increase reserves for the correction to the salaries and fringe
benefits associated with the IT professional positions transferred to
this budget in Decision Unit E-902

3,250

5,639

E503

14

7000

Decrease the Transfer to the Environmental Protection Admin
category for the updated DEP IDC allocation to reconcile to the FY
2017 approved rate of 23.03 percent of salaries and fringe benefits

(157)

(142)

E671

86

9000

Decrease reserves to correct the funding source for this decision
unit from reserves

(34,548)

(70,150)

E801

41

7000

Updated DO cost allocation to include all positions and funding
source changes in all enhancement decision units for the agencies
within the department.

(20,681)

(20,920)

E801

86

9000

Decrease reserves to fund the updated DO cost allocation to
include all positions and funding source changes in all
enhancement decision units for the agencies within the department

20,681

41,601

E802

41

7000

Reconcile the new DO IT cost allocation to the new rates assessed
by EITS that are included in the allocation

259

259

E802

86

9000

Decrease reserves to correct the funding source for the new DO IT
cost allocation

(628)

(1,256)

E803

41

7000

The DO cost allocation for Decision Unit E-671 in BA 4150 was
updated

(526)

(571)

E803

86

9000

Decrease reserves to fund the DO cost allocation for Decision
Unit E-671

(1,026)

(2,077)

E804

41

7000

Decision Unit E-804 is being eliminated as it includes increases in
personnel expense in Decision Unit M-300, which is included in the
DO cost allocation in the base budget

(5,212)

(4,779)

E804

86

9000

Increase reserves for the elimination of Decision Unit E-804

2,058

3,088

E902

01

5000

Decrease Personnel category to correct the cost associated with
the transfer of the IT professional position from the DEP Waste
Management and Corrective Action budget. The position was
budgeted with retirement code 8 in the base budget, but was
transferred with retirement code 1. In addition, the cost associated
with the recommended upgrade in Decision Unit E-671 was not
captured correctly in the transfer Decision Unit E-902

(3,250)

(2,389)

E902

14

7000

Decrease the Transfer to the Environmental Protection Admin
category for the updated DEP IDC allocation to reconcile to the
FY 2017 approved rate of 23.03 percent of salaries and fringe

(631)

(451)

E903

14

7000

Increase the Transfer to the Environmental Protection Admin
category for the updated DEP IDC allocation to reconcile to the
FY 2017 approved rate of 23.03 percent of salaries and fringe

157

142

Sub-total

14,520

10,114

Line Item Changes to Expenditures

14,520

10,114

0

0

Total

130

Description

Grand Total General Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Grand Total Highway Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Overview
The Division of Environmental Protection (DEP) implements and enforces state and federal environmental
laws in order to protect public health and promote a healthy ecosystem. The division is composed of an
administrative services office and nine bureaus: Air Pollution Control; Air Quality Planning;
Corrective Actions; Federal Facilities; Mining Regulation and Reclamation; Safe Drinking Water;
Waste Management; Water Pollution Control; and Water Quality Planning. The DEP Administration budget
supports the administrative needs of the division, including the division’s personnel, information technology,
and accounting and fiscal staff. The budget is funded by an indirect cost assessment (recommended at
23.03 percent of salaries and fringe benefits) charged to the various DEP budgets. A Department of
Energy grant is also administered in this budget. The majority of the grant funding is passed through to
other Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (DCNR) budgets where the actual grant-funded
work is performed.
Major Closing Issue
Reclassification of an Accountant Technician position to a Publications Editor
Discussion of Major Closing Issue
Reclassification of an Accountant Technician Position to a Publications Editor (E-806, DCNR-161): The
Governor recommends the reclassification of an Accountant Technician position to a Publications Editor to
assist the division in the review of written material and in preparing documents for publication or digital
media. The reclassification of the position would result in a net increase of $4,165 over the
2017-19 biennium, funded by reserves from the Indirect Assessment that funds the DEP Administration
budget. The proposed responsibilities of the Publication Editor are to produce content that communicates
division-wide points, perspectives and technical information clearly and accurately. The position would
evaluate material from all disciplines, write on a variety of topics, and translate complex technical and
scientific subjects for a wide range of audiences. The position would be responsible for creating internal
and external newsletters, evaluating content for the division’s website, updating and maintaining website
information, and producing reports and publications that convey program information to division
employees, permittees, businesses and the public. In addition, during Legislative Sessions, the position
would work with the DEP Administrator and managers to research questions and convey the research
results. Finally, the Publications Editor would review and edit board, commission, and public hearing
minutes to ensure the minutes are clear, concise, and error free. The division indicates that due to efforts
in streamlining various accounting processes, an Accountant Technician is no longer needed.
The Accountant Technician position is currently vacant.
In the division’s response to a request for additional information, the division provided the following
examples of the types of reports and other documents the new Publications Editor would be responsible for
producing:









DEP Strategic Plan
Nevada Guide to Environmental Permits for Business
Solid Waste Management Plan
Recycling Report
Air Trends Report
Water Quality Integrated Report
Capacity Development Report to the Governor
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Does the Subcommittee wish to approve the Governor’s recommendation to reclassify an
Accountant Technician position to a Publications Editor, which would result in a net increase of
$4,165 over the 2017-19 biennium, funded with reserves?
The Subcommittee recommended approving the Governor’s recommendation to reclassify an
Accountant Technician position to a Publications Editor, which would result in a net increase of
$4,165 over the 2017 19 biennium, funded with reserves
Other Closing Items
1. Adjusted Base Budget (BASE, DCNR-154): Fiscal staff has included technical adjustments in this
closing document to correct the division’s indirect cost allocation utilizing the FY 2017 approved rate of
23.03 percent. The Executive Budget omitted salary and fringe costs that are subject to the cost
allocation. The division’s indirect cost allocation is assessed on the total amount of salaries and fringe
benefits for applicable division budgets. The division’s indirect cost allocation is the primary funding
source for the DEP Administration budget. This recommendation appears reasonable with the
noted technical adjustments.
2. Director’s Office (DO) Cost Allocation and New Information Technology (IT) Cost Allocation
(BASE, E-802, E-803, and E-804, DCNR-154, 159 and 160): As noted by staff in the highlights for the
February 17, 2017, Subcommittee hearing, staff identified a number of issues related to the cost
allocation amounts reflected in The Executive Budget. Listed below are staff recommendations to
address the cost allocation issues:


The Governor recommends adjustments to the Director’s Office and related information technology
cost allocation reimbursements totaling $713,529 for the 2017-19 biennium. Fiscal staff has
included technical adjustments to change the amount allocated for the DO cost allocation for
Decision Unit E-671 in the Department of Conservation and Natural Resources Administration
budget.



Staff recommends eliminating Decision Unit E-804 as the costs allocated in this decision unit are
included in the DO cost allocation in the base budget.



Fiscal staff recommends adding a new Decision Unit E-801, which would update the DO cost
allocation to include the new positions and funding source changes included in all enhancement
decision units recommended by the Governor for the agencies within the department for the
2017-19 biennium.



Finally, staff recommends adjusting the amount of new IT cost allocation recommended in
Decision Unit E-802 to reflect increases in the EITS assessments proposed in The Executive
Budget for the 2017-19 biennium.

With the recommended technical adjustments noted above, the DO cost allocation for this budget
would total $738,160 over the 2017-19 biennium, which is a $24,631 increase from the $713,529
recommended in The Executive Budget. Fiscal staff may need to complete further technical
adjustments based on the final number of FTEs approved by the 2017 Legislature for the department
and any changes to other funding sources, which both are factors in determining the amount that is
cost allocated by the DO to each agency within the department. With the noted technical
adjustments, these recommendations appear reasonable.
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3. Redesign and Maintenance of the State Environmental Commission (SEC) Website (E-225 and E-275,
DCNR 156 and 157): The Governor recommends migrating the SEC website from older technology to
a modern Content Management System, which would allow division staff to update the website instead
of an IT contractor; and upgrades to the IT platform that hosts the website to current technology, which
would improve the security of the SEC website. In addition, the division indicates the redesign of the
website would modernize the look and navigation of the website, as well as allow the website to be
viewed on smartphones and tablets for a total cost of $19,500 in FY 2018 (funded with reserves).
In addition funding is recommended for maintenance of the SEC website in FY 2019, totaling $5,400
(funded with reserves). The division indicates the recommendation of $5,400 for the maintenance of
the SEC website should have been included in both fiscal years of the 2017-19 biennium. Fiscal staff
proposes a technical adjustment to include $5,400 for the maintenance of the SEC website for
FY 2018. This recommendation appears reasonable with the technical adjustment noted by
staff.
4. Transfer of Funding from the Federal Department of Energy Grant to the DEP Air Quality Budget
(E-351, DCNR-157): The Executive Budget proposes to transfer a portion of the federal DOE grant
totaling $62,372 for FY 2018 and $129,445 for FY 2019 to the DEP Air Quality budget to fund
50 percent of costs associated with an existing Environmental Scientist position in FY 2018
(the remaining 50 percent for FY 2018 would be funded with fees) and 100 percent of the associated
cost of the position in FY 2019. Currently, 100 percent of the cost of the position and the associated
indirect costs are funded with fees that are assessed for the DEP Air Quality program.
This recommendation appears reasonable.
5. Salary Adjustment for IT Position (E-671, DCNR-21): This Decision Unit provides a one-grade salary
increase for eight Information Technology positions in this budget, as recommended by the Governor to
address salary disparities in key areas, specifically, IT positions and Correctional Officer
positions. (BUDGET OVERVIEW-12). The DEP’s Indirect Cost Allocation Reimbursement totaling
$34,548 in FY 2018 and $35,602 in FY 2019 is recommended to fund the salary adjustments.
Fiscal staff has included a technical adjustment to correct the funding source to reserves in this
decision unit. This decision unit will be considered by the money committees when all other
statewide decision units are discussed.
6. Replacement Equipment (E-710, DCNR-159): The Governor recommends the replacement of
13 desktop computers, 3 laptop computers, and associated hardware and software; and the
replacement of a backup and recovery system, a tape backup system, 1 router, and 8 file and print
servers funded with reserves totaling $110,726 in FY 2018 and $61,766 in FY 2019.
This recommendation appears reasonable.
7. New Software (E-720, DCNR-159): The Governor recommends new image processing licenses for the
division's document management system, software for staff to examine files that are stored on the
division’s computer systems and new backup software for a server located in the division’s Las Vegas
office funded with reserves totaling $7,045 in FY 2018 and $925 in FY 2019. This recommendation
appears reasonable.
8. Elimination of an Administrative Assistant Position (E-805, DCNR-161): The Executive Budget
proposes the elimination of a vacant Administrative Assistant position, which results in an increase to
reserves of $49,120 in FY 2018 and $50,730 in FY 2019. The division indicates the position provided
administrative support to staff in the division’s Las Vegas office, however, due to a number of
streamlining efforts; the position is no longer needed. This recommendation appears reasonable.
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9. Position Transfers (E-502, E-503, E-902 and E-903, DCNR-157,158 and 162): The Governor
recommends the transfer of one Information Technology (IT) professional position and associated
operating expenses from the DEP Waste Management and Corrective Action budget to centralize the
IT Services provided for the division in the DEP Administration budget (E-902). As recommended by
the Governor, the total costs associated with the IT professional position is funded with the
federal Department of Energy (DOE) Grant ($109,686 for FY 2018 and $108,833 in FY 2019) and with
reserves ($5,778 for FY 2018 and $5,743 in FY 2019) totaling $115,464 in FY 2018 and $114,576 in
FY 2019 in the DEP Administration budget (E-502). In addition, the funding recommended includes
the elimination of the DEP IDC Allocation that was associated with the position in the DEP Waste
Management and Corrective Action budget.
In addition, The Executive Budget proposes the transfer of one Management Analyst position from the
DEP Water Quality Planning budget to the DEP Administration budget (E-903). The division indicates
the Management Analyst was originally created as a Contract Manager to provide overall program
support to the Bureau of Water Quality Planning; however, a number of streamlining efforts were
implemented and this position is no longer needed for its original purpose. Duties that would be
assigned to the Management Analyst if transferred to this budget include contract management,
electronic records management, and other DEP support functions. As recommended by the Governor,
the total costs associated with the IT professional position is funded with the federal Department of
Energy (DOE) Grant ($62,816 for FY 2018 and $65,176 in FY 2019) and with reserves ($2,740 for
FY 2018 and $1,360 in FY 2019) totaling $65,556 in FY 2018 and $66,536 in FY 2019 in the
DEP Administration budget (E-503). In addition, the funding recommended includes the elimination of
the DEP IDC Allocation that was associated with the position in the DEP Water Quality Planning
budget.
Fiscal staff has included technical adjustments for both Decision Unit E-902 and E-903 to correct the
division’s indirect cost allocation utilizing the FY 2017 approved rate of 23.03 percent of salaries and
fringe benefits. For Decision Unit E-902, Fiscal staff has completed technical adjustments to correct
the retirement code for the IT professional position that is recommended to be transferred to this budget
and a technical adjustment was completed to include the recommended increase in
Decision Unit E-671 for the IT professional position. Finally, technical adjustments were completed to
correct the funding source changes recommended in Decision Units E-502 and E-503 to account for
the technical adjustments completed for Decision Units E-902 and E-903. With the noted technical
adjustments, these recommendations appear reasonable.
Staff recommends the Other Closing Items, excluding Other Closing Item 5, be closed as
recommended by the Governor, including the noted technical adjustments, and with authority for
staff to make other technical adjustments as necessary.
The Subcommittee recommended approving the Other Closing Items as recommended by the
Governor, with the noted technical adjustments, and authority for staff to make other technical
adjustments as necessary, and excluding Other Closing Item 5, which was approved when the
statewide decision units were approved.
Additional Information – No Action Necessary at this time
Assembly Bill 289, referred to the Assembly Committee on Taxation on March 15, 2017, enacts provisions
regarding partial abatements and permits for smelting, processing or refining ores or metal in the state. The
bill, among other things, would require the State Environmental Commission to adopt regulations to establish
an expedited process for issuing permits for smelting, establish a procedure for the partial reimbursement of
permit fees, and provide certain notifications. The agency has estimated a net $3.3 million fiscal impact over
the 2017-19 biennium and a $1.5 million impact on future biennia.
http://lcbfiscal/Secretary Session Document/3173cls_JG_jl.docx
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Title:
Account:

Nevada Legislative Counsel Bureau
Budget Closing Action Report
Public Safety, Natural Resources and Transportation Joint
Subcommittee
W02 - WORKING VERSION 2

April 14, 2017
Page 1 of 6

Budget Page: DCNR-164, Volume III

DCNR - DEP AIR QUALITY
101 - 3185

Revenues
FEDERAL FUND

2015-16
Actual

2016-17
WP

%
Chg

2017-18
GOV REC

%
Chg

2018-19
GOV REC
1,046,499

%
Chg

945,155

1,283,132

35.76

1,046,499

(18.44)

OTHER FUND

3,010,052

3,732,227

23.99

3,893,849

4.33

4,048,128

3.96

INTERAGENCY TRANSFER

2,363,927

2,509,942

6.18

2,526,439

0.66

2,610,180

3.31

102,665

1,106,337

977.62

966,640

(12.63)

806,117

(16.61)

6,421,799

8,631,638

34.41

8,433,427

(2.30)

8,510,924

0.92

BALANCE FORWARD
Total Revenues
Total FTE

60.00

60.00

60.00

Adjustments to Revenue
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

B000

00

4775

Description

2017-18

2018-19

8,328

7,330

Sub-total

8,328

7,330

Line Item Changes to Revenues

8,328

7,330

2017-18

2018-19

8,328

7,330

Sub-total

8,328

7,330

Line Item Changes to Expenditures

8,328

7,330

Total

0

0

Grand Total General Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Grand Total Highway Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Increase the Transfer from Fees for the updated DEP indirect cost
allocation to reconcile to the FY 2017 approved rate of 23.03
percent of salaries and fringe benefits

Adjustments to Expenditures
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

B000

14

7000

Description
Increase the Indirect Cost category for the updated DEP indirect
cost allocation to reconcile to the FY 2017 approved rate of 23.03
percent of salaries and fringe benefits

Overview
The Bureau of Air Pollution Control and the Bureau of Air Quality Planning work to maintain air quality and
protect health and safety through air quality monitoring, permitting, and compliance assurance. The
bureaus implement provisions of the federal Clean Air Act (CAA) in lieu of the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). The Bureau of Air Pollution Control also includes the Chemical Accident
Prevention Program, which ensures the safe and adequate handling of hazardous chemicals and
explosives that are produced, used, stored, or handled in this state. Funding for the Division of
Environmental Protection (DEP) Air Quality budget is primarily from permit and licensing fees, as well as
federal grant revenue.
Major Closing Issues
1. Contract with the Nevada Business Environmental Program
2. Volkswagen Settlement
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Discussion of Major Closing Issues
1. Contract with the Nevada Business Environmental Program (E-350, DCNR-166): The Governor
recommends funding for a contract with the Nevada Business Environmental Program (BEP) for
air quality compliance assistance for businesses. The Nevada BEP is under the University of Nevada,
Reno’s College of Business. Contract services would include: 1) phone and e-mail air quality technical
assistance and additional services for the toll-free environmental assistance hotline; 2) annual onsite
visits; 3) outreach efforts; 4) development of assistance materials and documents, and an online
air quality information and resources page; and 5) air compliance assistance to the regulated
community. The total cost for this decision unit is $150,000 in FY 2018 and $155,000 in FY 2019
funded with fees collected by the division for the DEP Air Program.
At the February 17, 2017, budget hearing, the division indicated the Nevada BEP has provided
confidential consultation services to businesses for a number of years on behalf of the DEP for its
Hazardous Waste Program, which the division funds out of its DEP Waste Management and
Corrective Action budget. This contract would provide the same confidential consultation services to
businesses for the division’s Air Pollution Control program. The division indicated it had revised its
permitting program for the Air Pollution Control Program to a tiered permitting program, which changed
the air quality permits required for some businesses. In addition to the services identified previously,
this contract would fund the resources needed for the Nevada BEP to assist businesses in completing
the required applications for the air quality tiered permitting program.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve $150,000 in FY 2018 and $155,000 in FY 2019 for a
contract with the Nevada Business Environmental Program for air compliance assistance for
businesses?
The Subcommittee recommended approving the Governor’s recommendation to fund a contract
with the Nevada Business Environmental Program for air compliance assistance for businesses,
funded with fees collected by the division for the DEP Air Program totaling $150,000 for each year
of the 2017-19 biennium.
2. Volkswagen Settlement: According to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Volkswagen,
Audi, and Porsche installed software on certain diesel vehicles that is designed to detect when the
vehicle is undergoing emissions testing and turns full emissions controls on only during the test. The
effectiveness of emissions control devices is reduced during all normal driving. This results in cars that
meet emissions standards in the laboratory or testing station, but during normal operation, emit nitrogen
oxides (NOx) at levels up to 40 times the standard. This software is a "defeat device" that is prohibited
under the Clean Air Act (CAA). Listed below is a timeline of key milestones associated with the EPA’s
findings and actions taken relative to the Volkswagen settlement.
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On September 18, 2015, the EPA issued a Notice of Violation of the CAA to Volkswagen AG,
Audi AG, and Volkswagen Group of America, Inc. (collectively, “Volkswagen”). The notice alleges
that Volkswagen installed software in its model year 2009 through 2015 2.0-liter diesel cars that
circumvents the EPA emissions standards. These vehicles emit up to 40 times more pollution than
emissions standards allow.



On September 25, 2015, the EPA announced that defeat device screening protocols would be
included in compliance oversight programs going forward.



On November 2, 2015, the EPA issued a different Notice of Violation of the CAA to Volkswagen,
Audi, and Porsche for producing and selling certain model year 2014 through 2016 3.0-liter diesel
cars and SUVs that include a software device that circumvents the EPA emissions standards for

certain air pollutants. These vehicles emit up to nine times more pollution than emissions standards
allow. Subsequently, on November 19, 2015, Volkswagen officials informed the EPA that the
defeat device has existed in all of its U.S. 3.0-liter diesel models since 2009.


On January 4, 2016, the Department of Justice filed a complaint on behalf of the EPA against
Volkswagen AG, Audi AG, Volkswagen Group of America, Inc., Volkswagen Group of America
Chattanooga Operations, LLC, Porsche AG, and Porsche Cars North America, Inc. for alleged
violations of the CAA.



On June 28, 2016, Volkswagen entered into a multi-billion dollar settlement to partially resolve
alleged CAA violations based on the sale of 2.0-liter diesel engines that were equipped with
software designed to cheat on federal emissions tests, known as “defeat devices.” The settlement
was formally entered and took effect on October 25, 2016.



On December 20, 2016, Volkswagen entered into a second settlement to partially resolve alleged
Clean Air Action violations based on the sale of 3.0-liter diesel engines that were equipped with
software defeat devices designed to cheat on federal emissions tests, which are in violation of the
CAA and California law.

Volkswagen Mitigation Trust Fund: According to the EPA, the CAA 2.0-liter partial settlement will
require Volkswagen to fund a $2.7 billion mitigation trust fund. The mitigation trust fund will pay for
defined eligible projects that reduce NOx (eligible mitigation actions). The total $2.7 billion funding for
the mitigation trust fund is intended to fully mitigate the total, lifetime excess NOx emissions from the
2.0-liter vehicles. NOx is the major excess pollutant from these vehicles and is a significant health
concern.
The mitigation trust will be administered by a trustee once a trustee is selected. Next, potential
government beneficiaries must elect to become beneficiaries under the CAA 2.0-liter partial settlement
and the trust agreement. All 50 states, Puerto Rico, the District of Columbia, and Indian tribes may
elect to become beneficiaries. Each participating beneficiary will receive a specific allocation of funds
from the total $2.7 billion that can be used for any of the listed eligible mitigation actions. The allocation
structure is primarily based on the number of registered illegal Volkswagen vehicles within the
boundaries of the beneficiary. Therefore, those beneficiaries with more illegal 2.0-liter cars will receive
a larger allocation of trust funds.
Eligible mitigation actions include projects to reduce NOx from heavy-duty diesel sources near
population centers, such as large trucks that make deliveries and service ports, school and transit
buses, and freight switching railroad locomotives. Examples of eligible mitigation actions could include
replacing or repowering older engines for newer engines at a rail switchyard, or replacing older city
transit buses with new electric-powered transit city buses. Eligible mitigation actions may also include,
in a more limited capacity, charging infrastructure for light-duty, zero-emission passenger vehicles.
Beneficiaries have the flexibility to choose which projects on the list of eligible mitigation actions are the
best options for their citizens.
Under the CAA 3.0-liter partial settlement, Volkswagen must contribute an additional $225.0 million in
funding to the mitigation trust fund. This additional funding is intended to fully mitigate the total, lifetime
excess NOx emissions from the 3.0-liter vehicles. As with the 2.0-liter partial settlement, each
participating beneficiary will receive a specific allocation of funds from the total $225.0 million that is
primarily based on the number of registered Volkswagen vehicles equipped with a defeat device within
the boundary of that beneficiary. These funds can be used for any of the listed eligible mitigation
actions.
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After the DCNR’s pre-session budget hearing before the Legislative Commission’s Joint Budget
Subcommittee on February 1, 2017, the DCNR was asked to provide additional information on the
required uses of the Volkswagen settlement funds, including how the funding would be made available
to local entities, and a spending, implementation and management plan. Listed below is the
information that was provided by the department in their response:
Additional Information provided by DCNR on the Volkswagen Settlement: The Nevada allocation for
the Volkswagen (VW) Mitigation Fund is $22.3 million for the 2.0 diesel liter VW vehicles equipped with
the defeat device and potentially an additional $2.6 million for the 3.0 diesel liter VW vehicles equipped
with the defeat device (pending completion and entering of a consent decree between the EPA and
VW). A total of $24.9 million is anticipated.
The consent decree includes a series of steps that must be completed before funding is provided to
Nevada. The DEP indicates that the EPA has not provided a definitive deadline for when the Trustee of
the Mitigation Fund will be selected other than suggesting that it will be before the end of the calendar
year. Once the Trustee is selected, a Trustee Effective Date (TED) will be established. The state will
then have 60 days to file the certification form. Once the certification process is complete, a Mitigation
Plan will be required to be submitted within 90 days. After the Mitigation Plan is received and
determined to be adequate, the Trustee will begin the transfer of the Nevada allocation to the DEP.
The DEP was selected to be the lead agency on behalf of the State responsible for applying to the
Mitigation Fund with the Bureau of Air Quality Planning coordinating efforts. The total allocation will be
required to be spent in a period of ten years, but no more than a third of the total allocation in the
first year, and two thirds of the total allocation in the second year.
The goal of each eligible mitigation action is to achieve reductions of NOx emissions. Eligible mitigation
actions and mitigation action expenditures include:
1. Class 8 Local Freight Trucks and Port Drayage Trucks
2. Class 4-8 School Bus, Shuttle Bus, or Transit Bus
3. Freight Switchers
4. Ferries/Tugs
5. Ocean Going Vessels (OGV) Shorepower
6. Class 4-7 Local Freight Trucks
7. Airport Ground Support Equipment
8. Forklifts and Port Cargo Handling Equipment
9. Light Duty Zero Emission Vehicle Supply Equipment
10. Diesel Emission Reduction Act (DERA) Option
The state may use up to 15 percent of its allocation on the zero-emission vehicle option and intends to
do so in support of the Nevada Electric Highway. Additionally, the DEP expects that substantial
resources will be required for the administering of the Mitigation Fund (e.g. project review, selection and
verification, contract management, report and communication with the Fund Trustee, transparency and
outreach initiatives). The division is estimating between one to two FTEs would be needed for
administering the Mitigation Fund. The DEP indicates it does not require additional personnel for this
purpose, but is planning to utilize the option in the Consent Decree, which allows a maximum of
15 percent of the total allocation to be redirected for supporting the administration of the fund. In
addition, the DEP is working closely with the Governor's Office of Energy and the Nevada Department
of Transportation.
The Nevada Advisory Committee on the Control of Emissions from Motor Vehicles (also known as the
l/M Committee, NRS 445B.830) will serve as an advisory committee in establishing program goals and
objectives that meet air quality needs, consider public input, and are acceptable to the court-appointed
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trustee for the fund. The I/M Committee will reach out to the public, fleet owners and other potential
beneficiaries, government officials and transportation organizations for information and ideas about how
the settlement money should be spent from among the ten categories of allowable mitigation projects.
The DEP and l/M Committee have recently begun developing this plan through meetings with the public
and stakeholders. The DEP is also currently soliciting written comments from public, industry and
stakeholders.
The Subcommittee should note that Senate Bill 418, heard before the Senate Committee on Natural
Resources on April 6, 2017, establishes legislative priorities for the use of the Volkswagen settlement
funds; creates the Fund for Cleaner Emission Vehicles (Fund) to be administered by the State Treasurer;
and requires the division to establish criteria for prioritizing allocations from the Fund, among other items
outlined in the bill. The DCNR has submitted a fiscal note indicating a fiscal impact of approximately
$160,000 over the 2017-19 biennium, and a $637,327 fiscal impact for future biennia.
Assembly Bill 416, heard before the Assembly Committee on Natural Resources, Agriculture and Mining on
April 4, 2017, requires the division to consult with the Department of Motor Vehicles and the Department of
Transportation to develop a program for distributing money from the Mitigation Trust established pursuant
to the Volkswagen settlement in conjunction with the consent decrees.
Staff suggests the Subcommittee approve a letter of intent directing the Division of Environmental
Protection to provide semi-annual progress reports to the Interim Finance Committee regarding the
status of the Volkswagen settlement and the Mitigation Fund, including the proposed activities to
be supported by settlement funds.
The Subcommittee recommended a letter of intent directing the Division of Environmental
Protection to provide semi-annual progress reports to the Interim Finance Committee regarding the
status of the Volkswagen settlement and the Mitigation Fund, including the proposed activities to
be supported by settlement funds.
Other Closing Items
1. Adjusted Base Budget (BASE, DCNR-164 and 165): Fiscal staff has included a technical adjustment in
this closing document to increase the base budget by $8,328 in FY 2018 and $7,330 in FY 2019 for the
division’s indirect cost allocation utilizing the FY 2017 approved rate of 23.03 percent. The division’s
indirect cost allocation is assessed on the total of salaries and fringe benefits approved in each of the
division’s budgets that have positions. The division’s indirect cost allocation is the primary funding
source for the DEP Administration budget. This recommendation appears reasonable with the
noted technical adjustments.
2. Transfer of Federal Department of Energy Grant Funds from the DEP Administration Budget (E-351,
DCNR-167): The Executive Budget proposes to transfer a portion of the federal Department of Energy
Grant funds allocated to the DEP Administration budget to support 50 percent of an
Environmental Scientist position and the associated DEP indirect cost allocation in this budget totaling
$62,372 in FY 2018 and $129,445 in FY 2019. Currently, 100 percent of the cost of the position and the
associated indirect costs are funded with fees assessed for the DEP Air Quality Program. This
recommendation appears reasonable.
3. Replacement Equipment (E-710, E-712, and E-714 DCNR-167 and 168): The Governor recommends
the replacement of 39 desktop computers, 13 laptop computers, and associated hardware and
software; and the replacement of specialized air monitoring equipment, office and field equipment
funded with fees transferred from the Air Quality Management budget ($223,042) and assessments
transferred from the Chemical Hazard Prevention budget ($430) totaling $223,472 over the
2017-19 biennium. This recommendation appears reasonable.
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4. New Equipment (E-720, DCNR-168): The Governor recommends new air monitoring equipment to
meet internal guidelines, federal policies and mandates funded with fees transferred from the
Air Quality Management budget totaling $89,731 over the 2017-19 biennium. This recommendation
appears reasonable.
The Subcommittee recommended approving the Other Closing Items as recommended by the
Governor, with the noted technical adjustments, including authority for Fiscal staff to make
technical adjustments as needed.
Additional Information - No Action Necessary
Permit and Licensing Fees for the DEP Air Program
The application fees, annual emission fees and maintenance fees collected for the DEP Air Program are
deposited into the non-executive Air Quality Management Account. Those fees are transferred to the
DEP Air Quality budget to fund a portion of the costs for the DEP Air Program (46.1 percent in FY 2018
and 47.4 percent in FY 2019). The fees needed to support the DEP Air Quality budget exceeds the fees
collected each year, which result in the use of reserves. The reserves in the Air Quality Management
Account have declined from $7.2 million at the end of FY 2013 to the projected reserve balance of
$1.9 million at the end of FY 2019, which is based on the transfer of 100 percent of the fees recommended
to be transferred from the Air Quality Management Account to the DEP Air Quality budget as proposed in
The Executive Budget for FY 2018 ($3.9 million) and FY 2019 ($4.0 million). The division projects by the
end of the 2019-21 biennium, the ending reserve would decline to $1.1 million.
The division indicates the application fees are linked to state and nationwide economic trends, including
emission and maintenance fees associated with source production of pollutants and activities linked to
complex economic factors. The division notes the long-term decline in the emission and maintenance fees
can be substantially attributed to the implementation of emission control strategies and techniques that
while significantly improving ambient air quality, have slowly drained the program of one of its significant
revenue sources. The division indicates it began applying the allowable annual fee increase of 2 percent
(NAC 445B.327) on emission and maintenance fees in FY 2016 and preliminary projections indicate that
this decision may reverse the decline in emission and maintenance fees by FY 2021.
In addition, the DEP Air Program is also supported by annual federal grants. The division advises these
revenue sources are not always predictable; however, the Governor recommends (Decision Unit E-351)
replacing fees with federal Department of Energy Grant funds starting in FY 2018. Finally, the division
indicates when the Volkswagen settlement is resolved, it would provide a stable revenue source for the
DEP Air Program for ten years, which is projected to start during the 2017-19 biennium. Over the
2017-19 biennium, the division indicates it will continue to evaluate revenue and expense projections to
determine whether a regulatory adjustment in application fees should be pursued for the
2019-21 biennium.

http://lcbfiscal/Secretary Session Document/3185cls_JG_jl.docx
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FEDERAL FUND
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2016-17
WP

%
Chg

2017-18
GOV REC

%
Chg

2018-19
GOV REC

%
Chg

214,906

265,164

23.39

263,597

(0.59)

265,252

0.63

3,085,785

2,956,989

(4.17)

3,104,144

4.98

3,107,208

0.10

629,518

756,216

20.13

296,294

(60.82)

302,571

2.12

BALANCE FORWARD

(152,805)

3,829,360

(2606.04)

3,600,960

(5.96)

3,265,100

(9.33)

Total Revenues

3,777,404

7,807,729

106.70

7,264,995

(6.95)

6,940,131

(4.47)

OTHER FUND
INTERAGENCY TRANSFER

Total FTE

32.00

32.00

32.00

Adjustments to Revenue
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

2017-18

2018-19

B000

00

3453

Description
Reconcile to the Fed Clean Water Act EPA 106 2-year grant award
(funds Category 01 and 06)

(100)

(79)

B000

00

3652

Decrease Water Permit Fees as a result of correcting Decision Unit
E-901

(185)

(176)

B000

00

3652

Increase the Water Permits for the updated DEP indirect cost
allocation to reconcile to the FY 2017 approved rate of 23.03
percent of salaries and fringe benefits

4,604

4,090

B000

00

4669

Reconcile to the DOE Grant allocation for this budget that is
transferred from the DEP Administration budget

(95)

(88)

B000

00

4670

Increase the Transfer from the State Revolving Fund to reconcile to
associated expenses in Category 01, 04, 12 and 26

185

176

E350

00

2511

Reconcile the balance forward to FY 2019 to the balance in
reserves from FY 2018

(139)

E351

00

2511

Reconcile the balance forward to FY 2019 to the balance in
reserves from FY 2018

(118)

E805

00

2511

Reconcile the balance forward to FY 2019 to the balance in
reserves from FY 2018

12

E901

00

4670

Decrease the Transfer from State Revolving Fund to zero to
reconcile the transfer of Wellhead Program from this budget to the
DEP Safe Drinking Water Regulatory budget

(309)

(274)

Sub-total

4,100

3,404

Line Item Changes to Revenues

4,100

3,404

Adjustments to Expenditures
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

2017-18

2018-19

B000

06

7000

Reconcile to the Fed Clean Water Act EPA 106 2-year grant award

(100)

(79)

B000

10

7000

Decrease the DOE Grant category to reconcile to the DOE Grant
allocation that is transferred from the DEP Administration budget

(95)

(88)

B000

14

7000

Increase the Indirect Cost category to recognize salary and fringe
benefit costs omitted from the calculation in The Executive Budget

4,604

4,090

E350

14

7000

Increase the Indirect Cost category to recognize salary and fringe
benefit costs omitted from the calculation in The Executive Budget

139

122

E350

86

9000

The increase to the indirect cost category is funded from fees in
reserves

(139)

(261)

E351

14

7000

Increase the Indirect Cost category to recognize salary and fringe
benefit costs omitted from the calculation in The Executive Budget

118

99

E351

86

9000

The increase to the indirect cost category is funded from fees in
reserves

(118)

(217)

141

E805

14

7000

Decrease the Indirect Cost category to recognize salary and fringe
benefit costs omitted from the calculation in The Executive Budget

(12)

(15)

E805

86

9000

The decrease to the indirect cost category increases reserves

12

27

E901

12

6000

Decrease the Wellhead Protection Program category for travel
expenses to zero to reconcile the transfer of Wellhead Program
from this budget to the DEP Safe Drinking Water Regulatory budget

(41)

(39)

E901

12

7000

Decrease the Wellhead Protection Program category for operating
expenses to zero to reconcile the transfer of Wellhead Program
from this budget to the DEP Safe Drinking Water Regulatory budget

(1)

(2)

E901

14

7000

Decrease the Indirect Cost category to recognize salary and fringe
benefit costs omitted from the calculation in The Executive Budget

(267)

(233)

Sub-total

4,100

3,404

Line Item Changes to Expenditures

4,100

3,404

Total

0

0

Grand Total General Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Grand Total Highway Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Overview
The Bureau of Water Pollution Control (BWPC) ensures compliance with federal and state water pollution
control laws by issuing permits to discharge wastewater to surface and/or groundwater sources, inspecting
facilities, and reviewing designs of wastewater treatment plants and infrastructure. The BWPC also
administers the Wellhead Protection Program, which is a voluntary program that encourages the use of
preventive measures to protect underground drinking water resources. The Division of Environmental
Protection (DEP) Water Pollution Control budget is primarily funded with federal grants, revenue from fees,
and budgetary transfers.
Major Closing Issues
1. Two New Positions for the DEP Storm Water Program
2. Position Reclassification for the DEP Storm Water Program
Discussion of Major Closing Issues
1. Two New Positions for the DEP Storm Water Program (E-350 and E-351, DCNR 174-175): In order to
protect Nevada’s water and comply with the administration and enforcement of the National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) and the management of storm water, the Governor
recommends a new Storm Water Branch under the Bureau of Water Pollution Control.
The recommendation includes one new Professional Engineer position and one new
Environmental Scientist and associated operating expenses for the DEP Storm Water Program funded
with fee reserves totaling $525,483 over the 2017-19 biennium. The division indicates no fee increases
are needed to support the two new positions.
The division notes inadequately controlled storm water discharges from municipal storm sewer
systems, industrial facilities, construction sites and mines introduce a variety of harmful pollutants,
including disease causing organisms, metals and nutrients that threaten water quality and contribute to
disease outbreaks, beach closings, flooding, stream scouring and fishing advisories.
The recommendation is in response to enforcement actions taken by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) regarding municipal storm sewer systems with Clean Water Act violations to reduce
pollution and the volume of storm water runoff and to reduce unlawful discharges of storm water
transported pollutants that degrade water quality. The division indicated the requested increase in
staff would help ensure it is able to fulfill the division’s responsibility to inspect and regulate
discharges that may introduce harmful pollutants.
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Under the direction of the Storm Water Branch Supervisor, the Professional Engineer position would
write individual and general storm water permits, review and approve storm water pollution prevention
plans and other engineering documents, inspect facilities covered by issued storm water permits,
determine whether unpermitted facilities must obtain permit coverage, and prepare inspection reports.
According to the division, no other existing positions are performing these duties.
The new Environmental Scientist position would inspect facilities covered by issued storm water
permits, determine whether unpermitted facilities must obtain permit coverage, prepare inspection
reports, and prepare compliance and enforcement actions. Similar to the Professional Engineer
position, the division indicates no other existing positions are performing the duties that the
Environmental Scientist would perform.
At the February 17, 2017, budget hearing, the division testified it currently has 1,200 permittees that
have been issued Storm Water permits, and they do not have adequate staff to inspect those
permittees. In addition, the division indicated that 1,200 entities have self-identified as exempt from the
requirement for a permit, which the division needs to inspect to verify that a permit is not required.
Further, the division noted it is responsible for oversight of the permit that was issued to the Nevada
Department of Transportation (NDOT) for the entities operating within the state roadways and
right-of-ways under the responsibility of the NDOT.
At the budget hearing, the division indicated the most common violations occur at construction sites,
typically related to silt erosion. The contractor starts off by filing a general permit with the division and
the division inspects the site to verify compliance, ensuring silt fences or other prevention measures are
in place to control runoff; however, there are times when those measures are not maintained, which
triggers complaints that the division must inspect. The division indicated that currently one position
covers all of Clark County and one position covers all other areas in the state to conduct the
inspections.
Fiscal staff has included a technical adjustment for this decision unit to correct the division’s indirect
cost allocation utilizing the FY 2017 approved rate of 23.03 percent. The division’s indirect cost
allocation is assessed on the total amount of salaries and fringe benefits for applicable division
budgets.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve the Governor’s recommendation to establish a new
Storm Water Branch under the Bureau of Water Pollution Control and the addition of one new
Professional Engineer position and one new Environmental Scientist position and associated
operating expenses funded with fee reserves totaling $525,961, as adjusted, over the
2017-19 biennium?
The Subcommittee recommended approving the Governor’s recommendation to establish a new
Storm Water Branch under the Bureau of Water Pollution Control and the addition of one new
Professional Engineer position and one new Environmental Scientist position and associated
operating expenses funded with fee reserves totaling $525,961, as adjusted, over the
2017-19 biennium.
2. Position Reclassification for the DEP Storm Water Program (E-805, DCNR-176): The Executive
Budget proposes the reclassification of a vacant Administrative Assistant position to an
Environmental Scientist to support the division’s Storm Water Program. The position reclassification
would result in an increase in costs totaling $39,344 over the 2017-19 biennium funded with fees in
reserves. The division indicates the Administrative Assistant position was initially assigned to provide
support to the Bureau of Water Pollution Control; however, upon evaluation of the duties by the
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division, it was determined an Environmental Scientist would be more beneficial in meeting the goals
and objectives of the bureau, including national enforcement initiatives related to water.
The Environmental Scientist would inspect facilities issued storm water permits, determine whether
unpermitted facilities must obtain permit coverage, prepare inspections reports and prepare compliance
and enforcement actions. The recommendation to reclassify a vacant Administrative Assistant position
to an Environmental Scientist position is in addition to the new Professional Engineer position and the
new Environmental Scientist position recommended by the Governor in Decision Units E-350 and
E-351. Fiscal staff has included a technical adjustment for this decision unit to correct the division’s
indirect cost allocation utilizing the FY 2017 approved rate of 23.03 percent. The division’s indirect cost
allocation is assessed on the total amount of salaries and fringe benefits for applicable division
budgets.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve reclassifying a vacant Administrative Assistant
position to an Environmental Scientist position for the division’s Storm Water program with an
adjusted total cost of $39,317 over the 2017-19 biennium?
The Subcommittee recommended approving the Governor’s recommendation to reclassify a
vacant Administrative Assistant position to an Environmental Scientist position for the division’s
Storm Water program with an adjusted total cost of $39,317 over the 2017-19 biennium.
Other Closing Items
1. Adjusted Base Budget (BASE, DCNR-171-172): Fiscal staff has included technical adjustments in this
closing document to correct the division’s indirect cost allocation utilizing the FY 2017 approved rate of
23.03 percent. The Executive Budget omitted salary and fringe costs that are subject to the cost
allocation. The division’s indirect cost allocation is assessed on the total amount of salaries and
fringe benefits for applicable division budgets. The division’s indirect cost allocation is the
primary funding source for the DEP Administration budget.
Fiscal staff has also made technical adjustments to federal grant revenues and associated
expenditures to reconcile the amounts to approved grant awards. This recommendation appears
reasonable with the noted technical adjustments.
2. Replacement Equipment (E-710 and E-711, DCNR-175): The Governor recommends the replacement
of 20 desktop computers, 1 laptop computer and associated hardware and software, and the
replacement of 2 vehicles, funded with fee reserves ($84,894) and the transfer of federal funds from the
DEP State Revolving Fund budget ($1,355) totaling $86,249 over the 2017-19 biennium.
This recommendation appears reasonable.
3. New Software (E-720, DCNR-176): The Governor recommends new microimaging software to assist
the division in moving toward electronic record keeping, funded with fee reserves totaling $6,250 in
FY 2019. This recommendation appears reasonable.
4. Transfer of the Wellhead Protection Program to the DEP Safe Drinking Water Regulatory Budget
(E-901, DCNR-176-177): The Executive Budget proposes the transfer of the Wellhead
Protection Program, also known as the Source Water Protection Program, from this budget to the
DEP Safe Drinking Water Regulatory budget; and the associated federal EPA Drinking Water State
Revolving Fund Grant that is transferred from the DEP Revolving Fund, with a total program cost of
$513,817 in FY 2018 and $515,773 in FY 2019. The Wellhead Protection Program and the transfer of
the program is discussed in the DEP Safe Drinking Water Regulatory budget closing document.
Fiscal staff has included a technical adjustment for this decision unit to correct the division’s indirect
cost allocation utilizing the FY 2017 approved rate of 23.03 percent. With the noted
technical adjustment, this recommendation appears reasonable.
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Staff recommends the Other Closing Items be closed as recommended by the Governor with the
technical adjustments noted and authority for staff to make other technical adjustments as
necessary including any changes that may be necessary as a result of the Subcommittee’s closing
actions on the DEP Safe Drinking Water Regulatory budget.
The Subcommittee recommended approving the Other Closing Items as recommended by the
Governor, with the noted technical adjustments, including authority for Fiscal staff to make
technical adjustments as needed.

http://lcbfiscal/Secretary Session Document/3186cls_JG_jl.docx
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2015-16
Actual

2016-17
WP

%
Chg

2017-18
GOV REC

%
Chg

2018-19
GOV REC

%
Chg

FEDERAL FUND

3,338,455

4,994,351

49.60

3,690,157

(26.11)

3,678,809

(0.31)

OTHER FUND

5,610,468

9,190,456

63.81

8,296,331

(9.73)

8,540,881

2.95

Revenues

INTERAGENCY TRANSFER

500,000

BALANCE FORWARD
Total Revenues

223,401

168,381

(24.63)

348,235

106.81

192,890

(44.61)

9,172,324

14,853,188

61.93

12,334,723

(16.96)

12,412,580

0.63

Total FTE

61.00

60.00

60.00

Adjustments to Revenue
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

B000

00

2511

Reconcile the balance forward for FY 2019 to reserves in FY 2018

2017-18

2018-19

B000

00

3409

Decrease federal Hazardous Waste grant to reconcile to the most
recent grant award

(42,665)

(45,272)

B000

00

3425

Decrease federal Leaking Underground Storage Tank grant to
reconcile to the most recent grant award

(68,880)

(70,592)

B000

00

3455

Increase the federal Department of Energy grant to the most recent
grant award

41,993

42,378

B000

00

3466

Increase the federal Department of Defense grant to the most
recent grant award

236,956

236,029

B000

00

3501

Decrease the federal EPA Exchange Network grant to the most
recent grant award

(14,614)

(14,726)

B000

00

3583

Increase the federal EPA Underground Storage Tank grant to the
most recent grant award

37,983

37,160

B000

00

3585

Increase the federal EPA Super Fund grant to the most recent grant
award

54,180

53,424

B000

00

3589

Increase the federal EPA State Response grant to the most recent
grant award

46,167

44,531

B000

00

3772

Decrease the Tire Dumping Fees in FY 2018 and increase the fees
in FY 2019 based on projections completed by the agency

(198,920)

29,781

5,433

B000

00

4151

Decrease the Civil Penalties to $6,000 per year

B000

00

4735

Increase the Transfer from the non-executive Management of
Hazardous Waste Fund to offset funding source changes

372,483

(41)
118,058

B000

00

4770

Decrease the Transfer from the non-executive Petroleum Trust
Fund to offset funding source changes

(34,718)

(22,689)

B000

00

4775

Decrease the Transfer from the DEP Administration budget to
reconcile to the allocation of the DOE grant for this budget

(9,419)

(8,383)

M100

00

2511

Reconcile the balance forward to FY 2019 to reserves in FY 2018

M100

00

3409

This decision unit should be funded with reserves, 100 percent of
the authority for federal grants for this budget are included in the
base budget

(51)

(51)

M100

00

3425

This decision unit should be funded with reserves, 100 percent of
the authority for federal grants for this budget are included in the
base budget

46

46

M100

00

3455

This decision unit should be funded with reserves, 100 percent of
the authority for federal grants for this budget are included in the
base budget

69

69

M100

00

3466

This decision unit should be funded with reserves, 100 percent of
the authority for federal grants for this budget are included in the
base budget

38

38

2,457

147

148

M100

00

3583

This decision unit should be funded with reserves, 100 percent of
the authority for federal grants for this budget are included in the
base budget

69

69

M100

00

3589

This decision unit should be funded with reserves, 100 percent of
the authority for federal grants for this budget are included in the
base budget

38

38

M100

00

3772

This decision unit should be funded with reserves, 100 percent of
the authority for federal grants for this budget are included in the
base budget

1,911

1,911

M100

00

4735

This decision unit should be funded with reserves, 100 percent of
the authority for federal grants for this budget are included in the
base budget

261

261

M100

00

4770

This decision unit should be funded with reserves, 100 percent of
the authority for federal grants for this budget are included in the
base budget

68

68

M100

00

4775

This decision unit should be funded with reserves, 100 percent of
the authority for federal grants for this budget are included in the
base budget

8

E671

00

2511

Reconcile the balance forward for FY 2019 to reserves in FY 2018

E671

00

3409

The salary increase for the IT Professional positions recommended
in this decision unit should be funded with the Transfer of the DOE
Grant from the DEP Administration Budget

(487)

(480)

(13)

E671

00

3425

The salary increase for the IT Professional positions recommended
in this decision unit should be funded with the Transfer of the DOE
Grant from the DEP Administration Budget

(221)

(218)

E671

00

3455

The salary increase for the IT Professional positions recommended
in this decision unit should be funded with the Transfer of the DOE
Grant from the DEP Administration Budget

(327)

(322)

E671

00

3466

The salary increase for the IT Professional positions recommended
in this decision unit should be funded with the Transfer of the DOE
Grant from the DEP Administration Budget

(164)

(162)

E671

00

3501

The salary increase for the IT Professional positions recommended
in this decision unit should be funded with the Transfer of the DOE
Grant from the DEP Administration Budget

(20)

(20)

E671

00

3583

The salary increase for the IT Professional positions recommended
in this decision unit should be funded with the Transfer of the DOE
Grant from the DEP Administration Budget

(135)

(133)

E671

00

3585

The salary increase for the IT Professional positions recommended
in this decision unit should be funded with the Transfer of the DOE
Grant from the DEP Administration Budget

(141)

(139)

E671

00

3589

The salary increase for the IT Professional positions recommended
in this decision unit should be funded with the Transfer of the DOE
Grant from the DEP Administration Budget

(251)

(248)

E671

00

3772

The salary increase for the IT Professional positions recommended
in this decision unit should be funded with the Transfer of the DOE
Grant from the DEP Administration Budget

(1,060)

(852)

E671

00

4151

The salary increase for the IT Professional positions recommended
in this decision unit should be funded with the Transfer of the DOE
Grant from the DEP Administration Budget

(4)

E671

00

4735

The salary increase for the IT Professional positions recommended
in this decision unit should be funded with the Transfer of the DOE
Grant from the DEP Administration Budget

(1,263)

(1,516)

E671

00

4770

The salary increase for the IT Professional positions recommended
in this decision unit should be funded with the Transfer of the DOE
Grant from the DEP Administration Budget

(419)

(414)

E671

00

4775

Increase the Transfer from Environmental Protection DOE Grant for
IT Profession position that is funded with the grant

5,530

5,543

E710

00

2511

Reconcile the balance forward to FY 2019 to reserves in FY 2018

(5,420)

E710

00

3425

This decision unit should be funded with reserves, 100 percent of
the authority for the federal grants is included in the base budget

(1,355)

E710

00

3455

This decision unit should be funded with reserves, 100 percent of
the authority for the federal grants is included in the base budget

(4,065)

(2,710)

E710

00

3466

This decision unit should be funded with reserves, 100 percent of
the authority for the federal grants is included in the base budget

(1,355)

E710

00

3583

This decision unit should be funded with reserves, 100 percent of
the authority for the federal grants is included in the base budget

(35,070)

E710

00

3589

This decision unit should be funded with reserves, 100 percent of
the authority for the federal grants is included in the base budget

E710

00

3772

This decision unit should be funded with reserves, 100 percent of
the authority for the federal grants is included in the base budget

E710

00

4735

This decision unit should be funded with reserves, 100 percent of
the authority for the federal grants is included in the base budget

E710

00

4770

This decision unit should be funded with reserves, 100 percent of
the authority for the federal grants is included in the base budget

35,070

7,465

E805

00

4735

Increase Transfer from the non-executive Hazardous Waste budget
for the updated DEP indirect cost allocation

(9)

(13)

E902

00

4775

Decrease the Transfer from the DEP Administration budget for the
correction of the indirect cost allocation

(867)

(649)

E902

00

4775

Increase the Transfer from the DEP Administration budget for the
correction of the retirement code for the IT Professional positions
recommended to transfer to the DEP Administration budget

4,748

3,489

Sub-total

422,452

392,068

Line Item Changes to Revenues

422,452

392,068

2017-18

2018-19

(6,110)
(13,693)

Adjustments to Expenditures
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

B000

09

6000

Description
Increase the Underground Storage Tank category to reconcile to
the funding sources for this category

B000

10

7000

Increase the Solid Waste category to reconcile to the projected
Solid Waste Fees

B000

14

7000

Increase the Indirect Cost category to recognize salary and fringe
benefit costs omitted from the calculation in The Executive Budget.

3,434

2,425

B000

50

7000

Increase the Superfund category to reconcile to the Fed EPA
Superfund Grant

60,844

60,834

B000

54

7000

Increase the State Response Program category to reconcile to the
Fed EPA State Response Grant

60,026

45,547

B000

56

7000

Decrease the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act Grant
category to reconcile to the Federal Hazard Waste grant

B000

60

7000

Decrease the Exchange Network Grants category to reconcile to
the Fed EPA Exchange Network Grants

(13,659)

(13,665)

B000

71

7000

Increase DOD Admin category to reconcile to the Fed Department
of Defense grant

243,764

244,892

B000

72

7000

Increase DOE Grant category to reconcile to the most recent
Federal Department of Energy grant award

60,329

64,177

B000

75

7000

Increase the Corrective Action category to reconcile to the Transfer
from the non-executive Management of Hazardous Waste budget

333

B000

86

9000

Increase reserves to offset changes to funding sources and
expenditures

5,433

(4,362)

M100

86

9000

This decision unit should be funded with reserves, 100 percent of
the authority for federal grants for this budget are included in the
base budget

2,457

4,906

E671

14

7000

Increase the Indirect Cost category to recognize salary and fringe
benefit costs omitted from the calculation in The Executive Budget

1,051

1,054

E671

86

9000

Decrease reserves, the salary increase for the IT Professional
positions recommended in this decision unit should be funded with
the Transfer of the DOE Grant from the DEP Administration Budget

(13)

(28)

E710

86

9000

Decrease reserves to fund this decision unit, 100 percent of the
authority for the federal grants are included in the base budget

(5,420)

(21,823)

E805

14

7000

Increase the Indirect Cost category to recognize salary and fringe
benefit costs omitted from the calculation in The Executive Budget

(9)

(13)

E902

01

5000

Correct the retirement code for the IT Professional positon to reflect
the same retirement code for the position in the base budget.

3,250

2,389

1
6,712

(1,428)

149

E902

14

7000

Increase the Indirect Cost category to recognize salary and fringe
benefit costs omitted from the calculation in The Executive Budget

631

451

Sub-total

422,452

392,068

Line Item Changes to Expenditures

422,452

392,068

Total

0

0

Grand Total General Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Grand Total Highway Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Overview
The Division of Environmental Protection (DEP) Waste Management and Corrective Action budget
supports three DEP bureaus: the Bureau of Corrective Actions, the Bureau of Federal Facilities, and the
Bureau of Waste Management. The Bureau of Corrective Actions is responsible for the analysis and
remediation of contaminated sites; certification of environmental consultants; regulation of underground
storage tanks (UST); and remediation of leaking underground storage tanks. The Bureau of Corrective
Actions also administers the Petroleum Claims Fund. The Bureau of Federal Facilities provides oversight
of all operational activities and cleanups at the Nevada National Security Site (formerly the Nevada Test
Site) and several offsite locations to ensure compliance with environmental statutes and regulations. The
Bureau of Waste Management is responsible for ensuring safe management of hazardous waste by
regulating its handling, transportation, treatment, storage, and disposal and ensuring safe collection and
disposal of solid waste. The budget is primarily funded by federal grants, fees, and budgetary transfers.
Major Closing Issue
New Contract to Provide Technical Services for the Three Kids Mine Site
Discussion of Major Closing Issue
New Contract to Provide Technical Services for the Three Kids Mine Site (E-353, DCNR-184): The
Governor recommends funding for a new contract to provide technical services related to DEP’s oversight
of the reclamation and redevelopment activities at the former Three Kids Mine Site (site) near Henderson.
The recommendation is funded with a transfer of fees from the DEP Hazardous Waste Management Fund
totaling $150,000 for each fiscal year of the 2017-19 biennium.
The division indicates the DEP, Bureau of Corrective Actions sought proposals from qualified vendors to
provide professional services in support of regulatory oversight of site assessment and corrective action at
the Three Kids Mine Site in Henderson in August 2016. The DEP regulatory oversight requires the
scientific/technical support and advisory assistance services of several specialists including toxicologists
and risk assessors, chemists and geochemists, statisticians, hydrogeologists, geotechnical engineers, and
environmental/civil engineers.
The contractor would be required to conduct field oversight and evaluation of site assessment and
corrective action work conducted by the private sector entity/responsible party with the objective of
determining conformity and consistency with DEP project objectives and technical requirements.
In addition, the contractor would provide DEP technical assistance in developing technical guidance and
negotiating technical requirements and professional services to assist in performing outreach to the public
and other involved governmental agencies regarding their findings.
The site is a former manganese mine and mill that operated periodically between 1917 and 1961.
Mill processes, land disposal of solid wastes, and trespassing activities have resulted in chemical releases
to soil including volatile organic compounds semi-volatile organic compounds, metals, asbestos, and
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dioxins/furans. Contamination is present within tailings and soil on public and private lands within and
surrounding three deep, former open pit mines.
The DEP indicates there are no reclamation or development activities occurring at the site at this time
because a site assessment must first be performed. Entities currently involved in the planning aspects of
site assessment, remediation, reclamation, and development include the DEP, the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM), the City of Henderson, and Lakemoor Development, LLC (Lakemoor). The
DEP would be the lead regulatory agency overseeing the assessment through remediation and reclamation
work. The BLM is involved in property valuation and land transfers for certain federally owned parcels
within the Three Kids Mine Site. The City of Henderson Redevelopment Agency is involved in the land
transfer, as they will receive the land transferred from the BLM. Lakemoor would receive the land from the
City of Henderson once all necessary remediation plans and agreements are in place to allow for site wide
remediation and reclamation. Upon successful remediation of the site and reduction of hazards posed by
the three existing open pits, the site would be redeveloped for beneficial use.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve the Governor’s recommendation to use $150,000 in fees
transferred from the Hazardous Waste Management Fund in each year of the 2017-19 biennium for
a new contract to provide technical services for the Three Kids Mine Site?
The Subcommittee recommended approving the Governor’s recommendation to use $150,000 in
fees transferred from the Hazardous Waste Management Fund in each year of the 2017-19 biennium
for a new contract to provide technical services for the Three Kids Mine Site.
Other Closing Items
1. Adjusted Base Budget (BASE, DCNR-179 and 180): The following technical adjustments were
completed by Fiscal staff and included in this closing document for the base budget:


The division’s indirect cost allocation has been corrected utilizing the FY 2017 approved rate of
23.03 percent. The Executive Budget omitted salary and fringe costs that are subject to the cost
allocation. The division’s indirect cost allocation is assessed on the total amount of salaries and
fringe benefits for applicable division budgets. The division’s indirect cost allocation is the primary
funding source for the DEP Administration budget.



Staff adjusted federal grant revenues and the associated expenses to reconcile to the most recent
grant award. Because 100 percent of the authority for the federal grants is established in the base
budget, the funding sources recommended for Decision Unit M-100 were adjusted to reserves.



Staff adjusted other funding sources (fees transferred from the Hazardous Waste Management
Fund and fees and assessments transferred from the DEP Petroleum Clean-up Trust Fund) to
offset increases and decreases from the adjustments completed to reconcile the federal funding to
the most recent grant awards.

With the noted technical adjustments the Adjusted Base Budget appears reasonable.
2. Increase Contract Costs for the Nevada Business Environmental Program (E-350, DCNR-183):
The Governor recommends an increase in funding for an existing contract with the Nevada Business
Environmental Program for hazardous waste compliance assistance for small businesses. The Nevada
Business Environmental Program is under the University of Nevada, Reno, College of Business.
Contract services would include: 1) phone and e-mail technical assistance and additional services for
the toll-free environmental assistance hotline; 2) annual onsite visits; 3) outreach efforts;
4) development of assistance materials and documents, and an online information and resources
page; 5) training workshops; and 6) hazardous waste compliance assistance to the regulated
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community. The total cost for this decision unit is $40,000 for each year of the 2017-19 biennium
funded with fees that are transferred from the DEP Hazardous Waste Management Fund.
This recommendation appears reasonable.
3. Revise and Update the Nevada Recycles Website (E-351, DCNR-183): The Governor recommends
funding to move the Nevada Recycles website into an updated format that is compatible with the
division’s other website pages for a total cost of $8,630 in FY 2018, funded with Dumping Fees
($1 fee for each tire sold in Nevada). The division indicates the benefits would include a revised and
updated Nevada Recycles website compatible with the new DEP webpages and elimination of monthly
EITS fees. In addition, the updates would provide for a user-friendly website to assist in responding to
more inquiries and educating the public. This recommendation appears reasonable.
4. Recycling Grants Program (E-352, DCNR-183 and 184): The Executive Budget proposes funding for
the Recycling Grants Program (formerly known as the Solid Waste Contract Program) to award grants
to municipalities, educational institutions and nonprofit organizations for projects that enhance solid
waste management systems, promote the efficient use of resources and to educate communities, with
the goal of increasing recycling efforts, waste reduction and solid waste management. The total
funding recommended for the recycling grant program is $50,000 each fiscal year of the
2017-19 biennium, funded with Dumping Fees. The division notes the types of grant applications
received have included the purchase of bins and containers for recycling, publication of newsletters,
funding for specific waste collection events, funding to purchase recycled-content playground
equipment, and salaries for environmental education program staff. Historically, grant applications
have ranged from approximately $3,000 to $60,000. This recommendation appears reasonable.
5. Salary Adjustment for IT Position (E-671, DCNR-184 and 185): This decision unit provides a one-grade
salary increase for an Information Technology Professional position, as recommended by the Governor
to address salary disparities in key areas, specifically, IT positions and Correctional Officer
positions. (BUDGET OVERVIEW-12). This decision unit is funded with federal funds, fees, transfers
from other DEP budgets and an increase to reserves totaling $4,576 in FY 2018 and $4,603 in
FY 2019. The recommendation for this decision unit to provide a one-grade salary increase is for the
IT Professional position that is recommended to transfer to the DEP Administration budget in
Decision Unit E-902. Per the division’s fund map, the position is funded 100 percent with the
federal Department of Energy Grant transferred from the DEP Administration budget. This closing
document includes technical adjustments to correct the funding source for this decision unit and correct
the division’s indirect cost allocation utilizing the FY 2017 approved rate of 23.03 percent of salaries
and fringe benefits. This decision unit will be considered by the money committees when all
other statewide decision units are discussed.
6. Replacement Equipment (E-710, DCNR-185 and 186): The Governor recommends the replacement of
27 desktop computers, 11 laptop computers, 6 think pads and associated hardware and software; and
the replacement of 1 vehicle, funded with federal funds ($64,358), Dumping Fees ($2,710), the transfer
of fees from the Hazardous Waste Management Fund ($28,427), and the transfer of fees and
assessments from the DEP Petroleum Clean-up Trust Fund ($2,710), totaling $98,205 over the
2017-19 biennium. This closing document includes technical adjustments to correct the funding source
for this decision unit to Dumping Fees ($2,710), the transfer of fees from the Hazardous Waste
Management Fund ($28,427), the transfer of fees and assessments from the DEP Petroleum Clean-up
Trust Fund ($45,245), and reserves ($21,823) totaling $98,205 over the 2017-19 biennium. The federal
funding sources were eliminated in this decision unit since 100 percent of the authority for the federal
grants was established in the base budget. With the noted technical adjustments, this decision
unit appears reasonable.
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7. Position Reclassification (E-805, DCNR-186): The Governor recommends the reclassification of a
vacant Environmental Scientist position to a Supervising Professional Engineer for the
Abandoned Mine Land Program, resulting in an increase of costs totaling $32,472 over the
2017-19 biennium, funded with a transfer of fees from the Hazardous Waste Management Fund.
The division indicates the Abandoned Mine Land (AML) sites require expertise and staffing resources in
engineering, scientific and managerial skills to review and approve engineering design plans, and work
closely with engineering consultants and contractors to ensure engineering plans are built to
specifications. If approved, the division indicates the duties and responsibilities for the AML Supervising
Professional Engineer/Program Manager would require the person be a Professional Engineer in a
supervising role. The AML Program would include two Staff Engineers, who would be managed by the
Supervising Professional Engineer as recommended in The Executive Budget.
The DEP indicates the AML Program has been providing a critical support role to the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for two years to monitor, review and provide input for
investigation and cleanup activities at the Anaconda Mine site in Lyon County. The AML Program has
also assumed the lead role in managing remedial investigations and remedial actions at other large
abandoned mine land sites in Nevada.
This closing document includes technical adjustments to correct the division’s indirect cost allocation
utilizing the FY 2017 approved rate of 23.03 percent of salaries and fringe benefits. With the noted
technical adjustments, this decision unit appears reasonable.
8. Transfer an Information Technology Professional Position to the DEP Administration Budget (E-902,
DCNR-186 and 187): The Governor recommends the transfer of one IT Professional position and
associated operating expenses to the DEP Administration budget to centralize the IT Services provided
for the division in the DEP Administration budget. All IT positions for the division are included in the
Administration budget except for this IT Professional position. The position is funded with the federal
Department of Energy Grant via a transfer from the DEP Administration budget totaling $141,633 for
FY 2018 and $140,548 for FY 2019.
This closing document includes technical adjustments to correct the division’s indirect cost allocation
utilizing the FY 2017 approved rate of 23.03 percent of salaries and fringe benefits. Fiscal staff has
also completed technical adjustments to correct the retirement code for the IT Professional position and
to include the recommended increase in decision unit E-671 for the IT professional position. With the
noted technical adjustments, this decision unit appears reasonable.
Staff recommends the Other Closing Items, excluding Other Closing Item 5, be closed as
recommended by the Governor, including the technical adjustments noted, with authority for staff
to make other technical adjustments as necessary.
The Subcommittee recommended approving the Other Closing Items as recommended by the
Governor, with the noted technical adjustment, including authority for Fiscal staff to make technical
adjustments as needed; and excluding Other Closing Item 5, which was approved when the
statewide decision units were approved.

http://lcbfiscal/Secretary Session Document/3187cls_JG_jl.docx
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Title:
Account:

Nevada Legislative Counsel Bureau
Budget Closing Action Report
Public Safety, Natural Resources and Transportation Joint
Subcommittee
W02 - WORKING VERSION 2

Budget Page: DCNR-189, Volume III

DCNR - DEP MINING REGULATION/RECLAMATION
101 - 3188

2015-16
Actual

Revenues

2016-17
WP

Apr 14, 2017
Page 1 of 2

%
Chg

2017-18
GOV REC

%
Chg

2018-19
GOV REC

%
Chg

OTHER FUND

2,857,951

2,650,710

(7.25)

2,869,057

8.24

2,869,057

BALANCE FORWARD

(540,863)

4,142,924

(865.98)

3,455,754

(16.59)

3,475,235

0.56

Total Revenues

2,317,088

6,793,634

193.20

6,324,811

(6.90)

6,344,292

0.31

Total FTE

22.00

22.00

22.00

Adjustments to Revenue
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

B000

00

2511

Description

2017-18

2018-19
(3,031)

Decrease the Balance Forward for the updated DEP indirect cost
allocation to the FY 2017 approved rate of 23.03 percent of salaries
and fringe benefits for the positions

Sub-total

0

(3,031)

Line Item Changes to Revenues

0

(3,031)

Adjustments to Expenditures
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

2017-18

2018-19

B000

14

7000

Description
Increase the Indirect Cost category to recognize salary and fringe
benefit costs omitted from the calculation in The Executive Budget

3,031

2,670

B000

86

9000

Decrease reserves to fund the updated DEP indirect cost allocation
to the FY 2017 approved rate of 23.03 percent of salaries and
fringe benefits for the positions

(3,031)

(5,701)

Sub-total

0

(3,031)

Line Item Changes to Expenditures

0

(3,031)

Total

0

0

Grand Total General Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Grand Total Highway Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Overview
Staff is responsible for developing closing recommendations for this budget. The Subcommittee has not
previously heard this budget.
The Bureau of Mining Regulation and Reclamation (BMRR) is responsible for the Mining Regulatory
Program developed pursuant to NRS 445A.300 through 445A.730 and NAC 445A.070 through 445A.447,
which relates to Water Pollution Control; and NRS 519A.010 through 519A.280 and NAC 519A.010
through 519A.415, which relates to the Reclamation of Land Subject to Mining Operations or Exploration
Projects. Through these laws, the BMRR ensures the design, construction, operation, closure, and
reclamation of mining and exploration operations are carried out in accordance with state law and in a
manner that protects public health. The mission of the BMRR is to protect human health and ground
and surface water resources from mining-related contamination and to ensure closed mines are
reclaimed for post-mining land use. This budget is funded by fees paid by the mining industry.
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Major Closing Issues
There are no major closing issues.
Other Closing Items
1. Adjusted Base Budget (BASE DCNR-189-190): Fiscal staff has included technical adjustments in this
closing document to correct the division’s indirect cost allocation utilizing the FY 2017 approved rate of
23.03 percent. The Executive Budget omitted salary and fringe costs that are subject to the cost
allocation. The division’s indirect cost allocation is assessed on the total amount of salaries and
fringe benefits for applicable division budgets. The division’s indirect cost allocation is the primary
funding source for the DEP Administration budget. This recommendation appears reasonable with
the noted technical adjustments.
2. Membership Dues and Publications (E-225, DCNR-191): The Governor recommends funding for
membership dues to the National Groundwater Association, which provides a weekly on-line newsletter
and access to articles on groundwater practices, and membership dues to the Nevada Water
Resources Association for training opportunities. In addition, the Governor recommends funding for a
subscription to the Oil Price Information Service for the annual update of the reclamation cost estimator
spreadsheet used by staff to determine financial guarantees for mining facilities. The funding for this
decision unit is from Mining Regulation and Mining Reclamation Fees totaling $1,045 for each
fiscal year of the 2017-19 biennium. This recommendation appears reasonable.
3. Equipment Replacement (E-710, E-712 and E-713 DCNR-192-193): The Governor recommends the
replacement of 13 desktop computers and 1 ThinkPad and associated software, office equipment, and
one sport utility vehicle funded with Mining Regulation and Mining Reclamation fees totaling $57,549
over the 2017-19 biennium. This recommendation appears reasonable.
Staff recommends Other Closing Items 2 and 3 be closed as recommended by the Governor with
the technical adjustments noted in Other Closing Item 1, and authority for staff to make other
technical adjustments as necessary.
The Subcommittee recommended approval of Other Closing Items 2 and 3 as recommended by the
Governor, and Other Closing Item 1 as recommended by the Governor, with the noted technical
adjustments, and authorizing Fiscal staff to make other technical adjustments as necessary.

http://lcbfiscal/Secretary Session Document/3188cls_JG_jl.docx
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Title:
Account:

Nevada Legislative Counsel Bureau
Budget Closing Action Report
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W02 - WORKING VERSION 2

Budget Page: DCNR-195, Volume III

DCNR - DEP STATE REVOLVING FUND - ADMIN
746 - 3189

2015-16
Actual

2016-17
WP

%
Chg

2017-18
GOV REC

%
Chg

2018-19
GOV REC

%
Chg

2,789,954
136,446

3,057,363

9.58

3,153,096

3.13

2,928,208

(7.13)

125,727

(7.86)

133,388

6.09

133,394

BALANCE FORWARD

0.00

(133,399)

908,556

(781.08)

1,034,240

13.83

955,099

(7.65)

Total Revenues

2,793,001

4,091,646

46.50

4,320,724

5.60

4,016,701

(7.04)

Revenues
FEDERAL FUND

Apr 14, 2017
Page 1 of 3

OTHER FUND

Total FTE

5.00

5.00

5.00

Adjustments to Revenue
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

B000

00

2511

Description
Reconcile the balance forward for FY 2019 to reserves in FY 2018

2017-18

2018-19

B000

00

3583

Increase the Federal EPA Drinking Water State Revolving Fund
Grant to reconcile to expenses funded with the grant

15,349

18,994

B000

00

3855

Decrease the Loan Servicing Fees to reconcile to FY 2016 receipts

(257)

(263)

B000

00

4776

Reimbursement from the DEP Water Planning Capital Improvement
budget for salaries, fringe benefits and the associated DEP indirect
cost allocation for employees in this budget that provide
administrative support for the Water Planning Capital Improvement
budget

3,076

3,076

E350

00

3583

Increase the Federal EPA Drinking Water State Revolving Fund
Grant to reconcile to Decision Unit E-350 in the DEP Safe Drinking
Water Regulatory Program budget

950

759

7,270

Sub-total

19,118

29,836

Line Item Changes to Revenues

19,118

29,836

Adjustments to Expenditures
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

2017-18

2018-19

B000

12

9000

Decrease the Wellhead Program category to reconcile to program
funding in the DEP Safe Drinking Water Regulatory Program
budget, Decision Unit E-901

(1,046)

274

B000

14

7000

Increase the Indirect Cost category to recognize salary and fringe
benefit costs omitted from the calculation in The Executive Budget

448

370

B000

33

9000

Decrease the Drinking Water State Revolving Fund 10% Set Aside
category to reconcile the transfer of funding to the DEP Safe
Drinking Water Regulatory Program budget

(50,285)

(18,468)

B000

36

9000

Increase the Drinking Water State Revolving Fund 15% Set Aside
for Local Assistance category to reconcile the transfer of funding to
the DEP Safe Drinking Water Regulatory Program budget

61,780

30,831

B000

86

9000

Increase reserves to properly reflect the balance of loan servicing
fees and interest earnings

7,271

16,070

E350

33

9000

Increase the Drinking Water State Revolving Fund 10% Set Aside
category to reconcile to Decision Unit E-350 in the DEP Safe
Drinking Water Regulatory Program budget

950

759

Sub-total

19,118

29,836

Line Item Changes to Expenditures

19,118

29,836

Total

0

0

Grand Total General Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Grand Total Highway Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0
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Overview
Fiscal staff is responsible for developing closing recommendations for this budget. The Subcommittee has
not previously reviewed this budget.
The State Revolving Loan programs provide low-cost financing for wastewater and drinking water
infrastructure improvements that are needed to achieve compliance with applicable environmental
standards. The State Revolving Fund Administration budget is funded primarily with federal grants
awarded by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for the administration and technical support of the
Drinking Water State Revolving Fund (DWSRF) and the Clean Water State Revolving Fund (CWSRF).
In addition to federal grants, the State Revolving Fund Administration budget receives loan servicing fees
and interest, which are currently placed in reserve.
Major Closing Issues
There are no major closing issues.
Other Closing Items
1. Adjusted Base Budget Technical Adjustments (BASE, DCNR-195): Fiscal staff has included
technical adjustments in this closing document to correct the division’s indirect cost allocation utilizing
the FY 2017 approved rate of 23.03 percent. The Executive Budget omitted salary and fringe costs that
are subject to the cost allocation. The division’s indirect cost allocation is assessed on the total amount
of salaries and fringe benefits for applicable division budgets. The division’s indirect cost allocation is
the primary funding source for the DEP Administration budget. In addition, technical adjustments for
the base budget are included in this closing document for the following:


Reconcile the federal funding received in this budget to the most recent grant award for the federal
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Drinking Water State Revolving Fund Administration
Grant.



Reconcile Loan Servicing fees for FY 2018 and FY 2019 to actual receipts for FY 2016.



Positions assigned to this budget provide administrative support for the Water Infrastructure Grants
program in the DEP Water Planning Capital Improvement budget. The employees that provide the
administrative support are currently coding the budget account and the number of hours worked on
their timesheets and the salaries and fringe benefits for those hours are directly charged to the DEP
Water Planning Capital Improvement budget. Typically, support provided by positions for programs
that are funded in other budgets are reimbursed by transferring the funding from the responsible
budget to the budget where the positions providing the support are assigned. Fiscal staff has
established revenue authority in this budget totaling $3,076 for each fiscal year of the
2017-19 biennium for the reimbursement of salaries and fringe benefits ($2,500) and the associated
DEP indirect cost allocation ($576 which is 23.03 percent of salaries and fringe benefits), which will
allow for the reimbursement of funding from the DEP Water Planning Capital Improvement budget
via transfer. This funding source is being placed in reserves in the event the positions assigned to
this budget do not provide support to the DEP Water Planning Capital Improvement budget.
A corresponding transfer category has been established in the DEP Water Planning Capital
Improvement budget.

The Adjusted base budget appears reasonable with the noted technical adjustments.
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2. Transfer of Federal Grant Funding to the DEP Safe Drinking Water Regulatory Program Budget (E-350,
DCNR-197): The Executive Budget proposes the transfer of $262,142 in FY 2018 and $260,478 in
FY 2019 in federal EPA State Revolving Fund Administrative Grant funds to support two new positions
(one Professional Engineer position and one Environmental Scientist position) recommended in the
Safe Drinking Water Regulatory Program budget in corresponding Decision Unit E-350. The Governor
recommends the two new positions due to national concerns with drinking water quality and reliability
and increased oversight from the U.S. EPA. The division indicates no fee increases would be needed
to support the positions.
In the closing document for the DEP Safe Drinking Water Regulatory Program budget in Decision Unit
E-350, Fiscal staff included technical adjustments to correct the funding sources and to correct the
division’s indirect cost allocation utilizing the FY 2017 approved rate of 23.03 percent. The noted
technical adjustments completed for the DEP Safe Drinking Water Regulatory Program budget in
Decision Unit E-350 result in technical adjustments in this budget to reconcile to the amount that would
be needed to transfer to the DEP Safe Drinking Water Regulatory Program budget. With the
technical adjustment, the transfers total $263,092 in FY 2018 and $261,237 in FY 2019.
This recommendation appears reasonable with the noted technical adjustment.
The Subcommittee will make the decision on whether to approve the new positions when
closing the Safe Drinking Water Regulatory Program budget.
3. Replacement Equipment (E-710, DCNR-197-198): The Governor recommends $2,710 in federal grant
funds and reserves to replace two desktop computers over the 2017-19 biennium.
This recommendation appears reasonable.
4. Transfer of Federal Grant Funding to the DEP Water Pollution Control Budget for Replacement
Equipment (E-711, DCNR-198): The Executive Budget proposes the transfer of $1,355 in FY 2018 of
federal EPA State Revolving Fund Administrative Grant dollars to fund replacement equipment
recommended by the Governor in the DEP Water Pollution Control budget. This recommendation
appears reasonable. The Subcommittee will make the decision on whether to approve the new
equipment when closing the Water Pollution Control budget.
5. Transfer of Federal Grant Funding to the DEP Safe Drinking Water Regulatory Program Budget for
New and Replacement Equipment (E-712, E-713 and E-720, DCNR-198-199): The Executive Budget
proposes the transfer of $60,355 in FY 2018 and $29,406 in FY 2019 in federal EPA State Revolving
Fund Administrative Grant funds for new and replacement equipment recommended by the Governor in
the DEP Safe Drinking Water Regulatory Program budget. This recommendation appears
reasonable. The Subcommittee will make the decision on whether to approve the new
equipment when closing the Safe Drinking Water Regulatory Program budget.
Staff recommends this budget be closed as recommended by the Governor with the
technical adjustments noted and authority for staff to make other technical adjustments as
necessary, including those that may be necessary as a result of the Subcommittee’s closing
actions on the Safe Drinking Water Regulatory Program and the Water Pollution Control budgets.
The Subcommittee recommended approving Other Closing Items 3-5 as recommended by the
Governor and Other Closing Items 1 and 2 as recommended by the Governor, with the noted
technical adjustments, and authorizing Fiscal staff to make other technical adjustments as
necessary.

http://lcbfiscal/Secretary Session Document/3189cls_JG_jl.docx
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Title:
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Nevada Legislative Counsel Bureau
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W02 - WORKING VERSION 2

Budget Page: DCNR-201, Volume III

DCNR - DEP WATER QUALITY PLANNING
101 - 3193

2015-16
Actual

2016-17
WP

%
Chg

2,447,971

2,834,429

15.79

Revenues
FEDERAL FUND
OTHER FUND

April 14, 2017
Page 1 of 3

2017-18
GOV
REC

%
Chg

2018-19
GOV REC

%
Chg

2,475,68
8

(12.66)

2,502,579

1.09

(14.76)

646,717

3.41

2,658

INTERAGENCY TRANSFER

661,563

733,664

10.90

625,368

(2,656)

35,520

(1437.35)

35,520

3,109,536

3,603,613

15.89

3,136,57
6

BALANCE FORWARD
Total Revenues

Total FTE

15.00

35,520
(12.96)

3,184,816

14.00

1.54

14.00

Adjustments to Revenue
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

2017-18

2018-19

B000

00

3453

Description
Decrease the Federal Clean Water Act Section 106 EPA Grant to
reconcile to the most recent grant award

(10,852)

(10,132)

B000

00

3454

Increase the Federal Clean Water Act Section 106MI EPA Grant in
FY 2017 and decrease it in FY 2019 to reconcile to the most recent
grant award

28,242

(48)

B000

00

3552

Decrease the Federal Clean Water Act Section 604B EPA Grant to
reconcile to the most recent grant award

(137)

B000

00

3587

Decrease the Federal Clean Water Act Section 319H EPA Grant to
reconcile to the most recent grant award

(705)

(164)

B000

00

4669

Increase the Transfer from the DEP Administration budget for the
DOE Grant for FY 2018 and decrease for FY 2019 to reconcile to
the amount allocated for this budget

1,129

(32)

E903

00

4669

Decrease the Transfer from the DEP Administration budget for the
updated DEP indirect cost allocation to reconcile to the FY 2017
approved rate of 23.03 percent of salaries and fringe benefits

(157)

(142)

Sub-total

17,520

(10,518)

Line Item Changes to Revenues

17,520

(10,518)

Adjustments to Expenditures
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

2017-18

2018-19

B000

06

7000

Increase the Federal 106 category to reconcile to the most recent
grant award

(6,126)

(11,175)

B000

09

7000

Decrease the Federal Clean Water Act Section 319H EPA Grant
category in FY 2018 and increase it in FY 2019 to reconcile to the
most recent grant award

(4,771)

630

B000

09

8000

Decrease the Federal Clean Water Act Section 319H EPA Grant
category to reconcile to the most recent grant award

(925)

(794)

B000

12

7000

Decrease DOE Grant category to reconcile to this most recent grant
award

(925)

(794)

B000

14

7000

Increase the Transfer to the Environmental Protection Admin
category for the updated DEP indirect cost allocation to reconcile to
the FY 2017 approved rate of 23.03 percent of salaries and fringe

2,052

1,806

B000

20

7000

Increase the Federal Clean Water Act Section 106 MI EPA Grant
category in FY 2018 and decrease it in FY 2019 to reconcile to the
most recent grant award

28,372

(49)

E903

14

7000

Decrease the Transfer to the Environmental Protection Admin
category for the updated DEP indirect cost allocation to reconcile to
the FY 2017 approved rate of 23.03 percent of salaries and fringe

(157)

(142)
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Sub-total

17,520

(10,518)

Line Item Changes to Expenditures

17,520

(10,518)

Total

0

0

Grand Total General Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Grand Total Highway Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Overview
Staff is responsible for developing closing recommendations for this budget. The Subcommittee has not
previously heard this budget.
The Bureau of Water Quality Planning (BWQP) implements programs to meet the requirements of the
federal Clean Water Act, as well as Nevada’s water quality statutes and regulations. The mission of the
BWQP is to protect and improve the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of water within the state.
This is accomplished through water quality, bio assessment, and habitat monitoring; the adoption of water
quality standards; ensuring discharges meet applicable effluent limitations and water quality standards; and
assisting in the development and review of wastewater management plans. This budget is primarily funded
by federal grants and budgetary transfers.
Major Closing Issues
There are no major closing issues.
Other Closing Items
1. Adjusted Base Budget (BASE DCNR-201-202): Fiscal staff has included technical adjustments in this
closing document to correct the division’s indirect cost allocation utilizing the FY 2017 approved rate of
23.03 percent. The Executive Budget omitted salary and fringe costs that are subject to the cost
allocation. The division’s indirect cost allocation is assessed on the total amount of salaries and fringe
benefits for applicable division budgets. The division’s indirect cost allocation is the primary funding
source for the DEP Administration budget.
Fiscal staff has also made technical adjustments to federal grant revenues and associated
expenditures to reconcile the amounts to approved grant awards. This recommendation appears
reasonable with the noted technical adjustments.
2. Replacement Equipment (E-710, DCNR-203-204): The Executive Budget recommends federal funding
and transfers totaling $9,357 in FY 2018 and $7,104 in FY 2019 to replace 6 desktop computers,
3 Lenovo Thinkpads, and 1 camper shell for an existing agency vehicle. This recommendation
appears reasonable.
3. New Equipment (E-720, DCNR-204): The Executive Budget recommends federal funding totaling
$6,250 in FY 2019 for micro imaging software licenses to move towards electronic record keeping. This
recommendation appears reasonable.
4. Position Transfer (E-903, DCNR-204): The Executive Budget proposes to transfer one Management
Analyst position from the Water Quality Planning budget to the DEP Administration budget. The
division indicates the Management Analyst was established as a Contract Manager to provide overall
program support to the Bureau of Water Quality Planning; however, a number of streamlining efforts
were implemented and this position is no longer needed for its original purpose. Duties that would be
assigned to the Management Analyst if transferred to the DEP Administration budget include contract
management, electronic records management, and other DEP support functions. Fiscal staff has
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included a technical adjustment for this decision unit to correct the division’s indirect cost allocation
utilizing the FY 2017 approved rate of 23.03 percent of salaries and fringe benefits. The position is
funded with the Federal Department of Energy Grant and with the noted technical adjustment; the
revised transfer is $80,180 in FY 2018 and $81,689 in FY 2019. With the noted technical
adjustment, this recommendation appears reasonable.
Staff recommends the Other Closing Items be closed as recommended by the Governor with the
technical adjustments noted and authority for staff to make other technical adjustments as
necessary.
The Subcommittee recommended approving this budget as recommended by the Governor, with
the noted technical adjustments, and authorizing Fiscal staff to make other technical adjustments
as necessary.

http://lcbfiscal/Secretary Session Document/3193cls_JG_jl.docx
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Title:
Account:

Nevada Legislative Counsel Bureau
Budget Closing Action Report
Public Safety, Natural Resources and Transportation Joint
Subcommittee
W02 - WORKING VERSION 2

Budget Page: DCNR-207, Volume III

DCNR - DEP SAFE DRINKING WATER REGULATORY PROGRAM
101 - 3197

2015-16
Actual

Revenues

2016-17
WP

April 14, 2017
Page 1 of 5

%
2017-18
Chg GOV REC

%
Chg

2018-19
GOV REC
821,000

%
Chg

FEDERAL FUND

817,000

889,612

8.89

821,000

(7.71)

OTHER FUND

992,089

1,000,534

0.85

983,260

(1.73)

982,024

(0.13)

1,361,592

1,758,959

29.18

2,592,401

47.38

2,555,283

(1.43)

(28,757)

1,707,511

(6037.72)

1,614,655

(5.44)

1,631,283

1.03

3,141,924

5,356,616

70.49

6,011,316

12.22

5,989,590

(0.36)

INTERAGENCY TRANSFER
BALANCE FORWARD
Total Revenues
Total FTE

*27.00

32.00

32.00

*The Total FTE for the Base Budget should be 28.00 as the Interim Finance Committee approved a new Engineering Technician position at its
October 25, 2016 meeting; however, the new position was not added to the FY 2017 roster in The Executive Budget.

Adjustments to Revenue
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

B000

00

2511

Reconcile the balance forward in FY 2019 to reserves in FY 2018

2017-18

2018-19

B000

00

3601

Increase Licenses and Fees to the amount collected in FY 2016

E350

00

2511

Reconcile the balance forward in FY 2019 to reserves in FY 2018

E350

00

3601

Increase License and Fees to correct the funding source for this
decision unit per the agency

1,524

1,394

E901

00

4670

Increase the Transfer from the State Revolving Fund BA 3189 to
reconcile to the transfer decision unit E-901 in the Water Pollution
Control budget

309

274

Sub-total

10,330

17,416

Line Item Changes to Revenues

10,330

17,416

4,618
8,497

9,863
1,267

Adjustments to Expenditures
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

2017-18

2018-19

B000

14

7000

Increase the Indirect Cost category to recognize salary and fringe
benefit costs omitted from the calculation in The Executive Budget

3,879

3,442

B000

86

9000

Decrease reserves for the increase to the indirect cost allocation
category

(3,879)

(7,321)

B000

86

9000

Increase Reserves for the increase in Licenses and Fees to the
amount collected in FY 2016

8,497

18,360

E350

14

7000

Increase the Indirect Cost category to recognize salary and fringe
benefit costs omitted from the calculation in The Executive Budget

257

220

E350

86

9000

Increase Reserves to correct the funding sources for this decision
unit per the agency

1,267

2,441

E901

12

6000

Increase the Wellhead Protection program category to reconcile to
the transfer decision unit E-901 in the Water Pollution Control
budget

41

39

E901

12

7000

Increase the Wellhead Protection program category to reconcile to
the transfer decision unit E-901 in the Water Pollution Control
budget

1

2

E901

14

7000

Increase the Wellhead Protection program category to reconcile to
the transfer decision unit E-901 in the Water Pollution Control
budget

267

233

Sub-total

10,330

17,416

Line Item Changes to Expenditures

10,330

17,416

Total

0

0

Grand Total General Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Grand Total Highway Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0
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Overview
The Bureau of Safe Drinking Water (BSDW) ensures Nevada’s public water systems comply with state and
federal drinking water standards by enforcing the sampling and monitoring requirements for water quality
and enforcing requirements for surface water treatment and corrosion control. The BSDW also reviews
engineering plans for public water systems and the subdivision of land, assesses water sources, conducts
annual sanitary surveys, and certifies the qualifications of public water system operators. This budget is
primarily funded by federal grants, various fee revenues, and budgetary transfers.
Major Closing Issue
Two New Positions for the Drinking Water Program
Discussion of Major Closing Issue
Two New Positions for the Drinking Water Program (E-350, DCNR-209): The Governor recommends
one Professional Engineer position and one Environmental Scientist and associated operating expenses
for the Drinking Water Program. The positions would be funded with $524,329 in federal Drinking Water
State Revolving Fund Grant transfers from the DEP Revolving Fund budget and net fee and
reserve reductions of $1,960 for a total cost of $526,289 over the 2017-19 biennium.
The division indicates that recent public concerns with drinking water quality and increased oversight from
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has prompted the need for two positions in the
Drinking Water program. The division further indicates the Drinking Water program is understaffed and is
facing an ever-increasing workload due to new standards, compliance issues at small systems and
increased scrutiny of the program and demands for information by the EPA following the events in
Flint, Michigan related to lead contamination. Additionally, the positions are recommended in order to
maintain an adequate regulatory presence among the 600 regulated public water supply systems in the
state, which is critical to protecting the public from waterborne disease and health effects.
The Environmental Scientist position would be responsible for overseeing compliance and enforcement of
public water system laws and regulations; coordinating formal compliance and enforcement activities;
assisting public water systems with water quality data review; and developing the annual Consumer
Confidence Report.
The Professional Engineer position would provide engineering reviews for
water projects and subdivision design submittals to ensure compliance with public water system laws and
regulations and implement the Vulnerability Assessment program to help public water systems protect
drinking water from potential contamination.
According to the division, the duties associated with the proposed Professional Engineer are currently
being performed by a contract worker. The duties proposed for the Environmental Scientist position are
being shared by all positions in the Public Water System Compliance Branch.
In the division’s follow-up response to the budget hearing on February 17, 2017, the agency identified
several new and/or amended federal regulations that were implemented during the 2015-17 biennium that
have impacted the division and generated the need for the two new positions for the Safe Drinking Water
program as follows:
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Formal Enforcement Actions: The BSDW established enforcement policies and procedures in
late 2014 and early 2015 to address public water systems (PWSs) that are chronically
non-compliant with primary drinking water standards and/or have constructed water projects without
engineering review and approval.



Arsenic Rule: Although the Arsenic Rule became effective in January 2006, the last Arsenic Rule
exemptions did not expire until January 2015. Effective January 2015, a dozen PWSs became
non-compliant with the Arsenic drinking water standard. Increased oversight from the federal

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Enforcement Division compelled Nevada to prioritize formal
enforcement actions for PWSs that were not compliant with the Arsenic drinking water standard.
Six administrative orders were issued and five PWSs were returned to compliance by 2016.


Long Term 2 Enhanced Surface Water Treatment Rule: This rule targets additional cryptosporidium
treatment requirements effective in July 2006. A round of required source water monitoring
(to determine cryptosporidium treatment requirements) began in 2015, and will continue through
2020. The general tasks associated with staff workload include notifying PWSs of monitoring
requirements, reviewing and approving submitted monitoring plans, reviewing results reports, and
making determinations on additional treatment.



Revised Total Coliform Rule: This rule became effective April 1, 2016, to improve public health
protection and awareness from waterborne bacterial illnesses. During 2015, in advance of the
effective date, the agency indicates workload increased significantly to address training, outreach,
initial sampling plan development, and to provide comment to EPA on rule implementation. Ongoing
workload under this new rule includes reviewing annual start-up certifications for seasonal systems,
processing Level 1 Assessments related to positive bacteriological lab reports, conducting field visits,
associated report writing for Level 2 Assessments related to repeated bacteriological contaminant
events, and tracking all of the associated deadlines.



Reduction of Lead in Drinking Water Act of 2011: This rule became effective January 2014. The Act
requires all water systems that provide water for human consumption to use materials, devices, and
components that meet new "lead-free" requirements. From an engineering perspective, the Act has
generated numerous questions, comments, concerns, and requests for exceptions to the Rule from
water systems and the engineering community. The agency indicates that a significant amount of
staff time has been spent in research, discussions, meetings, and writing letters of clarification
regarding the requirement to use materials that are "lead free" if they contact drinking water, and the
BSDW continues to spend time fielding questions regarding lead-free certification requirements and
reviewing drinking water components to verify and ensure compliance with the law.



Lead and Copper Rule: This rule was revised in 2001 and 2007. The agency notes the goals of the
revisions were to streamline and promote consistent implementation of the rule, strengthen lead and
copper monitoring, treatment processes, public education, customer awareness, lead service line
replacement, and provide more effective protection of public health by reducing exposure to lead in
drinking water. Recent concerns with water quality and reliability by the public, and increased
oversight from the EPA, prompted the need to spend more staff time ensuring that state
implementation of the Lead and Copper Rule is consistent with the evolution of the federal program
and guidance. The BSDW staff has been reevaluating sampling schedules and PWS’s sample site
selection criteria for Lead and Copper, updating sample collection and analysis guidance, providing
local and regional training, and outreach and technical assistance, as needed.
The agency indicates that increased scrutiny of state program implementation for the Lead and
Copper Rule is expected to continue. A proposed Lead and Copper Long-Term Revision Rule is
also anticipated in 2017. Staff workload associated with collecting data and information to provide
detailed and informed responses to the proposed requirements and implementation is expected to
increase through the 2017-19 biennium.
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Fiscal staff notes this closing document includes technical adjustments to correct the funding sources for
this decision unit and corrects the division’s indirect cost allocation utilizing the FY 2017 approved rate of
23.03 percent. The division’s indirect cost allocation is assessed on the total amount of salaries and
fringe benefits for applicable division budgets. With the noted technical adjustments this decision unit
would be funded with fees totaling $2,437 over the 2017-19 biennium and $524,329 from the
federal Drinking Water State Revolving Fund Grant that is transferred from the DEP Revolving Fund
budget for a total cost of $526,766 over the 2017-19 biennium.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve $526,766 over the 2017-19 biennium, which includes the
technical adjustments noted by Fiscal staff to add one Professional Engineer position and
one Environmental Scientist position and associated operating expenses for the Drinking Water
Program, as adjusted?
The Subcommittee recommended approving $526,766 as recommended by the Governor over the
2017-19 biennium, which includes the technical adjustments noted by Fiscal staff to add one
Professional Engineer position and one Environmental Scientist position and associated operating
expenses for the Drinking Water Program, as adjusted.
Other Closing Items
1. Adjusted Base Budget (BASE, DCNR-207 and 208): Fiscal staff has included technical adjustments in
this closing document to correct the division’s indirect cost allocation utilizing the FY 2017 approved
rate of 23.03 percent. The Executive Budget omitted salary and fringe costs that are subject to the cost
allocation. The division’s indirect cost allocation is assessed on the total amount of salaries and
fringe benefits for applicable division budgets. The division’s indirect cost allocation is the primary
funding source for the DEP Administration budget. This recommendation appears reasonable with
the noted technical adjustments.
2. Replacement Equipment (E-710, E-712 and E-713, DCNR-210 and 211): The Governor recommends
the replacement of 14 desktop computers, 2 laptops, 1 ThinkPad and associated hardware and
software; and the replacement of 3 vehicles and office and field equipment, funded with fees ($35,512),
the federal Department of Energy Grant that is transferred from the DEP Administration budget
($4,065), and the federal Drinking Water State Revolving Fund Grant that is transferred from the
DEP Revolving Fund ($80,811) totaling $120,388 over the 2017-19 biennium. This recommendation
appears reasonable.
3. New Software (E-720, DCNR-212): The Governor recommends new micro-imaging software to assist
the division in moving toward electronic record keeping, funded with the federal Drinking Water State
Revolving Fund Grant that is transferred from the DEP Revolving Fund totaling $8,950 over the
2017-19 biennium. This recommendation appears reasonable.
4. Transfer of the Wellhead Protection Program from the DEP Water Pollution Control Budget (E-901,
DCNR-212): The Executive Budget proposes the transfer of the Wellhead Protection Program, also
known as the Source Water Protection Program, from the DEP Water Pollution Control budget to the
DEP Safe Drinking Water Regulatory budget. The associated federal Drinking Water State Revolving
Fund Grant funding for this program of $513,817 in FY 2018 and $515,773 in FY 2019 would also be
transferred to this budget.
The Wellhead Protection Program is mandated by the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) enacted in
1974 by the federal government to ensure safe public drinking water supplies and to protect
underground sources of drinking water from contamination. These provisions for protecting
groundwater were strengthened by the 1986 Amendments (Section 1428) to the SDWA. The
amendments mandate that each state develop a Wellhead Protection Program for protecting ground
water that serves as a source for public drinking water supplies.
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This recommendation includes the transfer of two positions (one Professional Engineer position and
one Environmental Scientist position) who are associated with the program. To justify the transfer, the
division indicates that the Bureau of Safe Drinking Water has the responsibility for regulating public
drinking water supplies and although the Wellhead Protection Program is primarily a pollution
prevention program, it is the Bureau of Safe Drinking Water that is responsible for approving sources of
water supplies such as wells, springs and surface water intakes. In addition, the Bureau of Safe
Drinking Water manages the vulnerability assessment program, which inventories potential sources of
contaminants to drinking water wells. For these reasons, the division has determined that the Wellhead
Protection Program should be within the DEP Safe Drinking Water Regulatory budget. Fiscal staff has
completed technical adjustments in this closing document to reconcile this decision unit to
Decision Unit E-901in the DEP Water Pollution Control budget. With the technical adjustments noted,
the associated federal Drinking Water State Revolving Fund Grant funding for this program increased
to $514,126 in FY 2018 and $516,047 in FY 2019. This recommendation appears reasonable with
the noted technical adjustments.
Staff recommends the Other Closing Items be closed as recommended by the Governor with the
technical adjustments noted and authority for staff to make other technical adjustments as
necessary.
The Subcommittee recommended approving the Other Closing Items as recommended by the
Governor, with the noted technical adjustments, including authority for Fiscal staff to make
technical adjustments as needed.

http://lcbfiscal/Secretary Session Document/3197cls_JG_jl.docx
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Title:
Account:

Nevada Legislative Counsel Bureau
Budget Closing Action Report
Public Safety, Natural Resources and Transportation Joint Subcommittee
W02 - WORKING VERSION 2

Budget Page: DCNR-214, Volume III

DCNR - DEP WATER PLANNING CAP IMPROVEMENT
101 - 4155

2015-16
Actual

Revenues

2016-17
WP

April 14, 2017
Page 1 of 2

%
Chg

2017-18
GOV REC

%
Chg

2018-19
GOV REC

%
Chg

OTHER FUND

2,000

7,614

280.70

2,000

(73.73)

2,000

BALANCE FORWARD

7,964

41,358

419.31

41,566

0.50

36,055

(13.26)

Total Revenues

9,964

48,972

391.49

43,566

(11.04)

38,055

(12.65)

Total FTE

Adjustments to Revenue
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

B000

00

2511

Description

2017-18

Reconcile the balance forward for FY 2019 to reserves in FY 2018

2018-19
(3,076)

Sub-total

0

(3,076)

Line Item Changes to Revenues

0

(3,076)

Adjustments to Expenditures
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

2017-18

2018-19

B000

40

9000

Establish authority in the Transfer to the DEP State Revolving
Fund - Admin category for the transfer of funding from reserves to
reimburse the DEP State Revolving Fund - Admin budget for costs
associated with positions that provide administrative support for the
Water Infrastructure Grants program in this budget

3,076

3,076

B000

86

9000

Decrease reserves to transfer funding to the DEP State Revolving
Fund - Admin budget for administrative support provided for the
Water Infrastructure Grants program

(3,076)

(6,152)

Sub-total

0

(3,076)

Line Item Changes to Expenditures

0

(3,076)

Total

0

0

Grand Total General Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Grand Total Highway Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Overview
Staff is responsible for developing closing recommendations for this budget. The Subcommittee has not
previously heard this budget.
The Division of Environmental Protection (DEP) Water Planning Capital Improvement budget funds the
administrative expenses of the Board for Financing Water Projects, which awards grants for capital
improvements to small public water systems to ensure compliance with state and federal drinking water
regulations. Grants are also awarded by the Board for qualifying water conservation projects, to mitigate
the costs associated with abandoned septic systems, and to cover costs associated with connecting to
community sewer systems. This budget is funded by bond proceeds in reserves and administration fees.
Major Closing Issues
There are no major closing issues.
Other Closing Item
Technical Adjustment for Administrative Cost (Base, DCNR-214): During the 2015-16 Interim, the
Interim Finance Committee approved the elimination of one Professional Engineer position and associated
operating costs. The grants for capital improvements to small public water systems have been limited in
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recent years due to limited debt capacity and bond revenues to fund the grants, which is why the position
and associated operating costs were eliminated. The position had been vacant since January 23, 2011.
The agency indicates that if funding from bond proceeds were to significantly increase, the division would
consider reinstating the position.
Until funding from bond proceeds increases for this program, positions assigned to the State Revolving
Fund Administration budget provide administrative support for the Water Infrastructure Grants program.
Based on FY 2016 expenses, Fiscal staff suggests a technical adjustment to establish a new category and
authority to transfer funding (from reserves) to the DEP State Revolving Fund Administration budget for the
reimbursement of the administrative support provided for the Water Infrastructure Grant program. The
estimated costs associated with providing administrative support for the Water Infrastructure Grants
program totals $3,076 for each fiscal year of the 2017-19 biennium. A technical adjustment is also
suggested for the DEP State Revolving Fund Administration budget to establish a revenue line item for the
reimbursement of the administrative costs.
Staff recommends this budget be closed as recommended by the Governor with the technical
adjustment noted and with authority for staff to make other technical adjustments as necessary.
The Subcommittee recommended approving this budget as recommended by the Governor, with
the noted technical adjustments and authorizing Fiscal staff to make other technical adjustments
as necessary.
Additional Information – No Action Required
As noted in the overview, this budget provides administrative support for the Board for Financing Water
Projects, which awards grants for capital improvement projects to small public water systems. Grants are
also provided for qualifying water conservation programs and to defray costs of mitigating issues with
abandoned septic systems and to cover costs with connecting to community sewer systems. This budget
is funded by bond proceeds in reserves and fees that are transferred from the Grants to Water Purveyors
budget. Nevada Revised Statutes 349.986 provides general obligation bond authority for an aggregate
principal amount of $125 million for the Water Infrastructure Grants program.
As was recommended and approved for the 2015-17 biennium, as part of the 2017-19 CIP program, the
Governor is recommending the sale of $1.0 million in general obligation bonds for the 2017-19 biennium for
Water Infrastructure Grants program; however, the agency indicates that funding of $1.0 million in bond
proceeds will not generate enough project work for a full-time position. The agency notes that the projects
funded with the $1.0 million bond sale for the 2017-19 biennium will be managed by positions in the
DEP State Revolving Fund budget.
The agency reports that two water infrastructure projects were funded with the sale of bond proceeds
during the 2015-17 biennium as follows:


$537,630 was awarded to the Kingsbury General Improvement District. This grant funding was
associated with a much larger Drinking Water State Revolving Fund loan project totaling $17 million for
the relocation/retrofitting of the water treatment plant to meet the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Long Term 2 Enhanced Surface Water Treatment Rule. According to the agency, the grant funding
was used to assist in the unexpected costs of dredging and weighting the lake intake to get it back in
place on the lake floor.



$443,088 was awarded to Esmeralda County/Goldfield to assist in the replacement/upgrades to the
source water wells and two booster pumping stations on the 12-mile transmission main to the town.
http://lcbfiscal/Secretary Session Document/4155cls_JG_ch.docx
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Nevada Legislative Counsel Bureau
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W02 - WORKING VERSION 2

Budget Page: DCNR-216, Volume III

DCNR - DEP INDUSTRIAL SITE CLEANUP
101 - 3175

2015-16
Actual

2016-17
WP

OTHER FUND

2,909,723

BALANCE FORWARD

(392,077)

Total Revenues

2,517,646

Revenues

Total FTE

April 14, 2017
Page 1 of 3

%
Chg

2017-18
GOV REC

%
Chg

2018-19
GOV REC

%
Chg

8,886,551

205.41

4,094,741

(53.92)

3,089,017

(24.56)

392,078

(200.00)

392,078

9,278,629

268.54

4,486,819

12.00

(51.64)

9.00

393,253

0.30

3,482,270

(22.39)

9.00

Adjustments to Revenue
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

2017-18

2018-19

B000

00

4279

Increase Settlement Income for the updated DEP indirect cost
allocation to the FY 2017 approved rate of 23.03 percent of salaries
and fringe benefits for the positions funded with this funding source

956

592

B000

00

4735

Increase the Transfer from the Hazardous Waste Management
budget for the updated DEP indirect cost allocation to the FY 2017
approved rate of 23.03 percent of salaries and fringe benefits for
the positions funded with this funding source

638

773

E805

00

4279

Decrease Settlement Income for the updated DEP indirect cost
allocation to the FY 2017 approved rate of 23.03 percent of salaries
and fringe benefits for the 3 vacant positions recommended for
elimination in this decision unit

(401)

(342)

Sub-total

1,193

1,023

Line Item Changes to Revenues

1,193

1,023

Adjustments to Expenditures
Dec Unit

Cat

GL

Description

2017-18

2018-19

B000

14

7000

Increase the Indirect Cost category to recognize salary and fringe
benefit costs omitted from the calculation in The Executive Budget

1,594

1,365

E805

14

7000

Decrease the Indirect Cost category based upon corrected salary
and fringe benefit for the 3 vacant positions recommended for
elimination in this decision unit

(401)

(342)

Sub-total

1,193

1,023

Line Item Changes to Expenditures

1,193

1,023

Total

0

0

Grand Total General Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Grand Total Highway Fund Impact of Closing Changes

0

0

Overview
The 2015 Legislature approved this budget to record the settlement funds received by the Division of
Environmental Protection (DEP) as part of a $1.1 billion settlement to address the investigation and
cleanup of perchlorate and other hazardous substances released from the former Kerr-McGee Tronox site
near Henderson, Nevada.
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Funding in the DEP Industrial Site Cleanup budget provides for fiscal, regulatory and technical
oversight of the Nevada Environmental Response Trust (NERT). The NERT exists for the sole
purpose of administering assets received during the bankruptcy and to maximize the use of those assets to
address releases of hazardous substances from the former Kerr-McGee Tronox site. The settlement
agreement named the DEP on behalf of Nevada and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) on
behalf of the United States as beneficiaries of NERT.
In addition to the settlement income from NERT, this budget also includes reimbursements received by
the DEP via a transfer from the Hazardous Waste Management budget for work completed on
cleanup activities that the DEP staff oversee resulting from hazardous substance releases at the
three Basic Magnesium Industrial (BMI) Complex plant sites and the AMPAC site (formerly PEPCON), as
well as the assessment and cleanup at the 2,200 acre BMI common areas. There are multiple consent
agreements with different responsible parties at the BMI Complex, and the DEP bills state personnel
and contractor technical oversight costs on a quarterly basis to each of these parties.
The reimbursement of those costs are deposited to the Hazardous Waste Management budget, then
transferred to this budget. The budget includes funding totaling $4.5 million in FY 2018 and
$3.5 million in FY 2019 for personnel and operating costs, and contract costs for technical document
review, field investigations, analysis and reporting related to the cleanup efforts at all sites located
within the BMI Complex in Southern Nevada.
Major Closing Issue
Increase in Contract Services
Discussion of Major Closing Issue
Increase in Contract Services (E-350, DCNR-218): The Executive Budget proposes increased authority for
contract services to provide technical review services ($100,000 each year of the 2017-19 biennium);
contract services for planning and implementation of a Regional Groundwater Remedial Investigation
regarding the Las Vegas Wash ($1.0 million for FY 2018); and environmental consulting services for a
seepage study along the Las Vegas Wash during high-flow and low-flow regimes, including the installation
of three additional surface water gauges and contaminant sample collection ($188,700 in FY 2018 and
$149,570 in FY 2019). The increase in contract services is recommended to be funded 100 percent with
settlement income totaling $1.5 million from NERT as the increase in contract services is related to the
Kerr-McGee Tronox site within the BMI Complex.
Does the Subcommittee wish to approve settlement income of $1.3 million in FY 2018 and
$249,570 in FY 2019 for contract services as recommended by the Governor?
The Subcommittee recommended approving the Governor’s recommendation for an increase in
contract services related to the Kerr-McGee Tronox site within the BMI Complex, funded with
settlement income of $1.3 million in FY 2018 and $249,570 in FY 2019.
Other Closing Items
1. Adjusted Base Budget (BASE DCNR-216): Fiscal staff has included technical adjustments in this
closing document to correct the division’s indirect cost allocation utilizing the FY 2017 approved rate of
23.03 percent. The Executive Budget omitted salary and fringe costs that are subject to the cost
allocation. The division’s indirect cost allocation is assessed on the total amount of salaries and
fringe benefits for applicable division budgets. The division’s indirect cost allocation is the primary
funding source for the DEP Administration budget. This recommendation appears reasonable with
the noted technical adjustments.
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2. Equipment Replacement (E-710, DCNR-218 and 219): The Governor recommends the replacement of
three desktop computers and associated hardware and software; and the replacement of
office equipment funded with settlement income ($9,005) and transfers from the
non-executive Hazardous Waste Management budget ($10,700) totaling $19,705 over the
2017-19 biennium. This recommendation appears reasonable.
3. Elimination of Three Vacant Positions (E-805, DCNR-219): The Governor recommends the elimination
of three vacant positions (one Supervising Engineer and two Professional Engineers), resulting in a
reduction of NERT settlement income totaling $701,435 over the 2017-19 biennium. The positions,
approved by the 2015 Legislature to start in FY 2017, have never been filled. The positions were
approved to provide direction for the construction and oversight of the phased regional cleanup options,
including construction to mitigate contamination encountered during construction of Las Vegas Wash
erosion control structures. The positions were also approved to implement interim abatement and other
cleanup work in areas near the Las Vegas Wash for contamination from the former Kerr-McGee Tronox
site. The DEP has determined that NERT would perform this work instead under division oversight,
which would allow for more flexibility in adjusting personnel resources to complete design, construction
and implementation of cleanup as needed, rather than hiring permanent division staff.
Fiscal staff has included a technical adjustment for this decision unit to correct the division’s indirect
cost allocation utilizing the FY 2017 approved rate of 23.03 percent. The division’s indirect cost
allocation is assessed on the total amount of salaries and fringe benefits for applicable division
budgets. With the noted technical adjustment, this recommendation appears reasonable.
Staff recommends that all Other Closing Items be closed as recommended by the Governor with
the technical adjustments noted, and authority for staff to make other technical adjustments as
necessary.
The Subcommittee recommended approving the Other Closing Items as recommended by the
Governor, with the noted technical adjustments, including authority for Fiscal staff to make
technical adjustments as needed.
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